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I REPORT ON I6TH-CENTURY 

SPANISH BASQUE SHIPBUILDING, 

CA. 1550 TO CA. 1600 

Michael M. Barkham 

ABSTRACT 

This report deals with the various aspects of 
Spanish Basque shipbuilding from the lay
ing of the keel to the rigging of a ship.1 

Although a brief comparison is made 
between the smaller ships that went cod-
fishing to Terranova and the larger ones that 
went whaling, most of the report is directed 
towards the study of the larger type of ves
sel. In particular the overall dimensions of 
these merchant ships are discussed and 
other details relating to the hull, such as the 
number of decks, are also given. The materi
als and manufactured items that were used 
to build, rig and fit out a ship are described 
under separate chapter headings; e.g. quan
tity and sizes of planking, amount and thick
ness of cordage, weight and number of both 
anchors and cannon. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The obvious remark to make at this point is 
that this report, as indeed is the case with 
many others, would never have been possi
ble without Mrs. Barkham's original archi
val research into the Basque presence in 
Canada during the 16th century. 

Among documentation brought to light by 
Mrs. Barkham is an important section deal
ing with most aspects of Basque ship con
struction during the 16th century which 
forms the basis of this report. 

I would also like to thank Mr. Mikel Laburu 
and Mr. Jose Manuel Susteta of the Oceano-
graphical Society of San Sebastián for their 
interest and kind assistance. The tracings of 
Basque ships from sculptured stone are 
thanks to Mr. Mikel Laburu. 

S H I P CONSTRUCTION 

Distinctions between the Nao or 
Galeón and the Navio 

However confusing the terminology used 
by 16th century scriveners may be, to 
describe different types of ships, a clear 
dividing line is apparent from the building 
contracts between the smaller navios or 
zabras and the larger naos or galeones, from 
about 1550 onwards. 
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Year Built 

1602 

1576 

1578 

1580 

1579 

1579 

1559 

1560 

Name in Document 

zabra 

navio 

flayn 

galeón 

nao 

galeón 

nao 

galeón 

navio 

nao 

Length of Keel 

20 

21 

22.5 

22.5 

23 

23 

24 

25 

Extreme Breadth 

8 

8 + 1 hand 

9.5 

10 

10 

10 

11 

9 

Height to Upper Deck 

5 

6 

7 

6.5 

7 

7 

8.33 

7.6 

List I 
Note: Unless otherwise specified all measurements in this draft are in cubits (codos) = approx. 56 cm or 22 in. 

On the Cantabrian coast, by the second half 
of the 16th century, the terms for large ves
sels had narrowed down to nao or galeón and 
the term carabela had faded out. The use of 
the term galeón to denote a very small vessel 
of 10 or 20 tons or even fishing shallops, 
such as the "three galions" taken to New
foundland in 1541 on Martin de Artalecu's 
carabela San Salvador,2 no longer applied. 

The terminology for ships under about 180 
tons is slightly less clear. Navio, zabra, 
patache, and flayn all seem to be used inter
changeably and these small ships were also 
quite frequently designated as naos or galeo
nes. Even though there is an obvious overlap 
in the terms used for these ships, the evi
dence from construction documents shows a 
distinct difference in overall proportions 
between the larger and smaller ships. The 
smaller ships were much narrower in the 
beam in proportion to the keel whatever 
term was applied to them. 

The following is a list of ships up to approxi
mately 200 tons built along the Cantabrian 
coast between 1559 and 1602. It is interesting 
to note that over this time span of 43 years 
the main proportions of these ships varied 
very little (see List I). 

The proportions between the length of keel, 
extreme breadth and height to the upper 
deck of the navios conform to an average, 

1 {codo of keel) 

0.41 (extreme breadth) 

0.29 (height to upper deck) 

As will be seen from the list of measure
ments for the larger vessels (List II), the 
average ratio for vessels over 200 tons is 
quite different, 

1 {codo of keel) 

0.52 (extreme breadth) 

0.41 (height to upper deck) 

The Nao or Galeón 

The whaling ships built on the Spanish 
Basque coast that went to Labrador were 
nearly all of the larger nao or galeón type, 
while the Terranova cod-fishing fleet was on 
the whole made up of vessels under 200 
tons. There is sufficient documentation for 
the San Juan which was blown against the 
rocks in Red Bay in 1565, where she 
remained aground with all the barrels, to 
show that the burden of the wrecked ship 
was obviously about 300 tons. She was not 
on the other hand one of the largest of whal
ing ships, such as Joanes de Portu's Santa 
Ana, which was was well over 650 tons3 and 
had a carrying capacity of approximately 
2,000 barrels. 

List II shows the overall dimensions of 17 
naos ranging from approximately 180 to 650 
tons.4 These ships were all built in Guipuz-
coan ports5 between 1545 and 1601. Of the 
17 sets of overall dimensions 11 are from 
construction agreements that form the basis 
of this chapter, while the remaining mea
surements have been gathered from other 
sources. 
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Year 
Built 

1573 

1590 

1593 

1566 

1596 

1545 

1573 

1583 

1567 

1576 

1585 

1584 

1567 

1601 

1585 

1577 

1573 

Builder 

Garro 

Sagarraga 

Vergara 

Arteaga 

Arança 

Berrasoeta 

Yçeta 

Valerdi 

Ubilla 

Garro 

Elorriaga 

Sagarçutieta 

Clayz 

Cardel 

La Salde 

La Salde 

Avendao 

Keel 

24 

25 

26 

26.5 

27 

28 

28 

28 

29 

30 

30 

30 

31 

31 

31 

32.5 

34 

Extreme 
Breadth 

12 

13.5 

14 

13.5 

15 

14.5 

14.5 

15.5 

15 

16 

16.5 

16.75 at 11.5 

16 

16 at 10.5 

172/3 

16.75 

17 at 

1st Beams 

(7 beams) 

(5 or 7 beams) 

4 

4.5 

4 'long' 

5 1/3 

1st Deck 

(8 beams) 

7 (i/2 deck) 

7.5 

7 

6.5 (plus 3.5 of 
side above this) 

7.5 

7.5 to 8 

7.75 

9.5 

9.5 

-- 10 77 and , 

2nd Deck 

10 

11 

9 (not 
specified where) 

11 .25 

15 

11.5 (not 
specified where) 

(12 

at this height 

Upper 
Deck 

8 

10 

10 

10.75 

13.5 

10.5 

15 

12 

14.75 

50 

12 5/6 

15.5 

15 1/3 

54 

Overall 
Length 

47 

47 

53 

50 at 11.5 

51 

57 

1 

Tonnage 

350 of 2250 lb. 

500 

400 

500 of 2250 lb. 

List II 

Overall Dimensions 

Quilla 

The overall dimensions in these ships were 
described by the words: quilla (keel), eslora 
(overall length), manga (extreme breadth) 
and puntal (depth of hold). All of these being 
measured in codos (cubits) a unit of measure 
apparently equivalent to 56 cm (22 in.). The 
terms used in the documentation to deter
mine the length of keel are quilla and quilla 
limpia (keel and clean keel). The difference 
between these two is that quilla appears to 
be used to denote the whole length of the 
keel including the distance from the stem 
scarf-joint to the rabbet and the width of the 
stern-post, whereas quilla limpia appears to 
be the keel without taking into account 
either of these two distances. The definition 
given in Timoteo O'Scalan's Diccionario Mar
ítimo Español of quilla limpia is: the measure
ment of the length of the ship measured only 
by the keel, or from the end upon which the 
stern-post is set up to the beginning of the 
stem, and excluding the thicknesses of these 
two pieces. 

One of the quotes that best illustrates this 
point is from the 1583 building contract for 
Sabastian de Valerdi's ship built in Usurbil. 
She was to have "28 cubits of clear keel, 
more than less, from the scarf-joint of the 
stem pieces to the stern-post... and the stem 
and stern-post should have the rakes in the 
amount and in the manner that the said 
Sebastián de Valerdi should decide and see 
fit and that the keel as has been said should 
be 28 cubits from scarf-joint to scarf-joint". 
Another ship being built in Usurbil, in 1601, 
was to have 31 cubits of clear keel "up to the 
first scarf-joint of the first stem piece", while 
according to two contracts for 1584 and 1585 
the ships were to have "30 cubits of clear 
keel up to the stem scarf-joint without the 
forerake". These quotes may appear to go 
along with the definition in the Diccionario 
Marítimo Español, nevertheless it is not yet at 
all certain that the distinction between quilla 
and quilla limpia was always strictly adhered 
to in the building contracts. 

It can be said, however, that in none of the 
17 ships that are being discussed would one 
expect to find such a great difference in 
length between quilla and quilla limpia as 
seems to have occurred in two very large 
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Year Built 

1573 

1589 

1577 

1567 

1601 

1584 

1585 

1596 

Keel Length 

34 

34 

32.5 

31 

31 

30 

30 

27 

Extreme 
Breadth 

17 

17 

16.75 

16 

16 

16.75 

16.5 

15 

Height to Extreme Breadth 

10 

10.5 

11 

11.5 (not specified where) 

10.5 

11.5 

Overall 
Length 

54 at 10 

54 

57 

50 at 11.5 

51 

50 

53 

47 

List III 

ships that were built for Philip II in 1578 and 
1589.6 The nao galeaça San Cristobal, built in 
1578, had "42 cubits of keel without the zap
ata (distance from the stem scarph-joint to 
the rabbet), 38 of clear keel and the other 
four of flat timber made by the stem that 
was normal keel, because as no keel was 
found as long as was wanted the keel was 
helped by the flat bottom that was given to 
the stem". 

The other galeón of some 800 tons was to 
have "42 cubits of keel without the zapata 
and the stem is to form three cubits of keel 
that will total 45, if the clear keel does not 
reach 42". Both these quotes clearly show 
that in the case of very large vessels the keel 
could be made longer with a keel-like pro
longation of the stem. 

Eslora 

The exact measurement of the eslora appears 
not to have been as important as the other 
three dimensions. Whereas the keel, breadth 
and depth of hold are always specified in 
the construction agreements the overall 
length is often omitted. In many cases it 
appears to be left to the discretion of the 
master carpenter and to whatever the fore 
and aft rake turn out to be. Indeed even 
when the overall length is given, it is often 
followed by the expression "or however the 
stem and stern-posts work out". 

Due to the fact that few specifications about 
the overall length are mentioned no definite 
answer can be put forward as to where the 
height for the eslora was to be taken. The 
only reference that has been found so far for 
this purpose is from a lawsuit involving 

Figure 1.1: Contempo
rary sketch of a 1611 
Spanish Basque ship 
called Nuestra Señora 
de ¡a Conçeçion. (Cour
tesy: Archivo his
tórico de los 
protocolos de Guipúz
coa, Oñati, Spain, 1/ 
2567). 
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Andres de Avendano's San Cristobal of 500 
tons being build in 1573. She was to have 
"34 'long' cubits of keel, and of width and 
breadth 17 at a height of 10 cubits and at this 
height 54 cubits of overall length". So the 
eslora in this case was certainly taken at the 
widest breadth of the ship. 

The similarity of the dimensions in List III 
below lead us to suppose that Avendano's 
ship was in no way an exception and that in 
the other cases the overall length was almost 
certainly taken at the widest breadth. 

Manga 

The modern definition of manga, extreme 
breadth of a ship appears to be that which 
applies in the documentation. In several of 
the construction documents the term manga 
is followed by the phrase "at the widest 
point" reinforcing the use of manga as that of 
the greatest width of a ship. However, the 
one exception to this rule appears in a con
tract for Martin de Berrasoeta's ship, begun 
in San Sebastián in 1545/ specifying that the 
ship is to have "of width at the manga 13.5 
cubits and at the widest point of her 14.5 
cubits". This one pre-1550 reference to the 
manga not being at the widest point of the 
ship would seem highly unusual. 

Sagarçurieta's ship was also to be measured 
from "plank to plank". Furthermore, in two 
earlier contracts for 1535/ and 1536/ the 
expressions "from inside to inside" and "on 
the inside" are given as an explanation of 
how the breadth was to be taken. 

Puntal 

The height in these ships, to any deck, 
appears to have been calculated from the 
soler or floor of the hold (foot waling). The 
main terms used for the heights being codos 
de puntal (depth of hold) to a particular deck, 
altor hasta lo mas ancho (height to the widest 
point) and altor hasta el puente (height to the 
upper deck). 

In the contract for a ship begun in San Sabas-
tian in 1545,10 the height to the rail of the 
upper deck is to be taken "starting from the 
flooring or foot waling on top of the floor 
timber". The height to the upper deck in 
Jhoan de Sagarçurieta's ship, built in 
Zumaya in 1584, is also to be taken "measur
ing from the flooring or foot waling". 
Another similar example in 1585 is for Fran
cisco de Elorriaga's ship, also built in 
Zumaya, "she is to have of height up to the 
first deck, starting from the flooring or foot 
waling, eight cubits minus a quarter". 

The most significant factor is that no matter 
what expression is used in the building con
tract, whether simply cubits of breadth 
(codos de manga) or "of breadth at the widest 
point" (de manga en lo mas ancho), all the 
ships have virtually the same proportion 
between breadth and length of keel. In the 
cases where the breadth is specified to be at 
the widest point, the ratio or breadth to keel 
is the same as in the cases where the width is 
simply given as manga. 

The manga or extreme breadth is usually 
measured on the inside of the planking. 
Again we refer to the 1583 building contract 
of Sebastián de Valerdi's ship for a valuable 
quote. She was to have "15.5 long cubits of 
hollow space at the greatest width, on the 
inside part, from plank to plank." This quote 
which leaves no doubt as to how the breadth 
was calculated in this case can be supported 
by several similar references from other con
tracts. Pedro de Arteaga's ship, built in 
Zumaya in 1566, was to have "13.5 cubits of 
beam at the widest point from plank to 
plank on the inside", while the breadth of 

Ratios Between Keel, Beam and 
Height to the Main Deck 

As we can see from List II all the large naos 
have one basic characteristic in common: the 
proportion between the length of keel and 
greatest breadth. In every case the greatest 
breadth of the ship is half, or slightly more 
than half, the length of keel. 

The average ratio being, 1 (codo of keel) to 
0.52 (extreme breadth). 

The relationship between length of keel and 
height to the upper deck is not as uniform as 
the ratio of extreme breadth to keel, since 
this depended on whether the ship had two 
or three decks. In order to better understand 
this relationship between length of keel and 
height to the upper deck the 17 ships can be 
divided tentatively into three separate 
groups. Group "A" or ships with two decks; 
group "B", ships with three decks and group 
"C" that are variations of groups "A" and 
"B". 
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Year Built 

1590 

1593 

1566 

1573 

Keel Length 

25 

26 

26.5 

28 

Extreme Breadth 

13.5 

14 

13.5 

14.5 

Height to Upper Deck 

10 

10 

10.75 

10.5 

List IV 

Year Built 

1583 

1585 

1584 

1601 

1577 

Keel Length 

28 

30 

30 

31 

32.5 

Extreme Breadth 

15.5 

16.5 

16.75 

17.66 

16.75 

Height to Upper Deck 

15 

14.75 

15 

15.5 

15.33 

ListV 

The four ships of group "A", with lengths of 
keel between 25 and 28 cubits, all have a 
height to the upper deck that varies mini
mally from 10 to 10.75 cubits. The five ships 
of group "B", with keels between 28 and 
32.5 cubits, all have a height to the upper 
deck of between 14.75 to 15.5 cubits. 
Between the ships of these two groups, an 
obvious change in proportion occurs 
between length of keel and height to the 
upper deck when the keel passes a certain 
length, apparently 28 cubits, and another 
deck is added. The average overall propor
tions of the four ships of group "A" are: 

1 (codo of keel), 

0.52 (extreme breadth), 

0.38 (height to upper deck) 

while the five ships of group "B" conform to 
the ratio, 

1 (codo of keel) 

0.54 (extreme breadth) 

0.49 (height to upper deck) 

It would appear that a ship was deemed 
long enough to carry an extra deck (third 
deck), if this was wanted, when the keel was 
longer than some 28 cubits. The one excep

tion to this found so far is Martin de 
Arança's ship, built in 1596, that had a 
length of keel of only 27 cubits but a height 
to the upper deck of 13.5 cubits. 

Decks and Beams 

"For it is clear that there can not be beams 
without knees nor deck without knees and 
beams ... this together with many other 
things are a necessary circumstance of the 
structure"." Unfortunately the converse of 
this is not true. There are often knees and 
beams without decks. The number of decks 
naturally varies according to the size of the 
ship but the large ships we are dealing with 
nearly always had either a row of beams and 
two decks or a row of beams and three 
decks. The heights at which these decks 
were laid follow two rough patterns (height 
in cubits): 

Row of 
Beam 

a) 4-4.5 

b) 4-5.33 

1st Deck 

7-7.5 

7.5 - 9.5 

2nd Deck 

10 - 10.5 

11 -12 

3rd Deck 

13.5 

14.75-15.5 

Virtually every ship with a length of keel 
over 25 cubits had a row of beams at 4 or 4.5 
cubits, in some cases higher. The reason for 
this being very clear in the memorial for sev
eral ships begun for the king in 1589: "some 
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Figure 1.2: Map of the 
Basque country show
ing principal place 
names. 

beams from bow to stern ... at a height of 4 
cubits, according to how the clamps are laid 
in the middle of the scarf-joint of the first 
and second buttocks". In the case of ships 
with two decks, with a keel usually between 
25 and 28 cubits, there was a row of beams 
for the first deck at about 7 to 7.5 cubits and 
above this the second or upper deck at 10 or 
10.5 cubits. 

The ships with three decks might or might 
not follow the same height pattern as those 
with two decks. If they did follow the same 
height pattern, such as Arança's 1596 ship, 
the third and upper deck would be at about 
13.5 cubits. However, it would seem that 
most three-decked vessels, with keels over 
27 cubits, probably followed height pattern 
b) and had a height to the upper deck of 
about 15 cubits. 

Whatever height pattern was followed, the 
height between any two decks practically 
always ranged from 3 to 3.5 cubits (168 cm, 
5.5 ft. to 196 cm, 6.4 ft.), a height at which 
even a fairly tall man could stand between 
beams. On only two occasions does the 
height vary from the above. The height 

between the second and upper deck in 
Valerdi's ship is given as 4 cubits (224 cm, 
7.3 ft.). The other variation is in the ship 
built specifically for the Carrera de las Indias 
in 1577 in which there appears to be only 2.5 
cubits (140 cm, 4.6 ft.) between the first and 
second decks. 

Three quotes are given in the documentation 
for the distance between beams. According 
to the construction agreement for Pero 
Fernandez de Yçeta's ship "from one beam 
to another there must be room for two large 
barricas in width". Moreover one of the 
points specified in the contract for Sagarçu-
rieta's ship is that, "all the beams, the first 
row and then those of the three decks, are to 
be placed so that from one beam to another 
there is a space of 6.5 palms". Both of these 
distances are roughly equal to 50 in. 
Whether or not this is equivalent to the 
width of a bota specified as the distance 
between beams in Valerdi's ship is still 
unknown. 

Two other interesting quotes about beams 
must be taken into consideration. Pedro de 
Arteaga's small whaling ship built in 1566 
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was only to have "5 or 7 beams below the 
first deck". Domingo de Sagarraga's vessel 
of similar size had two rows of beams below 
the upper deck, "first of all 7 beams and sec
ondly 8 beams". This would appear to be 7 
beams at the 4 (4.5) cubit level and 8 beams 
at the higher level of 7 or 7.5 cubits. 

The two most common terms used for decks 
in the documentation are cubierta and tillado, 
tillado coming from the verb tillar which 
means to floor. Other usages of this word 
are: "tabla de tillado" or planking for the 
decks and "tillada de popa en proa" or decked 
from bow to stern. As we have said the 
number and nature of the decks varied 
according to the shipbuilders fancy and 
there was a certain variety in the names 
used: 

Planking for Decks 

An overall picture of the type of deck that 
was laid on the rows of beams is given by 
the 1584 contract for Sagarçurieta's ship. 
"The said upper deck and xareta must be a 
firm deck, and the said decks: the first deck 
below has to be half-planked so that a man's 
foot does not pass through it, and the second 
deck very well planked and similarly the 
third deck (upper deck)". 

Below the decks in all ships the first row of 
beams appear not to have had any formal 
planking laid on them apart from, perhaps, a 
few loose planks in order to get around. In 
the three-decked ships, the first deck, as 
illustrated in this last 1584 quote, could have 
been half-planked or as in the case of Martin 
de Arança's ship, in 1596, simply left as a 
second row of beams. But the second and 
third decks seem to have always been "well-
planked". 

In the two-decked ships, the first deck above 
the first row of beams might, as in the case 
of Galarraga's ship in 1590, have been left 
uncovered; with a half deck as in Miguel de 
Vergara's 1593 ship or perhaps only planked 
up to the capstan as in Arteaga's in 1566. 
However, as this was the main deck of these 
vessels, it was probably more often than not 
"planked from stem to stern" as in Yçeta's 
ship built in 1573. The second or upper deck 

Figure 1.3: Tracing of a 
16th-century Basque 
stone lintel carving. 
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primeros baos first beams 

primera cubierta, ostros baos first deck or second 
beams 

segunda cubierta, cubierta second or main deck 
principal or mayor 

puente, xareta or tercera upper or third deck 
cubierta 

castillete, castillo or bataller forecastle 
(de proa) 

chlminea, media ciminea, half deck, quarter deck or 
castillo or alcazar (de popa) sterncastle (Spanish 

terms often used 
interchangeably) 

tolda, toldillo round-house 



in these vessels seems also to have been well 
planked. (For the thickness and width of the 
deck planking see the Chapter "Wood Sup-
ply"). 

are to be: "from the stern castle to the main
mast 5 ledges [or small beams]". Further
more there is to be "on top of the stern castle 
a round-house[or coach]" 

Fore and Stern Castles 

All the ships for which there are building 
contracts or other sources of detailed infor
mation such as lawsuits, have a fore and 
stern castle (or half deck). In the contracts, 
however, these structures are refered to only 
as necessary components of a ship and few 
construction details are given. 

The names used to describe the forecastle 
and stern castles have already been men
tioned. It is in the contract for Martin de 
Arança's ship, built in Zumaya in 1596, that 
we find the only reference to the specific 
height of a forecastle: "the forecastle at 3 
cubits high". This height, the same as that 
between most decks, does not seem unusual 
as the forecastle was a working space often 
housing the bitt (see section on "Bitts, Cap
stan, Hawse-hole and Helm-port"). 

There are also two references to the effect 
that the forecastle must be closed on the 
after side. Francisco de Elorriaga's ship 
"with her forecastle closed with its door" 
and Sagarçurieta's ship in which "the fore
castle must be closed on the after side". 

The extension of the stern half decks with 
many other features, depended on what the 
owner of the ship desired. In Pedro de 
Arteaga's contract for 1566 the stern castle is 
to be built up to the mainmast, "above the 
said upper deck the stern castle up to the 
mainmast", while in the 1593 contract 
Miguel de Vergara specifies that "if it should 
be my will to make the stern castle up to the 
mainmast, he [Erarreçaga] must do so for 
the same price". 

But not all ships had the stern castle extend
ing up to the mainmast. There is a rather 
ambiguous reference in Sagarçurieta's 1584 
agreement in which both the terms chiminea 
and media chiminea are used to describe the 
same structure, and there is one apparently 
crystal clear reference to the quarter deck or 
stern-castle Martin de Arança's ship quite 
definitely stopping well short of the main
mast. Here, the stern castle is only to be up 
to the artimon or mizzen mast and then there 

Bitts, Capstan, Hawse-holes and 
Helm-port 

In the ship construction documents, apart 
from one or two exceptions, the bitts and 
capstans are always situated on the upper 
deck. Perhaps the best quote to illustrate this 
point is from a memorial for twelve royal 
galeones built in Santander and Bilbao, in 
1589:12 "the stern and fore castles beneath 
which are to be the bitt and capstan". The 
reason for this being that in this way the bitt 
and capstan "will not get in the way of the 
artillery nor bother the fighting men who 
are always on the second deck [main deck]". 
These two suggestions were made by master 
carpenters according to whose specifications 
the twelve galeones were to be built. The 
royal agent, Cristobal de Barros, who had 
submitted the original recommendations for 
construction of these galeones appears to 
have differed in opinion. He specifies that 
"the capstan must be on top of the stern 
quarter deck and the bitt on top of the fore
castle so that it does not get in the way of 
two long pieces of artillery that are to be put 
in her, so that they shoot out of two gun-
ports that are to be cut port and starboard in 
the bow". 

In the 1596 contract it is specified that there 
should be "one bitt on top of the forecastle 
with two knees and between two decks one 
bitt". Also according to this document the 
ship had two capstans, one of which was "in 
the middle of the upper deck". The one 
exception to the bitt and capstan being on 
the upper deck is in the ship built in 1577 for 
the Carrera de la Indias. She had "the bitt and 
capstan at 12 cubits" high, which appears to 
be on the main deck below the upper deck. 

In the 1566, 1590 and 1596 agreements, the 
hawse-holes are to be above the upper deck. 
In Elorriaga's 1585 ship, both the hawse-
holes and helm-port, together with the bitt 
and capstan, are to be "up above", and in 
Sagarçurieta's ship the hawse-holes and 
helm-port are also to be "high up". The 1590 
contract for Galarraga's ship also deter
mines that the helm-port is to be above the 
upper deck. 
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WOOD SUPPLY 

Oak Trees, Timber and Planking 

For an overall picture of the construction of 
a wooden ship an understanding of the 
wood supply is fundamental. Fortunately, 
among the documentation there are con
tracts for trees being chosen and sold while 
still standing on the hill-side, other contracts 
for the felling and rough preparation of 
these trees, contracts for the carting of them 
to the shipyards and for the sawing and 
preparation of planks. The relationship 
between the number of trees and the 
amount of planking needed to produce a 
ship of a certain size can also be deduced 
from the documentary evidence. 

From the moment we are informed about 
the marking of the trees, "each one with two 
crosses and some with three",13 to the 
moment when all the planking and frame 
pieces are ready in the ship-yard, we have a 
clear vision of all the processes involved. For 
instance, before the planking was supplied it 
was necessary to have all the timbers and 
curved pieces for the framework. In August 
1564, Andres de Alçola, burgess of Elgoibar, 
found himself lacking a certain amount of 
timbers for the hull of his ship, "floor tim
bers .... beams and clamps and wales and 
ledges and the furnishing of the keel and the 
knees", because Andres de Maya, of Mot-
rico, had failed to supply the total number of 
pieces as he was legally bound to do.14 

Alçola had to have a legal injunction deliv
ered to Maya in order that he should pro
vide the rest of the timbers, "wales, clamps 
... carlings and riders and ledges and beams 
and all the rest that should be necessary for 
the said ship... first of all 2 beams, one of 
15.5 (?) 'long' cubits and the other of 14.5". 

Andres de Maya had also supplied Alçola 
with 2,500 cubits of planking of 8 planks to a 
cubit, proceeding from 48 standing oak 
trees;15 an average of 52 cubits per tree. If we 
combine this figure with other data for the 
total amount of cubits of wood needed per 
ship, a figure of approximately 83 oak trees 
or 4,300 cubits per 100 tons is arrived at. 

Obviously the wood for ships was not all cut 
at 8 planks to a cubit but varied in thickness 
according to where the planking was to be 
used.16 For the lowest part of the hull the 

planking was sometimes as thick as 7 planks 
to a cubit, particularly in the larger ships. 
However, 8 planks per cubit appears to have 
been the average thickness up as far as the 
superstructure where the thickness could 
diminish to 10 and 11 planks to a cubit. The 
planks for the decking were normally quite 
a bit thinner 12,13,14 or even 15 planks per 
cubit, although there are a couple of refer
ences to main decks having planks as thick 
as 10 planks to a cubit. (See Tab. A) 

In four wood supply contracts17 the main 
planking for the major part of the hull, of 7 
or 8 planks per cubit, is specified as being 2 / 
3 of a cubit wide. It would appear that this 
width may have been standard not only for 
the side planking but also for the deck 
planking. On 27 July 1573, Julian de Echabe 
bound himself to give Bartolomé de Garro 
2,000 cubits of oak planking in Zumaya: 900 
cubits of 10 to a cubit, 200 of 11 to a cubit, 
300 of 14 to a cubit and 800 cubits of 16 to a 
cubit. All of this planking was to be 2/3 of a 
cubit wide.18 (There appears to have been a 
mistake in the total amount of cubits.) 

A 1545 contract,19 by which Juanes de Aram-
buru and Juanes de Goyaz were to supply 
the wood for Nicolas de Berastegui and his 
partner's ship, specifies also that "the plank
ing for the main deck is to be of 10 to a cubit 
and the width of it is to be measured at 2/3 
of a cubit like the large planking". There is, 
however, one reference in 153520 to deck 
planking at 12 and 14 planks per cubit with 
Vi a cubit in width. 

Floor Timbers and Futtocks 

The thickness of the beams and of the frame 
pieces, unlike their lengths, has not been 
found so far in the documentation. They are 
normally described only by length as can be 
seen in two documents, dated 1565, for ships 
built in Motrico; the same year the San Juan 
went aground in Red Bay. 

In the first of these documents,21 written on 
4 July 1565, Domingo de Beorrosorosi con
tracts himself to sell captain Jacobe de 
Ybaseta 1,000 cubits of frame timbers for the 
galeón "that at present he has begun in the 
shipyards of Motrico". Unbeknownst to 
Ybaseta this ship was to replace his Madalena 
after she had gone down with his son on 
board, during that same 1565 whaling sea-
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Table A. 
Measurements taken as: codo or cubit = 56 cm, 22 in. one inch = 2.54 cm; the 
number of planks is per cubit and the thickness is per plank. 

son, in Chateau Bay. Part of the 1,000 cubits 
for the new ship are 10 floor timbers of 6.5 
cubits each (364 cm, 11.9 ft.), 20 futtocks 
(genolbeaçes) of 6.5 to 7 cubits and 20 reverse 
futtocks of 7 cubits each. 

The second document22 is perhaps of greater 
significance because it specifies what 
appears to be the total amount of frame tim
bers and planking needed for one ship. On 
15 december 1565, Joan de Pertica and Joan 

de Eguia bind themselves to supply Joan 
Perez de Echaniz 4,000 cubits of planking of 
9, 10 and 14 to a cubit together with 18 floor 
timbers, 30 futtocks (genolbeaçes) and all the 
other frame timbers that Echaniz needed for 
the galeón that "God willing" he was to build 
in the shipyards of Motrico. They were to 
also supply him with the "bitt and capstan 
and the two mast steps and two hawse-holes 
... and the rudder". Ten of the 30 futtocks are 
given as 6.5 cubits long and the other 20 as 7 
cubits long. The length of the 18 floor tim
bers being left to the discretion of master 
carpenter Perochoa de Yriarte. 

It is interesting to note that the floor timbers 
and futtocks of the two above ships are simi
lar in length to those of a ship of approxi
mately 200 tons, called Santa Maria, that Joan 
Perez de Echaniz had built in Lea, upriver 
from Lequeitio, in 1559.23 Lope Abad de 
Helespurua was to supply "all the necessary 
materials., in such a way that the galeón 
Santa Maria can be built and made with two 
sets of frame pieces amidships up to the 
gangway, giving for this purpose the neces
sary futtocks [genolbeaçes] of 6.5 cubits each 
and the floor timbers of 5 cubits each... all of 
them of good thickness and width". (For the 
overall dimensions of this ship see Chapter 
"Ship Construction", List I). 

Figure 1.4: Tracing of a 
16th-century Basque 
stone lintel carving. 
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No. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Thick 

cm 

8 

7 

6.22 

5.6 

5.09 

4.66 

4.3 

4 

3.75 

ness 

in. 

3.14 

2.75 

2.44 

2.2 

2 

1.83 

1.69 

1.57 

1.46 

Width 

Up to now mainly 
2 /3 cubit wide, also 
on reference to deck 
planking Vi cubit 
wide. 



IRON FOR SHIPS: ANCHORS, 
NAILS AND CANNON24 

Anchors 

Some of the most useful references about the 
number and weight of anchors for 16th cen
tury Basque ships described in this paper 
are from lawsuits in the Real Chancilleria at 
Valladolid. As the information in these law
suits is of a very detailed nature we can 
expect, for instance, to find references to the 
weights of anchors in any lawsuit dealing 
with the fitting out of a ship. 

The references to anchors to be found in the 
Protocolos in Oñate, however, are quite dif
ferent. There are contracts for the making 
and sale of anchors, but the most common 
references are those contained in charter-
parties. Items that are frequently specified in 
charter-parties are the number of anchors 
and cables, along with the amount of artil
lery, that the ships involved were to have. 
But in these contracts the weight of the 
anchors for different sized ships was on the 
whole never mentioned since it was com
mon knowledge. 

One of the lawsuits at Valladolid deals with 
the insurance claim for Francisco de Elor-
riaga's ship the Magdalena (of approx. 200 
tons) that went aground near Lianes in the 
province of Asturias, in 1566. Elorriaga 
claimed among other items "four anchors 
that the said ship had with their stocks that 
weighed 32 quintals at 36 reales the quintal" 
[quatro anclas que tenia la dicha nao con sus 
axios que pesaban 32 quintales a 36 reales el 
quintal].25 Elorriaga was an important 
owner and outfitter of ships from Orio and 
two years earlier, in 1564, the same 
Magdalena had been anchored in West St. 
Modeste while whaling in Tierranoba.26 

This number of four anchors per ship 
appears to have been the usual complement 
for vessels ranging from 100 to 350 tons 
approximately. Though the number of 
anchors for these vessels remained at four, 
their weight varied according to the size of 
the ship. As has been seen Elorriaga's 
Magdalena of 200 tons had four anchors of 
eight quintals each (1,200 lb.) totaling 32 
quintals. It should be noted that the amount 
of iron for the anchors of another ship of 
similar tonnage, the San Nicolas of 250 tons, 

weighed virtually the same. According to 
the account between the owners of the San 
Nicolas, Martin de Aganduru and Domingo 
de Gamboa, for the building and outfitting 
of the ship for a Terranova whaling voyage in 
1550, 31 quintals of iron were bought for her 
anchors.27 

The Santa Maria of 200 tons also had four 
anchors while on a whaling voyage in 1554 
when she was captured by thirteen French 
whalers in Los Homos and taken to Red 
Bay.28 Another Santa Maria, also of 200 tons, 
belonging to Joan Perez de Echaniz had four 
anchors when she wen to Terranova in 156229 

and Rodrigo del Puerto's Trinidad of 180 tons 
had "four anchors and four cables" on a 
1570 cod-fishing voyage.30 In 1537 the num
ber of anchors on the San Pedro was the same 
as we know that this galeón had four anchors 
when she was captured by French corsairs 
off Guetaria.31 On 30 October 1570,32 Sancho 
de Ballezilla of Bilbao sold Juan de Ugarte 
and Domingo de Arteaga half his galeón San
tiago that was still in the shipyards of Portu-
galete. Once launched, the galeón of between 
100 and 130 tons, was to be fitted out for a 
Terranova cod-fishing voyage and was to 
have "four iron anchors of four quintals 
each". In relation to the weight of the 
anchors of larger ships, these four anchors of 
four quintals each would seem appropriate. 

The larger whaling vessels of over 350 tons 
appear usually to have had five anchors, 
some of which were larger than the eight 
quintal anchors of smaller whaling vessels. 
Once again we recur to evidence presented 
in a lawsuit. During the disastrous 1565 
whaling season Sebastián de Corrobedo, 
captain of the Santo Cruçifixo de Burgos of 
over 500 tons, was very nearly caught in the 
ice while still in a Terranova port and had to 
cut loose three of his anchors in order to set 
the ship free. 

Among the items lost were "three large 
anchors each one of ten quintals ... at 1,400 
maravedís the quintal that with their stocks 
and tackle cost 44,000 maravedís" [tres anco
ras grandes de cada diez quintales ... a 1,400 
quintal que con sus axeos e adreço costaron 
44,000 maravedis]33. 

These anchors of ten quintals each (1,500 lb.) 
coincide very nicely with the weight of those 
of two other 500-ton ships in 1567 and 1573. 
In 1567, while the ship was still unfinished, 

Figure 1.5 (Facing 
Page): Contempo
rary tracing of nails 
and dowels in 1582. 
(Courtesy: Archivo 
histórico de los pro
tocolos de Guipúz
coa, Oñati, Spain, 1/ 
0142, fol. 203r). 
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Joan Martinez de Amilibia sold his share of 
the Nuestra Señora de la Buena Esperança to 
Ochoa Sebastián de Berriatua. Amilibia still 
had a rather long list of items to supply for 
the completion of the ship among which 
were, "five anchors, two of ten quintals and 
another three of nine and eight quintals, 
plus a grapnel of 120 lb. for the ship's boat 
and one for the shallop or skiff" [çinco 
anclas dos de a 10 y otros tres de a 9 y 8 mas 
un arpeo de 120 libras para el batel y una 
para la chalupa o esquife].34 Andres de 
Avendano's ship the San Cristobal was also 
lacking her five anchors in order to be fit to 
sail in 1573, "two of ten quintals each and 
two of nine quintals each and one of eight 
quintals, all large quintals of 150 pounds" 
[cinco anclas las dos de cada 10 quintales y 
las dos de cada 9 quintales y uno de 8 quin
tales todos quintales mayores de a 150 
libras]. She also needed "two grapnels, one 
for the ship's boat of 100 pounds and for the 
skiff another of 30 pounds" [dos arpeos el 
uno para el batel de 100 libras y para el 
esquife otra de 30 libras].35 

In as much as Ramos de Arrieta's San Juan is 
concerned, how many anchors she may 
have had is debatable. Domingo de Sorasu's 
Santa Maria de Yçar, that went whaling to 
Tierranoba on her maiden voyage in 1571, 

appears only to have had four anchors.36 In 
the charter party for this 1571 voyage she is 
said to be of 500 tons,37 while two other 
sources give her as 3503s and 45039 tons 
respectively. Even if we were to take the 
lowest figure of 350 tons she would still 
have been slightly larger than the San Juan 
and yet four anchors were considered suffi
cient. However, in 1589 captain Amilibia 
who had a ship of 300 tons in the shipyards 
of Motrico said that once his ship was fitted 
out and with "five anchors and five cables" 
he would sell it to the King.40 Whether or not 
this ship actually had four or five anchors 
once she was launched is uncertain but this 
reference adds light to what appears to be a 
dividing line between ships that carried four 
and five anchors. 

Nails 

Among the items that were needed to build 
Francisco de Elorriaga's Magdalena (200 tons 
more or less), that was wrecked in 1566, 
were "40 quintals of iron nails and dowels at 
four ducats per quintal".41 Captain Juan de 
Çigaran of Zumaya, testifying in the lawsuit 
over the insurance of the wrecked vessel, 
affirmed that "ships of her tonnage are usu
ally given from 40 to 50 quintals of iron nails 

Round nails called "escoa bolts" 

Round nails called "escoa bolts" 

Round nails called "bolts for the sides" 

Round nails called "half deck bolts" 

Square nails called "spikes to entarascar" 

Square nails called "smaller spikes to enbaraçar" 

Square nails called "spikes for large wales" 

Square nails called "spikes for small wales" 

Square nails called "spikes for the sides" 

Square nails called "spikes for the half deck" 

Square nails called "decking spikes" 

Square nails called "round-house spikes" 

Dowels 

Length (cm) 

46.5 

38 

35.2 

28.6 

44 

38.8 

29.9 

26.6 

23.7 

20.5 

15.6 

12 

Length 

2 spans of a man's hand 

3 spans of a man's hand 

4 spans of a man's hand 

Diameter (cm) 

Head Middle 

2.2 to 1.7 

2 to 1.5 

2 to 1.5 

1.5 to 1.2 

2.1 to 1.5 

1.8 to 1.4 

1.6 to. 1.4 

1.6 to 1.3 

1.5 to 1.1 

1.3 to 1.0 

1.1 to 0.8 

1.0 to 0.8 

Diameter of Head 

3.2 - 3.5 

2.9 - 3.3 

Table 4: Shipment of nails and dowels for ships in 1582. 
Both the spikes and bolts narrow down to approx. 0.5 cm or 0.4 cm before the pointed end. 
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and dowels".42 Another witness, Juan de 
Oyeuina himself a master and owner of a 
ship stated in his testimony that "commonly 
ships of her tonnage usually have more than 
the said 40 quintals". 

These figures of between 6,000 and 7,500 
pounds of iron nails per ship of 200 tons, 
corroborated by other witnesses in the same 
lawsuit, coincide with the 50 quintals of iron 
that were needed to build Joan Perez de Ech-
aniz's Santa Maria, also of 200 tons, in 1559.43 

A third reference to the amount of iron 
needed per ship is from the memorial of 
what it cost to build the San Bartholome 
apparently of some 150 tons, in 1581.44 Alto
gether some 44 quintals of iron were used 
costing "48,671 maravedís, that are for 42 
quintals of iron nails at 30 reales per quintal 
and for 5,000 decking nails at 15 reales the 
thousand, and the remainder in odd nails". 

Although no other specific references have 
been found so far to the total amount of iron 
needed per vessel, both the length and 
weight of a wide variety of nails used in the 
construction of ships is provided by the doc
umentation. Among documents giving this 
type of detail, one stands out from others as 
unique. On 30 August 1582 four men from 
Vera in the Kingdom of Navarre agreed to 
supply Jacobe de Arbelaiz and Jhoanes de 
Astigar and his partner 1,262 quintals of iron 
nails and dowels.45 This quantity of iron for 
ships was to be sent to Oporto and Villa do 
Conde in Portugal. The contract does not 
specify how much each nail is to weigh but a 
life size tracing of the nails was appended to 
the contract specifying which part of the 
ship each nail was to be used for (see 
Fig. 1.5). 

Of the 12 different types of nails for ships 
specified in the document, four are round 
(clavo redondo) and the other eight are square 
(clavo cuadrado), and in order to further dis
tinguish between these round and square 
nails two further terms are used respec
tively, perno or bolt and prego which has been 
translated as spike. The round nails vary in 
length from 46.5 cm (18.3 in.) to 28.6 cm 
(11.25 in.), whereas the square nails range 
from 44 cm (17.33 in.) to 12 cm (4.72 in.). The 
50 quintals of dowels (7,500 lb.) to be sup
plied were, according to the contract, to be 
of two thicknesses and three different 
lengths. The longest, of four spans of a 
man's hand, are about 2.9 cm. to 3.3 cm in 

diameter and the dowels of two and three 
spans of a man's hand in length are between 
3.2 cm and 3.5 cm in diameter. Table 4 gives 
the length and width or diameter of each 
type of nail and dowel and also specifies 
which part of a ship the nails were for. 

On 10 April 1563 two smiths from Zumaya, 
Domingo de Arrióla and Lucas de Asitgar-
reta, bound themselves to give Domingo de 
Sorasu 40 quintals of nails of 150 pounds 
each of the following weights:46 "20 quintals 
of nails of three ? nails per pound, and ten 
quintals of round bolts of two to a pound, 
and the remaining ten quintals of round 
bolts of 12 ounces each". On 16 December 
1565 Joan de Ybarrolaça agreed to supply 
Joan Martinez de Amilibia 34 quintals of 
nails:47 

8 qtls. of 4 nails per pound, i.e. 4 ounces each 

6 qtls. of 5 nails per pound, i.e. 3.2 ounces each 

6 qtls. of 6 nails per pound, i.e. 2.66 ounces each 

6 qtls. of 7 nails per pound, i.e. 2.28 ounces each 

6 qtls. of 8 nails per pound, i.e. 2 ounces each 

2 qtls. of 9 nails per pound, i.e. 1.77 ounces each 

Although it is not actually specified in these 
two contracts that the nails were to be used 
for ship construction, it is virtually certain 
that this was the case as both Sorasu and 
Amilibia were involved in ship construction 
and each one had sent several of their ships 
on Labrador whaling voyages. 

Several specific references, moreover, are 
available as to the weight of nails used in 
ships of a given size or tonnage. In 1576 
Francisco de Narruondo's and Lázaro de 
Areizti's navio of some 120 tons was to have 
nails of four per pound (4 oz.), five per 
pound (3.2 oz.) and six per pound (2.66 oz.) 
used on the hull from the keel to the upper 
deck.48 The building contract for Joan Saez 
de Duana's zabra of some 100 tons,49 written 
on 3 December 1602, specifies that the nails 
for the ship were to be of seven and eight 
nails to a pound and she was also to have 
much larger bolts for the principal parts. On 
27 December 1601 San Joan de Larragubel 
bound himself to supply master carpenter 
Joanes de Arrióla with "all the nails and 
dowels and other iron pieces" necessary for 
a ship of 170 tons that Arrióla was to build 
for captain Bergara.50 Apart from the other 
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iron pieces, "two quintals of nails of two per 
pound (8 oz.), four quintals of nails of three 
to a pound, four quintals of four to a pound, 
another four quintals of nails of five to a 
pound, and another four quintals of nails of 
seven (2.28 oz.) to a pound". 

ARMAMENT 

Both cod-fishing and whaling vessels that 
went to Terranova almost invariably carried 
both artillery and an array of small arms. 
Pikes, harquebuses and cannon were essen
tial if a ship was to defend itself not only 
from possible enemies in Terranova waters, 
but also from other foes closer to home such 
as Lutheran corsairs and Berbers from North 
Africa. Although the nature of the type of 
armament seldom varied the quantity car
ried by each ship could vary considerably 
depending on the type of voyage, size of 
ship and whether it was peace or wartime. 

In 1571 the royal agent Cristobal de Barros 
arranged a loan of 800 ducats for captain 
Amilibia for the building of his San Cristobal 
that was meant to have 12 pieces of artillery 
and 18 versos (apparently swivel gun) 
together with 24 harquebuses, 24 crossbows, 
24 shields, 26 helmets, 20 breast-plates with 
their back-plates and a gross of large and 
small pikes.51 However, in 1573 when 
Amilibia sold the as yet unfinished San Cris
tobal to Andres de Avendano, it was speci
fied in the sale contract that the ship was to 
have six heavy pieces of artillery and 18 ver
sos with their double breech-chambers 
weighing altogether 60 quintals or 9,000 
pounds.32 This figure gives no breakdown of 
the weight of individual cannon or versos 
but it can be compared with other data. 

When Juan Ramos de la Herreria sold his 
new ship to captain Tomas de Casanueba in 
1549,53 it had on board four pasamuros (liter
ally wall-breachers), four heavy lombards 
and 12 versos, each one with double breech-
chambers and each verso weighing more or 
less 120 pounds. In 1581, Garagarça and 
Echabe noted in the accounts for their new 
navio San Bartholome that they had spent 
19,305 maravedís on eight versos, "four dou
ble and four single", that weighed 19 small 
quintals and 55 pounds.54 These versos of 
about 219 pounds each are considerably 
larger than those of Juan Ramos de la Herre-
ria's ship and would certainly have been 

quite heavy swivel guns if verso is to be 
translated as swivel gun. There are indica
tions, however, that the term verso was not 
only used for swivel gun but also for a 
heavier type of small cannon. In 1571 the 
reknowned Basque seaman Juan Martinez 
de Recalde who was to command the Bis-
cayan squadron in the 1588 "Invincible 
Armada", suggested in a report to the King 
that some experimental iron double versos of 
seven to eight quintals each should be made, 
capable of firing a two pound shot.55 

When Recalde used the term verso he was 
probably referring to small cannon about the 
same size the pasamuros and lombardas, of 
between five and 12 quintals, carried by 
both cod-fishing and whaling vessels on 
their Terranova voyages. In 1566 Pedro Ech
abe de Epelola of Zumaya asked Domingo 
de Mendaro to bring him "two pieces of 
lombards of cast iron" from France or 
England, each one weighing slightly more 
than five quintals.56 In 1550 Domingo de 
Gamboa and Martin de Aganduru bought " 
six large pieces and twelve versos with their 
breech-chambers" for their new San Nicolas 
of 250 tons, that was to set out on a whaling 
voyage.57 These six "large pieces" and the 
six "heavy pieces" for Avendano's San Cris
tobal all appear to have been in the region of 
seven quintals each. If we take a look at pre
parative lists for royal armadas in the state 
archives of Simancas,58 it is apparent that 
before the larger embargoed merchant ves
sels were re-armed for royal service with 20 
to 30 quintal cannon, they usually had on 
board a complement of some six to ten can
non weighing on average about eight quin
tals each. 

Juanes de Portu's Santa Maria of 200 tons 
was carrying four heavy lombards, eight 
double versos and five single ones when she 
sank in the front part of Chateau Bay in 
1572.59 In peacetime this complement of 
guns appears to have been normal for a mer
chant ship in the region of 200 tons. Another 
Santa Maria, Joan Perez de Echaniz's new 
vessel also of 200 tons, was outfitted to go 
cod-fishing in 1560 and was meant to have 
"four heavy lombards and six versos",60 

whereas Francisco de Elorriaga's 200 ton 
Magdalena, that had been cod-fishing and 
whaling to Terranova before going aground 
near Lianes in 1566, was armed on the fate
ful voyage with "five heavy lombards and 
eight versos".61 
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Figure 1.6: Tracing of a 
16th-century Basque 
stone lintel carving. 

A comparative look should now be taken at 
the armament carried by vessels of a larger 
size. On 4 February 1567 Ramos de Arriera, 
whose San ¡nan had sunk in Red Bay in 1565, 
received a royal loan of 600 ducats to aid 
with the building and fitting out of a new 
ship of approximately 430 tons.62 Arrieta 
was to lay the keel of his ship by the first of 
March and hand her over "launched, rigged 
and fully equipped by the end of August" 
with "four pasamuros, four wide-mouthed 
pieces and ten versos". At the same time 
Domingo de Olayz63 and Marquesa de 
Villaviciosa64 also received loans for two 
ships of 400 tons both of which to be fitted 
out with eight cannon, "four pasamuros and 
four wide-mouthed pieces", and 18 versos. 

Since Arrieta's San Juan was in the region of 
300 tons we would expect her to have car
ried a complement of armament somewhere 
between that of the 200 and 400 ton ships 
mentioned above, probably like the six iron 
pieces of eight quintals aboard Martin de 
Galarraga's 300 ton vessel 1589.65 

MASTS, SAILS AND RIGGING 

Masts 

The naos and galeones of this report usually 
had three masts and a bowsprit that were 
square-rigged except for the mizzen mast 
which carried a lateen sail. Twelve royal gal
leons built in 158966 all carried a second miz
zen mast or bonaventure mizzen but the 
smallest of these ships was in the region of 
750 tons. 

In a charter party for Sebastián de 
Liçarançu's and Martin Yniguez de Reca-
varen's new ship Nuestra Señora de Azpilgoeta 
in 1605 one of the specifications is that the 
ship was to have the following masts for her 
1606 Terranova voyage: "the main masts and 
the bowsprit of oak and... the main and fore 
yards of pine and also the topmasts".67 Some 
ships such as the twelve galleons mentioned 
above, had all their masts and yards made of 
pine but in many cases they were made from 
a variety of types of wood, perhaps only due 
to certain repairs and replacements of old 
spars. Joan Martinez de Amilibia's Nuestra 
Señora de la Buena Esperança had her masts 
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and yards made of pine except for "the miz-
zen mast and yard of the foremast and sprit-
sail yard that were of oak and poplar, and 
although the yard of the mainmast was 
made of pine it was not good enough, and 
moreover the boom made of oak". [El arbol 
de la bezana y entena del trinquete y entena 
de la çevadera de roble e alamo e aunque la 
entena mayor de pino no suficiente e asi 
bien el botalón de roble].68 

In 1574 Domingo de Sorasu's three year old 
Santa Maria de Yçiar was being auctioned 
with "a fore and main mast of oak and the 
bowsprit, with their yards of pine, and the 
two topmasts and their yards of pine". [Los 
dos arboles mayores de robre y el maopres 
con sus entenas de pino, los dos arboles de 
gabia de pino con sus entenas de pino].69 

Sails 

Sail Names 

The sails of the ships with which we are 
dealing are: 

cebadera spritsail 

papahígo del trinquete foresail 

gavia menor or de proa or de trinquete fore topsail 

papahígo mayor mainsail 

gavia mayor main topsail 

mesana or artimon mizzen 

boneta bonnet 

From a lawsuit about the Santa Maria of 200 
tons that was captured by several French 
ships while whaling in Labrador in 1554, we 
know that her complement of sails was: "the 
mainsails and ... the three bonnets, and the 
main and fore mast topsails, and another old 
mainsail, and the spritsail and the mizzen 
with its bonnet,... and the foremast mainsail 
with its bonnet", [el papaigo mayor y... las 
tres bonetas e las otras velas de gabia mayor 
y menor y otro papaigo mayor viejo e la vela 
de la çevadera y de la vezana con su von-
eta... y el papaigo del trinquete con su von-
eta].70 

Fortunately this is not the only reference to 
the number and names of sails, others for 
different sized ships are also available. San
cho de Ballezilla's galeón Santiago of over 100 

tons that was being fitted out for a 1571 cod-
fishing voyage needed, "all her sails of very 
good canvas, mainsail and two bonnets on 
the mainmast and its topsail, and on the 
foremast a mainsail and two bonnets and its 
topsail, and her spritsail and mizzen". 
[todas sus velas de muy buenas olonas 
papaygo y dos bonetas en el arbol mayor y 
su bela de gabia y en el trinquete papaygo y 
dos bonetas y su bela de gabia y su çevadera 
y bezana].71 

In 1574 Domingo de Sorasu's Santa Maria de 
Yçiar, that had been whaling in Labrador on 
her maiden voyage in 1571, had the follow
ing set of used sails:72 one mainsail with two 
bonnets, two foresails with two bonnets, a 
spritsail, a mizzen, and two topsails. 

Sail Material and Size 

Sail-cloth or canvas is referred to in the doc
uments as olona or lienzo; olona being the old 
Spanish word for lona, hemp cloth or canvas. 
The term olona was also used specifically for 
a certain sized piece of canvas when the 
material was bought or sold. In these trans
actions other terms such as telas, panos and 
varas also arise but they are normally subdi
visions of large olonas for pieces of canvas. 

From the various documents that mention 
the place of origin of the sail-cloth used it 
would seem that a large proportion came 
from "Pundavi" or Pouldavide in Brittany, 
France. These references to sail-cloth from 
Pouldavide should not be dismissed as 
items in a trading pattern limited only to 
Basques and Bretons. This type of sail-cloth 
was not only highly estimated by Basque 
mariners but also by the English. According 
to the Oxford Dictionary the word Poldavy 
or Poldavis had been incorporated into the 
English Language before the 16th century 
had begun. There are references as early as 
1481 to canvas called 'poldavis'. In 1548 a 
warrant for £70 and eleven shillings was 
issued to pay for bringing over "certain Bre
tons to teach men here the art of making pol-
davies". 

There is at least one reference to olona nant-
esa or "canvas from Nantes", several simply 
to olonas but a convincing number refer to 
olonas de Pundavi. In a 1570 contract Gratian 
de Checomg, of Bordeaux, agreed to supply 
Rodrigo del Puerto, burgess of Ondarroa: 
"18 pieces of canvas from Pundabi, fit and 
sufficient, whole and cut up and of the cus-
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tomary yards ... each piece of canvas from 
Pundabi for 6V2 ducats." [18 olonas de Pund-
abi buenos e suficientes enteros y no sean 
cortados y de las baras acostumbradas ... e 
cada holona de Pundebi por 6V2 ducados].73 

This quantity of canvas was apparently for 
his galleon Trinidad of 180 tons being built at 
the time in the shipyards of Ondarroa.74 This 
ratio of olonas per ton fits in with other refer
ences to numbers of olonas per ship. In 1568, 
when acting as a witness in the lawsuit con
cerning Francisco de Elorriaga's nao 
Magdalena of 200 tons, built in 1562, Juan de 
Urçuriaga 'the elder', 80 years old and bur
gess of the town of Zumaya, testifies that "a 
ship of her tonnage needs from 18 to 20 
pieces of canvas" [una nao de su porte ha 
menester de 18 to 20 olonas].75 Several other 
witnesses give similar testimony in support 
of one of Elorriaga's claims for belongings 
that went aground with his ship near Lianes, 
"Item for 18 pieces of canvas for the sails of 
the said ship that he bought from Miguel de 
Veroyz, at 6 ducats each piece, for the said 
voyage, and for them all and their ropes and 
manufacture 44,500 maravedís"'. [Yten por 18 
olonas para las velas de la dicha nao que 
délias conpro de Miguel de Veroyz a 6 duca
dos cada pieça para el dicho biaje y por 
todas ellas con sus cuerdas y manifatura 
44,500]. The following two lists give an indi
cation of how the total amount of olonas for a 
ship was broken down into different sails. 
The first is an extract from a list of items 
needed to completely equip Andres de 
Avendano's nao San Cristobal of 500 tons, 
being built in Motrico in 1573. 

[Yten la bela mayor de 23 telas y del 
altor conforme al maste by con su 
boneta y su bela de gabia conforme 
a ella. 

Yten la bela del trinquete de 17 telas 
de anchor y del altor conforme al 
maste y su bonete y la bela de gabia 
conforme a ella. 

Yten la cebadera de 14 telas y 6 
baras de altor. 

Yten la vezana de 15 telas y con
forme a la nao el altor].76 

The cloths or telas mentioned in this above 
list appear to be pieces of canvas of a specific 
size similar to the term panos used in the fol
lowing list: 

"three mainsails with their bonnets 
of 13 pieces of cloth from Pundavi. 

three foresails with their bonnets of 
10 pieces of cloth from Pundavi. 

three fore topsails of canvas cloth. 

three mizzens of 10 panos de amana. 

three bonaventure mizzens of 
amana of 7 pieces of cloth. 

three spritsails of canvas from 
Nantes of 11 pieces of cloth". 

"Item the mainsail of 23 cloths and 
according to the mast in height [44 
cubits] and with its bonnet and its 
topsail accordingly. 

[tres papaygos mayores con sus 
bonetas de a 13 panos de pundavi. 

tres papaygos de trinquete con sus 
bonetas de a 10 panos de pundavi. 

Item the foresail of 17 cloths wide 
and according to the mast in height 
[34 or 35 cubits] and its bonnet and 
the topsail accordingly. 

Item the spritsail of 14 cloths and 6 
varas high. 

tres bêlas de gabia de proa de lienço 
umamana. 

tres arrimones de a 10 panos de 
umana. 

tres contrameçanas de umana de 7 
panos. 

Item the mizzen of 15 cloths and the 
height according to the ship." 

tres cebaderas de olona nantesa de a 
11 panos.]77 
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Cables and Rigging78 

Within the general grouping of ropes for 
ships a clear division in the documentation 
can be made between cables and hawsers for 
anchoring or mooring ships and the ropes 
needed for the standing and running rigging 
of ships, although the main generic terms 
cables, cablotes and guindalezas, were used to 
describe the same types of rope in both 
groupings. 

The first group of cables and hawsers used 
for mooring is the least complex but cer
tainly not the least vital. The four or five 
main anchor cables were such an important 
part of the ship's equipment that they are 
virtually never left out of any charter party. 
As Juan Lopez de Olaso said in 1574, "he 
who does not have new cables does not have 
a ship" [quien no tiene cables nuebas no 
tiene nao].79 At the point when Olaso was 
making this remark he was a witness in a 
lawsuit about a ship that had been wrecked 
apparently because of faulty anchor cables, 
while several other witnesses agree that if 
the anchor cables had done their job prop
erly the ship would have ridden out the 
storm. 

These anchor cables were certainly of con
siderable weight and length. Andres de 
Avendano's San Cristobal of 500 tons needed 
for her five anchors weighing 10, 9 and 8 
quintals, "five cables, four of 450 thread and 
of 67 or 68 fathoms, and one of 490 threads 
and of 70 fathoms, all of them of 14 quintals 
each 1,400 lb."80 [çinco cables quatre de a 450 
ylos y de 67 o 68 bracas y uno de 490 ylos y 
70 bracas todos de cada 14 quintales].81 On 
top of these she needed a smaller cable 
(cablote) of 8 quintals (800 lb) of the same 
length as the cables, and a hawser (guin
daleza) of 99 threads for the deck. Juan Mar
tinez de Amilibia's Nuestra Señora de la Buena 
Esperança, also of 500 tons, needed a very 
similar complement of cables for her five 
anchors: "five cables of 16 quintals each plus 
one smaller cable of 9 quintals" and one 
hawser of 3 quintals, [çinco cables de cada 
16 quintales y mas un cablote de 9 quin
tales].82 

A further reference to the weight of cables 
for anchors of a given size is available for 
Sancho de Ballezila's galeón Santiago of 
slightly over 100 tons.83 She was to have for 
her four anchors of 4 quintals each "four 

cables and one cablote... all of 5.5 quintals 
each". According to these three references in 
some cases the anchor cable was heavier 
than the anchor itself. 

The length specified for the anchor cables of 
Avendano's ship, between 67 and 70 fath
oms (402 to 420 feet), does not appear to be 
far from the norm. Among items listed in a 
very detailed and interesting contract for the 
supply of cordage in 1570,84 are "three 
cables, two of them of 14 quintals each and 
one of 16 quintals". These cables were to be 
"68 fathoms long, that is those of 14 quintals, 
and the third one of 16 quintals is to be 76 
fathoms long because the mainstay is to be 
taken from this cable". All the other ropes 
mentioned in this 1570 contract were to be 
80 fathoms long, which appears to have 
been a standard length for the buying and 
selling of cordage. The 5,000 quintals 
(500,000 lb) of ropes and cables that were 
bought to rig 12 royal galleons begun in 
Santander and Bilbao in 1589 were also to be 
80 fathoms long.85 

In the detailed 1570 contract mentioned 
above, Gratian de Checomg promises to 
supply Joan Perez de Echaniz 80 quintals of 
cordage, and in the agreement not only is 
the length of the ropes given but also the 
number of threads per rope and the weight 
of each thread. The thickness of the different 
types of ropes varies from 94 to 18 threads 
and with each thread weighing "three 
pounds and no more" this would indicate 80 
fathom long ropes of between 282 and 54 
pounds. The five hawsers specified as being 
for main shrouds are each to have 94 threads 
which is very close to the thickness of the 
shrouds of Avendano's San Cristobal. She 
was to have 11 shrouds on either side of the 
mainmast, each one of 99 threads. Further
more the four hawsers of 63 threads each in 
the Echaniz — Checomg contract coincide 
with the eight shrouds of 63 threads that the 
Avendano's San Cristobal was to have on 
either side of the foremast.86 

When the total quantity of cordage needed 
for a ship was being bought or sold both 
anchor cables and rigging were often esti
mated together. This overall estimate of the 
amount of rope gives us a useful figure for 
the cordage needed per ton of ship. Captain 
Juan de Çigaran of Zumaya stated in the 
lawsuit concerning Francisco de Elorriaga's 
Magdalena that "for every ton half a quintal 
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of cordage is commonly used and some use 
more than less in order to fit out properly, 
and in this way a ship of 200 tons needs ... 
100 quintals of cordage, with her cables and 
hawser, each quintal costs 6 ducats".87 

On 18 May 1570 Nicolas de Segura and Cris
tobal de Yturriaga both of Orio and owners 
of the San Nicolas of 250 tons, bound them
selves to give Sebastián de Miranda ten bar
rels of whale oil once their ship had 
successfully completed that season's Terra-
nova whaling voyage. These ten barrels of 
whale oil were in payment of "one new 
cable weighing 10 quintals and 64 pounds", 
that Miranda had sold the owners of the San 
Nicolas at a price of one barrel of whale oil 
per quintal of cable.8,8 On the same day Ytur
riaga and Segura promised to hand over to 
Pedro de Lobaina of San Sebastián, in the 
name of Martin de Posa a merchant resident 
in Flanders, 100 barrels of whale oil from the 
ship's cargo in payment of 100 quintals and 
95 lb of "cordage of cables and rigging and 
ropes" to fit out the San Nicolas for its whal
ing voyage.89 The amount of cordage in the 
above two contracts for the San Nicolas 
amount to 111.59 quintals, which according 
to Çigaran's estimate falls short only 13.41 
quintals, or one large anchor cable, of the 
right amount of cordage the ship would 
have needed. 

The price of "one barrel of whale oil per 
quintal of cable" referred to in the two docu
ments for the San Nicolas, between 5 and 7 
ducats per barrel, fits in with other refer
ences to the price paid for a quintal rope. On 
30 July 157090 Juan de Ybiri of Motrico, in the 
name of Gratian de Checomg of Bordeaux, 
agreed to supply Rodrigo del Puerto 60 
quintals of "twisted cordage ... of good and 
dry thread", for his Trinidad of approxi
mately 180 tons that was to go codfishing to 
Terranova, at a price of 7 ducats per quintal. 
Çigaran quotes 6 ducats per quintal in 1568, 
and in 1570 80 quintals of cordage bought by 
Joan Perez de Echaniz (also from the French
man Gratian de Checomg), were at 6.25 duc
ats each.91 

It is obvious from the documentation that a 
large proportion of the supply of cordage 
and hemp came from outside the country, 
either from Flanders, Bordeaux, Brittany 
and even occasionally Germany. The 60 
quintals of cordage for Rodrigo del Puerto's 
Trinidad were to come from "the town of 

Bordeaux or its district, or Brittany or any 
other kingdom of France" and the 80 quin
tals for Joan Perez de Echaniz from the "city 
of Bordeaux or its district", while the 5,000 
quintals of cordage for the 12 royal galleons 
in 1589 were all to come from Flanders. 
There was also, however, an important sup
ply of cánamo or hemp from Navarre, espe
cially from around Calahorra and 
Calatayud, that was used both for ropes and 
oakum. As might be expected some ships 
had cables and rigging made of hemp from 
different countries. Domingo de Sorasu's 
Santa Maria de Yçiar had amongst others: 
"two new cables,... one from Calatayud and 
the other made with threads from 
Flanders".92 

APPENDIX I 

Contract between Bartolomé de 
Garro and Cristobal de Artadi to 
build a ship (nao) in Zumaya, on 27 

September 1573.93 

In the town of Zumaya on the 27th day of 
the month of September 1573, in the pres
ence of me Francisco de la Torre, notary pub
lic of his Majesty and of the number of this 
said town of Zumaya, and before the under
signed witnesses, appeared present Barto
lomé de Garro, burgess of this said town, 
and master carpenter Cristobal de Artadi, 
burgess of Sant Miguel de Yzpazter residing 
in this said town, and they said that the said 
Bartolomé de Garro wants to make and 
build a ship on the river bank of this said 
town and the said master carpenter Cristo
bal de Artadi is to build and construct her, 
and the said Bartolomé de Garro is to give 
him the necessary materials of wood and 
planking and nails that are needed, and for 
this both parties are to keep and carry out 
the following conditions: 

That the said ship is to have 24 cubits of 
clear keel, of the cubit of this town, 

and she is to have 12 cubits of beam at the 
widest point, 

and she is to have 8 cubits in height up to 
the upper deck, 

and above the upper deck 2 cubits of side 
[BULWARK], 
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and the said master carpenter must set these 
measurements the clamps where the said 
Bartolomé de Garro ordains, 

and moreover she is to have her forecastle 
and quarter deck, fore and aft, done as the 
said Bartolomé determines, 

said Bartolomé de Carro signed it with his 
name and a witness signed for the other 
party, because he said that he did not know 
how to write, and I the said notary know the 
said parties and witnesses in this agreement. 

Bartolomé de Garro 

and moreover she is to have her CANALES 
well laid down on the upper deck and on 
the quarter deck, 

and her hatchways, capstan, and rudder and 
bitt and all the other things are to be as in 
the ship that master carpenter Perochoa is 
building on the beach of Santiago of this 
said town of Zumaya for Pedro de Arteaga, 
burgess of this town; the said Cristobal de 
Artadi must hand over the said ship fin
ished in carpentry of all necessary things, 
according to what has been said, by the end 
of the next coming month of February of the 
coming year of 1574,.... 

and the said ship must be begun within the 
next 15 days on the river bank of this said 
town, and the said master carpenter must 
employ in the construction of the said ship 
from the day that he begins her onwards 
until she is finished, 10 carpenters, each 
working day, and he must not stop work 
until the said boat is finished by the time 
specified above, and at the time that the said 
ship is ready to be launched the said master 
carpenter must put her on a cradle, the said 
Bartolomé de Garro giving the said master 
carpenter and his carpenters food and other 
necessary things, and moreover the said 
Bartolomé de Garro must give the said mas
ter carpenter a barrel of chacolin wine and a 
butt of cider and a house and beds and 
cloths and items for use in the house that are 
customary in such houses and moreover the 
said Bartolomé de Garro must give and pay 
the said master carpenter for the building of 
the said ship 180 ducats, for all the above 
said, which the said Bartolomé de Garro 
bound himself to give and pay in this said 
town of Zumaya in three clear payments: a 
third part on the day that the keel of the said 
ship is laid, and another third part on the 
day that the frame [?] of the said ship is fin
ished and the other third part within four 
days after the said ship is launched,... 

... witnesses that were present: Joan de 
Çelaya and Mateo de Abrayz and San Joan 
de Arriayn, burgesses of Zumaya, and the 

Francisco de la Torre 

as witness, San Joan de Arriayn 

[Spanish Text:] 

En la villa de Zumaya, a 27 dias del mes de 
septyenbre de 1573 anos, en presencia de my 
Francisco de la Torre escribano publico de su 
magestad y del numero desta dicha villa de 
Zumaya, y testigos de yuso escritos paresçi-
eron presentes Bartolomé de Garro, vecino 
desta dicha villa, e Cristobal de Artadi, 
vecino de Sant Miguel de Yzpazter, estante 
en esta dicha villa, maestro carpintero e dixi-
eron que el dicho Bartolomé de Garro quy-
ere hazer y fabricar en la ribera desta dicha 
villa una nao y para le fabricar y edificar el 
dicho Cristobal de Artadi maestro 
carpintero la ha de hazer y fabricar dándole 
el dicho Bartolomé de Garro los materiales 
nesçesarios de madera y tabla y clabazon 
que fuere menester, y para ello anbas partes 
han de goardar y conplir las condisçiones 
seguientes: 

Que la dicha nao ha de thener de quilla lyn-
pia 24 codos, del codo desta villa, 

y a de tener en la abertura en la manga en lo 
mas ancho 12 codos, 

y a de tener del altor hasta la puente 8 codos, 

y de la puente arriba de mareaje 2 codos, 

y estas medidas el dicho maestro ha de 
poner, 

las lyernas donde el dicho Bartolomé de 
Garro le señalare 

y mas ha de tener su chiminea y bataller cor
tadas como el dicho Bartolomé señalare 

en popa y en proa, 

y mas ha de tener sus canales bien echados 
en la puente y en la chimynea 
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y sus escotillas, cabestante, e timon, e vita, y 
todo lo demás conforme a la nao que haze 
maestro Perochoa en el arenal de Santiago 
desta dicha villa de Zumaya para Pedro de 
Arteaga, vecino desta villa, la quai dicha nao 
el dicho Cristobal de Artadi ha de dar aca
bada de carpenteria de todo lo nesçesario 
según dicho es para fin del mes de hebrero 
primero que berna del ano venydero de 1574 
anos, so pena que el dicho Bartolomé de 
Garro le pueda hazer acabar a costa del 
dicho maestro carpintero, 

y la dicha nao se ha de poner en la ribera 
desta dicha villa dentro de 15 dias primeros 
seguientes y el dicho maestro carpintero 
dende al dia que la començare en adelante 
hasta que se acabe ha de tener en la fabrica 
de la dicha nao cada dia de lavor 10 oficiales 
carpinteros y no a de alçar mano hasta 
acabar la dicha nao según de suso se con
tiene, y al tiempo que estubyere presta para 
votar la dicha nao el dicho maestro 
carpintero la ha de hazer embasar, dándoles 
de comer y lo nesçesario el dicho Bartolomé 
de Garro al dicho maestro carpintero y a sus 
oficiales y mas el dicho Bartolomé de Garro 
al de dar al dicho maestro carpintero una 
barrica de vyno chacolin y una bota de sidra 
y casa y camas y manteles y cosas de ser-
byçio de casa acostunbrado en semejantes 
casas, y mas el dicho Bartolomé de Garro ha 
de dar y pagar al dicho maestro carpintero 
por la manifactura de la dicha nao para todo 
lo suso dicho 180 ducados los quales el 
dicho Bartolomé de Garro se obligo de dar y 
pagar al dicho maestro carpintero en esta 
dicha villa de Zumaya llanamente en tres 
pagas, la tercia parte el dia que se pusiere la 
quilla en la dicha nao y la otra tercia parte el 
dia que se rasare la dicha nao y la otra tercia 
parte dentro de quoatro dias despues que se 
botare la dicha nao, y desta manera anbas 
partes prometyeron y se obligaron de thener 
y goardar y complir todo lo de suso con
tenido ... [aqui siguen las clausulas legales 
protocolarias] ... lo qual lo otorgaron en 
preençia de my el dicho Francisco de la 
Torre escribano publico de su magestad e 
del numero desta dicha villa de Zumaya e 
testigos de yuso escritos en el dicho dia, 
mes, e ano que suso dicho es, testigos que 
fueron presentes: Joan de Çelaya a Mateo de 
Abrayz e San Joan de Arriayn, vecinos de 
Zumaya, y el dicho Bartolomé de Garro lo 
firmo de su nombre e por la otra parte un 
testigo por que dixo que no sabia escribir, e 

yo el dicho escrivano conosco a los otor
gantes e testigos desta carta. 

Bartolomé de Garro 

Francisco de la Torre 

por testigo, San Joan de Arriayn 

APPENDIX II 

Contract between Domingo de 
Sagarraga, burgess of Ondarroa, 
and master carpenter Juan de 
Axpee of Yzpazter to build a ship, 
navio, in the town of Ondarroa. In 

Zumaya, on 14 May 1590.94 

"That the said ship is to have 25 cubits of 
keel and 13.5 of breadth, 10 cubits of height 
to the upper deck and her quarter deck and 
forecastle; 

and she must have seven beams in the first 
row and eight in the second row, and five 
riders; 

and at 10 cubits her bitt, capstan, hawse-
holes and helm-port; and the main beams of 
the upper deck are to have four knees; 

and that from the scarf-joint to the stem and 
upper deck she must have solid wood". 

[Spanish Text:] 

Concierto entre partes 14 de mayo 1590 

En la villa de Zumaya a 14 dias del mes de 
mayo de 1590 anos, en presencia de mi Mat-
ias de Arrióla escribano publico de rey nues
tro señor en todos sus reinos y senorios y del 
numero desta dicha villa, y testigos aqui 
contenidos, parecieron presentes de la une 
parte San Juan de Axpee maestre de naos y 
vezino de Izpaster y de la otra Domingo de 
Sagarraga vezino de la villa de Ondarroa 
que presentes estavan, y dixieron que entre 
ellos son conbenidos y concertados en esta 
mera [sic], que el dicho San Juan de Axpee 
se obligava y se obligo por su persona y 
bienes de hazer un nabio para el dicho Dom
ingo de Sagarraga en la villa de Ondarroa en 
la forma siguiente: 

Que el dicho nabio a de tener de quila 25 
codos y 13.5 codos de manga, 10 codos de 
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altor a la puente, y su chiminea y bataller; Y 
a de tener siete baos los primeros los segun
dos ocho y cinco bularcamas, sobre 10 codos 
su bita y el cabestante y los escobenques y la 
lemera, y desde el escarpe adelante hasta el 
branque y puente que baya macizo; 

a de poner la nao mediante Dios por el dia 
de nuestra señora de agosto primero que 
vendra deste presente ano en que estamos 
de noventa, y a de dar la dicha nao acabada 
para el fin de mayo del onio [sic] benidero 
de 1591, de modo que para entonces se 
pueda botar, y para hazer esta nao y para 
fabrica el dicho Domingo de Sagarraga a de 
dar al dicho Juan de Axpee 280 ducados en 
dinero que asi están entre ellos concertados 
y los ade dar en tres pagas en esta manera, la 
primera paga 100 ducados al tiempo que 
pusiere la dicha nao y los otro 100 quando lo 
començaren y el resto al cunplimiento de los 
dichos 280 ducados quando se botare la 
dicha nao y asi bien el dicho Domingo se 
oblig de dar al dicho San Juan casa en que 
biva el con todos los carpinteros que hobiere 
menester con todo su axuar, camas y ropas 
nesessarias para el tal servicio y mas 2 botas 
de sidra y 1 barrica de bino chacolin de la 
tierra... 

[there follows the usual legal formula]... 

testigos que fueron presentes al dicho otor
gamiento Domingo de Eyçaga y Beltran de 
Eyçaga, padre e hijo, y Juan de Aguirreberri 
vecinos desta dicha villa de Zumaya y los 
dichos otorgantes a los quales e testigos 
desta carta yo el dicho escribano doy fee que 
conozco lo firmaron de sus nombres; 

San Juan de Axpee 

Domingo de Sagarraga 

ante mi Matías de Arrióla 

Firstly, she must have 26 cubits, 
more or less, of keel, of those used 
in the shipyards of San Sebastian 
and Pasaje. 

Item, she must have 14 cubits, more 
or less, of breadth. 

Item, she must have 10 cubits of 
depth of hold [to the upper deck] 
and above the 10 cubits the stern 
cabin and the forecastle, and should 
it be my will to make the quarter 
deck up to the mainmast he must do 
so for the same price. 

Item, that should it be my will to 
make a half deck beneath the 10 
cubits at 7 cubits, he must carry out 
and do so for the same price. 

Item, that should it be my will to 
add on one cubit of keel and half of 
breadth he must carry out and do so 
to my approval, for the same price. 

Item, that he must supply me 2,500 
cubits of planking of 8 [planks] to a 
cubit, all for the sides and the rest 
must be of nine [planks to a cubit], 
and if it should be my will he must 
give me thinner planking for the 
decks and necessary things, to my 
approval. 

Item, that he must supply and give 
me every necessary thing that the 
said ship should need, main and 
fore TANBORETES and anchor 
stocks and the other things neces
sary to my approval, he must cart it 
all to where he shall be told for the 
said price, at his cost. 

Item, that he must supply and give 
everything necessary by the end of 
August, to my approval. 

APPENDIX III 

San Sebastian, 13 March 1593.95 

Memorial of the conditions set between 
Joanes de Erarreyçaga and I, Miguel de Ber-
gara, to provide the necessary materials that 
are needed for a ship of the following mea
surements, at 25 maravedís per cubit. 

Item, that the master carpenter who 
shall build her must measure all the 
materials. 

Item, that when he has finished giv
ing me all the materials that the said 
ship needs, I must pay him accord
ing to the way we have agreed. 

[Spanish Text:] 
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Memoria de las condiciones que a de aber 
entre Joanes de Erarreyçaga e yo, Miguel de 
Bergara, para probeer de los materiales 
nesesarios que conbiene a una nao que tiene 
las medidas siguientes, por 25 maravedís el 
codo. 

Primeramente, a de tener 26 codos 
de quilla poco mas a menos, huso 
de los astilleros de San Sebastian y 
Pasayje. 

Yten, a de tener 14 codos poco mas 
o menos de manga. 

Yten, a de tener de puntal 10 codos 
y encima de los 10 codos la cámara 
de popa y la batallera de proa, y si 
mi voluntad fuere de azer asta el 
mastel mayor su alcaça me aya de 
cunplir por mismo precio. 

Yten, que me aya de cunplir y cum
pla si mi volunted fuere debayxo de 
los 10 codos, en los 7 codos, azer un 
medio tillado por mismo precio. 

Yten, que si mi boluntad fuere de 
añadir un codo de quilla y medio de 
manga me aya de cunplir y cunpla a 
mi contento por el mismo precio. 

Yten, que me aya de cunplir 2,500 
codos de tabla de a ocho en ocho, 
todo para el costado y lo demás aya 
de ser de a nueve, y si mi boluntad 
fuere para los coarteles y cosas 
nesesarias me aya de cunplir de 
tabla mas delgada a mi contento. 

Yten, que me aya de cunplir y cun
pla todo lo nesesario que la dicha 
nao hubiere menester, tanboretes 
mayores y menores y axios y las 
demás cosas nesesarias a mi con
tento, todos los aya de carretar a 
donde se le hordenare por dicho 
precio a su costa. 

Yten, que aya de cunplir y cunpla 
todo lo nesesario a mi contento para 
fin de agosto. 

Yten, que el maestre que la fabricare 
aya de codear todos los materiales, 
con el nombrado por Erarriçaga. 

Yten, que coando me acabare de 
cunplir todos los materiales que la 
dicha nao hubiere menester le aya 
de pagar conforme estamos concer
tados. 

Pues que vuestra merced se partió 
de aqui le di a Juanes de Erar
reyçaga 100 ducados, y quedo que 
vuestra merced a de dar 200 duca
dos, y quando se hiziere la escritura 
se abran de asentar los 100 que yo le 
he dado y los 200 que vuestra 
merced le da, y sea con las 
condiciones de yuso: que el codear 
aya de ser por el maestre que la fab
ricare y mas se le abran de dar el dia 
que se pusiere la quilla 100 ducados 
— vuestra merced me aja abiendo 
lugar de ber los materiales y el astil
lero, y con esto guarde Dios lo por 
vuestra merced deseado, de San 
Sebastian, 13 de marco 1593. 

Miguel de Bergara 

APPENDIX IV 

Contract between Pedro de Arteaga 
and Perochoa de Uriarte to build a 
ship (nao) in Zumaya, 19 May 

1566.96 

In the town of Zumaya on the 19th day of 
the month of May 1566, in the presence of 
me, Francisco de la Torre, notary of his Maj
esty in his court and in all his kingdoms and 
dominions and of the number of this said 
town of Zumaya for his Majesty, and before 
the undersigned witnesses, appeared 
present Pedro de Arteaga, burgess of this 
said town, and Perochoa de Uriarte, burgess 
of Yzpazter in the county and domain of 
Vizcaya, residing at present in this said 
town, and they said that inasmuch as the 
said Pedro de Arteaga wishes to build and 
construct a new ship in this said town of 
Zumaya, the said master Perochoa is to take 
and takes upon himself as master carpenter, 
in his charge, the carpentry work of the said 
ship; and in order to accomplish the above 
they stated that the following conditions 
must be kept and carried out between them
selves. 

Firstly, with the stipulation that the said ship 
is to have the following measurements: 
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Of keel, 26.5 cubits of the size of this 
said town of Zumaya, of clear keel. 

Of beam at the widest point she is to 
have 13.5 cubits from plank to plank 
on the inside. 

Item, of depth of hold to the main 
deck 7.5 cubits of the said size, from 
plank to plank. 

Item, the upper deck is to be 3.25 
cubits, of the said size, above the 
main deck, from plank to plank. 

Item, she must have 5 or 7 beams 
below the main deck, as the said 
Pedro de Arteaga sees fit. 

Item, the main deck should have its 
beams and carlings from stem to 
stern and be planked up to the cap
stan. 

Item, the upper deck planked from 
stem to stern with its capstan and 
hawse-holes and bitt and every
thing else that is necessary. 

Item, above the said upper deck the 
stern half deck should extend as far 
as the mainmast, decked and with 
the knees; and at the bow her 
forcastle should be in the same 
manner as the quarter deck. 

Item, the main deck and the row of 
beams underneath should have 
their knees and braces as is usual 
and customary. 

Item, he is to place a small wale 
from stem to stern along the whole 
of the said ship and her scuppers as 
necessary. 

Item, the said master Perochoa must 
hand over the said ship finished to 
perfection according to the said 
measurements, with her riders, 
keelson and apron, as is customary 
for such a ship, so that she is well 
sewn together and strengthened 
and with her knees. 

Item, the said master Perochoa must 
hand over the said ship in the man
ner stated above, built and finished 

to perfection as previously said, by 
the middle of the coming month of 
October of this present year, and the 
rudder of the said ship must be in 
place. 

Item, the said Pedro de Arteaga 
must give and pay the said master 
Perochoa for the carpentry work of 
the said ship, as stated above, 200 
gold ducats or their value, paid in 
this way: a third part on the day 
that the keel of the said ship is laid 
and another third part upon finish
ing the frame [?] of the said ship 
and the other third part on the day 
the said ship is launched... 

Item, the said Perochoa may not 
enlarge the said measurements of 
the said ship without the consent of 
the said Pedro de Arteaga. 

Item, the said Pedro de Arteaga is to 
give the said master Perochoa a 
house and beds and the things that 
are customary for his carpenters, 
and when the time comes he must 
return the said beds and furniture to 
the said Pedro de Arteaga. 

... and moreover he is to give the said master 
Perochoa, at the time he lays the keel of the 
said ship, a butt of cider and a barrel of 
wine, chacolin mosto, from the first grapes of 
this year... 

... witnesses that were present at the signing 
of the said contract: Don Martin de Arteaga 
presbyter, and Antonio de Oyquina and 
Pedro de Larraçabal, burgesses of this said 
town, and the said parties signed it with 
their names, and I the said notary certify 
that I know both parties and the witnesses. 

Item the said Pedro de Arteaga is to 
give the said master Perochoa on 
the river bank of this said town the 
timber and planking and nails and 
whatever else should be necessary 
as is customary... and the said mas
ter Perochoa must lay the keel of the 
said ship within eight days after the 
next coming day of easter of the 
Holy Ghost... 

Francisco de la Torre 
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Pedro De Arteaga 

Perochoa de Uriarte 

[Spanish Text:] 

Escritura de concierto entre Pedro De 
Arteaga y Perochoa. 

En la villa de Zumaya a 19 dias del mes de 
mayo de 1566 anos, en presencia de mi Fran
cisco de la Torre escribano de su majestad en 
la su corte y en todos los sus reynos y seño
ríos y del numero desta dicha villa de 
Zumaya por su majestad, y testigos de yuso 
e so escritos parecieron presentes Pedro de 
Arteaga, vecino desta dicha villa, y Perochoa 
de Uriarte, vecino de Yzpazter que es en el 
condado y señorío de Vizcaya, estante al 
presente en esta dicha villa e dixieron que 
por quanto el dicho Pedro de Arteaga quiere 
labrar y fabricar una nao en esta dicha villa 
de Zumaya, nueba, y ol dicho maeso Pero
choa ha de tomar y toma a su cargo como 
maestre carpintero a su cargo el labrar de 
carpintería la dicha nao y para conseguir lo 
suso dicho dixieron que se an de guardar y 
cumplir entre ellos las condiciones segui-
emtes: 

Primeramente con condición que la dicha 
nao ha de tener las medidas seguientes: 

De quilla 26.5 codos de la medida 
desta dicha villa de Zumaya, de 
quila linpia. 

De manga ha de tener de tabla a 
tabla por de dentro 13.5 codos en lo 
mas ancho. 

Yten, de puntal a la cubierta princi
pal 7.5 codos de la dicha medida de 
tabla a tabla. 

Yten, ha de tener la puente de la 
cubierta encima en 3.25 codos de la 
dicha medida de tabla a tabla. 

Yten ha de tener debaxo de cubierta 
5 o 7 baos como al dicho Pedro de 
Arteaga pareciere. 

Yten, la puente de popa en proa 
entablada con su cabestante y 
escobengues y bita y todo lo demás 
necesario. 

Yten, la chiminea de popa encima 
de la dicha puente asta el árbol 
mayor tallada y gurbatonada y a 
proa su bataller conforme a la 
chiminea. 

Yten, la cubierta mayor y baos 
debaxo curbatonados y con sus 
Ilabes como es uso y costumbre. 

Yten ha de poner una banda de 
popa en proa en toda la dicha nao y 
sus escusales como conbiene. 

Yten, el dicho maeso Perochoa ha 
de dar la dicha nao acabada en per-
feçion conforme a las dichas medi
das, con sus bularcamas y guerlinca 
y contrabranca como es costumbre a 
semejante nao de manera que baya 
bien cosyda y fortificada y gurba
tonada. 

Yten, el dicho maeso Perochoa ha 
de dar la dicha nao conforme a lo 
suso dicho echa y acabada en per-
feçion como dicho es mediado el 
mes de otubre primero que berna 
deste presente ano y ha de dar 
puesta el timón de la dicha nao. 

Yten, el dicho Pedro de Arteaga ha 
de dar y pagar al dicho maeso Pero
choa por la manifatura de carpinte
ría de la dicha nao según dicho es 
dozientos ducados de oro o su balor 
pagados en esta manera: la tercia 
parte el dia que se pusyere la quila 
de la dicha nao y la otra tercia parte 
en acabando de rasar la dicha nao y 
la otra tercia parte el dia que se 
botare la dicha nao y se pusyere 
sobre los basos en acabando de bax-
arse sobre ellos. 

Yten, el dicho Perochoa no pueda 
crecer syn consentimiento del dicho 
Pedro de Arteaga la dicha nao de las 
dichas medidas. 

Yten, la cubierta principal ha de ser 
con sus baos y esglorias de popa en 
proa y entablada asta el cabestante. 

Yten, el dicho Pedro de Arteaga a de 
dar al dicho maeso Perochoa casa y 
camas y el adreço que es costumbre 
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para sus carpinteros y el tiempo 
cumplido ha de bolber las dichas 
camas y adreço al dicho Pedro de 
Arteaga. 

Y desta manera y con las dichas condiciones 
el dicho maeso Perochoa tome a su cargo de 
hazer y fabricar la dicha nao para el dicho 
tienpo y en las dichas medidas y según y 
como de suso se contiene so pena que sy asy 
no lo cunpliere el dicho Pedro de Arteaga 
pueda hazer labrar la dicha nao a costa del 
dicho maeso Perochoa y ademas dello le 
pagara todas las costas yntereses y danos 
que se le recresciere y para lo asy cumplir y 
pagar obligo su persona e bienes, muebles y 
rayzes abidos y por aber y el dicho Pedro de 
Arteaga se obligo de dar y pagar al dicho 
maeso Perochoa por la manifatura de la 
dicha nao según de suso se contiene los 
dichos dozientos ducados a los tienpos y 
plazos como de suso se contiene so pena del 
doblo y costas y mas le ha de dar al dicho 
maeso Perochoa al tienpo que pusyere la 
quila de la dicha nao une bota de sydra y 
barrica de bino chacolin mosto de la primera 
cosecha que biniere deste ano y para lo asy 
cumplir obligo su persona e bienes, muebles 
y rayzes abidos e por aber y para execucion 
dello anbas partes dieron poder cumplido a 
las justicias de su magnestad de qualesquier 
partes ante quien esta carta pareciere a cuyo 
fuero e juridicion se sometieron con sus per
sonas e bienes renunciando su propio fuero 
e juridicion e la ley sy con benerid de juridi-
cione como en ella se contiene para que por 
todo rigor de derecho e bia executiba los 
apremien a lo asy cunplir y pagar y aber por 
firme asy por bia executiba como en otra 
manera bien asy como por sentencia pasada 
en cosa juzgada y renunciaron qualesquier 
leyes que sean en su fabor que les non balga 
en esta razón y especialmente renunciaron la 
ley e regla del derecho en que dizeque gen
eral renunciación fecha de leyes non balga; 
testigos que fueron presentes al dicho otor
gamiento: Don Martin de Arteaga clérigo 
presbitero, y Antonio de Oyquina, y Pedro 
de Larraçabal, vezinos desta dicha villa, y 
los dichos otorgantes lo firmaron de sus 
nonbres a los quales, y testigos, yo el dicho 
escribano doy fee que conozco; 

Yten, el dicho Pedro de Arteaga ha 
de dar al dicho maeso Perochoa en 
la ribera desta villa el maderam-
iento y tabla y clabazon y lo que 
mas fuere menester como es cos

tumbre y sy asy no lo hiziere le aya 
de pagar al dicho maeso Perochoa 
todas las costas y danos que se le 
seguieren y el dicho maeso Pero
choa ha de poner la quila de la 
dicha nao dentro de ocho dias 
después del dia de pascoa de espír
itu santa primero que berna; 

Testigos los dichos, 

FPvANCISCO de la TORRE 

PEDRO de ARTEAGA 

PEROCHOA de URIARTE 

APPENDIX V 

Contract between Pero Fernandez 
de Yçeta and Pero Ochoa de Uriarte 
to build a ship (nao) in Zumaya; on 

27 May 1573.97 

The ship that Pero Ochoa is to build for Pero 
Fernandez de Yçeta has to be made in the 
following way: 

Firstly, she must have 28 cubits of 
keel and is to have 14.5 cubits of 
breadth and of height up to the 
upper deck 10.5 cubits and she must 
have the first beams at 4.5 cubits 
high and from one beam to another 
there must be room for two large 
barrels in width, and she must have 
the second deck [the main deck] at 
7.5 cubits. 

She is to have the bitt and capstan at 
10.5 cubits and needs 3 cubits of 
side [bulwark] above the 10.5 cubits 
and she must be of very good floor 
timbers and of little draught and 
her floor timbers should be high 
and she should have good narrow 
parts [both fore and aft] and the fut-
tocks should be well tightened, to 
approval. 

And, moreover, the main deck 
should be planked from fore to aft 
with its hatchways and the first 
deck in the same way with its 
canales to perfection and the same 
the quarter deck, with its dale, 
planked with all the coarter up to the 
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top so that it is not lacking a thing 
and the forecastle in the same way 
planked and with its wales and 
channels, and below she must have 
the flooring [foot waling] to perfec
tion; the beams of the first row and 
those of both decks are to have 
knees beneath and on top and all 
the beams and ledges are to have 
dovetail joints. 

The quarter deck and the coarter, as I 
say above, planked to perfection 
and from one carling to another, of 
the above said decks and of the 
quarter deck, there must be 2/3 of a 
cubit so that 3 carlings will fit in 2 
cubits, with their knees and escoper-
adas, and well jointed. 

The upper deck with its canales, fore 
and aft it must have the knees and 
riders that seem fit to the said Pero 
Fernandez, and all must be to his 
approval. 

And the clamps, and the flooring 
[foot waling] below with its escoper-
adas must be in consequence to the 
approval of the said Pero Fernan
dez, and moreover he must make 
and fit the rudder after she is 
launched and should he want to put 
more clamps or planks than the 
ordinary he should do so. 

And she is not to be of greater mea
surements than those above said 
and if he does enlarge her, he is not 
to be paid anything for it and with 
these conditions he is to be paid 
3,300 reales for the building in the 
manner stated above, paid by 
thirds; the first when he begins 
work, the second half way through 
the work and the remainder the day 
after the said ship is finished and 
launched. 

manga y de altor hasta la puente 
10.5 codos y ha de tener los prim
eros baos en 4.5 codos de altor y de 
un bao a otro han de caber dos bar-
icas grandes de ancho y la segunda 
cubierta ha de tener en los 7.5 
codos. 

Ha de tener la vita y cabestante en 
los 10.5 codos y ha menester 3 codos 
de mareaje [?] encima de los 10.5 
codos y ha de ser de muy buena 
barenga y de poca agoa y que de 
barenga sea halta y de buenos rase-
Íes y la ligacon baya a contento bien 
apretada. 

Y asi bien la primera cubierta enta
blada de popa en proa con sus esco
ndas y la segunda de la mesma 
suerte con sus canales en perfeçion 
y lo mesmo la chinea [sic] con su 
déla entablada con todo el coarter 
asta lo alto de suerte que no le falte 
cosa y asi mismo el castilete con sus 
cintas y entablado con sus mesas de 
los obenques y el soler debaxo ha de 
llebar en perfecion todos los baos de 
arriba y abaxo corbatonados de las 
dos cubiertas y los baos debaxo y 
todos los baos y las latas han de yr 
todas con sus encaxes que llaman 
mirubustanes. 

La chimenea y el coarter como 
arriba digo en perfecion entablado y 
la barrotadura de las cubiertas suso 
dichas con la chiminea ha de tener 
del un barote al otro 2/3 de codo de 
suerte que en 2 codos entren 3 bar-
otes con sus corbatones y escopera-
das y bien encaxados. 

La puente con sus canales en la proa 
y popa ha de llebar los corbatones y 
bularcamas que al dicho Pero 
Fernandez le pareciere en todo ha 
de ser a su contento. 

[Spanish Text:] 

La nao que ha de hazer Pero Ochoa 
para Pero Fernandez de Yçeta ha de 
ser de la manera siguiente: 

Primeramente ha de tener de quilla 
28 codos y a de tener 14.5 codos de 

Y las liernas y el soler debaxo con 
sus escoperadas ha de ser por lo 
conseguiente a contento del dicho 
Pero Fernandez y asi bien el timón 
la ha de hazer y dar encaxado 
despues que se botare y si quisiere 
hechar mas de lo hordinario algu
nas liernas o tablones lo ha de hazer. 
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Y no ha de ser de mas medidas que 
las suso dichas y si la hiziere no se le 
ha de pagar cosa alguna y con estas 
condiciones se le ha de dar por la 
manifatura de la manera que arriba 
esta declarado 3,300 reales pagados 
por sus tercios: el primero quando 
començare y el segundo a medida la 
hobra y la resta el dia siguiente que 
estubiere botada y acabada la dicha 
hobra. 

Y el dicho Pero Fernandez ha de dar 
al dicho maestre Pero Ochoa casa y 
camas para el y su gente en que 
duerman mientras que se acaba la 
dicha obra de balde. 

APPENDIX VI 

Contract between Francisco de Elor-
riaga and master carpenter Dom
ingo de Uriarte, both burgesses of 
the town of Zumaya, to build a 
large ship, gruesa nao, in the ship
yards of Urdayaga (Orio). Written 

in Zumaya, on 5 April 1585.9S 

Firstly, that the said ship should 
have and is to have 30 cubits of clear 
keel up to the stem scarf-joint with
out the fore-rake; and the whole 
ship must have its pillars from the 
flooring [foot-waling] up to the 
quarter deck, like the last ship that 
the said master Domingo made and 
built for the said Francisco de Elor-
riaga in the river of Orio, according 
to the contract made in the presence 
of notary Francisco de Narruondo. 

decks and the quarter deck planked 
like the said last ship. 

Item, that in the bow the said ship 
must be solid wood from the stem 
to past the first [forward] beam, 
from top to bottom, so that the tim
bers are against one another as in 
the last said ship. 

Item, that the fore and aft riders that 
the said Francisco de Elorriaga 
wants are to be laid down in the 
said ship and the ledges are to have 
their rabos de gallo as in the other last 
ship. 

Item, that the first and second 
beams and all the others that she 
should have are to be as many and 
the same as in the said last ship; and 
that the beams of the second deck 
are to be well kneed, beneath and 
on top as in the said last ship. 

Item, that the said ship must be well 
finished of all carpentry up to the 
top rails, planked so that it is not 
necessary to put another thing in 
her; with her forecastle closed with 
its door, and the quarter deck and 
braces on the decks like the said last 
ship, and the cabin as he is 
instructed, so that not one thing is 
missing, according to what was 
done and what had to be done in 
the said last ship; and that the helm-
port and hawse-holes, bitt and cap
stan, should all be above." 

[Spanish Text:] 

Item, that the said ship should have 
and is to have 16.5 long cubits of 
breadth and of overall length 53 
cubits, or however the stem and 
stern-posts work out. 

Item, she is to have the height up to 
the first deck, starting from the 
flooring [foot-waling], 8 cubits 
minus 14, and from there to the sec
ond deck 3.5 cubits, and from there 
to the upper deck another 3.5, that 
in all are 15 cubits minus 14; and she 
is to have the quarter deck like the 
said last ship, and also the three 

Concierto entre Francisco de Elor
riaga y maestre Domingo de Uri
arte. 

Primeramente, que la dicha nao aya 
de tener e tenga 30 codos de qilla 
linpia asta el escarpe del branque 
sin la lançadura, y apuntalada toda 
la dicha nao desde el soler asta la 
chiminea como la ultima nao que el 
dicho maestre Domingo hizo y fab
rico para el dicho Francisco de Elor
riaga en la ria de Orio, por escritura 
de concierto ante Francisco de Nar-
runondo escrivano. 
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Yten, que la dicha nao aya de tener 
y tenga 16.5 codos largos de manga, 
y de esloria 53 codos o como 
salieren los branques. 

Yten, ha de tener de altor 
començando del soler a la primera 
cubierta ocho codos menos quarto, 
y dende a la segunda tres codos y 
medio, y dende asta la puente otros 
tres y medio, que por todo son 15 
codos menos quarto, y la chiminea 
ha de tener como la dicha ultima 
nao, y tanbien los tres cubiertos y la 
chiminea entabladas como en la 
dicha ultima nao. Yten, que la dicha 
nao aya de tener y tenga del 
branque asta que pase el bao prim
ero en la proa todo maçiço de mad
era, de alto abaxo de suerte que los 
maderos bayan juntos como en la 
dicha ultima nao. 

Yten, que las bularcamas de proa y 
popa, a la dicha nao se las aya de 
dar y poner las que el dicho Fran
cisco de Elorriaga quisiere, y la tala-
dura baya con sus rabos de gallo 
como en la otra nao ultima. 

Yten, que los primeros y segundos 
baos y todos los demás que hubiere 
de llevar ayan de ser tantos y como 
en la ultima nao, y que los baos de 
la cubierta principal ayan de yr bien 
corbatonados por abaxo y encima 
como en la dicha ultima nao. 

Yten, que la dicha nao aya de estar 
bien acabada de toda carpintería 
asta los care les o bandas de arriba, 
entablada sin que aya menester 
ponerse otra cosa en ella, con su 
castillete cerrado con su puerta y la 
chiminea, y las llabes en las cubier
tas como la dicha ultima nao nao y 
la cámara como se le hordenare de 
suerte que ninguna cosa le falte 
según que se hizo y hubo de hazer e 
la dicha ultima nao, y que la lemera 
y escobenques, bita y cabestante 
todo ello aya de tener arriba. 

APPENDIX VII 

Contract between Jhoan de Sagarçu-
rieta and master carpenter Domingo 

de Uriarte, both burgesses of the 
town of Zumaya, to build a large 
ship, (nao) in the shipyards of the 
house of Gorostiaga (Zumaya). 
Written in Zumaya, on 7 April 

1584." 

Firstly, the said ship is to have 30 
cubits of clear keel up to the stem 
scarf-joint without the fore-rake. 

Item, she must have 17 cubits minus 
a quarter of breadth from plank to 
plank and she must have this width 
at a depth of hold of 11.5 long cubits 
and from there upwards the width 
is to diminish. 

Item, the overall length must be 50 
cubits or however the stem and 
stern-posts work out and however 
Sagarçurieta ordains. 

Item, she must have 15 cubits of 
depth of hold up to the upper deck 
measuring from the flooring [foot-
waling] and the three decks that the 
said ship is to have must be placed 
at the height and measurement that 
the said Saçurieta ordains at the 
time that the clamps are placed, 
where the beams are to be put, and 
the said upper deck and jareta must 
be a firm deck, likewise the said 
decks: the first deck below has to be 
half-planked so that a man's foot 
does not pass through it, and the 
second deck [the main deck] very 
well planked, and similarly the 
third deck [the upper deck] well 
planked, with their canales; all the 
said three decks with their hatch
ways: the first and second decks in 
the middle and the third one, the 
upper deck, must have the hatch
ways as they are usually made in 
order to stow the ship's boat on the 
port side, according to his instruc
tions. 

Item, all the beams, the first row 
and then those of the three decks are 
to be placed so that from one beam 
to another there is a space of 6.5 
palms, and all of them fitted into the 
clamps at both ends with dovetail 
joints, and with this same type of 
joint the ledges and carlings are to 
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be fitted and set in, as he shall be 
instructed by Sagarçurieta. 

Item, that the knees of the decks are 
not to be cut short along their top 
arms, on the inside of the ship. 

Item, that the beams of the main 
deck are to have knees underneath 
and on top, and that the knees on 
the underside are to be fitted one 
into the other with mortises, into 
the knees that are on top of the 
beams below, well strengthened, 
fastened and bound, according to 
Sagarçurieta's instructions, and the 
other beams of the other decks are 
to have their knees well fitted in. 

Item, from the stem or slightly fur
ther in, from top to bottom on the 
inside, from the first beam to the 
beak head, the bow must all be 
sewn together with solid wood, 
with their knees; from the said first 
beam forward, from one side to 
another, with the riders that should 
be bound and clasped together one 
with another with their joints; and 
they must fit in the said bow the rid
ers and support as the said Sagarçu
rieta ordains, to his satisfaction. 

Item, the said ship must have its pil
lars from bottom to top, as directed. 

Item, the wales must be high up, 
which is above the main deck, and 
he must put on her the wales that 
the said Sagarçurieta ordains. 

Item, she must have all the utilities, 
bitt and capstan on the upper deck, 
with her forecastle and half quarter 
deck, both of these with their 
canales, and as has been said the 
ledges must be fitted in. 

Item, that the helm port and hawse-
holes should be high up. 

Item, the forecastle and half quarter 
deck must be well kneed. 

Item, that she is to have two cabins 
and moreover the forecastle must be 
closed [i.e. planked] on the after 
side. 

Item, she must have eight braces on 
the main deck and on the upper 
deck another eight with their knees, 
all well jointed. 

Item, she must have the dale with 
four knees, two on either side like a 
brace and between the knees its 
pieces well laid down and jointed. 

Item, that the whole ship must be 
planked up to the top with its bagar-
adura, and the whole of the said ship 
totally finished in order to sail and 
all to perfection, all the said work of 
the said ship and its parts, to the 
approval of the said Juan de Sagar
çurieta. 

Item, the said master Domingo 
must hand over the said ship fin
ished and launched by the end of 
the next coming of July of this year... 

Item, the said master must hand 
over the said ship with all the cuartel 
[?], and her forecastle, closed with 
planking up to the top of the quar
ter deck with her rails and railings 
up to where the said Sagarçurieta 
ordains, in order that the said ship 
may sail without any more carpen
try needing to be done in the said 
ship, as has been stipulated above, 
like the quarter deck, forecastle and 
upper deck... 

Item, that in the whole stern he 
must put all the knees and support, 
from top to bottom, that the said 
Sagarçurieta instructs him...." 

[Spanish Text:] 

Concierto entre Sagarçurieta y mae
stre Domingo de Uriarte. 

Primeramente a de tener la dicha 
nao treinta codos de quilla linpia 
asta el escarpe del branque sin la 
lançadura. 

Yten, a de tener 17 codos menos una 
coarta de manga de tabla en tabla y 
esta anchura a de tener en 11.5 
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codos largos de puntal y de alli se 
recoja arriba. 

Yten, a de tener de hesloria 50 codos 
o como salieren los branques y 
como Sagarçurieta hordenare. 

Yten, a de tener de puntal asta la 
puente mediendo desde el soler 15 
codos y se an de repartir las tres 
cubiertas que la nao a de tener en la 
medida y altor que el dicho Sagar
çurieta le hordenare al tiempo que 
se an de poner las liernas donde se 
an de poner los baos y la dicha 
puente y xareta a de ser puente 
firme y las dichas cubiertas, la prim
era debaxo a de ir media tabla de 
suerte que no pase el pie del honbre 
y la segunda muy bien entablada y 
la tergera lo mismo bien entablada, 
con sus canales todas las dichas tres 
cubiertas con sus escotilas en medio 
las dos cubiertas y la tercera de 
arriba, de la xareta, a de tener las 
escotillas como se suelen hazer para 
meter el batel por la banda de a 
babor conforme le hordenaren. 

Yten, todos los baos, los primeros y 
luego los de las tres cubiertas se an 
de poner que de un bao a otro aya 
6.5 palmos de hueco y todos ellos 
encaxados en las liernas de anbos 
cabos con sus muescas llamados 
mirubustanes y de esta misma 
forma y encaxe an de ir encaxados y 
asentados la latadura y barrotadura 
con los dichos encaxes conforme le 
mandare el dicho Sagarçurieta. 

Yten, que los curbatones de las cubi
ertas no se an de degollar por la 
parte de arriba de la parte de dentro 
del hueco de la nao. 

Yten, que a los baos de la curbierta 
principal an de hechar de la parte 
de abajo sus curbatones como an de 
tener por encima otros y que bayan 
encaxados unos en otros con sus 
muescas bien fortalecidas ligados y 
asidos con los curbatones de los 
baos debaxo que estan encima de 
los baos conforme le hordenare el 
dicho Sagarçurieta y los demás baos 
de las otras cubiertas an de llevar 
sus curbatones bien encaxados. 

Yten, dende el branque o algo mas 
adentro, dende abaxo por de dentro 
asta arriba, desde el primer bao asta 
el espilon de arriba, toda la proa a 
de ser toda cosida de madera 
maçiço con sus curbatones, desde el 
dicho bao delantero de una parte a 
otra para adelante, con sus bularca-
mas que se lien y abracen unas con 
otros con sus encaxes y le han de 
echar en la dicha proa las bularca-
mas y fortaleza como el dicho 
Sagarçurieta le hordenare a su con
tento. 

Yten, se a de apuntalar la dicha nao 
dende abaxo arriba conforme le 
hordenare. 

Yten, a de ir çintada alta que sea 
mas arriba de la cubierta principal y 
le a de poner las cintas que le man
dare el dicho Sagarçurieta. 

Yten, todo el serbiçio bita y 
cabestante a de llever encima de la 
xareta, con su castilete y media 
chiminea, con sus canales la 
chiminea y castilete, y an de yr la 
latadura como esta dicha encaxada. 

Yten, la lemera y escobenges que 
sean altos. 

Yten, el castilete y media chiminea 
an de yr curbatonadas. 

Yten, que se an de hazer sus dos 
cámaras y mas a de ser el castilete 
cerrado por la parte de popa. 

Yten, a de tener ocho llaves en la 
cubierta principal y en la xareta 
otros ocho sus curbatones todos 
bien encaxados. 

Yten, a de tener la dala con quatro 
curbatones, dos de cada banda a 
manera de llave, y en medio de los 
curbatones sus pedaços bien encax
ados y echados. 

Yten, que toda la nao se a de enta
blar asta lo alto con su bagaradura y 
toda la dicha nao acabada de todo 
punto para nabegar en perfeçion, a 
contento toda la dicha obra de la 
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dicha nao y sus mienbros a contento 
del dicho Juan de Sagarçurieta. 

Yten, el dicho maestre Domingo a 
de dar acabada la dicha nao y 
botada para fin de julio primero que 
biene deste ano, y a de poner en la 
obra todos los oficiales que el dicho 
Sagarçurieta le hordenare para la 
brebedad de la dicha obra, y si qui
siere los a de traer el mismo a costa 
del maestre y si no le hubiere aca
bado para el dicho tiempo todo el 
daño que le viniere al dicho Sagar
çurieta por la dicha razón se lo aya 
de pagar el dicho Domingo, el tal 
daño. 

Yten, que aya de enbasar la dicha 
nao con sus oficiales, dando sola
mente de comer el dicho Sagarçuri
eta y la a de dar botada el dicho 
maestre para el tiempo que esta 
señalado que es para fin de julio de 
ochenta y cuatro, esto se entiende 
que el dicho maestre a de trabajar 
en el dándole de comer a el y sus 
oficiales como es costumbre. 

APPENDIX VIII 

Contract between Joan de la Salde, 
treasurer of his majesty, and master 
carpenter Anton de Herobi, burgess 
of Orio, to build a ship (nao) in the 
shipyards of Orio for the Carrera de 
las Indias. San Sebastian, 16 Septem
ber 1577.100 

Firstly, that the said ship is to have 
32.5 cubits of keel and that she is to 
have her first beams at 5 and a third 
cubits of height and that she is to 
have the first deck and planked 
floor at 9.5 cubits and at 11 cubits 
high there must be 17 cubits minus 
a quarter of a cubit of breadth and 
the bitt and capstan at 12 cubits or 
how ever is set out by master Cala-
tras, burgess of Renteria, who 
knows how the ships for the Carrera 
de las Indias are to be built, and that 
the said ship should have and is to 
have the jareta or the highest deck at 
15 and a third cubits and that the 
said ship is to have 57 cubits of 
overall length and that the upper 
deck and jareta on the under side is 
to have its beams with their dowels 
and knees. 

Yten, todo el cuartel de la dicha nao 
y su castilete el dicho maestre sea 
obligado de dar fecho todo cerrado 
de tabla asta lo alto de la chiminea 
con sus careles y bandaletes asta 
que el dicho Sagarçurieta le 
hordenare de suerte que para que la 
dicha nao nabegue no falte en la 
dicha nao por hazer cosa ninguna 
de carpintería sino como de suyo 
esta dicho asi como la chiminea 
como el castilete y puente y todo lo 
demás que todo lo aya de dar aca
bado el dicho maestre Domingo a 
su costa sin que por su parte el 
dicho maestre se halegue ser la cos-
tunbre de otra manera saibó que la a 
de dar acabada de toda carpintería 
como el dicho Sargarçurieta le 
ordenare. 

Yten, que en toda la popa le a de dar 
dende alto hasta abaxo to dos los 
curbatones y fortaleza que el dicho 
Juan de Sagarçurieta le mandare... 

Item, and that the said ship should 
have all the necessary beams with 
their knees and braces in all perfec
tion, to the approval of the said Joan 
de la Salde and also her canales from 
fore to aft, and the forecastle with its 
carlings and the captain's cabin 
with its chamber below and a small 
cabin for the steward for the dis
pensing aboard ship in the place 
that it can be made most conve
niently. 

Item, that all the gun-ports for the 
lombards and versos with their 
portlids should be made as the said 
ship is being made, the said Joan de 
la Salde giving the iron and that he 
should hand over the whole of the 
said ship perfectly finished to the 
approval of the said Joan de la 
Salde, that not one thing of carpen
try should be lacking on her, and 
the said master Anton should and is 
to hand over the foremast of the 
said and the bowsprit and the main-
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mast and the mizzen mast, all four 
masts perfectly ready in the ship
yard, finished of whatever need be 
done of carpentry, and that he 
should do the planking with good 
master plankers and he should lay 
the planks of 7 and 8 to a cubit dis
tributed as seems fit on the hull of 
the said ship and he should lay and 
put the wood so as it is suitable for 
the said ship, which he should hand 
over in the shipyard of the said 
Town of Orio perfectly finished 
without any more carpentry need
ing to be done, the masts with their 
tamboletes and the bitt, capstan and 
mast-steps and all the carpentry 
done on the said ship without any
thing missing, and that he should 
put in place the bowsprit, foremast 
and mizzen mast in the channel of 
the said town of Orio and place 
their tamboretes, so that the cost of 
the... [?] and the steping of the 
masts should be at the expense of 
the said Joan de la Salde who 
should give them the tackle and 
ropes that are necessary for it. [... ] 

Item, as the said ship is to serve and 
be for the passage of the Carrera de 
las Indias and the said master Joan 
de Calatras, burgess of Rentería, 
knows the shape and characteris
tics that they are to have for the said 
"Carrera", both on the inside and 
outside, and that the said ship 
should draw little water; that 
observing the above said the said 
ship should be made according to 
the outline, shape and characteris
tics that seem fit to the said Calatras 
and for this he should come to the 
town of Orio and be there the time 
that should be necessary. 

[Spanish Text:] 

En el çimyterio de la yglesia de San 
Sebastian el antiguo estramuros de 
la muy noble e muy leal villa de San 
Sebastian a 16 dias del mes de sep-
tienbre de 1577 anos en presencia de 
mi Paulo de Yturriaga escribano de 
su majestad a del numero de la villa 
de Orio e testigos yuso escritos 
parecieron presentes de la una parte 
el señor Joan de la Salde tesorero de 

su majestad e maestre Anton de Yer-
obi maestre carpintero vecino de la 
villa de Orio e dixieron que entre 
ellos avian concertado e ygualado e 
por esta presente carta se concerta
ban e ygualaban y se ygualaron de 
que el dicho maestre Anton de Her-
obi le obiese de hacer una nao para 
el dicho Joan de la Salde en el hastil-
lero de la villa de Orio en toda per-
fiçion para el dia e fiesta de San Joan 
de junio del ano benidero de '78 de 
las medidas e de largor y altor y 
anchor e de la forma e manera 
seguiente: 

Primeramente que la dicha nao 
tenga de quilla 32.5 codos y que en 5 
codos y 1/3 de codo de alto Uebe 
sus primeros baos y que la primera 
cubyerta y tellado tenga en 9.5 
codos y en los 11 codos de alto abra 
de manga 17 codos menos VI de 
codo y la byta e cabestante en 12 
codos o como lo tragare el maestre 
Calatras vecino de la Rentería que 
save como se an de hacer las naos 
para la carrera de las yndias y que la 
jareta e puente la mas alta aya de 
tener y tenga la dicha nao en 15 
codos y 1/3 de codo y que tenga la 
dicha nao de hesloria 57 codos de 
largo y que en la puente e jareta por 
la parte de abaxo tenga sus boas con 
sus cabillas y goarbatones. 

Yten, y que la dicha nao aya de 
tener todos los baos necesarios con 
sus gurbatones y Uabes en toda per-
fecion a contento del dicho Joan de 
la Salde y lo mismo sus canales de 
popa a propia y su batellera con sus 
barrotes y la cámara del capitán con 
su recamara abaxo y una camarylla 
para el despensero de la dicha nao 
para la despensa della en la parte 
que mas cómodamente se pudiere 
hacer. 

Yten, que todas lonbarderas y ber-
seras con sus puertas las aya de lie-
bar aciendose como se ba agiendo la 
dicha nao dando el ferro el dicho 
Joan de la Salde y que toda la dicha 
nao lo de hecho en perfecion a con
tento del dicho Joan de la Salde que 
no le falte cosa alguna de carpinte
ría y el dicho maestre Anton aya de 
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dar y de el trinquete de la dicha nao 
y el maopres y el mastel mayor y la 
bezana todos cuatro arboles puestos 
en perfeçion échos en el astillero de 
lo que se abia de hacer carpintería e 
que la aya de entablar con buenos 
maestres entabladores y le aya de 
echar la tabla de siete en codo e 
ocho en codo repartido como conbi-
eneen el cuerpo de la dicha ñas la 
qual la aya de dar echa en el astill
ero de la dicha nao y la madera la 
aya de hechar e poner tal qual con-
biene para la dicha villa de Orio en 
toda perfeçion sin que le falte cosa 
alguna de carpintería con sus tam-
boletes los masteles e bita y 
cabestante y guerlingas y todo 
quanto de carpintería se obiere de 
hacer en la dicha nao sin que le falte 
cosa alguna dello y que el trinquete 
e maopres e beçana les aya de poner 
en la canal de la dicha villa de Orio 
y tanboletales ally con que la costa 
del hacer de la [?] y el poner de 
arboles sea a costa del dicho Joan de 
la Salde el qual aya de dar les apare
jos e cuerdas para hello las que 
fueren menester. 

Yten, por quanto la dicha nao a de 
ser y servir para la begaçion de la 
carrera de indias y el dicho maestre 
Joan de Calarías vecino de la Rente
ría save la forma e manera como an 
de ser ansi dentro como fuera para 
la dicha carrera e como pesque poca 
agoa la dicha nao que atento lo suso 
dicho se aga la dicha nao por la 
traça forma e maner que al dicho 
Calarías le pareciere e para helio 
aya de benyr a la villa de Orio y 
estar alli el tiempo que fuere menes
ter y que el dicho maestre a su costa 
le aya de dar de comer y beber y 
cama y posada y su jornal onesto 
como a otro oficial carpintero.... 

APPENDIX IX 

Domingo de Beorrosorosi agrees to 
supply Domingo de Azterrica with 

planking for a ship.101 

In the houses of Domingo de Azterrica that 
are on the main road of the town of Motrico, 
outside the walls of the town, on 25 April 

1565, in the presence of me Simon de Ytur-
riça notary... Domingo de Beorrosorosi, bur
gess of the said town,... bound himself to 
give and hand over to Domingo de Azter
rica, burgess of the said town, 3,000 cubits of 
good oak planking, 2,000 cubits of which are 
to be for the sides of a ship and are to be of 
nine planks per cubit, and 1,000 cubits for 
decking of 14 planks per cubit... at the price 
and amount of 17 maravedís per cubit of side 
planking and each cubit of deck planking at 
the price of 10.5 maravedís, carted and deliv
ered at the said Domingo de Beorrosorosi's 
cost... 

[Spanish Text:] 

En las casas de Domingo de Azterrica que 
son en la calcada de la villa de Motrico estra-
muros délia a 25 abril 1565, en presencia de 
mi Simon de Yturriça escribano... Domingo 
de Beorrosorosi vecino de la dicha villa... se 
obligo... de le dar y entregar a Domingo de 
Azterrica vecino de la dicha villa 3,000 
codos de buena tabla de roble los 2,000 
codos dellos para el costado de una nas que 
sea de nueve tablas en codo e los 1,000 codos 
de tillado de 14 tablas en codo... por precio e 
quantia de 17 maravedís cada codo de cos
tado e cada codo de tillado a precio de 10.5 
maravedís puesto e carreado a costa e mis-
ion del dicho Domingo de Berrosorosi... 

APPENDIX X 

Agreement by which Domingo de 
Beorrosorosi will supply captain 
Jacabe de Ybaseta frame timbers for 
a ship he is building in Motrico.102 

In the town of Motrico on 4 July 1565 in the 
presence of me Simon de Yturriça notary... 

Domingo de Beorrosorosi, burgess of the 
said town, by the present agreement bound 
himself to give and hand over to captain 
Jacobe de Ybaseta, burgess of the said town, 
1,000 cubits of frame timbers for the ship 
that at present he has begun in the shipyards 
of the said town, from the date of this agree
ment to the end of this present month of 
July, brought and placed at his cost... In the 
said shipyards [Ybaseta] paying him 18.5 
maravedís per cubit of the said frame tim
bers... 
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It is to be understood that among the said 
1,000 cubits of frame timbers are to be ten 
floor timbers of six and a half cubits each 
and 20 beaz futtocks of six and a half to seven 
cubits each and another 20 reverse futtocks 
of seven cubits each and ten crutches, and 
the rest in calada floor timbers and crutches 
and picas a tercias, and he will hand over all 
of this by the said date and the remainder in 
burbilus futtocks... 

[Spanish Text:] 

appeared present on the one side Joan Perez 
de Echaniz, burgee of the said town, and on 
the other Joan de Pertica and Joan de Eguia, 
burgess of the community of San Pedro de 
Berriatua... 

said that between themselves they had con
vened... that the said Joan de Pertica and 
Joan de Eguia... should give to the said Joan 
Perez 4,000 cubits of planking with the fol
lowing conditions, and by the time and for 
the price and in the following way: 

En la villa de Motrico a 4 dias del mes de 
Julio de 1565 anos, en presencia de mi Simon 
de Yturriça escribano... 

Domingo de Beorrosorosi vecino de la dicha 
villa por la presente carta se obligo... 

de le dar y entregar al capitán Jacobe de 
Ybaseta vecino de la dicha villa, 1,000 codos 
de ligazón de la quilla de maderamiento 
para el galeón que de presente tiene puesto 
en los astilleros de la dicha villa, de la fecha 
desta para el fin deste presente mes de julio 
en que estamos, puestos e traydos a su 
costa... 

en los dichos astilleros pagándole por cada 
un codo del dicho ligazón e maderamiento 
18.5 maravedís... 

entiéndese que ayan de ser en los dichos 
1,000 codos de madera de liazon [sic] 10 
barengues de cada 6.5 codos e mas 20 genol-
beaçes de cada 6.5 codos asta 7 e otros 20 
genoles rebeses de cada 7 codos e 10 urqulus 
e lo demás en barengues calados e hurculus 
e picas a tercias e todos ellos entregara para 
el dicho plazo y lo demás que faltare en 
genol burbilus... 

Firstly, the 2,000 cubits of planking 
of them are to be of nine [planks] to 
a cubit and measured with the 
cubits of the council of the said 
town of Motrico, in the way that 
such planking is customarily mea
sured. 

Item, another 1,000 cubits of ten 
planks to a cubit. 

Item, the other 1,000 cubits of 14 
planks per cubit and all of them 
measured as has been said and mer
chantable, the 2,000 cubits of nine to 
a cubit for the price and amount of 
19 maravedís per cubit of planking. 

Item, the 1,000 cubits of ten to a 
cubit at 14 maravedís per cubit. Item, 
the other 1,000 cubits of planking of 
14 to a cubit at the price of 12 
maravedís. 

Item, furthermore the said Joan de 
Pertica and Joan de Eguia bound 
themselves to give to the said Joan 
Perez 30 beaz futtocks (genolbeaçes) 
20 of them of seven cubits each and 
ten of six and a half cubits each. 

APPENDIX XI 

Contract in which Joan de Pertica 
and Joan de Eguia agree to supply 
Joan Perez de Echaniz with 4,000 
cubits of planking and other tim
bers for a ship to be built in Mot
rico.103 

In the town of Motrico on 15 December 1565 
in the presence of me Simon de Yturriça 
notary... 

Item, 18 floor timbers of the size and 
type that master Perochoa de Yri-
arte should say. 

Item, the crutches and riders and 
reverse futtocks that should be 
needed for all the framework of the 
keel of the ship that God willing he 
is to make in the shipyards of the 
said town, for the price and amount 
of 26 maravedís per cubit of the said 
timbers. 
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Item, furthermore they will give 
him for the said ship the bitt and 
capstan and the two mast steps and 
two hawsepieces and outside zapata 
and the rudder, for the price that the 
said master Perochoa and Pedro de 
Ysasi should decide after they have 
examined them. 

Furthermore the said Joan de Pertica 
acknowledged that he has sold three masts 
for the said ship to the said Joan Perez, 
which are the heel of a mast and two other 
pieces, for 36 ducats. 

[Spanish Text:] 

En la villa de Motrico a 15 dias del mes de 
diziembre de 1565 anos en presencia de mi 
Simon de Yturriça escribano... 

paresçieron presentes de la una parte Joan 
Perez de Echaniz vezino de la dicha villa e 
de la otra Joan de Pertica e Joan de Eguya 
vecinos de lanteyglesia de San Pedro de Ver-
riatua ... dixieron que entre ellos se abian 
combenido ... a que los dichos Joan de Per
tica e Joan de Eguia... le den al dicho Joan 
Perez 4,000 codos de tabla con las 
condiciones y para el tiempo y precios e 
modo seguientes: 

Primeramente los 2,000 codos de 
tabla dellos aya de ser y sea de 9 en 
codo y medido con el codo del 
concejo de la dicha villa de Motrico 
codeado según costumbre de 
codear semejante tablazón. 

Yten otros 1,000 codos de 10 tablas 
en codo. 

Yten los otros 1,000 codos de 14 
tablas en codo y todos ellos codea
dos según dicho es y marchantados 
por precio y quantia de 19 marave
dís cada codo de tabla de los 2,000 
codos de 9 en codo. 

Yten los 1,000 codos de 10 en codo a 
14 maravedís cada codo. 

Yten los otros 1,000 codos de tabla 
de 14 en codo a precio de 12 
maravedís. 

Yten asi bien se obligaron los dichos 
Joan de Pertica y Joan de Eguia de le 

dar al dicho Joan Perez 30 genol-
beaçes los 20 dellos de cada 7 codos 
y los 10 de cada 6.5 codos. 

Yten 18 barengues de la medida y 
suerte que maestre Perochoa de Yri-
arte dixiere. 

Yten los urqulos y bularcamas y 
genolrebeses que hubiere menester 
para toda la hormizon de la quila 
del galeón que Dios queriendo ha 
de hazer en los astilleros de la dicha 
villa por precio e quantia de 26 
maravedís cada codo del dicho 
maderamiento. 

Yten asi bien le darán para el dicho 
galeón la bita y cabestante y las 2 
guerlingas y 2 escobengues y la çap-
ata de fuera y el leme a hesamen y 
precio que el dicho maestre Pero
choa y Pedro de Ysasi dixieren. 

Yten, que los dichos 4,000 codos de 
tabla e maderamiento suso dicho 
ayen de dar y darán al dicho Joan 
Perez carreado e puesto en el carga
dero de labeaga... 

... otro si el dicho Joan de Pertica reconosçio 
que le tiene hendidos al dicho Perez tres 
masteles para el dicho galeón que son la coz 
e otros dos piecas por 36 ducados... 

APPENDIX XII 

Instrument of contract between 
Jacobe de Arbelaiz, Jhoanes de Asti-
gar and partners on one side, and 
Juanes de Liçardi, Juanes de Yraco-
qui, Angel de Caldamar and Pedro 

de la Pena on the other.104 

In the municipality and community of Yrun 
Urançu on 30 August 1582, in the presence 
of me, Pedro de Cávala Ynarra notary of his 
majesty and of the number of the town of 
Vergara, resident in the said community as a 
notary for the customs, and undersigned 
witnesses, appeared present on the one side 
Jacobe de Arbelaiz, burgess of the said com
munity, in his name and in the name of Jua
nes de Astigar and his company, also 
burgess of the said community at present 
resident in the city of Lisbon in the Kingdom 
of Portugal... and on the other side Joanes de 
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Liçardi, Juanes de Yracoqui, Pedro de la 
Pena and Angel de Caldamar, all four bur
gesses of the place of Bera in the Kingdom of 
Navarre at present staying in this said com
munity, and both the said parties unani
mously agreed, of one accord and will, that 
between themselves they had convened, 
concerted and agreed to make a certain 
quantity of nails and dowels in instalments 
with the prices, shape and type according to 
the following conditions: 

Firstly, the said Jhoanes de Liçardi, Juanes 
de Yracoqui, Pedro de la Pena and Angel de 
Caldamar ... bound themselves... to forge 
make and hand over to the said Jacobe de 
Arbelaiz... 1,262 quintals of nails and dowel 
of good metal and iron, and sufficiently well 
made and marketable, for buying and sell
ing among merchants, and without any 
fraud or cover-up, within the next following 
two years, beginning and counting from this 
said day of the date of the writing of this 
said instrument, onwards; it should be 
known half of them, that is 631 quintals, this 
said year and the other remaining half in the 
following year... The said nails are to be of 
twelve types and the said dowels of two 
types ... to be handed over, ready and 
weighed, house and farm of Arbelaiz that is 
next to the pass of Beobia, to the said Jacobe 
or his representative, well and honestly 
weighed with the usual and customary 
weight of 150 pounds per quintal and no 
less, for each of the above said quintals. It 
should be known: the said nails at a price 
and cost of 38 castilian reales per quintal and 
the said dowels at 33 and a half reales per 
quintal and no more. 

The types of nails and dowels and how and 
in what form and shape and quantity they 
are to be made is as follows: 

Firstly 64 quintals of round nails of 
good metal and iron, well forged 
and being altogether of the said 
quintal of 150 customary pounds; 
nails called "half-deck bolts". 

Item 48 quintals of the said round 
nails called "escoa bolts". 

Item 50 quintals of square nails 
called "spikes to enbarasçar". 

Item 38 quintals of square nails 
called "spikes to enbaraçar", slightly 
smaller than those of the preceding 
item. 

Item 20 quintals of square nails 
called "spikes for large wales". 

Item another 20 quintals of square 
nails called "spikes for small 
wales". 

Item 60 quintals of square nails of 
"spikes for the sides". 

Item 100 quintals of nails called 
"spikes for the half deck". 

Item 38 quintals of square nails 
called "decking spikes". 

Item 15 quintals of square nails 
called "round-house spikes". 

Item 30 quintals of dowels, each 
said quintal being of the same 
weight of 150 pounds, it should be 
known: fifteen of these quintals of 
dowels to have a length of three 
spans of man's hand and the other 
remaining 15 quintals of two spans, 
these said 30 quintals are to be of 
the thickness that has been given as 
an example on the draught... 

Item another 20 quintals of nails of 
the said weight, of four spans of 
man's hand in length and of the 
thickness that has been given as an 
example in the draft... 

[Spanish Text:] 

Contracto de escritura otorgada 
entre Jacobe de Arbelaiz por sy y 
Jhoanes de Astigar y consortes de la 
una, e Juanes de Liçardi Joanes de 
Yracoqui e Angel de Caldamar y 
Pedro de Pena de la otra. 

ítem 80 quintals of round nails 
called "side bolts". 

Item 48 quintals of round nails 
called "escoa bolts". 

En la tierra e unibersidad de Yrun Urançu a 
treinta dias del mes de agosto de 1582 anos 
por presencia de mi Pedro de Cávala Ynarra 
escribano de su majestad e del numero de la 
villa de Vergara residente en la dicha uniber-
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sidad por escribano de sacas e testigos yuso 
escriptos paresçieron presentes déla una 
Jacobe de Arbelaiz vezino de la dicha 
unibersidad por sy y en nonbre de Juanes de 
Astigar vezino otro sy residente al presente 
en la ciudad de Lisboa en el reyno de Portu
gal y su compañía por quienes otorgo que 
prestaba haçia e hizo cauption de facto judi
cata insoivendo en forma so expresa obli
gación que para ello hizo de su persona y 
bienes de que habrán por firme y baiedero lo 
que de yuso en esta escritura sera contenido 
e declarado e no yran ni beran contra ello / / 
y de la otra Joanes de Liçardi, Juanes de Yra-
coqui, Pedro de la Pena y Ángel de Çalde-
mar todos quatro vecinos del lugar de Bera 
en el reyno de Nabarra estantes al presente 
en esta dicha unibersidad / / e dixieron 
ambas las dichas partes unanimes y coni
formes de un acuerdo y voluntad que entre 
si se havian convenido, concertado e ygual-
ado de hazer cierto clavazón y cavilladura 
para los plazos presçios forma y orden y 
según y con las condiciones seguientes. 

Primeramente los dichos Jhoanes de Liçardi, 
Joanes de Yracoqui, Pedro de la Pena y 
Ángel de Çaldamar todos quatro juntos de 
mancomún y a voz de uno y cada uno deltas 
por sy e por el todo insolidun renunciando 
como renunciaron expresamente las leyes de 
duobus rex debendi y la autentica presente o 
quita de fide jusoribus con la epístola del 
diry adriano con las demás que son y ablan 
en favor de los que se obligan a mancomún 
en todo e por todo como en ellas dize y se 
contiene para que no les valan / / dixieron 
que obligavan y obligaron a sus personas y 
bienes muebles y raices havidos y por haver 
en forma de labrar haçer y entregar al dicho 
Jacobe de Arbelaiz e a la persona que para lo 
que de yuso se dira por el por sy y en nonbre 
de los dichos sus consortes fuere nombrado, 
1,262 quintales de clavazón y cabilladura de 
buen metal y fierro y bien y suffiçiente 
labrado marchante de dar y tomar entre 
mercaderes e syn fraude ny encubierta 
alguna / / dentro de dos anos primeros 
seguientes que corren y se quentan desde oy 
dicho dia de la fecha del otorgamiento desta 
escritura en adelante es a saver la mitad del
tas que son 631 quintales este dicho ano y la 
otra mitad restante en otro ano seguiente 
que biene a cumplir en los dichos anos el 
qual dicho clavazón a de ser de doze suertes 
y la dicha cavilladura de dos suertes de la 
forma y suerte y forma y corniforme a los 
moldes y traça y forma que para lo suso 

dicho se les ha dado y entregado por el 
dicho Jacobe de Arbelaig conforme a otre 
tanto que queda en fieldad de mi el dicho 
escribano fyrmado de los dichos Jacobe de 
Arbelaiz e Juanes de Liçardi y de mi el dicho 
escribano el qual dicho clabazon han de dar 
y darán y entregaran puesto y pesado en la 
casa y casería de Arbelaiz que esta junto al 
passo de Beobia al dicho Jacobe o su voz 
pesado bien e fielmente con el pesso ordi
nario ussado y acostumbrado de a 150 libras 
cada quintal de las suso dichas e no menos, 
conbiene a saver el dicho clavazón por 
presçio y quantia de 38 reales castellanos 
cada quintal y la dicha cavilladura cada 
quintal della a respecto de 33 reales y Vi e no 
mas. 

La suerte del clavazón y cavilladura y 
quanta y como cada cossa deltas y en que 
cantidad y de que forma se ha de labrar es 
como se sique: 

Primeramente 64 quintales de clavo 
redondo de buen metal y fierro y 
bien labrado y siendo en todo el 
dicho quintal de a 150 libras corri
entes clavo llamado perno de 
alcaxa. 

Yten 48 quintales del dicho clava
zón redondo llamado perno de 
escoa. 

Yten 80 quintales de clavazón 
redonda llamada perno de costado. 

Yten 48 quintales de clavo redondo 
llamado perno de escoa. 

Yten 50 quintales de clavo quad-
rado llamado prego de enbarazçar. 

Yten 38 quintales de clavo quad-
rado llamado prego de enbaraçar 
algo mas pequeño que lo del capit
ulo precedente. 

Yten 20 quintales de clavo quad-
rado llamado prego de cinta grande. 

Yten otros 20 quintales de clavo 
quadrado llamada prego de cinta 
pequeña. 

Yten 60 quintales de clavo quad
rado de prego de costado. 
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Yten 100 quintales de clavo llamado 
prego de alcazar. 

Yten 38 quintales de clavo quad-
rado llamado prego de cubierta. 

Yten 15 quintales de clavo quad-
rado llamado prego de tolda. 

Yten 30 quintales de cavilladura 
syendo el dicho quintal del mismo 
peso de las dichas 150 libras / / 
conbi [...] a saver. 

Los 15 quintales della de largor de 
tres palmos de ombre y los otros 15 
quintales restantes de dos palmos 
las quales dichos 30 quintales de 
cavilladura an de ser del grossor 
que se a dado por muestra molde y 
traça a los dichos Juanes de Liçardi 
e consortes asy de lo contenido en 
este dicho capitulo como de lo 
demás de suso declarado como 
sobre dicho es. 

Yten otros 20 quintales del dicho 
peso de clavo de largor de quatro 
palmos de ombre y del grossor que 
se a dado por molde traça y muestra 
y coniforme a el. 

Todas las quales dichas cantidades y de la 
manera que en cada capitulo de las dichas 
suso dichas en la dicha y por el presçio que 
de suso esta asentado e conbenido los dichos 
Juanes de Liçardi e Juanes de Yracoqui e 
Pedro de Pena e Ángel de Çaldamar so la 
dicha obligación prometieron y se obligaron 
de hazer labrar dar y entregar comforme a lo 
que de suso en esta dicha escriptura se con
tiene. 

[There follows the usual legal formula bind
ing both parties to the above contract.] 

APPENDIX XIII 

Contract between Joan Martinez de 
Amilibia and Joan de Ybarrolaça for 
the making of 34 quintals of iron 
nails.105 

In the town of Motrico on 16 December 1565, 
in the presence of me Simon de Yturriça 
notary... Joan Martinez de Amilibia, burgess 
of the said town, and Joan de Ybarrolaça, 

inhabitant of Mendaro in the jurisdiction of 
the town of Elgoibar, agreed and convened 
in the following way. That the said Joan de 
Ybarrolaça, is to give the said Joan Martinez 
34 quintals of iron fierro platina of 144 
pounds per quintal, in one of the forges of 
Gabio Olasalde,... and for this he will give 
and hand over to him 34 quintals of nails of 
100 pounds each quintal, half of them by the 
end of the month of January and the other 
half by the middle of the coming month of 
March, and the said nails are to be of the fol
lowing types, 

eight quintals of four nails to a 
pound, of the weight and length of 
the example that the said Joan Mar
tinez will give him, 

and another 6 quintals of 5 per 
pound, 

and another 6 quintals of 6 per 
pound, 

and another 6 quintals of 7 per 
pound, 

and another 6 quintals of 8 per 
pound, 

and another 2 quintals of 9 per 
pound, 

and all of them of the length and shape that 
the said Joan Martinez de Amilibia will give 
him, and for the making of each quintal of 
the said nails seven reales and 3 coartillos... 

[Spanish Text:] 

En la villa de Motrico a 16 dias del mes de 
dezienbre de 1565 anos en presencia de mi 
Simon de Yturriça escribano de la majestad 
real e del numero de la dicha villa e testigos 
yuso escritos Joan Martinez de Amillibia 
vecino de la dicha villa e Joan de Ybarrolaça 
morador en mendaro juridicion de la villa 
de Elgoybar se conbenieron e concertaron en 
esta manera que el dicho Joan de Ybarrolaça 
le aya de dar e le de al dicho Joan Martinez 
34 quintales de buen fierro platina de cada 
144 libras cada quintal en una de las herre
rías de Gabio Olasalde de la fecha desta asi 
como le pidiere e hiziere la obra que de yuso 
se dira e para ello le dará y entregara 34 
quintales de clabazon de cada 100 libras 
cada quintal la mitad dello para fin del mes 
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de henero e la otra mitad para mediado de 
março primero benidero y la dicha clabazon 
sorteado y de la suerte seguiente / 

ocho quintales de 4 en libra de la 
suerte y largor de la muesa que el 
dicho Joan Martinez le dará / 

e otros 6 quintales de 5 en libra, 

e otros 6 quintales de 6 en libra, 

a otros 6 quintales de 7 en libra, 

a otros 6 quintales de 8 en libra, 

a otros 2 quintales de 9 en libra, 

y todos del largor y echura que el dicho Joan 
Martinez de Amilibia le dará e por cada 
quintal e la dicha clabazon de echura 7 
reaies y 3 coartillos... 

[signed] 

Joan de Ybarlaca 

Joan Martinez de Amilibia 

Simon de Yturriça 

APPENDIX XIV 

Master carpenter Joan de Ybiry of 
Motrico, binds himself to make the 

various sheaves, blocks and parrels 
for a ship of 250 tons belonging to 
Antonio de Arbide, burgess of 
Oyarzun. In Motrico, 11 May 

1547.106 

"It should be known, 160 large and small 
pulleys, among which five pastecas/07 two 
large ones for the deck and the other ones 
medium sized, all of them good and suffi
cient for such a ship and of good and suffi
cient wood, moreover two large blocks for 
the two stays and 70 blocks for the rigging, 
and all the pieces for the parrels of the said 
ship, that is of the mainmast, foremast and 
of the two topmasts, moreover the two top
masts of the main and fore masts, it should 
be known, the main topmast 18 cubits long 
and the fore topmast 13 cubits long, and 
they must be sufficiently thick and well 
made and strong and sufficient for such a 
ship, and moreover the sheaves of the head 
of the mainmast and of the two halyards of 
the main and fore masts, it should be known 
that for the mainmast they must be two 
thirds of a cubit in width and the two 
sheaves of the foremast half a cubit in width, 
and another three sheaves of half a cubit 
wide for the main halyard, and for the fore
mast another two in proportion, and the 
said sheaves must be of evergreen oak,108 

good and sufficient..." 

NOTES 

1 This document is a reprint of Michael M. Barkham, 
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text is presented as it was published, except for the 
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edition, the correction of some typographic errors in 

the English and headings and page layout have 

been reformatted to conform to this publication. See 

the Bibliography for more recent research 
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n ASPECTS OF LIFE ABOARD 

SPANISH BASQUE SHIPS DURING 

THE I6TH CENTURY, WITH 

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 

TERRANOVA WHALING VOYAGES 

Michael M. Barkham 

ABSTRACT 

The overall purpose of this report is to por
tray life aboard Spanish Basque vessels that 
were involved in the Terranova whaling and 
cod-fishing industries of the 16th century.109 

A variety of contemporary accounts and 
descriptions from charter parties, fitting out 
lists, letters of obligation and lawsuits form 
the basis upon which this report is written. 

Types and quantities of ships' provisions are 
described in Chapter 1 together with cook
ing and eating utensils used aboard ship. At 
the same time the various commodities 
taken by sailors as private supplies on these 
transatlantic voyages are listed. One of the 
conclusions of this section is that consider
able amounts of fresh local food must have 
been consumed while in Labrador. 

The profit share system and easy movement 
between ranks that are stressed in chapter 
two reflect the traditional Basque demo
cratic way of life. For Terranova whaling voy
ages captains were often obliged to sign 
contracts with crew members in which the 
conditions of the voyage were set out. Eye
witness accounts of daily scenes on a whal

ing venture not only clarify certain specific 
aspects of the whaling operation itself, such 
as flensing, but also provide clear evidence 
as to eating and sleeping habits. 

In the last two chapters, again through con
temporary reports, a detailed look at the 
clothing and footwear worn by sailors on 
whaling ventures is made and general con
ditions of health and hygiene are consid
ered. 
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C H A P T E R I : P R O V I S I O N S F O R 
TERRANOVA WHALING AND 
COD-FISHING VOYAGES 

Few precise lists of quantities of provisions 
are available for 16th century Spanish 
Basque whaling and cod-fishing voyages to 
Terranova. Although victuals are obviously 
mentioned in documentation for practically 
every voyage, they were such a regular part 
of a ship's outfitting that the quantities were 
often taken for granted. It is, as usual, 
mainly from lawsuits and particularly from 
detailed charter parties that a fairly rounded 
vision of these ships' supplies can be 
obtained. Among the more interesting 
deductions that can be made from this infor
mation is the fact that only a rather limited 
variety of foodstuffs was taken on these voy
ages and also that the quantities supplied 
per man would have been insufficient suste
nance if local produce in Terranova, particu
larly cod and salmon, had not been 
reckoned on as an essential part of the diet. 
It also seems clear enough, as far as the sup
plies of ship's biscuit and drink are con
cerned, that there was a basic minimum per 
man without which no Atlantic crossing 
would have been contemplated, and equally 
that there was a maximum supply which 
seems to have depended more on the gener
osity of the victuallers than on an exact 
apportioning of amounts to length of voy
age. 

The following references to provisions 
include four references to Terranova whaling 
voyages between 1566 and 1576 and three 
cod-fishing voyages in 1573,1579 and 1589. 

Of these the most complete references to 
provisions are from the outfitting accounts 
of two galleons that were in Labrador dur
ing the 1566 season (Table A).1" 

The two ships, the Guadalupe and the 
Conçeçion, had as captains Miguel de Cerain 
and Ynigo de Ybartola, and although the 
exact size of their crews is not known they 
appear to have taken some 100 men and 90 
men respectively. These two lists contain all 
the major comestibles supplied by the ships' 
outfitters and the types of commodities and 
the quantities of each item are in relative 
accordance. Two other references to Terra
nova whaling voyages, however, only quote 
the amounts of basic supplies, "bread, wine 
and cider", that were to be taken. 

According to the charter party signed on 
March 1st 1576, captain Sebastian de la Bas
tida was to take aboard Francisco de Jau-
reguieta's and Domingo de Arbe's San 
Nicolas 75, or 76 men and for each of these 
men he was to supply four quintals of good 
biscuit making a total of three hundred 
quintals, and three hogsheads of cider for 
each man, and everything else that is neces
sary.112 

In 1570, according to a whaling contract 
between captain Sebastian de Corrobedo 
and the owner of another San Nicolas, Nico
las de Segura, the following supplies were to 
be taken for a crew of 57 men: 

220 quintals of biscuit, good and 
weighed, and 150 hogsheads of 
cider and four tuns of Bordeaux 
wine and two butts of wine from 
Andalucía, together with all the 
other necessary things.113 

A fairly complete list of provisions is avail
able for Juanes de Amezqueta's Victoria, of 
150 tons; she was to have gone cod-fishing 
in 1589 with 36 men but had been embar
goed by the king just before setting out. On 
the 12th April 1589, captain Amezqueta 
declared to the royal agent Don Hernando 
de Mendoza that he had on board his ship 
the following victuals: 

80 hogsheads of cider, each of 100 
azumbres. 

4 hogsheads of wine, each of 100 
azumbres. 

Guadalupe Conçeçion 

"750 bushels of wheat 

8 quintals of bacon 

14 bushels of broad beans 

14 bushels of peas 

8 quintals [olive] oil 

2 bushels mustard [seed] 

6 quintals of cod 

4000 sardines 

8 butts of sherry wine 

120 butts of cider 

4 bushels of flour garlic". 

"560 bushels of wheat 

5 la shoulders (or haunches of bacon) 

15 bushels of broad beans 

30 arrobas of [olive] oil 

Vi bushel of mustard seed 

40 butts of wine from Puerto Real 

200 barrels of Fuenterrabia cider 

5 bushels of flour" 

Table A: Provisions of the Guadalupe and Conçeçion, 
1566. 
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130 quintals of biscuit. Ship's Biscuit 

4 bushels of peas. 

2 quintals of cured bacon. 

4 quintals of oil. 

6 quintals of cod.114 

Another even smaller ship of about 100 tons 
fitted out by Tomas de Ysasi to go cod fish
ing on her maiden voyage in 1574 with a 
crew of 29 men, was to have on board: 

for each of the said 29 people, three 
quintals of good biscuit and 36 
pipes of cider and two pipes of 
good wine and 9 arrobas of oil and 
the peas and chick-peas.115 

The third reference to the amount of provi
sions' taken on a cod-fishing voyage is for 
Francisco de Elorriaga's San Nicolas, fitted 
out by Juanes de Urdayde for the 1579 sea
son. For the 33 crew members Urdayde was 
to put aboard the ship "100 quintals of bis
cuit, three quintals for each man, provisions 
for six months".116 

To put the above references to victuals taken 
by Spanish Basques on Terranova voyages 
into context, four provisioning lists for 
French Basque transatlantic voyages, 
between 1539 and 1552, quoted by Jacques 
Bernard,117 have been included in this 
report. These lists reveal an overall similar
ity between the types of provisions taken on 
Spanish Basque vessels and on those outfit
ted in the French Basque country. However 
when comparing these lists it must be 
remembered that the French lists are for cod-
fishing voyages, with the exception of La 
Seraine which, in 1539, was on a mixed ven
ture for both cod and whales. The length of 
the fishing season of these four ships was 
closer to the six month voyages of the Span
ish Basque cod-fishers than to the eight 
month whaling ventures. Therefore, on 
French lists, the amount of supplies allowed 
per man for the duration of the voyage 
should be compared to the quantities taken 
by Spanish Basque cod-fishers and not with 
the amount of victuals for whaling vessels. 

As might be expected, whatever the nation
ality of a vessel, ship's biscuit appears to 
have been the most indispensable and 
invariable item among the comestible provi
sions for any voyage. While other types of 
provisions might have varied according to 
their degree of availability in any given 
region or country, there was no room for 
choice between bread, biscuit or hard tack. 
In the references to Spanish Basque cod-fish
ing and whaling voyages between 1566 and 
1589, the amount of ship's biscuit allowed 
per man on transatlantic voyages oscillates 
between three and four quintals of one hun
dred pounds each, while on the four voy
ages to Terranova out of Bordeaux and Saint-
Jean-de-Luz a fairly standard three quintals 
of biscuit per man was supplied. 

Taking the four Spanish Basque whaling 
voyages previously mentioned, two in 1566, 
one in 1570 and another in 1576, as having 
an average duration of eight months each, 
the quantity of bizcocho per man per day 
works out at between 1.29 and 1.66 pounds. 
If on the three cod-fishing voyages of 1573, 
1579 and 1589 the allowances were made for 
six months, as is clearly specified in the ref
erence to Elorriaga's San Nicolas, the amount 
per man per day works out between 1.66 
and 2 pounds. These seven figures are in 
good accord with a 1555 reference to naval 
rations which states that each person, 
whether soldier or sailor, in the armada was 
to be given "a pound and a half of biscuit 
every day, at sixteen ounces per pound".118 

Whereas all the other references actually 
specify the quantity of biscuit for each ship, 
the two outfitting lists for the Guadalupe and 
Conçeçion in 1566 give the amount of flour 
purchased for the voyages. However, these 
quantities can be converted into quintals of 
ship's biscuit if we follow the testimony of a 
witness from a lawsuit in 1575. In a deposi
tion given on the 23 August, Catalina de 
Goiçueta stated: 

that in the town of San Sebastian it 
is customary to make one quintet of 
biscuit out of two bushels of wheat, 
and this is the truth.119 

This statement appears to be fairly correct 
for, if we use this proportion, the per diem for 
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each man on these two 1566 voyages works 
out at 1.56 and 1.29 pounds. 

Cider and Wine 

Together with ship's biscuit, cider and wine 
were by far the most expensive items in the 
provisioning of cod and whaling vessels. 
While on contracts for French vessels, 
quoted by Bernard, wine appears as the only 
type of beverage, Spanish Basque vessels 
more often than not carried a combination of 
both cider and wine casks in their holds. 
But, because of availability and also local 
preference, the proportion was heavily 
biassed towards cider. The figures for cider 
and wine in Table 1 show clearly that on all 
Spanish Basque ships cider was the predom
inant form of drink, with wine being taken 
on all voyages, (except on the San Nicolas in 
1576) as a complementary supply. 

Regional differences played an important 
part in determining the provisions for any 
vessel. In March 1589, not long after the rem
nants of the Invincible Armada had strag
gled back to the ports of northern Spain, a 
royal agent in Santander reported to the 
King on the availability of supplies in this 
port: 

Here, there is some cider left over 
from last year's but the sailors that 
are in this port are all from Andalu
cía and Portuguese and Italians who 
are not accustomed to drinking it, 
and so that they do not have the 
opportunity of getting upset Don 
Juan de Cardona has seen fit not to 
give it to them and therefore it is 
being kept and retained until men 
from this region are recruited.120 

The agent then referred to the different qual
ities of cider and which was the better type 
to have aboard ship: 

According to what I have under
stood that [cider] of Vizcaya is not 
good for taking on board ship 
because it is too thin and has a lot of 
water mixed into it, and that is 
made in the province [Guipúzcoa] 
is more befitting for this purpose 
because they make it strong and 
without water to put aboard the 
vessels that go to Terranoba.m 

On the whaling vessels listed in Table 1, tak
ing into account both cider and wine, the 
allowance of drink per man for each voyage 
is more or less three hogsheads with the 
exception of the 1.56 hogsheads per man 
taken on the Guadalupe in 1566. This figure 
for drink on the Guadalupe, the largest whal
ing galleon shown in the table, is surpris
ingly low. She was a ship of between 425 
and 450 tons and would have had a crew of 
at least 100 men and boys. It is odd that only 
128 butts of cider and sherry are recorded on 
her provisioning list as compared to 140 
butts of cider and port wine on the 
Conçeçion, which was a considerably smaller 
ship, less than 400 tons and probably not 
more than 375 tons. Since the other supplies 
onboard both the Guadalupe and Conçeçion 
were in proportion to their size it is particu
larly curious that the captain of the Guada
lupe should have provided his crew with less 
than the apparently standard eight month 
supply of three hogsheads per man. 

On the two cod-fishing voyages for 1589 and 
1573 some 2.3 and 2.6 hogsheads of cider 
and wine were allowed for each man but as 
the provisions for cod-fishing were usually 
calculated on a six month basis the per diem 
of drink per man would have worked out at 
about the same as on the eight month whal
ing voyages. 

Of the four documents for French Terranova 
voyages quoted by Bernard, three show that 
a steady one pipe or two hogsheads of wine 
per man was supplied, while on the fourth 
voyage the allowance was slightly more, 2.2 
hogsheads. Again as with the Spanish 
Basque cod-fishing voyages these French 
ventures probably lasted no more than five 
to six months at the most, so that the daily 
ration of wine for these French Basque crews 
would have been barely less than that of 
Spanish Basque sailors. 

Bacon and Pork 

The minimal quantities of bacon or any 
other animal protein listed for the Conçeçion 
and Guadalupe (and the smaller cod-fishing 
vessel the Victoria), when compared to the 
amount of bacon supplied on the four 
French vessels on Table 2, would lead us to 
suppose that while in Terranova Spanish 
Basque sailors must have consumed fairly 
large amounts of fresh local food. While 
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only eight pounds of bacon were allowed 
per man for eight months on the Guadalupe 
for some 100 or more men, the outfitters of 
the Marie of Saint-Jean-de-Luz had provided 
the same amount of bacon for a crew of only 
27 men and for a voyage probably some two 
months shorter. Moreover, a total of two 
quintals of bacon were taken aboard the Vic
toria for her crew of 36 men, whereas the 
Saint Esprit, from Saint-Jean-de-Luz, with a 
crew of 40 carried a total of 10 quintals of 
bacon. Given that the voyages of these two 
cod-fishing vessels were probably of the 
same duration, the difference in amount of 
bacon on the two ships is very noticeable. 

There is no doubt that pork and bacon were 
much harder to come by on the southern 
side of the Basque frontier and a good deal 
of the bacon consumed in the Spanish 
Basque provinces or on Spanish Basque 
ships originated in France. The agreement of 
Martin de Larreguy, of Bidart on the French 
Basque coast, with Martin de Meçeta of Mot-
rico, in the province of Guipúzcoa, for the 
supply of thirty quintals of French bacon 
provides a description of the bacon's 
appearance: 

With half the ribs, without trotters 
nor tails nor ears, with half the 
head,... in the same way that they 
usually come from France and gen
uinely dried.122 

The Guadalupe carried 14 bushels of dried 
peas apart from the broad beans, and the 
Saint Esprit carried two hogsheads of peas as 
well as her one hogshead of beans. The Vic
toria, according to her lists of provisions, car
ried four bushels of peas for her 36 men. On 
each of these three ships, therefore, some 14, 
10 and 11.1 pounds of dried peas were sup
plied per man for the transatlantic voyage. 

Cod, Sardines, Olive Oil, and 
Other Items 

Apart from the main supplies discussed 
under the previous headings a variety of 
other items were put aboard by the ship's 
outfitter. Cod and sardines appear on three 
Spanish Basque vessels and on one French 
Basque ship while olive oil appears on seven 
of the lists. 

Some items that added flavour to the diet, 
such as vinegar and mustard, appear to 
have been internationally appreciated, but 
garlic and butter are items that were subject 
to regional differences in taste. It would 
have been unusual to find small barrels of 
butter on Spanish Basque vessels but com
mon on French vessels. Similarly garlic, such 
as the four ducats worth taken on the Guada
lupe in 1566, was probably more usual on 
Spanish Basque provisioning lists than on 
those ships outfitted north of the border. 

That particular order of bacon was destined 
for Seville, but it could hardly be distin
guishable from the bacon that Meçeta nor
mally took with him on his cod-fishing 
expeditions to Newfoundland. 

Broad Beans and Peas 

Although there is an apparent difference in 
the amount of drink allowed per man on the 
Guadalupe and Conçeçion, the remainder of 
the victuals provided seem to be in normal 
proportion to the number of crew. The Guad
alupe set out with 14 bushels of broad beans 
and the Conçeçion with 15 bushels. These 
amounts work out at approximately 14 and 
16.6 pounds per man for the whole voyage, 
figures that compare favourably with the 10 
pounds per man taken aboard the Saint 
Esprit on her 1552 cod-fishing voyage to Ter-
ranova. 

Sailors' Personal Supplies 

Apart from the daily rations of food and 
drink supplied at the outfitters expense, it 
appears to have been the norm for sailors to 
take with them on Terranova voyages their 
private supply of foodstuffs. These gifts or 
regalos, apart from providing extra food for 
the sailors, would undoubtedly have broken 
the monotony of daily rations. A few raisins 
and almonds or some cheese with good 
wine from Navarre would have been a wel
come treat after a hard days work. 

Although there are many references to these 
"gifts", there are only a couple of detailed 
lists of the items that actually made up a 
sailor's regalos. However, in the two lawsuits 
that mention these private supplies, the dif
ferent types of food and drink described by 
witnesses is invariably the same. During the 
late 1570s Maria de Hecheberria of San 
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Sebastián had lent her brother Pedro the 
money he needed to buy clothes and food 
for a Terranova whaling voyage. The follow
ing are some 10 ducats worth of regalos that 
Pedro took with him: 

• six azumbres of Ribadabia wine, nine 
reales 

• one shoulder of bacon, six reales 

• eight pounds of raisins, six reales 

• 45 cantaras of cider, 90 reales.123 

A similar assortment of goods was taken by 
Martin de Villafranca of San Sebastián on 
three whaling voyages that he made to Ter
ranova during the first decade and a half of 
the seventeenth century. His family had a 
strong seafaring tradition. His father and 
grandfather, both called Martin de Vil
lafranca, had been ship's captains and both 
had died as a result of the 1588 invincible 
Armada: the grandfather had died in Lisbon 
before the great fleet set sail, while Martin's 
father had gone down on the ship, Santa 
Maria de la Rosa, of which he was owner and 
captain, in Irish waters. 

The grandson, Martin de Villafranca, was 
born in 1588 and in the early 1600s made 
two voyages to Terranova as a ship's boy and 
a third voyage as the boatswain of the Jesus 
Maria Gabriel owned by Sepastian de San-
dracelay. For each of these three voyages 
Martin's aunt, Maria Martin de Yribarrena, 
provided his seaclothes and regalos for a 
value of approximately 30 ducats. In this 
case the mariners "gifts" comprised: 

White biscuit, the quantity of one 
bushel of bread, and one barrel of 
wine from Navarre of more or less 
12 açumbres, and a shoulder of 
bacon and some cheeses and eggs 
and other things "such as raisins 
and almonds".124 

Cooking Cauldrons and Eating 
Utensils 

The terms used in the documentation to 
describe the normal cooking and eating 
utensils used aboard Spanish Basque ships 
during the sixteenth century, indicate that 
the objects varied little from ship to ship. All 

ships carried at least two cauldrons, one for 
heating pitch and the other for cooking and 
larger vessels could easily have had two of 
each. When the small galleon San Pedro, of 
some 140 tons, was captured off Guetaria by 
French corsairs in 1537, she had on board: 

one new cauldron for pitch that 
weighed 36 Vi pounds at 30 marave
dís per pound, in which nothing has 
yet been heated; another one for 
cooking meat and fish, and another 
small one for the ochre and bitumen 
for the masts and other parts.125 

Another small ship, the San Bartholome, 
owned jointly by Pedro de Echabe and Fran
cisco Ybanez de Garagarça, was fitted out 
with two cauldrons when she was finished 
and launched in 1582.126 One cauldron was 
for heating pitch and the other for cooking. 

According to the fitting out list for the 
Conçeçion's Terranova whaling voyage in 
1566, captain Ynigo de Ybartola had bought 
amongst other items "one cooking cauldron 
for 2754 maravedís".127 In 1575, when 
Andres de Avendano's San Cristobal of 500 
tons was in Santander, she had on board 
"two used cooking cauldrons" and "two 
cauldrons for heating pitch".128 The main 
items for serving and eating food put aboard 
ship by the outfitters were wooden platters, 
bowls and jugs. The following are the uten
sils that captains Miguel de Cerain and 
Ynigo de Ybartola bought for the 1566 Terra
nova whaling voyages of the Guadalupe (A) 
and Conçeçion (B).129 

A) 

B) 

For 30 jugs at one real each, 1020 
maravedís 

for 36 wooden platters and four 
mortars at 17 maravedís each, 680 
[maravedís] 

I paid for one pestle to pound mus
tard [seed], two ducats, that are 750 
maravedís. 

For 18 wooden platters, 308 [marave
dís] 

for 18 bowls, 90 [maravedís] 
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for a pestle to pound mustard 
[seed], 680 [maravedís] 

for a large barber's whetstone, 204 
[maravedís] 

for six jugs, 204 [maravedís]. 

Lighting Aboard Ship 

Each ship could carry an assortment of wax 
candles, lanterns and oil lamps for lighting 
on board. In a list referring to the cost of sail
ing Andres de Avendano's San Cristobal 
from Santander to Pasajes in 1576, the fol
lowing expenses are listed: 

Item, on the 6 April I bought four 
reales' worth of wax candles for the 
ship at night. 

Item, on the said day [8 April] I 
bought two reales' worth of oil for 
the ship's lamps.130 

If we refer, once more, to the fitting 
out lists for the 1566 Tenanova voy
ages of the Guadalupe (A) and 
Conçeçion (B), the following items 
are listed:131 

A) 

B) 

For two quintals of candles at 300 
maravedís per quintal, 600 maravedís 

for six lanterns at two reales each, 
that is 12 reales, 408 maravedís 

for 12 lighting lamps at three reales 
each one, that is 36 reales, 1224 
maravedís. 

For six copper lamps ... 332 [marave
dís]. 

crews were engaged on the traditional profit 
or loss basis: as payment they could receive 
a share of the ship's total cargo of whale oil 
once the vessel had returned safely to port. 
A veteran mariner Juanes de Enparan, with 
over 30 Terranova voyages to his name, 
stated clearly as a witness in a 1592 hearing 
for a lawsuit that each mariner was given his 
share of the cargo, and received either a 
greater or a smaller number of barrels 
depending on the success of the voyage: 

And to each one of them, the cap
tain promises and gives for their 
work a part of the cargo brought 
back on the said voyage; that is to 
say, that if on the said voyage the 
profits are great, the said officers 
and sailors will earn large shares, 
and if the profits are small, and they 
do not bring back a full cargo, they 
will earn little.132 

This share system and form of payment was 
in common usage amongst owners, outfit
ters and sailors of the Basque provinces, and 
it was reported to Philip II by one of his 
agents on the coast in 1572: 

And no sailor, apprentice seaman, 
or cabin boy will be found who 
wants to sail or do the said voyages 
in any other way, and they return 
home much happier this way with
out a single real, than with many 
reales they might earn as a wage.133 

In most cases one third of a ship's total cargo 
was divided up amongst the crew, one quar
ter of the train oil and any other product 
went to the ship's owner and the remainder 
went to the outfitters. Again a contemporary 
witness reports that this was the customary 
form in which the cargo of Terranova whalers 
was apportioned between the owner of the 
ship and crew: 

C H A P T E R 2: S O C I O - E C O N O M I C 
O R G A N I Z A T I O N 

Share System 

One of the main points to be stressed is that, 
for the majority of Basque whaling voyages, 

According to custom and habit on 
the Terranova navigation, the fourth 
part of the fishery and the barrels of 
oil that are brought back belong to 
the owner of the ship that brings 
back the said barrels, and the third 
part [belongs] to the people who 
sail on such ships and work in the 
said fishery.134 
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After the owner and the crew had been 
given their shares all that was left normally 
went to the merchant or group of merchants 
who had provisioned the ship for the voy
age. In 1564 Francisco de Elorriaga chartered 
his Madalena of some 200 tons to Martin de 
Acorda and two of his partners for a Terra-
nova whaling voyage. According to the con
tract both parties agreed that the cargo 
brought back from overseas, whether 
"whale oil, fish or any other thing", was to 
be apportioned in the following way: 

the fourth part of it all will be for 
the said Francisco de Ellorriaga and 
the third part of the cargo for the 
mariners that are to go on the said 
ship and the remainder that is left 
over for the said Martin de 
Acorda.13"' 

Composition and classification of 
crew 

The crew of a ship fitted out for Terranova 
whaling can be divided into three basic 
groups, A) - the officers and skilled trades
men, B) - the mariners, and C) - the appren
tice seamen plus the ship's boys. The term 
officer is being used here with its contempo
rary Spanish connotation for in the docu
mentation the word oficial means, for 
instance, not only the mate and boatswain 
but also the master craftsmen or artificers, 
i.e. oficial carpintero should be translated as 
master carpenter. Together with the captain, 
pilot, mate, boatswain, gunners and ship's 
stewards, the first group of men who 
received extra shares because of their oficios, 
included the ship's barber, carpenters, 
caulkers, coopers, harpooners and whale 
flensers, around whom lay the success of the 
entire whaling operation. From the outset, 
the primary responsibilities for the venture 
were defined in the charter party. The cap
tain was the outfitter's representative on 
board ship and in many cases was himself 
one of several outfitters who had chartered 
the ship. It was his responsibility to supply 
the provisions and hardware that were nec
essary for the whaling voyage, such as 
bread, cider and wine, harpoons, knives, 
cauldrons, barrels and hoops. Normally it 
was also the captain's task to engage all the 
crew except for the mate, boatswain, 
caulker, carpenter and gunner, who were 
almost invariably put aboard by the ship's 

owner. Occasionally, a clause might be 
included in a charter party stipulating that 
the owner could also put aboard a certain 
number of harpooners and mariners, or that 
the crew was to be recruited by both parties 
to the contract. 

It was the owner's responsibility, apart from 
putting aboard the mate as his representa
tive and the other men mentioned above, to 
make the ship ready by a given date so that 
the outfitters could load aboard their stores 
and provisions. The ship had to be stanched 
and in good condition for the long voyage, 
"with all her sails, anchors, anchor cables, 
ship's boat, guns and ammunition".136 

The functions of a few key men were some
times performed for the common benefit of 
several ships. For example, some ships took 
chaplains on these voyages which meant 
that in most large ports masses could be 
held regularly on Sundays and feast days for 
a gathering of all the crews.137 

Similarly, not every ship had a pilot on 
board but sometimes two or three ships 
would set sail in company. Pilots appear to 
have been particularly necessary in the early 
years of the whale fishery when the routes 
were still in an experimental stage. The 
names of several pilots are known and there 
are references to their maps, compasses and 
other instruments. 

The ship's steward, despensero or guardian, 
was responsible not only for the care of the 
ship's provisions but also for keeping an 
account of the number of barrels and how 
they were distributed at the end of the voy
age. The occupations of the other "oficiales", 
such as the coopers and caulkers were in 
straightforward accordance with their titles, 
but interesting complaints about their com
petence often arose. As the boatswain of 
Domingo de Sorasu's ship reported in 1573: 

at the time when the barrels were 
being lifted aboard the said ship, in 
the said province of Terranova, in 
order to stow them in the hold, this 
witness saw that because the work 
had been done badly the barrels 
that they had filled were leaking, 
and this witness and the mate and 
the pilot complained strongly about 
the coopers.138 
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It appears that the coopers had done a bad 
job of assembling the barrels although they 
had been supplied with adequate materials. 
Joanes de Çelaya, another witness who had 
been aboard Sorasu's ship in Red Bay 
remarked that because several of the staves 
for the barrels were too short, the coopers 
had used pieces of cloth between the heads 
and the staves. This had resulted in a consid
erable loss of oil. The coopers' explanation 
for the leakage was that all barrels leaked at 
the beginning when they were first filled but 
that after a while they became stanch. 

On a large ship with a crew of approxi
mately 90 men, the group of oficiales or men 
with special functions, amounted to about 
one third of the total crew. These were, the 
men who received, apart from their one full 
share as experienced mariners aboard ship, 
extra shares depending on the importance of 
their trade or function. Approximately one 
third of the crew were the ordinary able sea
men who had moved up from the ranks of 
apprentice seamen, but had not yet achieved 
any specialized function. These men were 
allotted one full share the size of which, of 
course, depended on the success of the voy
age. The remaining third of the crew 
received only fractions of a full share: the 
grumetes usually received three quarters and 
the pajes only received half a share. Among 
this group may also be included the appren
tices to coopers, caulkers and carpenters 
who normally handed over a good part of 
their share to the men from whom they were 
learning their trade. 

On the 10th April 1580 Domingo de 
Berastegui agreed to serve Santiago de Men-
doça, of Motrico, as apprentice caulker for 
two and a half years.139 During this period 
all Domingo's earnings while in Motrico 
went to Mendoça although the young man 
was allowed to keep half of whatever he 
made while on voyage to Terranova, Andalu
cía or elsewhere. The division of labour and 
distribution of shares on Terranova voyages 
was normally accepted without protest 
among mariners because, as a result of the 
great mobility between ranks, a young man 
might serve two voyages an apprentice sea
man and on the third voyage be the ship's 
boatswain.140 The apprentices and ship's 
boys were in many cases sons or nephews of 
sailors and tradesmen who, after gaining 
experience on several Terranova whaling 
voyages, would themselves then become 

fully fledged seamen or tradesmen and 
receive the corresponding shares. In the 
Basque country, some of the most famous 
captains had begun life aboard ship as 
young pajes or ship's boys of about 12 to 16 
years old, whose main function was simply 
to cut wood and prepare meals for the rest of 
the crew.141 

Working, sleeping and eating 
quarters 

The division of labour on the voyage over to 
Terranova was not always identical to that 
obtained once the ship had arrived in a 
Labrador port. A man who had served as a 
pilot during the voyage could become a bar
ber during the whaling operation,142 while 
even the highly specialised men such as coo
pers, caulkers and harpooners were simply 
ordinary mariners on the voyage out. 

The role played by each individual once a 
ship was in harbour automatically desig
nated his place of work. Upon arrival the 
carpenter's task was to build new cabins or 
shelters, or repair old ones, for those work
ing upon land, as well as making any neces
sary repairs to the ship. In a testimony for a 
lawsuit in 1571 Juanes de Echayde stated 
that ships going on Terranova whaling voy
ages had to leave the Basque country by 
mid-June otherwise they would not arrive in 
time to make the necessary preparations 
such as "cabins and firewood and other 
things that are necessary for the whale fish
ery".143 

The type of construction referred to by 
Echayde was probably similar to the 
"cabana" that the crew of Francisco de Elor-
riaga's Madalena had made in 1564 "for the 
boiling down of the whales they killed".144 

Even though the walls of this type of shelter 
would have been made of dry stone con
struction, the posts and beams needed to 
hold up the heavy tiled roofs apparently 
came from local trees. It is, therefore, obvi
ous that the ship's carpenters spent part of 
their time in Labrador felling and preparing 
timbers for buildings, as well as preparing 
masts and spars for taking back to Spain. 
Eighteen axes were taken aboard the Guada
lupe on her voyage to Labrador in 1566 and 
those axes were certainly not all for use 
aboard ship.145 
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Item, that also when the ship's mate 
sends the carpenter or other people 
to the hills for wood or planking for 
the benefit of the said ship and the 
outfitting, that the captain shall be 
obliged to provide them with bread 
and anything else that they need ... 
and if the said ship's mate wants to 
put aboard the said ship several 
top-masts, he [the captain] should 
let them be brought.146 

Not only did the ship's carpenters repair 
any damage incurred by the ship on the 
transatlantic journey, but they also repaired 
shallops and finished constructing ships that 
had not been completed in the shipyards. 
On March 1st 1574 Bartolomé de Garro char
tered his new galleon, the Trinidad, which 
was being built in the shipyards of Zumaya, 
to captain Juanes de Eleiçamendi for Terra-
nova whaling. One of the conditions of the 
contract was that Eleiçamendi had to finish 
the upper deck and part of the ship's upper 
works while in Terranova: 

Item, that the said captain is to have 
the upper deck and works of the 
said ship well made in Terranoba by 
the tradesmen of the said galleon, 
and that the said Bartolomé will 
give him the nails and oakum that 
are needed.147 

While the carpenter spent a good part of his 
time in Labrador on land, both the coopers 
and the men in charge of the ovens worked 
entirely on land. However, it would seem as 
though the only men to have actually slept 
on land and to have led a rather separate 
existence from the rest of the crew were the 
coopers. All references so far to the habits of 
ordinary seamen, including the carpenters 
and the men who boiled down the whale 
blubber, indicate that their regular sleeping 
quarters were aboard ship. 

In 1575 Domingo de Segura and another 
harpooner from a ship captained by Juan 
Lopez de Reçu and anchored in Red Bay, 
killed a whale with two shallops and left it 
tied up in a cove between Puerto Breton 
(Carrol's Cove) and Butus (Red Bay). In his 
account of the event Segura said that: 

he returned with his companions to 
the said Reçu's ship after dusk and 
then the next day before dawn this 

witness went with his shallop and 
companions to where the said 
whale was in order to bring it along
side the said ship.148 

A more explicit description of what actually 
took place is given by another witness, 
Pedro de Leçaun, from the same lawsuit: 

The said shallop with the said com
panions returned to the said ship 
[belonging to Bartolomé de Her
nando with Juan Lopez de Reçu as 
captain] one evening at dusk, and 
said to this witness and other sailors 
in the said ship and to the said Juan 
Lopez de Reçu that they had killed 
a whale and that they had left it tied 
up in the port that they call 
Antongo's, and having had supper 
that same night in the said ship 
those that thus reported that they 
had killed the said whale, and this 
witness with them, slept for a while 
inside the said ship; and then after a 
while this witness in company with 
those who had thus reported having 
killed the said whale went in a 
ship's boat to the said port where 
the whale was in order to bring it 
alongside the said ship.149 

This lawsuit is also useful in so far as it clari
fies Basque methods of flensing whales, not 
on land but in slings tied to the ship. Slings 
are specified on outfitting lists. The lawsuit 
in which the two above men were witnesses 
arose because Reçu accused Nicolas de la 
Torre's men of having stolen the whale that 
had been tied up and left overnight by his 
men in Antongoçulo. Reçu had sent the har
pooner Domingo de Segura with some other 
men to Nicolas de la Torre's ship in Puerto 
Breton to claim the whale, but they found 
that it was already being cut up for render
ing. Secura returned to Red Bay and 
reported to Reçu that: 

he had found the said whale along
side the ship of the said Nicolas de 
la Torre who had it in the slings and 
it had started to be flensed and cut 
up in order to render it down.150 

There is another group of documents which 
sheds light both on where the men who 
were boiling up the whale oil were working 
as well as on where they were sleeping.151 
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Among these documents are the depositions 
given by three witnesses who were present 
at the writing and signing of Joanes de Echa-
niz's will, on board ship, in Puerto Breton on 
Christmas eve 1584. The will was written for 
Joanes de Echaniz by master Juan de 
Arriaga, who it would appear had had a cer
tain amount of formal education since he 
was capable of writing this type of legal doc
ument in a competent way. 

In Grandbay in Puerto Breton of the 
province of Terranoba in the ship of 
Martin de Hernando, captain Nico
las de Amizqueta.152 

The three men, the ship's barber or surgeon, 
master Juan de Arriaga of Zarauz, Domingo 
de Miranda and Martin de Ybayaga both of 
Orio, stated that no other witnesses to the 
will were available because the rest of the 
crew were either working on land or sleep
ing aboard ship. The best description of the 
crew's occupation on the night of December 
24th is given by Domingo de Miranda who 
declared that: 

no more witnesses were found 
because it was midnight and the 
mariners of the said ship were 
working on land rendering down 
whale blubber to make train oil and 
the others sleeping aboard ship 
exhausted due to the sheer work.153 

It seems obvious from the witnesses' deposi
tions that because of the large amount of 
work that had to be done the ship's crew 
was divided into watches, so that while 
some of the men were preparing barrels of 
whale oil the other sailors were resting 
aboard ship. Martin de Ybayaga, the other 
witness from Orio, reiterated in his own tes
timony what Domingo de Miranda had 
stated: 

nor were any more witnesses 
present because it was midnight 
and some of the mariners of the said 
ship were on land and the others 
were aboard ship sleeping, because 
they were tired and exhausted.154 

CHAPTER 3: CLOTHING AND 
FOOTWEAR 

As is the case with lists of provisions for 
ships and sailors personal food supplies, 
details of the clothing worn by sixteenth 
century Spanish Basque seamen are scarce. 
However, it is clear from the documentation 
that every sailor on a Terranova voyage took 
with him a special set of purpose made sea 
clothes or ropas de mar.155 The following is a 
list of clothes and footwear bought for Pedro 
de Hecheberria by his sister in order to fit 
him out for a Terranova whaling voyage dur
ing the late 1570's. 

Item, plus 36 reales for a pair of fish
ing boots. 

Item, plus I gave you two ducats for 
a pair of wool stockings. 

Item, plus I gave you 12 reales for 
cords. 

Item, plus I gave Pedro de Ynturia 
26 ducats for the clothes he made 
for him. 

Item, plus four ducats that he took 
for the chest. 

Item, plus I paid 12 reales for three 
pairs of shoes. 

Item, four ducats that he took from 
me to give to Pedro de Ynturia's 
boy when he brought the long 
breeches.156 

A second reference source for sea clothes 
taken by sailors on Terranova voyages is a 
lawsuit concerning two San Sebastián fami
lies, the Villafrancas and the Yllaretas. In this 
lawsuit witnesses refer to the sea clothes 
taken by Martin de Villafranca on three 
whaling voyages to Terranova during the 
first decade and a half of the seventeenth 
century. (See Sailors' Personal Supplies). 

Catalina de Yribarrena, a servant in the Yll-
areta household where Martin had been 
looked after, states in her testimony that the 
young sailor had taken with him on each 
Terranova whaling voyage: 

five new vestidos of brown cloth and 
two skin vestidos, and six new shirts 
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and five or six pairs of woollen 
stockings, and his overcoat and 
small cape of sayal, and his inner 
and outer skin boots and four pairs 
of shoes and other things .... and his 
chest and a small barrel for storing 
the clothes.157 

A further description of the types of clothing 
taken on whaling voyages is given by Juanes 
de Yraçaval who, on several occasions, had 
been to Terranova with two of his sons. He 
makes it clear that the following garments 
were "absolutely necessary" for every sailor: 

his overcoat and small cape of sayal, 
a blanket and his sack or mattress 
filled with straw, and four pairs of 
shoes of betelin and a pair of skin 
boots and five pairs of vestidos of 
cloth and another vestido of betelin 
leather and another vestido of furs 
and two yards of cloth ... and his 
chest and a tercerol or barrica with its 
cover and lock and key for storing 
the clothes and a bag for keeping 
the said clothes in.158 

The deposition of a third witness, captain 
San Juan del Puy, reiterates what the above 
two witnesses had declared: 

this witness knew Martin de Vil-
lafranea... and saw him make sev
eral voyages to the province of 
Terranova to the whale fishery and 
the clothes that he then used to take 
for the sea, that are necessary, his 
overcoat and small cape of sayal, 
one leather vestido and "three pairs 
of wool vestidos" for under other 
clothes and another two pairs of ves-
tidos, one of coarse cloth and the 
other of sailcloth, and six shirts and 
his skin boots and six pairs of shoes 
of betelin, and six pairs of woollen 
stockings and a three yard piece of 
cloth for gloves and chapines, and 
the bag for storing the clothes and 
his blanket and a mattress to lie 
on.159 

These descriptions of the ropas de mar given 
by different witnesses are all inkeeping with 
each other and the various types of sea 

clothes and footwear can be classed under 
eight distinct headings: 

A. Gabán y capote de sayal 

B. Camisas 
(six or seven) 

C. Vestidos 
(six or seven pairs) 

D. Two or three yards of 
cloth for chapines 

E. Medias 
(five or six pairs) 

F. Botas de baqueta y botinas 

G. Çapatos de betelin 
(four or six pairs) 

H. Guantes 

(overcoat and cape) 

(shirts) 

(stockings) 

(boots) 

(shoes) 

(gloves) 

Each of the above headings has been dis
cussed in detail by Selma Barkham in a "Pre
liminary report on 16th century clothes 
worn by Basque mariners, and their life 
aboard ship" (1980), part of which has been 
appended to this report (see Appendix C). 

CHAPTER 4: HEALTH AND 
HYGIENE 

The large size of crews on vessels that went 
whaling to Terranova, from 40 or so men up 
to about 110 depending on the size of the 
ship; the conditions of life aboard ship and 
the general standard of health and hygiene 
in the sixteenth century might lead one to 
suppose that illness and death, other than 
that caused by work accidents and fighting, 
must have been a fairly common occurrence. 
However, given the large number of men 
established yearly along the north shore of 
the Straits of Belle Isle during the peak whal
ing period, an average of 1000 to 1500 
men,160 only a few references to death as a 
result of sickness or disease have been 
found. 

One of the main reasons that references to 
deaths in Terranova are scarce may well be 
that Basque mariners led a healthy and well 
nourished existence. As has been implied in 
the chapter on food, the abundance of fresh 
fish and game through the summer and 
autumn months meant that diseases such as 
scurvy would not have broken out among 
the crews except when ships remained in 
Terranova unusually late in the season. 
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On Christmas eve of 1584, Joanes de Echaniz 
of Orio dictated his last will and testament 
to Joan de Arriaga, the ship's barber, in Car
rol's Cove, Labrador, immediately prior to 
his death.161 Whatever the cause of Echaniz's 
death it is clear that the ship's barber was at 
hand trying to carry out his duty. The bar
bers certainly took with them a store of med
icines for treatment of their patients. Several 
references to medicinas for ships' crews are 
available but as is the case with sailor's 
"gifts" details are seldom given. 

The following are two quotes from two sep
arate agreements in which the ship's sur
geon Antonia del Abadia of Deva agreed to 
pay Martin Ruiz de Bidaçabal, an apothe
cary of Motrico, for medicines Bidaçabal 
supplied him with for two different Terra-
nova whaling voyages. On May 16 1570 Aba
dia and captain Miguel de Cerain both of 
Deva agreed to pay Martin Ruiz de Bidaça
bal the apothecary: 

thirteen ducats and nine reales the 
value of which I the said Antonia 
(del Abadia) have received from 
you in medicines and ointments to 
take to Tierranoba by sea.162 

On April 23rd 1576 Abadia signed another 
obligation to pay Bidaçabal 22 gold ducats 
for: 

ointments, oils, plasters, preserves, 
powders and other medicines that 
are for the healing of the mariners 
that are going on Domingo de 
Garete's galleon called the Mad-
alena that is leaving on a Terranoba 
voyage for the whale fishery, the 
captain and master of which will be 
Sebastian de Solarte and Andres de 
Çigaran burgesses of Deba.163 

Since Abadia was the cirujano or ship's sur
geon on the Madalena he was making the 
necessary preparations for the voyage. 

GLOSSARY 

ARBEJA. Dried peas; pois secs. 

ARROBA. Measure of weight equivalent to 
twenty five pounds. See quintal. 

AZUMBRE. Liquid measure of four pints, 
about two litres. 

BOTA. A cask for wine, cider, etc; a measure 
of capacity, butt or pipe, equal to two hogs
heads; pipe. 

BARRICA. Hogshead; barrique. See bota. 

CALZAS. Breeches; chausses. 

CALZONES. Type of breeches; haut de 
chausses, culotte. 

CANTARA. Liquid measure of 32 pints, 8 
azumbres. 

CANDIL. Oil lamp; lampe à huile. 

CAPOTE. Coat; capote. 

CARISEA. Type of serge or woollen fabric; 
serge. 

CONTRAMAESTRE. Boatswain; maître. 

CORDELLATE.Coarse woollen cloth. 

DUCAT. Unit of account equivalent to 11 
reales or 375 maravedís. 

FRAZADA. Blanket; couverture. 

GABÁN. Overcoat. 

GARBANZO. Chickpea; pois chiche. 

GRUMETE. Ship's boy; mousse. 

HANEGA (FANEGA). Dry measure, 
approx. one bushel. 

LANTERNA. Lantern; lanterne, fanal. 

MARAVEDÍ. The smallest unit of account in 
the Castillian monetary system. 

MEDIAS. Stockings, hose; bas. 

MEDIAS CALZAS. Stockings reaching to 
the knees. 

PANO. Cloth; étoffe. 

PARDO. Brown dark grey. 

REAL. Coin equivalent to 34 maravedís. 
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SAYAL. Coarse woollen stuff, freize, baize, 
bure, serge. 

TONEL. Tun, a measure of capacity for wine 
and other liquids, usually equivalent to two 
pipes or four hogsheads; tonneau. 

QUINTAL. Quintal, weight measure equal 
to 100 pounds, 150 pounds for iron, or four 
arrobas. Quintal. 

VAQUETA. Tanned skin or leather of bul
lock, cow or calf. 

...in the presence of me the said notary and 
witnesses, the witnesses being Ochoa de 
Sagasti and Juan de Yrure and Nicolas de 
Ybarguen, burgesses of the said town, and 
the said Santiago signed it by his name and 
because the said Domingo does not know 
how to write he asked the said Juan de Yrure 
to sign for him, and I the said notary certify 
that I know the said parties. 

Santiago de Mendoça - In the presence of 
me, 

Juan de Yrure - Pascoal de Sasiola 

APPENDIX A 

In the town of Motrico on the 10th day of the 
month of April 1580 in the presence of me 
Pascoal de Sasiola,164 notary of the number 
of the said town, and of the witnesses, 
appeared present Domingo de Verastegui 
Hurdinagarengoa son of Joan Lopez De 
Berastegui and of Maria Miguelez de Ybarra 
his wife, both deceased, who were burgesses 
of the town of Deva, and he said that by the 
present instrument he bound himself as 
apprentice master caulker to Santiago de 
Mendoça the younger, burgess of the said 
town of Motrico, for the time and period of 
the next following two and a half years that 
begin and are counted as from today the 
date of this instrument, during which two 
and a half years he bound himself and 
promised to serve the said Santiago de Men
doça in the said trade as caulker and in 
everything else he is told; and during the 
said time he is to show and teach him the 
said trade and give him food and drink and 
a suitable work garb and all the footwear 
that he should need during the said period, 
and whatever the said Domingo should earn 
during the said two and a half years in any 
voyages he may make to Terranoba or 
Andalucía or elsewhere in any vessels, half 
of this will be for the said Santiago and the 
other half for the said Domingo and the 
clothes he should need for these voyages are 
to be paid half each by the said Domingo 
and Santiago, and all the rest Domingo may 
earn in the said trade will be for the said 
Santiago, and during the said time he will 
not absent himself from his house and ser
vice at any time he will observe and fulfil 
the above said ... 

[there follows the usual legal formula bind
ing both parties to the contract] 

En la villa de Motrico a 10 dias del mes de 
abrill de 1580 anos, por presencia de mi Pas
coal de Sasiola escrivano del numero de la 
dicha villa y testigos, paresçio presente 
Domingo de Verastegui Hurdinagarengoa 
hijo de Joan Lopez de Berastegui y Maria 
Miguelez de Ybarra su muger, difuntos, 
vecinos que fueron de la villa de Deva, por 
la presente carta dixo que se asentava e 
asento por aprendiz de oficial galafate con 
Santiago de Mendoça el moco vezino de la 
dicha villa de Motrico, por tiempo y espacio 
de dos anos y medio cumplidos primeros 
seguientes que corren y se quentan desde oy 
dia de la fecha desta carta en adelante, en los 
quales dichos dos anos y medio se obligo y 
prometió de servir al dicho Santiago de 
Mendoça en el dicho oficio de galafate y en 
todo lo demás que le fuere mandado; y 
durante el dicho tiempo le a de ensenar y 
mostrar el dicho oficio y darle de comer y 
bever y mas un vestido razonable y todo el 
calcado que hubiere menester durante el 
dicho tiempo y lo que durante los dichos 
dos anos y medio ganare el dicho Domingo 
en algún biaje que hiziere a terranoba o 
andaluzia o otra parte en algún nabio sea la 
mitad para el dicho Santiago y la otra mitad 
para el dicho Domingo, con que los bestidos 
que hubiere menester para ello paguen a 
medias el dicho Domingo y Santiago, y todo 
lo demás que ganare en el dicho oficio sea 
para el dicho Santiago y durante el dicho 
tiempo no se ausentara de su casa y serbiçio 
en ninguna manera mas guardara y cump
lirá lo de suso contenido ... 

[there follows the usual legal formula bind
ing both parties to the contract] 

... ante mi el dicho escribano y testigos 
siendo testigos Ochoa de Sagasty y Juan de 
Yrure y Nicolas de Ybarguen vecinos de la 
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dicha villa y el dicho Santiago lo firmo de su 
nombre y porque el dicho Domingo so save 
escribir rogo al dicho Juan de Yrure firme 
por mi, el qual firmo e yo el dicho escribano 
doy fee que conozco a los dichos otorgantes. 

Santiago de Mendoça - paso ante mi, 

otras medeçinas que cunplen para la 
curación de los marineros que ban en el 
galeón de Domingo de Garate nombrada la 
Madalena, que ba para el viaje de Terranova 
a pesca de ballenas de que sera capitán 
Sebastian de Solarte e maestre Andres de 
Cigaran vezinos de Deba ... 

Juan de Yrure - Pascoal de Sasiola 

APPENDIX B 

Let those who see this letter of obligation 
know that I Antonio del Abadia,165 burgess 
of the town of Deba, declare and accept by 
this present instrument that I owe you Mar
tin Ruiz de Vidaçabal apothecary, burgess of 
the town of Motrico, who is present, it 
should be known, twenty two gold ducats 
that I owe you for the ointments, oils, plas
ters, preserves, powders and other medi
cines that are for the healing of the mariners 
that are going on Domingo de Garate's gal
leon called the Madalena that is leaving on a 
Terranoba voyage for the whale fishery, the 
captain and master of which will be Sebas
tian de Solarte and Andres de Cigaran bur
gesses of Deba ... 

[there follows the usual legal formula bind
ing both parties to the contract) 

... I granted this letter of obligation in the 
presence of Simon de Yturriça, notary of his 
royal majesty and of the undersigned wit
nesses, that was written and granted in the 
said town of Motrico on the twenty third 
day of the month of April of 1576, the wit
nesses being Juan Garcia de Urteaga and 
Domingo de Astigarribia, the younger, and 
Tomas de Bedua, burgesses of the said town 
and the said granter, whom I the said notary 
certify that I know, signed it by his name... 

Antonio del - in the presence of me, 

Abadia - Simon de Yturriça 

Sepan quantos esta carta de obligación 
vieren como yo Antonio del Abadia, vezino 
de la villa de Deba, otorgo e conosco por 
esta presente carta que debo a bos Martin 
Ruiz de Vidaçabal boticario, vezino de la 
villa de Motrico, que presente estays es a 
saber veynte e dos ducados de oro, los 
quales bos debo por razón de los ungüentos, 
azeytes, emplastros, conserbas, polbos e 

[there follows the usual legal formula bind
ing both parties to the contract] 

... otorgue esta dicha carta de obligación 
ante Simon de Yturriça escribano de la mag-
estad real e testigos de yuso escritos, que fue 
fecha e ortorgade en la dicha villa de Mot
rico a veynte e tres dias del mes de abrill de 
1576 anos siendo testigos dello Juan Garcia 
de Urteaga e Domingo de Astigarribia el 
moço e Tomas de Bedua vezinos de la dicha 
villa y el dicho otorgante, a quien yo el dicho 
escribano doy fe que le conosco, lo firmo de 
su nombre... 

Antonio del - paso ante mi, 

Abadia - Simon de Yturriça 

APPENDIX C 

A The gabán was a form of overcoat with 
sleeves and an attached hood made of 
coarse, heavy woollen cloth {sayal), 
which according to one of the witnesses 
appears to have had a nap like English 
or Irish frieze. The garment appears to 
have been made like a large cape and 
apparently had an extra, short cape 
{capote) over the shoulders. 

There is a Basque word kapusai which is 
used for a form of sleeved tunic or cape 
with a hood, sometimes made of woven 
goat's hair. The kapusai was used until 
recently by shepherds, just as overcoats 
with capes are still used by some shep
herds. Indeed, the outer garments of 
monks and shepherds are probably the 
nearest modern equivalent to the six
teenth century sailor's gaban. 

There is a notarial reference to a gaban 
being bought for 15 reales and taken to 
Terranova in 1584. It appears to have 
been among the belongings of Joanes de 
Echaniz that were sold after his death in 
Carrol's Cove.166 
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According to Don Josy Oregui of the 
Basque Academy (verbal information) 
the Kapusai, gaben and other outer gar
ments would have been made of 
untreated wool with all the natural 
grease left in for a more waterproof 
effect. 

B. The camisa is the undergarment which 
would have changed the least in four 
centuries. Made of home grown and 
homespun flax these linen shirts were 
still being worn up to forty or fifty years 
ago in a variety of shapes and sizes. 
There are still a few old people who 
know how to prepare and weave flax 
and linen. Many examples of old linen 
shirts are still to be found in private 
houses and in museums; one form of 
camisa was given to the local museum at 
Red Bay last summer. Most witnesses in 
the lawsuit from Moreno fenecidos testify 
that a sailor normally needed six shirts, 
but one says seven. 

C. On top of the camisa the vestidos were 
worn. In the Moreno fenecidos lawsuit the 
only details of these vestidos are given in 
a variety of references to the materials 
that they were made of. One states that 
there were five new vestidos of brown or 
grey cloth (nano pardo), plus two others 
made from skins with the fur on (pelle
jos). 

made of cloth are often referred to as 
"pairs" would seem to imply that they 
consisted of either a form of doublet and 
jacket, or a doublet and a pair of bulky 
breeches which were in fashion at that 
time. On the other hand the leather, skin 
and fur vestidos are not referred to as 
"pairs" and may well have been some 
form of tunic for wearing over the 
clothes made of woollen cloth. The law
suit in Várela olvidados specifies some of 
the individual garments that were 
included in the global term vestidos: 
"sayo y jupon y medias calcas" (loose 
jacket and doublet and hose). 

D. The cloth for chapines is another tradi
tional part of Basque garmentry which 
was still in use until very recently and 
can still be found in use as part of a 
Basque dancer's outfit A form of leg
ging or gaiter was made by winding the 
cloth around the lower part of the leg on 
top of the stockings or socks with a form 
of cross gartering to hold the material in 
place (see G). 

E. The stockings or hose are described var
iously as "medias de paño", "medias de 
carisea" and "medias de Roncal". Ron
cal is a valley in Navarre well-known 
for its coarse-wooled sheep, while 
carisea is a woollen cloth for which, up 
to now, I have only found documentary 
references to it being blue. 

Another witness states that sailors nor
mally took "cinco pares de bestidos de 
paño" (five pairs of vestidos of cloth) and 
"otro bestido de cuero betelin y otro 
bestido de pellexos", in other words 
probably one of sheep or goatskin and 
one made of furs. 

F. The distinction between botas and boti
nas or botines is extremely unclear, but 
they would appear to be simply an 
inner and an outer pair of boots, both 
made of skin (baketa in Basque). 

Still another witness says that there would 
have been one "bestido de cuero" 
(leather), three pairs of "bestidos de 
cordellate para adentro" (made of wool 
cloth for inside or under clothes) and 
two other pairs, one of coarse woollen 
cloth and one of sailcloth. It is quite con
ceivable that the word vestido had a vari
ety of meanings in the sixteenth century, 
as it does today. The fact that the vestidos 

G. The çapatos apparently made of goat or 
sheepskin are possibly the traditional 
Basque leather slippers167 which are 
worn over thick woollen socks or stock
ings and tied to the leg with straps or 
laces. 

H. Nothing further can be said about the 
guantes (gloves) since no more details 
are provided. 
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Year 

1552 

1539 

1552 

1547 

Ship 

Sí. Es^r/í de 
St. Jean de Luz 

La Seraine de Bourg 

La Mark' 

La Catherine de Libourne 

Men 

40 

28 

27 

24 

Biscuits 

120 qtls. 

3qtls./ea. 

84 qtls. 

3 qtls./ea. 

90 qtls. 

3.3 qtls./ea. 

48 bs. 

2bs./ea. 

Drink 

80 bs. wine 

2 bs./ea. 

56 bs. wine 

2 bs./ea. 

60 bs. wine 

2.2 bs./ea. 

48 bs. wine 

2 bs . /ea . 

Bacon 

10 qtls. 

25 lbs./ea. 

28 demy lart 

1 demy lart/ea. 

8 qtls. 

29.6 lbs./ea. 

24 coustre de lard 

1/ea. 

Beans 

1 bs. 

10 lbs./ea. 

Peas 

2 barrels 

14/ea. 

200 

Cod 

400 

8.3/ea. 

Sardines 

2bs. 

2 barates 

Butter 

2 '/2 qtls. 

3.5 lbs./ea. 

1 small barrel 

Olive Oil 

1 tierce 

6.25 lbs./ea. 

1 qtl. 

8 qtls. 

29 <A lbs./ea. 

Vinegar 

1 tierce 

Table 2: Provisions on French vessels fitted out for Terranova. 
Note: qtls. = quintals (100 lbs.); bs. = barricas; lbs. = pounds 

< 
I 

OS 
e-> 

Year 

1566(w) 

1566(w) 

1576(w) 

1570(w) 

1589 (c) 

1573 (c) 

1579 (c) 

Ship 

Guadalupe 

Conceçion 

San Nicolas 

San Nicolas 

Victoria 

San Nicolas 

Men 

100(?) 

90 (?) 

76 

57 

36 

29 

33 

Biscuits 

375 qtls. 

3.75 qtls./ea. 

280 qtls. 

80 bs. port 

3.1 qtls./ea. 

304 qtls. 

4 qtls./ea. 

220 qtls. 

3.85 qtls./ea. 

130 qtls. 

3.61 qtls./ea. 

3 qtls./ea. 

100 qtls. 

3 qtls./ea. 

Drink 

240 bs. cider 

16 bs. sherry 

256 bs./ea. 

200 bs. cider 

3.1 bs./ea. 

228 bs. cider 

3 bs./ea. 

150 bs. cider 

20 bs. wine 

2.98 bs./ea. 

80 bs. cider 

4 bs. wine 

2.3 bs./ea. 

72 bs. cider 

4 bs. wine 

2.62 bs./ea. 

Bacon 

8 qtls. 

8 lbs./ea. 

5 VI shoulders 

2 qtls. 

5.5 lbs./ea. 

Broad Beans 

14 hgs. 

14 lbs./ea. 

5 Vi hgs. 

16.6 lbs./ea. 

4 hgs. 

Peas 

14 hgs. 

14 lbs./ea. 

11.1 lbs./ea. 

peas 

Chickpeas 

6 qtls. 

chickpeas 

Cod 

6 qtls. 

6 lbs./ea. 

16.6 lbs./ea. 

Sardines 

4000 

40/ea. 

7 Vi qtls. 

4 qtls. 

2.25 qtls. 

Olive Oil 

8 qtls. 

8 lbs./ea. 

M hgs. 

8.3 lbs./ea. 

11.1 lbs./ea. 

7.75 lbs./ea. 

Mustard 

2 hgs. 

2 lbs./ea. 

Vi lb./ea. 

Table 1: Provisions on Spanish Basque whaling and cod-fishing voyages to Terranova. 
Note: (w) = whaling; (c) = cod-fishing; qtls. = quintals (100 lbs.); bs. = barricas; hgs. = hanegas (used here as equal to 100 lbs.); lbs. = pounds 

Source: S. Barkham, an unpublished paper on Basque material culture, Memorial University of Newfoundland, April 1981 



Table 3: Crew composition for a Terranova whaling voyage. 

NOTES 

109 This document is a reprint of Michael M. Barkham, 
Aspects of Life aboard Spanish Basque Ships during the 
16th Century, with Special Reference to Terranova 
Whaling Voyages, Microfiche Report Series, No. 75 
(Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1981). The text is presented 
as it was published, except for the correction of 
some typographic errors. References cited, headings 
and page layout have been reformatted to conform 
to this publication. See the Bibliography for more 
recent research publications by the author. 

110 Michael M. Barkham, Report on 16th century Spanish 
Basque shipbuilding c. 1550-c. 1660, Manuscript 
Report Series No. 422 (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1981). 

i l l Provisions on the: GUADALUPE, "750 hanegas de 
trigo, 8 quintales de tocino, 14 hanegas de habas, 14 
hanegas de arbeja, 8 quintales de azeite, 2 hanegas 
de mostaza, 6 quintales de bacallao, 4 myllares de 
sardinas, 8 botas de bino de Xeres, 120 botas de 
sidra, 4 hanegas de harina ajos"; CONÇEÇION, 
"560 hanegas de trigo, SVá pynyles de tocino, 15 
hanegas de aba, 30 arrobas de azeite, una media 
hanega de mostaza, 40 botas de bino Puerto Real, 
200 barricas de sidra de Fuenterrabia, 5 hanegas de 
harina". Archivo de la Real Chancillería. Valladolid 
(hereafter ARCh), Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 
1045-1. 

112 "quatro quintales de buen viscocho que son 
trezientos quintales y cada tres varricas de sidra 
para cada uno y todo lo demás necessario". Archivo 
histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa. Oñati 
(hereafter AHPG), III, 1802, fols. 11-12. 

113 "220 quintales de biscocho, bueno y pesado, e 150 
barricas de sidra y quatro toneles de bino de 
Burdeos y dos botas de vino andaluz, con todo lo 
demás necessario". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Perez 
Alonso fenecidos, 455-1. 

114 "80 barricas de sidra de a cada cient asombres; 
quatro barricas de bino de a cada cient asumbres; 

ciento y treinta quintales de viscocho; quatro anegas 
de arbeja; dos quintales de tocino curado; quatro 
quintales de azeite; seis quintales de bacallao". 
Archivo general de Simancas (hereafter AGS), 
Guerra Antigua, leg. 264, fol. 73. 

115 "por cada persona de las dichas 29 a tres quintales 
de buen viscocho, e 36 botas de sidra e dos botas de 
buen bino e nuebe arrobas de azeyte e su arbeja e 
garbanço". AHPG, I, 2583, fols. 46-47v. 

116 "cient quintales de bizcocho, tres quintales por cada 
hombre, bitualla de seyz meses". AHPG, III, 1804. 

117 Jacques Bernard, Navires et gens de mer à Bordeaux, 
(vers 1400- vers 1550) (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1968), Vol. 
2, pp. 812-813. 

118 "ase de dar a cada persona asi soldados como 
marineros, libra y media de vizcocho cada dia, de a 
diez e seys onça libra". AGS, C.G., 3019. 

119 "de dos anegas de trigo comunmente se acostumbra 
en esta villa de San Sebastian hazerse y dar un 
quintal de biscocho y que esto es la verdad". ARCh, 
Pleitos civiles, Zarandona y Walls olv., fol. 68v. 

120 "Agui ay alguna sidra de la que quedo del ano 
passado pero la gente de mar que ay en este puerto 
son todos del andaluçia y portugueses y italianos 
que no están acostumbrados a beverla, y porque no 
tengan occasion de disgustarse a parecido a don 
Juan de Cardona no es bien dársela y assi se va 
entreteniendo y guardando hasta que se levante 
gente desta tierra". AGS, Guerra Antigua, leg. 246, 
fol. 26. 

121 "Según lo que entendido la de vizcaya no es buena 
para embarcada por ser demassiado floja y que 
tiene mezcla de mucha agua y la que se haze en la 
provincia es mas a proposito para esto porque la 
hazen fuerte y sin aqua para embarcar en los nabios 
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que ban a Terranoba". AGS, Guerra Antigua, leg. 
246, fol. 26. 

122 "con medias costillas sin pies ni cola ni orejas, con 
media cabeca según y de la manera que suelen benir 
y traer de Francia ... e onestamente secos". AHPG, I, 
2578, fol. 36v (30 Jan. 1562). 

123 " seis asumbres de rebedabia; nueve reales; un 
pemil de tocino; seis reales; ocho libras de pasa; seis 
reales; 45 cantaras de sidra, 90 reales." ARCh, 
Pleitos civiles, Várela olv., 491-6. 

124 "vizcocho blanco en cantidad de una anega de pan, 
y un barril de bino de navarra de doçe açumbres 
poco maso menos, y un pemil de tocino y algunos 
quesos, huevos y otras cosas". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, 
Moreno fenecidos, leg. 335. 

125 "una caldera de brea neuba que jamas se cosió nada 
peso 36 libras y medio a 30 maravedís, otra para 
cozinar carne y pescado, otra pequeña para el 
almagre y betún para los mastes y otras cosas". 
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, 190-1. 

126 AHPG, II, 3307, fols. 130-131. 

127 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 1045-1. 

128 "Yten, dos calderas de cozinar traídos. Yten dos 
calderas para cozer brea". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, 
Zarandona y Balboa fenecidos, 167-852. 

129 A) "Por 30 galletas a real por pieza son 1020 
maravedís. Por 36 platos de madera e 4 morteros a 
17 maravedís por cada una son 680. Pague por una 
piedra para moler mostaza dos ducados son 750 
maravedís." B) "Por 18 platos de madera, 308; Por 
18 escudillas, 90; Por una piedra de mostaza, 680; 
Por una piedra de barbero grande, 204; Por 6 
galletas, 204." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas 
fenecidos, caja 1045-1. 

130 "Yten, mas en 6 de abril compre 4 reales de cándeles 
de çera para la nao de noche; Yten, mas este dicho 
dia [8 de abril] compre 2 reales de grasa para los 
candiles a lunbrar en la nao." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, 
Zarandona y Balboa fenecidos, leg. 167, caja 852. 

131 A) "Por dos quintales de candelas a 3000 maravedís 
por quintal, son 6000 maravedís; Por 6 lanternas a 
dos reales por cada una son 12 reales, balen 408 
maravedís; Por 12 lantias para alumbrar a 3 reales 
por pieza son 36 reales, balen 1224 maravedís". B) 
"Por 6 candilles de cobre... 3332." 

132 "y a cada uno dellos les promete e da por su trabajo 
une parte de la ganancia que en el tal biaje se 
ganare, señaladamente que si en el dicho biaje se 
ganare mucho ganan los dichos oficiales y 
marineros mucho y si ganaren poco y no truxieren 
la carga como combiene se les da poco". ARCh, 
Pleitos civiles, Alonso Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 
312-1. 

133 "y no se aliara marinero, grumete ni paje que de 
otra manera quiera navegar ni hazer los dichos 
viajes, y bienen mucho mas contentos sin real pos 
esta via a sus cassas que con mucho por via de 
sueldo". AGS, Guerra Antigua, leg. 75. 

134 Martin de Olarria, burgess of Pasajes, "como es usso 
y costumbre en la navegación de la dicha 
Terranova, la quarta parte de la pesca que se haze y 
barricas de grassa que traen de buelta pertenece al 
dueño de tal navio que trae las dichas barricas y la 
tercia parte a la gente que navega en las tales naos y 
travaxa en la dicha pesca". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, 
Alonso Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 312-1. 

135 Selma Huxley, "Vascos en Terranova. Dos cartas de 
afletamientos de naves en San Sebastián en 1564," in 
Boletín de Estudios Históricos sobre San Sebastián, 
Vol. 12 (1978), p. 200 "la quarta pate de todo ello sea 
para el dicho Francisco de Elorriaga y la tercia parte 
de la que con si truxiere para la gente marineros que 
fueren en la dicha nao y todo lo demás que quedare 
para el dicho Martin de Acorda". 

136 Selma Huxley, Idem. 

137 AHPG, II, leg. 3312, ff. 284v-286. 

138 Domingo de Uçarraga, burgess of deva. "al tiempo 
que subian arriba en la dicha nao en la dicha 
provincia de Terranova para ponerla (barriqueria) 
dentro de la dicha nao, bio este testigo de como por 
falta de no hazer bien la obra derramaban las 
barricas que ynchian y que este testigo y el maestre 
y el piloto se quexaban mucho de los toneleros". 
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, 271-1. 

139 See Appendix A for apprentice agreement. 

140 In the early 1600's Martin de Villafranca, of San 
Sebastián, apparently served on two Terranova 
whaling voyages as grumete and on a third voyage 
went contramaestre on the ]esus Maria Gabriel 
belonging to Sebastian de Sandracelay. ARCh, 
Pleitos civiles, Moreno fenecidos, leg. 335. 

141 AGS, Guerra Antigua, leg. 75. 

142 AHPG, I, 2575, fols. 11-llv. 

143 "Las casas e lena e otras cosas necesarias a la pesca 
de las ballenas". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Ceballos 
Escalera fenecidos, 229. 

144 "Para derritir las ballenas que matasen". Selma 
Huxley, op. cit., p. 194. 

145 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, caja 1045-1. 

146 Selma Huxley, op. cit., fol. 194. 

147 "Yten, que el dicho capitán aga errar en Terranoba 
la puente de la dicha nao e los altos délia 
suficientemente con los oficiales del dicho galeón y 
el dicho Bartolomé le da para ello la clabazon y 
estopa que fuere menester". AHPG, II, 3299, fol. 
CCCLXXXVII1 

148 "Este testigo se bolvio con los dichos conpaneros al 
dicho navio del dicho Reçu despues de anochecido 
y luego el siguiente dia antes de amanecer este 
testigo se fue con su chalupa y conpaneros a donde 
estave la dicha ballena para traerla al bordo de la 
dicha nao". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Alonso Rodriquez 
fenecidos, caja 312-1. 
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149 "La dicha chalupa con los dichos conpaneros a la 
dicha nao una noche del dicho tiempo a boca de 
noche y dixieron a este testigo y a otros de la dicha 
nao, marineros, y al dicho Juan Lopez de Reçu, de 
como havian muerto una ballena y la havian 
dexado amarrada en el puerto que llaman Antongo 
y haviendo cenado la propia noche en la dicha nao, 
los que anssi dezian havian muerto la dicha ballena 
y este testigo con ellos, durmieron un rato dentro de 
la dicha nao y después dende algún rato este testigo 
en conpania de los que anssi dezian havian muerto 
la dicha ballena y dexade la amarrada en el dicho 
puerto, se fueron en un batel al dicho puerto donde 
estava la dicha ballena para la traer al bordo de la 
dicha nao". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Alonso Rodriguez 
fenecidos, caja 312-1. 

150 "La dicha ballena havia hallado al bordo de la nabe 
del dicho Nicolas de la Torre que la tenia en las 
ondas empeçada a partir hazerla pelaços para la 
derritir" ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Alonso Rodriguez 
fenecidos, caja 312-1. 

151 AHPG, III, 1808, fols. 42-45. 

152 "En Granbaya en el puerto de Breton de la 
probinçia de Terranoba en la nao de Martin de 
Hernando capitán Nicolas de Amizqueta". AHPG, 
III, 1808, fol. 42. 

153 No se aliaron mas testigos porque hera a 
medianoche y los marineros de la dicha nao estaban 
en tierra trabajando derritiendo ballena para sayn y 
los otros dormiendo en la nao fatigados del puro 
trabajo". AHPG, III, 1808, fol. 44. 

157 "cinco bestidos nuevos de paño pardo y dos 
bestidos de pellejos y seis camisas nuevas y cinco o 
seis pares de medias de carisea y su gabán y capotes 
de sayal y sus botas de baqueta y botinas de lo 
mismo y quatro pares de çapatos de betelin y otras 
cosas ... y su caja y terçerol de madera para guardar 
la ropa". ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Moreno fenecidos, 
leg. 335. 

158 "su gabán y capote de sayal, fraçada y su saco o 
jergón lleno de paxa y quatro pares de çapatos de 
betelin y unas botas de baqueta y cinco pares de 
medias de paño y siete camisas y cinco pares de 
bestidos de paño y otro bestido de cuero betelin y 
otro bestido de pellexos y dos baras de paño ... y su 
caja y un tercerol o barrica con su cubierta y 
cerradura y llave para guardar la ropa y un saco 
donde estén las dichas ropas". Ibid. 

159 "este testigo conoció a Martin de Villafranca... y le 
vio hacer algunos biaxes a la provincia de 
Terranoba a la pesca de ballenas y en los bestidos 
que entonces solia Ilebar para la mar que 
necesariamente son menester su gabán y capote de 
sayal, un bestido de cuero y tres pares de bestidos 
de cordellate para adentro y otros dos pares de 
bestidos el uno de paño basto y el otro de vela y seis 
camisas y sus botinas de baqueta y seis pares de 
çapatos de betelin y seis pares de medias de roncal y 
un pedaço de paño de tres baras para chapines y 
guantes y el saco para guardar las ropas y su 
fraçada y un costal para recostarse". Ibid. 

160 Selma Barkham, "The Basques: filling in the gap in 
our history between Jacques Cartier and 
Champlain," in Canadian Geographical Journal, Vol. 
96, No. 1 (Feb.-March 1978), pp. 8-19. 

154 "Ni tanpoco se aliaron presentes mas testigos 
porque era de medianoche y los marineros de la 
dicha nao estaban los unos en tierra y los otros en la 
nao dormiendo de puro cansados y fatigados". 
AHPG, III, 1808, fol. 45. 

161 AHPG, III, 1808, fol. 46. 

162 "Treze ducados e nuebe reales los quales son por 
razón que yo el dicho Antonio e resçibido de bos en 
medeçinas e ungüentos para los Ilebar por mar a la 
Tierranueba". AHPG, II, 1912, fol. 76v. 

155 Selma Barkham, "Preliminary report on 16th 
century clothes worn by Basque mariners, and their 
life aboard ship." Manuscript on file, Parks Canada, 
Ottawa, 1980, p. 1. 

163 AHPG, I, 2580, fols. 40-40v. See Appendix B for 
document. 

156 Yten, mas 36 reales para unas botas de pescar. Yten, 
mas os di dos ducados para unas medias calcas de 
lana. Yten, mas os di para cordeles doze reales. 
Yten, mas di a Pedro de Ynturia 26 ducados por los 
bestidos que le hizo a el. Yten, mas quatro ducados 
que tomo para la caxa. Yten, mas pague por tres 
pares de çapatos doze reales. Yten, quatro ducados 
que me tomo para darlos al moco de Pedro de 
Ynturia quando le truxo los calzones largos. ARCh, 
Pleitos civiles, Várela olv., 491-6. 

164 AHPG, I, 2595, fols. 63-63v. 

165 AHPG, I, 2580, fols. 40-40v. 

166 AHPG, III, 1808, fol. 48. 

167 Called abarcas. 
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n i FIELD LAB PROCEDURES 

Willis Stevens 

This appendix is adapted from "Procedures 
for Marine Site Field Conservation: Red 
Bay" prepared by Victoria Jenssen.168 A 
project of the size and complexity as that 
undertaken at Red Bay required a well 
organized and efficient field lab. It was not 
an operation that could have been carried 
out in a temporary facility. The large number 
of artifacts processed on a daily basis along 
with the wet storage requirements 
necessitated the use of a large, open concept 
structure. The main functions of the field lab 
were to inventory, label, package and 
provide temporary wet storage for all 
artifacts, in preparation for shipment to 
permanent conservation and research 
facilities. Frequently, field lab personnel 
worked on the research barge and received 
artifacts immediately as they were brought 
to the surface. This was usually prompted 
by specific artifact handling or conservation 
concerns. Excavators were not generally 
required to be involved with field lab 
responsibilities. The following account of 
the field lab operation will explain how 
these aspects functioned and interrelated. 

Two persons shared the responsibility of 
field lab operation: the lab supervisor and 
the conservator supported by two students. 
A material culture researcher was also avail
able to accommodate immediate research 

concerns. The lab supervisor was responsi
ble for the general lab operation, mainte
nance and communication with the 
archaeological team, as well as, provenience 
and location control of artifacts. The conser
vator was responsible for maintaining arti
fact storage and determining proper 
packaging, as well as examining and report
ing on the condition of artifacts. 

ARTIFACT PROCESSING: THE 
RECORDING SEQUENCE 

1. Transfer of artifacts from the site to the 
field lab: 

• A copy of the Sub-Operation Summary 
Card, that identified provenience infor
mation, was received with each lot of 
artifacts brought to the lab. 

• Before a lot was processed, the Sub-
Operation Summary Card was checked 
for correct provenience information. 

2. Storage of artifacts until inventoried: 

• Artifacts not able to be inventoried 
immediately were stored in tanks in 
their packages. 
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Figure III. 1 : Artifacts 
being sorted and 
tagged as part of the 
inventory and cata
loguing process. 
(Photo: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 24M-3373T). 

3. Sorting of artifacts (Fig. III.l): 

• Artifacts were laid out by provenience 
on the lay-out table and sorted by 
material and type of artifact. 

• Measurements, weights, etc. were 
recorded for inventory. 

4. Artifact inventory (Fig. III.2): 

• Artifacts were recorded on the Cata
logue Object List. 

• The inventory was done in duplicate. 

• Artifact numbers were assigned. 

" Artifacts to be reburied were marked in 
the inventory "reburied" and the date 
recorded. 

• The Location Control Card was filled 
out as each artifact was entered into the 
inventory. 

• A label, indicating the complete artifact 
number, was filled out for each artifact. 

• Artifacts were packaged, with the label 
securely attached inside, in perforated 
plastic or screen mesh bags. 

• The bags were placed in a numbered, 
wet storage container. 

• The Location Control Cards were filed 
by the container number in which the 
corresponding artifact was placed. 

• The Sub-operation Summary Cards 
were filed according to their prove
nience. 

Various other tasks, when required, were 
also part of this recording sequence, and 
these included: artifact photography, spe
cific artifact research, radiography, washing 
and limited conservation (i.e. stabilization or 
desalination). 

5. Final packaging for shipment: 

• A final check of the inventory was car
ried out as the artifacts were being 
packaged for shipment to conservation 
facilities headquarters. 

• Artifacts were packaged by material 
types and the packages numbered 
sequentially and labelled with the 
number and the contents. 

• Location Control Cards were filed by 
this number and served as a packing 
slip for all artifacts leaving for the con
servation facilities headquarters. 
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Figure III.2: Artifacts 
were placed in indi
vidual bags and tem
porarily stored while 
waiting shipment to 
the Parks Canada con
servation facility in 
Ottawa. (Photo: 
D. Page, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2391T). 

FIELD CONSERVATION 
(FIRST A I D ) 

Cleaning 

In keeping with a policy of minimal inter
vention, mechanical and chemical cleaning 
was avoided. In general, most artifacts 
underwent a preliminary cleaning using 
hydraulics (water hoses, squeeze bottles) 
and limited removal of silt. The exceptions 

to this were the large wooden remains and 
the objects to be desalinated. 

By washing down large wooden artifacts 
such as barrel staves, billets, ship's fittings, 
etc. with a 1 to 2 per cent solution of non-
ionic detergent, sulphide odours and germs 
provoking skin irritations were greatly 
reduced. Besides the health benefits, artifact 
researchers found that this procedure 
greatly facilitated study, as wood types and 
markings were much clearer (Fig. III.3). 

Figure III.3: A large 
wooden artifact being 
cleaned prior to cata
loguing and tempo
rary storage. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2171T). 
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Whalebones, ceramics and glass were 
washed, desalinated and dried. Whalebone 
was washed in either salt water or fresh 
water. If using salt water, it was then soaked 
in fresh water for approximately one to two 
weeks. All other cleaning was with fresh 
water. 

blies were dispersed, making card correla
tion and unpacking more complicated. 
Alternatively, some complete cask assem
blies were packaged as single bundles. All 
bundles were placed in a polybag and dou
ble-sealed at each end. The bundle numbers 
were added to the location control card file. 

Storage 

Following completion of the inventory 
recording, artifact labelling and packaging, 
all artifacts were put into wet storage. Stor
age containers included plastic food con
tainers for small delicate items and a variety 
of vinyl-lined, wooden tank sizes for over
size artifacts. Polyurethane foam encapsula
tions were also frequently used. Choice of 
storage container depended on material 
type, size, fragility and quantities of related 
items. Each separate container was assigned 
a container number that was entered into 
the location control card file for easy refer
ence. 

Barrel Hoops 

Gauze bandage was wound around an 
entire hoop and tied in place. The hoop was 
sealed, along with a small quantity of sphag
num moss, between two sheets of micro-
foam that were put into a sealed polybag 
and marked with the bundle number. 

Timber Pieces 

Large crates, made from plywood and two-
by-fours, were built and lined with polyeth
ylene sheeting and styrofoam. The timbers 
were wrapped in cotton flannel, soaked with 
fresh water and placed in the crate. The crate 
was sealed and strapped and given a bundle 
number. 

ARTIFACT SHIPPING 

Most artifacts, including small craft parts 
and selected ship's timbers were shipped in 
wooden crates over a distance of 3,300 km to 
conservation facilities at the end of each 
field season. Sphagnum moss or large pieces 
of cotton flannel, well soaked in fresh water, 
were used for the cushioning of artifacts and 
for maintaining moisture in sealed contain
ers. 

Large-Scale Encapsulations 

Individual pieces such as the capstan and 
the pump tube, were encapsulated inside 
crates, using expanding polyurethane foam. 
The artifacts to be encapsulated were 
wrapped in flannel, well-soaked and 
wrapped in polyethylene sheeting. The last 
pieces of polyurethane foam were added 
and the lid screwed on and given a bundle 
number. 

Packing Procedure 

Small Artifacts 

Large plastic food containers, waterproof 
and easily sealed, were used for packing 
small finds. Several artifacts could usually 
be packed into a container that was clearly 
marked with its "bundle number". The 
Location Control Card for every artifact in 
the container was marked with the bundle 
number and date of packing. 

Barrel Staves 

Barrel staves were packed in two ways. 
Staves similar in length and curvature were 
packed in small-cell bubble wrap and 
soaked sphagnum moss. The disadvantage 
of this method was that whole cask assem-

ARTIFACT REBURIAL 

Artifact reburial was a method of artifact 
preservation. Selected artifacts were rebur-
ied on the sea floor within excavated pits. 
The objective was to create a sealed and 
anaerobic reburial environment similar to 
the artifact's pre-excavated context. The 
reburial process followed the artifact inven
tory and field research requirements, includ
ing complete recording. The process 
included artifact selection, packaging, and 
reburial. Clearly, the most important step of 
this process was selection. 

Artifacts selected for reburial were primarily 
from two classes: barrel staves/hoops and 
coarse earthenware roofing tiles, both of 
which represented repetitive artifacts num
bering in the thousands. To fully conserve 
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these artifacts would have been extremely 
expensive and unnecessary given the anaer
obic conditions recreated in the bottom sedi
ments of Red Bay harbour. Prior to reburial 
all barrel staves were carefully examined by 
a trained researcher. Those staves consid
ered unique or best representing a cask 
assemblage were shipped to the conserva
tion facility to be conserved and maintained 
in permanent storage, while the remainder 
were reburied. 

Coarse earthenware roofing tile fragments 
were the equivalent of brick fragments on a 
land site. These fragments, numbering in the 

thousands, originated from the roofs of 
onshore structures built by the Basques for 
processing whales. Most were indiscernible 
bits of coarse earthenware. Only complete 
tiles or tiles with markings were retained for 
additional research. 

All artifacts slated for reburial were pack
aged in poly-tubing bags, numbered and 
systematically reburied enabling future 
retrieval of a specific bag. Once positioned 
within the reburial pit, the bags were cov
ered with polyethylene sheeting and sealed 
in underwater pits with tons of loose sand 
and/or sand bags. 

NOTES 

168 Victoria Jenssen, "Procedures for Marine Site Field 
Conservation: Red Bay." Manuscript on file, 

Underwater Archaeology Service, Parks Canada, 
Ottawa, 1983. 
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IV WOOD IDENTIFICATIONS OF 

SELECTED 24M TIMBERS 

Peter}.A. Waddell 

Table IV.l shows a compilation of wood 
identification done on selected timbers from 
the 24M site.169 Analysis of wood types rela
tive to wood properties and structural func
tion may be found in various sections of 
Chapters 14 and 15 dealing with structural 
analysis. The provenience of the selected 
timbers are given in Table IV.l and refers to 
the sub-operation in which the timber, 
whether loose or from the integral hull, was 
tagged. Any given timber could pass 
through many sub-operations as, for exam
ple, the keel which extended through seven 
sub-operations. 

The table represents only a portion of the 
wood identifications done on the Red Bay 
sites. This listing is for wood that can defi
nitely be associated with the 24M wreck site 
and for which the function is known or 

almost certainly known. Wood identification 
for three closely associated small craft are 
not included. In a few cases the provenience 
and /or context suggests that the timber was 
originally associated with the upper works 
of the vessel. 

A number of wood identifications were 
done on totally unidentified timbers and 
timber fragments. As well, many identifica
tions were done, for example, on the escoper-
adas associated with the albaolas and other 
small cut timbers that were directly or 
loosely associated with specific timbers or 
with the hull. Almost all of these were white 
oak (Quercus sp.). Finally, wood identifica
tion was done on fastenings used on the hull 
showing that white oak (Quercus sp.) was 
used for the treenails on virtually all of the 
hull. 

Description 

Portion of spar 

Foremast step 

Stempost 

Rudder 

Stem 

Common Name 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

Scientific Name 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Provenience 

24M04K10-1 

24M26Q14-1 

24M06M22-1 

24M06L32-1 

24M26N15-t 

TT 

40 

7 

33 

423 

22 

Table IV.l: Wood identifications of selected timbers from the 24M site. 
Question mark (?) denotes reasonable but not definitive evidence to believe the timber is of a particular type or origin. 
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Description 

Transom beam 

Heel 

Keel 

Keelson 

Mast step buttress 

Mast step buttress 

Y-shaped stern crutch 

Bowsprit 

Floor timber 

Floor timber 

Floor timber 

Floor timber 

Floor timber 

First futtock 

First futtock 

First futtock 

Sternpost knee 

Hanging knee 

Stern lodging knee 

Hanging channel assembly knee 

Standing knee 

Chess tree 

Postario 

Starboard fore channel 

Port fore channel 

Escoperada 

Escoperada 

Albaola 

Albaola 

Limber board 

Limber board 

Limber board 

Limber board 

Ceiling plank 

Ceiling plank 

Ceiling plank 

Ceiling plank 

Ceiling plank (?) 

Hull plank 

Hull plank 

Hull plank 

Hull plank 

Interior plank fragment (?) 

Common Name 

white oak 

white oak 

beech 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

birch 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

white oak 

Scientific Name 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Fagus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Betula sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Provenience 

24M24Q11-1 

24M08L31-1 

24M08L33-1 

24M14M41-1 

24M16M26-1 

24M16N33-1 

24M08M26-1 

24M28N9-1 

24M22M11-1 

24M18M38-1 

24M14M42-1 

24M16M26-2 

24M20M15-1 

24M16N32-1 

24M14N32-1 

24M14L9-1 

24M08M25-1 

24M12J6-1 

24M06N39-1 

24M26P10-1 

24M18P24-1 

24M22P9-1 

24M24Q9-1 

24M24P7-1 

24M26M11-1 

24M18L3-110 

24M18L3-111 

24M18P23-1 

24M08L14-1 

24M12M27-1 

24M14M43-1 

24M18M40-1 

24M18M43-1 

24M18M41-1 

24M18M42-1 

24M12M35-1 

24M06L33-1 

24M18L12-1 

24M08L32-1 

24M18Q6-1 

24M22N12-1 

24M24M11-1 

24M14L10-1 

TT 

227 

1010 

1532 

20 

2151 

2155 

1084 

1719 

1943 

17 

2224 

2218 

2079 

46 

44 

N / A 

1101 

2492 

661 

2772 

228 

2760 

1495 

1406 

1590 

N / A 

N / A 

415 

N / A 

126 

527 

1910 

137 

47 

50 

21 

421 

2480 

1242 

N / A 

2540 

2747 

N / A 

Table IV.l: Wood identifications of selected timbers from the 24M site. 
Question mark (?) denotes reasonable but not definitive evidence to believe the timber is of a particular type or origin. 
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Description 

Plank fragment (upper works?) 

Plank fragment (upper works?) 

Plank fragment (upper works?) 

Plank fragment (upper works?) 

Wale 

Deck beam 

Deck beam (upper works?) 

Deck beam frag, (upper works?) 

Beam (?) 

Beam (?) 

Beam, upperworks(?) 

Beam, upper works(?) 

Structural fragment 

Wale (?) 

Common Name 

maritime pine 

maritime pine 

spruce or larch 

birch 

white oak 

white oak 

birch 

birch 

fir 

birch 

white pine 

spruce 

white oak 

birch 

Scientific Name 

Pinus Marítima 

Pinus Marítima 

Picea or Larix sp. 

Betula sp. 

Queráis sp. 

Queráis sp. 

Betula sp. 

Betula sp. 

Abies sp. 

Betula sp. 

Pinus Strobus L. 

Picea sp. 

Quercus sp. 

Betula sp. 

Provenience 

24M28P10-1 

24M28P10-2 

24M12R12-4 

24M24Q8-1 

24M18R11-1 

24M26N14-1 

24M24Q7-1 

24M32P2-1 

24M12Q12-1 

24M12Q13-1 

24M14R11-1 

24M20Q14-1 

24M22M3-13 

24M24Q10-1 

TT 

2769 

2770 

N / A 

1479 

1804 

1550 

1489 

2604 

2105 

2163 

1806 

2037 

N / A 

2132 

Table IV. 1: Wood identifications of selected timbers from the 24M site. 
Question mark (?) denotes reasonable but not definitive evidence to believe the timber is of a particular type or origin. 

NOTES 

169 Gratitude is expressed to Louis Laflèche of the 
Analytical Services of Parks Canada Agency's 
Ontario Service Centre for the wood identifications. 
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V A SYNTHESIS OF 

DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL 

STUDIES 

Daniel LaRoche 

One of the goals that developed as a result of 
the Red Bay excavations was to date and 
identify the Red Bay wrecks, and particu
larly the 24M vessel. However, researchers 
reflecting on this matter were always con
fronted with the problem of the very broad 
time frames provided by the usual dating 
methods, which use typologies of shipboard 
artifacts and other archaeological material, 
as well as the structural characteristics of a 
vessel's hull. While all indicators supported 
the idea that the 24M ship belonged to the 
16th century, more accurate techniques were 
needed to date the vessel's wrecking to a 
specific decade or, ideally, a specific year. 

By the 1980s, dendrochronology had been 
used successfully in the archaeology of his
toric shipwrecks to achieve precise dating, 
especially in the Baltic region, and this 
offered promise with respect to the 24M site. 
If dendrochronlogy was to be useful in dat
ing the 24M vessel, two conditions would 
have to be met. First, the samples recovered 
would have to be of sufficiently good qual
ity and compatibility that a relative chronol
ogy could be produced (i.e. showing 
internal dendrochronological correlations). 
Secondly, this relative chronology would 
have to be compatible with one or more of 
the recognized master chronologies of west

ern Europe, so that it could be converted 
into an absolute chronology. 

There were two approaches for pursuing a 
project of this nature in connection with the 
24M wreck. The first consisted in determin
ing the date of the hull's construction by 
means of identifying the year in which its 
timbers were cut. Considering that the 
Basques tended to use partially green timber 
to build their vessels, it was hypothesized 
that this date would be the year of the hull's 
assembly to within a few months. The sec
ond approach consisted in identifying the 
precise year in which the ship was lost, 
using local wood found aboard in the form 
of logs that apparently had been felled the 
very year of the shipwreck. Various ele
ments suggest that the 24M vessel may have 
been on its maiden voyage. Thus, in the 
event that both approaches produced suc
cessful results, the dates provided were 
bound to fall with a year or two of one 
another. On the other hand, if only one of 
these two approaches was successful, it 
could still provide a basis for identifying the 
missing date to within a year or two. 

Initial sampling tests of the ship's timbers 
were conducted in 1983 by Thomas Oertling 
of the Institute of Nautical Archaeology 
(INA), and the first study was completed in 
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1984 by experts at Forintek Canada. These 
attempts did not produce the anticipated 
results and even failed to establish a satisfac
tory relative chronology. No compatibility 
could be found between the growth rings of 
selected structural components of the same 
hull. This early failure appears to be partly 
the result of having taken samples only from 
framing timbers, which were made with 
curved or twisted-grained wood, rather 
than from pieces of planking, which were 
made with straight-grained wood. In addi
tion, these first attempts did not succeed in 
finding any match between the Red Bay 
samples and known chronologies in Europe. 
Consequently, it was decided to launch a 
research program with the goal of collecting 
reference samples in the Basque country 
itself. An initial sampling campaign was 
conducted by a Forintek researcher in the 
Basque country with a view to creating a 
regional chronology. A second, subsequent 
sampling campaign was led by Frédéric 
Guibal, a researcher at the University of 
Franche-Comté in Besançon, France. 

In 1984, research into the growth rings of 
locally felled logs, used to secure and stabi
lize the cargo as it was stowed in the ship's 
hold, was entrusted to the Centre d'études 
nordiques of Laval University (Québec 
City), whose researchers have expertise in 
indigenous wood types. 

However, since none of the above-men
tioned projects produced the anticipated 
results as far as absolute dating was con
cerned, one last effort was made to establish 
a chronological framework for the 24M ship, 
this time using cask staves. It was clear from 
the outset that the shipwreck could be dated 
with only relative accuracy on the basis of 
these samples, but they nevertheless held 
out the possibility of identifying a period of 
use shortly prior to the year of the vessel's 
wrecking. 

In the present section, we will provide not 
only a synthesis of all the reports filed to 
date in the wake of these dendrochronologi-
cal studies but also a critical analysis of all 
the information compiled during the vari
ous projects. 

SUMMARY OF 
DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL 
STUDIES 

Dating of Ships' Timbers 

The analysis was initially intended to cover 
44 samples of oak wood, including 35 from 
the 24M site, two from 27M, and five from 
28M.170 

The first phase in the research was com
pleted with a computerized densitometer, 
which was used to convert x-ray images of 
the samples into numerical data. Two types 
of data were analysed in this manner, 
namely, ring width and ring density. In 
addition, growth variations due to the age or 
vigour of a given individual were elimi
nated using a 13-year digital-filter index 
program. Other filtering parameters were 
applied so as to obtain standardized data 
that would be of use in building floating 
chronologies and performing cross-dating. 
The next phase involved comparing the 
floating chronologies with European calen
dar-dated master chronologies and, more 
specifically, calendar-dated chronologies for 
regions in the vicinity of the Basque country. 

Analysis first concentrated on 24 oak sam
ples, but the data generated was destroyed 
following the malfunction of a computer 
system. The second attempt covered only 11 
of the best samples submitted. Of these 11, 
five oak samples taken from the same floor 
timber on the 24M wreck served to establish 
an average chronology spanning 108 years. 
Similarly, four oak samples taken from a 
spar fragment found on the port side of the 
vessel produced an average chronology of 
55 years. A third average chronology of 175 
years was established using two samples 
taken from a crutch. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to cross-
date these three chronologies representing 
three different trees. In addition, a compari
son of these chronologies with European 
master chronologies failed to produce any 
positive findings. In the end, the failure to 
link the samples to European master chro
nologies was ascribed to a particularity of 
the climate of the Spanish Basque country. 

In 1992, a new sampling campaign was con
ducted on timbers reburied on the sea bed 
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following the end of the field work. The 
objective was to retrieve samples of hull 
planks, which had not been obtained during 
the first sampling exercise. Although the 
hull planks did not comprise sapwood, their 
growth rings were nevertheless more regu
lar than those of the framing timbers, since 
the planking came from straight trees. The 
hull planks could thus potentially help to 
substantiate the existing internal chronolo
gies. For the most part, the 1992 sampling 
campaign involved timbers from the 24M 
wreck, but also included some specimens 
taken from 27M and 29M. In all, 47 samples 
of deciduous oak, taken from hull and ceil
ing planking as well as from floor timbers, 
futtocks and other structural components, 
were sent to France for analysis. 

In October 1993, a preliminary progress 
report presented the results of an analysis of 
20 sections having between 99 and 156 
growth rings each. These results showed 
that synchronizing the samples was compli
cated by the fact that the structural timbers 
used in the survey had been taken at vary
ing locations along the radii of their respec
tive trees. Some had a sapwood layer while 
others did not. Although the number of 
rings was satisfactory, there was very little 
overlapping among the samples. 

Four of the 20 sections analyzed were used 
to build an average chronology, which was 
supplemented by a fifth section retrieved 
during the first sampling campaign in 1984. 
The result was a 152-year-long chronology. 

The data then underwent statistical tests 
designed to compare average chronologies 
with regional dated chronologies as well as 
with those of a more local nature. The Red 
Bay chronologies were thus compared with 
valid data covering a very broad geographi
cal area (Trier and Munich in Germany, Neu-
châtel in Switzerland, and the Meuse Valley 
in France) and, subsequently, with other 
data from areas geographically closer to the 
Basque country (Brittany, the Loire Valley, 
Burgundy, Franche-Comté, all in France). 
Finally, they were compared to local chro
nologies, which in most cases represented 
sites in western France. Although there were 
some visual similarities, none of the tests 
found any matching positions. 

pies from the architectural components of 
the shipwrecks. Thirty-five of the 47 ship 
timber samples sent in 1992 were analyzed. 
Of this number, 11 synchronous samples 
(that is, six more than in the progress report) 
were used to produce an average chronol
ogy. However, this chronology did not cover 
more than the 152 years obtained by the pre
vious study. 

An additional attempt was made at cross-
dating this average chronology with master 
chronologies, but it proved impossible to 
obtain more satisfactory conclusions than 
previously. Finally, cross-dating was 
attempted in connection with two European 
shipwrecks whose average floating chronol
ogies had already been determined. No sig
nificant correlation could be obtained with 
the data from these wrecks, which are con
sidered to be older (1420-1435, Aber Wrac'h 
1 wreck, Finistère-Nord department in Britt
any, France; 1479 terminus post quern, Cava-
laire wreck, Var department in Provence, 
France). 

Dating of Local Billets Found on 
the Wrecks 

In the project intended to date local billets 
found aboard the 24M and 29M vessels, 
samples were not identified by means of 
microscopic examination but instead under
went the superficial examination used to 
distinguish hardwood from softwood.171 In 
all likelihood, most of the samples were 
taken from balsam fir, with the exception of 
two samples of white birch. It should be 
pointed out that among the 50 samples gath
ered, only a few specimens lent themselves 
to cross-dating. Thus, only seven samples 
were used to establish an average chronol
ogy for the 24M wreck, while two of the four 
samples taken from the 29M wreck were 
used to establish an average chronology for 
that shipwreck. A comparison of these chro
nologies revealed a 13-year interval between 
the felling dates of the logs uncovered on 
both vessels, that is, the logs found on the 
29M site appear to have been cut 13 years 
after those found on 24M site. The floating 
chronology established on the basis of the 
billets retrieved from both shipwrecks cov
ered 220 years. 

In 1995, a more comprehensive report was 
produced, dealing with the analysis of sam-

A comparison of the chronologies based on 
the billet samples taken from the two ships 
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also provides evidence of a marked drop in 
tree growth during the final 20 to 30 years 
represented on the chronologies. This find
ing would appear to reflect a reaction to the 
marked deterioration of climatic conditions. 

balsam fir, four of white spruce, nine of 
black spruce, and five of tamarack. Some 
specimens were dead while others were liv
ing. For the purposes of the analysis, only 
trees over 200 years in age were considered. 

The individual and average floating chro
nologies obtained for the billets from each 
vessel were then compared with three estab
lished dated chronologies for the Hudson 
Bay area and the Gaspé Peninsula, these 
being the only ones that coincide with the 
period of the Basque presence in Labrador. 
In the report, the results of this comparison 
were presented for the purposes of general 
information only. It was thus tentatively and 
with considerable qualification that the Cen
tre d'études nordiques report dated the fell
ing of the logs found on the 24M vessel to 
1568 and the felling of those found on 29M 
to 1581. The position of the 1568 growth ring 
offers the best match-up with the chronol
ogy produced for the Sainte-Anne River 
region (Gaspé Peninsula). According to the 
researchers involved in the study, some pre
caution is in order when making compari
sons with this chronology, since the values 
presented for the Sainte-Anne River area are 
not raw values, but index values obtained 
from mathematically transformed data. The 
other comparisons have proven to be 
unfruitful, given the very great geographical 
distance separating the growth sites from 
one another. 

Although dates were put forward in this 
report, it was recommended that new 
research concentrate on establishing abso
lute dates. The only possibility of obtaining 
absolute dates for the Red Bay vessels 
appeared to lie in linking the wood samples 
to a chronology based on a living tree that 
dated from the period under study. Accord
ingly, samples would have to be taken from 
living trees believed to have started to grow 
during the period of the Basque presence. 

Thus, in 1990, a new series of samples was 
taken, this time from living trees in the 
vicinity of Red Bay, with the objective of 
establishing a direct link with the shipwreck 
specimens and, consequently, of producing 
an absolute chronology. 

Twenty-three samples in all were selected 
for examination, including five samples of 

Ultimately, this process only enabled 
researchers to go back as far as 243 years in 
the case of balsam fir, 277 in the case of 
white spruce, 388 for black spruce, and 300 
for tamarack. According to the Laval Uni
versity researchers, the chronology would 
have had to extend over a minimum of 450 
years in order for it to be useful for cross-
dating with 16th-century wood. The absence 
of trees of sufficient age in the vicinity of 
Red Bay appears to be the result of both the 
repeated cutting of the forest cover by local 
inhabitants and the short lifespan of balsam 
fir, the present-day species most directly 
associated with the archaeological speci
mens. The relative lack of compatibility 
between species also appears to have consti
tuted an obstacle to effective cross-dating. 

The Construction of a Master 
Chronology in the Basque Country 

The sampling campaign undertaken in the 
Basque country in 1990 entailed taking 104 
oak samples from 14 different buildings, 
that is, six farm houses, one grain shed, one 
barn, two towers and four churches.172 In 
addition, 56 core samples were taken from 
living trees so as to identify if possible, any 
sort of climatic particularity specific to the 
Spanish Basque country. These samples 
were not immediately analyzed. In 1991, the 
sampling campaign continued and was sup
plemented by 132 new samples from build
ings dating to approximately the 16th 
century and from living trees likely to pro
vide regional climatic characteristics. 
Researchers were thus able to submit a total 
of 292 samples for analysis. 

The research performed following the 1990 
and 1991 sampling campaigns failed to pro
duce any conclusive results. On the basis of 
the 22 building samples, it was not possible 
to draw up more than nine average chronol
ogies. Chronology length varied from 32 to 
239 years. In addition, no intersite correla
tions could be established. 
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Dating of 24M Cask Staves 

In view of the difficulties encountered in all 
of the dendrochronological studies des
cribed thus far, the decision was made to 
undertake one last attempt at dating, this 
time using cask staves.'73 The staves were 
found inside the 24M ship and offered a cer
tain potential for a study of this kind. 
According to some estimates, more than 50 
staves contained over 80 growth rings each. 
In 1994, five staves with between 120 and 
130 visible rings were shipped to the Uni
versity of Franche-Comté in Besançon, 
France, where dendrochronological re
searcher Frédéric Guibal attempted to cross-
reference them with available dated chro
nologies. 

The average chronologies for four of the 
selected staves were successfully cross-
dated and integrated into a chronology cov
ering 145 years. An attempt was made to 
cross-date the average chronology of the 
staves with other, dated chronologies for the 
purpose of obtaining an absolute date for 
the staves. The mathematical or graphical 
models indicated that the two sets of data 
showed similarities for the period extending 
from 1382 to 1529, and the trees making up 
the average chronology are presumed to 
have been growing in this period. This cor
respondence was observable not only in sta
tistical tests but also in the visual 
comparison of the stave chronologies with 
six dated chronologies. The values recorded 
during this analysis were compared with 
those of the chronologies obtained for Fon-
tevrault, the Loire region, the Loire Valley 
and Brittany (all in France). On the basis of 
this comparison, it was possible to identify a 
well-defined geographical area in western 
France that apparently was the source of the 
oak wood that was sawn into the cask staves 
uncovered on the 24M wreck. 

The next step consisted in attempting to 
determine the year in which these oaks were 
felled and to establish a link between the 
above-mentioned dates and the period dur
ing which the 24M casks were used. 

ber of sapwood layer rings that would 
normally have been present, estimated on 
the basis of 219 samples from living trees, 
was determined to represent 20 +/- 7 years. 
However, this average proved to be unus
able, since the anatomical characteristics of 
the cask staves under study indicated that 
some heartwood growth rings were missing 
as well. Notwithstanding such limitations, 
these samples nevertheless proved useful 
for generating a certain range of values. In 
particular, it could be shown that the great
est difference between the felling dates of 
the trees used to make the four above-men
tioned staves was no more than 16 years. In 
addition, the cumulative thickness of 
growth rings did not exceed 19 mm. On the 
basis of this combination of factors, it was 
inferred that the cask wood was likely to 
have been cut out from a tree close to the 
area of contact between the heartwood and 
the sapwood. 

Researcher Guibal went on to calculate the 
terminal age of the stave wood with greater 
precision by adding an average number of 
sapwood layer rings based on the figure of 
20 +/- 14 growth rings. He thereby estab
lished that the oak trees employed to manu
facture the staves would have been felled 
over a period extending from 1535 to 1563.174 

Finally, the cross-dating of staves with the 
chronology of the 24M vessel's architectural 
components was attempted, but without 
success. This exercise nevertheless provided 
indications that the geographical origin of 
the oak wood used for the ship's timbers 
was different from that of the oak wood 
employed for the staves. 

These results are valuable and promising in 
terms of experimentation, and they may 
serve as relative indicators. Nevertheless, 
two factors suggest that they should be used 
with some caution: first, the number of sam
ples was extremely limited and, secondly, 
the hypothesis concerning the percentage of 
sapwood growth rings generally removed in 
making staves has not yet been confirmed 
by archaeological data. 

The growth rings of the sapwood layer were 
systematically removed during the manu
facture of staves because of the nature of the 
wood and the requirements of cask making 
(for example, sapwood is vulnerable to bac
terial and fungal agents). The average num-

C O N C L U S I O N 

An examination of various other instances 
of attempts to date ships through dendro
chronology suggests that the wood used to 
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build individual vessels could have different 
geographic origins.175 This hypothesis may 
explain why researchers have occasionally 
experienced difficulty cross-dating samples 
taken from the same ship. In the case of the 
Red Bay samples, cross-dating problems 
proved to be the main obstacle confronting 
the researchers. 

In the first study of timbers from the 24M 
ship, the very limited number of samples 
ultimately used to establish chronologies 
(derived from three different timbers) may 
have handicapped the analysis from the 
start. However, given the heterogeneous 
chronologies that resulted, it is quite possi
ble that this wood came from a variety of 
geographic sources, although historical doc
uments indicate that the Basques did not 
lack local sources of supply during the 
period in question. It is also conceivable that 
variations occurred in terms of the growth of 
trees belonging to the same species and per
haps even across the same geographic area. 

An interesting possibility was raised by the 
team of Laval University researchers who 
not only studied the billets used in stowing 
the ship's cargo, but conducted a compara
tive examination of various research reports. 
In their own analysis, they deliberately 
chose not to use reaction wood, that is, the 
type of wood that forms once a tree has 
begun to lean in a given direction. In light of 
this decision, the question naturally arises as 
to whether some of the ship's timbers exam
ined during the first study were not in fact 
reaction wood. This possibility meshes with 
a comment made by the initial research team 
to the effect that several of the timbers ana
lyzed had a twisted-grain orientation.176 

Their report concludes that although this 
feature was useful to shipwrights, it never
theless lends itself poorly to the require
ments of dendrochronology. It appears that, 
in the Basque country, shipwrights were 
supplied with trees that in all probability 
grew on mountainsides.177 If this was the 
case, the wood used could have come from 
trees that, although of the same species, 
showed different growth patterns depend
ing on the direction faced by the mountain
side or valley on which they stood, or 
according to the distance of the trees from 
the coast. The growth patterns of these trees 
might well be incompatible with those of 
other trees growing in neighbouring forests. 

Finally, considering that cross-dating using 
samples from historic buildings in the 
Basque country failed to produce agree
ment, there may be some proof that tree 
growth is influenced by microclimates. 

Another series of obstacles emerged when a 
comparison with the dated chronologies of 
local wood was attempted. Part of the prob
lem stemmed from the fact that these chro
nologies were established using samples 
from growth sites that lay at some distance 
from the Red Bay archaeological site. This 
failure was also most probably linked to the 
disparity between the species sampled and 
those on which the master chronologies 
were based (black spruce, white spruce, 
Eastern white cedar). In addition, the con
siderable distance between the archaeologi
cal site and the reference sites located in the 
Hudson Bay area or in the Gaspé Peninsula 
may have been a negative factor.178 Finally, a 
sampling campaign of groves in the Red Bay 
sector has demonstrated the difficulty of 
locating trees over 250 years old for the 
reference species and over 380 years for 
other coniferous species. One of the most 
interesting points of this survey remains the 
cross-dating of billets found on the 24M ship 
with those uncovered on 29M. Based on the 
dating interval, it can be safely asserted that 
the 29M vessel was wrecked 13 years after 
the 24M ship sank. 

There would appear to be a certain agree
ment among the growth rings appearing on 
11 specimens from among a batch of 35 ship 
timbers that were analyzed. On account of 
this agreement, the timbers could possibly 
have originated in common geographical 
areas. However, their growth rings could 
not be matched with European master chro
nologies. Researchers could not correlate the 
chronologies constituted for various old 
buildings either with one another or with 
other European chronologies. On the basis 
of these tests, we may envisage that a master 
chronology for oak wood from the Spanish 
Basque country simply cannot be defined. 
There are many reasons why this could be 
so, including imprecise historical data as to 
the age of buildings and particular geophys
ical and bioclimatic conditions. Since accu
rate dating requires a match with a master 
chronology, it was therefore not possible to 
pursue efforts to date the 24M ship any fur
ther. 
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The cask stave study nevertheless holds out 
a glimmer of hope. Although the sample 
base consisted of only five specimens, it nev
ertheless produced highly significant 
results. Thus, four samples were cross-dated 
with one another, as well as with dated 
European chronologies. Thanks to this 
achievement, it was possible to link casks 
used in the period of the 24M ship with 

chronologies that covered the first decades 
of the Basque presence in Red Bay. The dat
ing for the casks does not go beyond 1565, 
the year the San Juan ran aground. The con
clusion of this research, whose methodology 
remains to be corroborated by other tests, 
does not contradict the hypothesis of 1565 as 
the year in which the 24M ship was lost. 
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VI RIGGING COMPONENTS FROM THE 

HARBOUR SURVEY AND 24M 

GENERAL PROVENIENCE 

Charles S. Bradley 

Figure VI.1: Heart 
block fragment 
recovered from Red 
Bay harbour 
(24M900X19-1). Note 
the square shallow 
side-score indicative 
of use with a metal 
strap. (Photos: 
R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA-11182B, 
RA-11183B). 

Seven rigging-related artifacts were recov
ered from the survey of Red Bay harbour 
and nine other artifacts were assigned a 24M 
general provenience. Seven of these pieces 
were rope fragments ranging from twine 
and hawser-laid pieces to indistinguishable 
masses of hemp. Fittings represented 
included a heart block fragment, a long 
tackle block fragment, a block sheave and 
block sheave fragment, a parrel truck frag
ment and a three-hole dead-eye. 

Heart Block Fragment 

The heart block fragment is very heavily 
weathered with none of the original surface 
remaining (Fig. VI.1). Approximately one 
quarter of the artifact is represented consist
ing of the balance of one arm and a portion 
of the crown. The shallow, flat side scoring is 
still distinct indicating that the outer edge 
was worked to accommodate an iron strap. 
Although direct association with the 24M 
wreck would be difficult due to advanced 
deterioration of the fitting, the small size of 
the heart as well as the provision for an iron 
strap suggest that the example was probably 
employed on the chains and, as such is con
temporary with the 24M wreck. 

Long Tackle Block Shell Fragment 

The heavily weathered fragment is the 
upper portion of a style of long tackle block 
shell, characterized by the squared end and 
roved stop hole (Fig. VI.2). The entire top 
section survived. This style of block is well 
represented in the 24M archaeological col
lection, suggesting, at least, a temporal asso
ciation. 
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Figure VI.2: Upper 
portion of a long 
tackle block shell 
recovered within the 
harbour 
(24M900X93-1). Note 
the squared finish to 
the top, similar to a 
style recovered from 
the 24M vessel. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA-14641B). 

Circular Three-Hole Deadeye 

The 1980 harbour survey yielded a 6!4 inch 
circular three-hole dead-eye measuring 
14.34 cm in diameter (Fig. VI.3). Fashioned 
from oak, the specimen consists of two con
vex faces separated by a wide, deep semi
circular side score, indicating that it had 
been used with a rope (or wire) shroud. 
Three circular cavities were roved through 
the face with the tail scoring oriented 
towards the top. One hole, serving as the 
knot hole or stopper hole, was left 
unworked on one face in order to prevent 
the end knot of the lanyard from slipping. 
The lower-most lanyard hole contains a long 
score that extends almost the entire length of 
each face. 

The presence of the unscored knot hole, cou
pled with the type of side score, indicates 
that this dead-eye was used on the top or 
shroud end of an assemblage. In setting up 
or reeving the lanyard, the standard practice 
was to begin on the inboard left hole of the 
upper dead-eye. The lanyard was then 
passed through the rove until the knot, cast 
on the lanyard's end, was stopped against 
the unscored face. The lanyard was then 
reeved through the consecutive holes in suc
cession.179 The style of the dead-eye dates 
the specimen to a period considerably later 
than the 24M wreck. 

Block Sheaves 

The block sheave and the fragment of 
sheave involved different manufacturing 
processes that may represent different eras 
(Fig. VI.4). The more complete example 
(24M900X81-1) has a radial graining pattern 
indicative of a sectional piece of wood 
selected for manufacture. The sheave may 
be intrusive as the characteristic implies a 
later technology. The sheave fragment 
(24M900X23-1), displays a linear grain pat
tern that may be more indicative of the ear
lier, 16th-century, era. 

Figure VI.3: Oak 6 'Á 
inch three-hole 
deadeye recovered 
during the 1980 Red 
Bay harbour survey 
(24M902X20-1). 
(Photos: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; RA-
18984B). 
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Figure VI.4: Sheave 
fragments recovered 
from the harbour 
indicative of the 
different methods of 
sheave manufacture: a 
sheave fragment 
(24M900X23-1) 
displaying a linear 
grain pattern thought 
to represent a period 
contemporary to the 
24M vessel (left); the 
second sheave 
fragment (24M900X81-
1) illustrates a radial 
grain pattern, 
probably more 
indicative of later 
manufacture (right). 
(Photos: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; RA-
11186B, RA-13796B). 

Figure VI.5: Parrel 
truck fragment 
assigned a general 
provenience 
(24M900X83-1). 
Subsequent analysis 
revealed that the 
portion mends with a 
second fragment 
(24M8Q12-1) 
recovered beneath the 
hull of the 24M vessel. 
(Photos: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; RA-
13792B, RA-13795B). 
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Parrel Truck 

The parrel truck fragment assigned a gen
eral provenience (24M900X83-1) consists of 

179 J.M. Kochiss, The Deadeye: Hozo It Was Made in 
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, and Some Notes on its History 
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and Rigging (Mystic, Conn.: Marine Historical 
Association, 1970), pp. 30-34. 

a lateral half of the object (Fig. VI.5). This 
piece mends with parrel truck fragment 
24M8Q12-1 found under the articulated hull 
of the 24M site. 



Vil RIGGING COMPONENTS FROM THE 

27M SITE 

Charles S. Bradley 

Figure VII.1: A heavily 
weathered sheave 
(27M1B1-4) from the 
27M wreck discovered 
in Red Bay harbour. 
Note the sectional 
utilization of the wood 
in the manufacture of 
the sheave, suggesting 
fabrication after the 
16th century. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA-14584B). 

Two sheave fragments, a portion of one 
heart block, four hawser-laid rope fragments 
and one wicker ring fragment were recov
ered as a result of the preliminary investiga
tion of the 27M site in Red Bay harbour. 

Running Blocks 

The first sheave fragment, deformed 
through weathering, had an oblong or ellip
tical shape (Fig. VII.1). Only a small section 
of the rope track was intact. The grain orien
tation of the sheave indicates that a sectional 
portion of the entire branch or tree was used 
and not the tangential selection associated 
with the earlier 16th-century Basque tech
nology. This sheave may be from a later con
text. The second sheave fragment, consisting 
of approximately one half of the object, was 
of a small diameter with evidence indicating 
that it had fractured (Fig. VII.2). 

Standing Blocks 

A small heart block fragment, representing 
approximately one lateral half of the fitting, 
was identified. (Fig. VII.3). The surviving 
edge was scored to accommodate a rope. 
The heart appears smaller and slightly dif
ferent in design than those recovered from 
the 24M site. 

Rope and Cordage 

Four small-gauge hawser rope fragments 
were recovered from the 27M wreck. Similar 
attributes and close proximity suggest that 
two of the pieces represent components of 
one rope (Fig. VII.4). One piece possessed a 
contorted or twisted shape, indicating that it 
was possibly a component of cable, of which 
the remaining strands had disappeared. 
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Figure VII.2 (Far Left): 
A second sheave 
fragment from the 
wreck (27M1P8-10) 
also contained the 
radial graining 
pattern, suggesting 
later manufacture. 
Note the series a 
parallel striations on 
the faces indicating 
that the sheave was 
sawn. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; RA-
15420B). 

Figure VII.3 (Left): 
Heart block fragment 
recovered on the 27M 
site (27M8N2-1). 
Although heavily 
weathered the side 
scoring suggests use 
with a rope strop. The 
artifact's small size, 
(15.7 cm), implies an 
era contemporary to 
the 24M vessel. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA-15280B). 

Figure VII.4: Two of 
the four hawser-laid 
rope fragments 
recovered during the 
investigation of this 
wreck site. Similar size 
and attributes of these 
small-gauge examples 
suggest a possible 
association. These 
specimens are 
27M8P1-12 and 
27M8P1-13. (Photos: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA-15415B, RA-
15416B). 

Figure VII.5: The 
wicker ring fragment 
recovered from the 
27M wreck 
(27M14N2-4). (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA-15418B). 
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VIII TOOL MARK STUDY OF TIMBERS 

FROM THE 24M SITE 

Charles S. Bradley 

The tool mark study of timbers from the 
24M wreck was undertaken to tackle 
research questions that came to light during 
the excavation of the vessel.180 Initially con
ceived to determine the tools used in the 
construction of the vessel and to furnish 
insights into its sequence of construction, it 
soon became evident that the study could 
reveal much more about broader issues in 
contemporary shipbuilding technology, 
such as the identification of allied and asso
ciated service trades, the hierarchy of 
responsibility in the shipbuilding sequence, 
and the division of labour at the industrial 
level. Indeed, it was anticipated that the tool 
mark study, in conjunction with fastening 
and assemblage studies, could provide 
insights into 16th-century Basque shipbuild
ing technology, as well as supply evidence 
to confirm whether the vessel was in fact the 
documented San Juan. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

From the outset, tool marks were considered 
to be detailed archaeological evidence of 
past human activities related to shipbuild
ing. Soon eight research avenues for the 
study were identified and specific objectives 
for each avenue were put forward, as fol
lows: 

1. Identify the types of tools used in the 
construction of the vessel, specifically 
the tools used to fashion and finish the 
principal timbers and various groups of 
floors, futtocks and planking; 

2. shed light on the ship's assembly 
sequence as portrayed by differences in 
tool marks. Patterns of tool marks might 
also provide evidence to support an 
analytical grouping of timbers into 
assemblages that, in turn, might eluci
date divisions of labour within the 
Basque shipbuilding industry; 

3. identify allied and associated service 
trades. The tool marks could provide 
useful evidence in determining divi
sions of labour within the timber supply 
and shipbuilding industries. Examina
tion might reveal when and where spe
cific pieces were fashioned, as well as 
provide evidence of allied trades such as 
the caulking and rigging trades; 

4. explore material and labour exchange 
processes that occurred during the con
struction of the vessel; 

5. investigate the hierarchy of labour 
responsibility during the shipbuilding 
sequence; 
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6. explore the division of labour at the 
industrial level (i.e. timber, iron, rigging 
trades, etc.); 

7. find evidence of vessel maintenance or 
repair, such as the reworking or replac
ing of planks and timbers; and 

8. provide clues to the identity of the ves
sel. 

3. workmanship, specifically the methods 
of adapting the working technique to 
suit the particular piece of wood. The 
grain of each timber was examined in 
order to determine any possible contem
porary criterion for selection as well as 
whether a suitable choice was made. 
The category was used to record the 
means of working through irregularities 
in the grain, the dowelling of knots, and 
the checking of splits in the wood; 

METHODOLOGY 

The timber specimens examined included 
the principal timbers, the floor timbers and 
the remaining starboard portion of the hull 
up to the estimated waterline. The study 
also encompassed the first futtocks, some 
second futtocks and a small number of third 
futtocks, as well as the hull and ceiling 
planking, keelson, limber boards, filler 
planks (escoperadas) and wales. It was 
decided to concentrate research on the bet
ter-preserved starboard side (Fig. VIII.1). 
Parts of the vessel excavated before the tool 
mark study was initiated, including the 
transom stern and the second futtocks of the 
stern quarter, were not studied. 

Approximately 200 timbers were systemati
cally visually examined in the field. These 
observations were supplemented by the vast 
collection of 24M field illustrations and pho
tographs, in particular those compiled after 
the vessel's disassembly commenced in 
1981. A small number of the timbers was 
inspected by the author underwater prior to 
their disassembly. The majority of timbers, 
however, were examined on the surface at 
the Penney Island timber processing station 
following thorough cleaning for illustration 
and photography. Iconographie sources, 
contemporary treatises, translated docu
ments relating to vessel construction and 
comparable marine archaeological excava
tions were also consulted. Recorded infor
mation was organized under the following 
analytical categories: 

1. The method of manufacture of each tim
ber, including fashioning and finishing; 

2. a description of fasteners, including 
bolts, nails, treenails and their patterns 
(groupings); 

4. evidence of assembly, including dub
bing (final adzing at the point of assem
bly), plank trimming after installation 
and the reduction of futtocks to better 
seat planks; 

5. evidence of other divisions in the ship
building trades, specifically the strategy 
of vessel manufacture through the 
recording of scribe marks (whose place
ment were derived from geometric 
scales, or graminhos) on the mortised 
frames as well as on certain floors, the 
installation of various features such as 
the pump and waterways, marks indica
tive of the caulking trade and indicators 
of the rigging trade; 

6. condition of the piece that offered clues 
to the vessel's wrecking process and its 
post-deposition history; and 

7. tree rings and medullary rays visible at 
the ends of timbers, including the orien
tation of the medullary rays (which 
were more easily visible than the annual 
rings) in order to determine how the 
timber was prepared, and whether the 
piece was left grown, split or sawn and 
if split or sawn, how the wood was uti
lized. Initial analysis concentrated on 
what proportion of the original log was 
represented in the timber. 

The identification of tool mark 'signatures' 
was undertaken not only by close examina
tion and comparison of specimens in the 
field but also through experimentation with 
similar tools, consultation and demonstra
tions with experts involved in didactic 19th-
century construction activities, and by the 
examination of secondary sources describ
ing traditional tools and their use, especially 
Underhill,181 and the BAR International 
Series182. 
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PRINCIPAL TIMBERS 

The principal timbers of the 24M vessel 
included the keel, stem, sternpost, sternpost 
knee and heel (Fig. VIII.2). The sternpost 
was the only timber within this group that 
was not included in the tool mark study. 

Keel 

The 24M keel, manufactured from a single 
piece of beech (Fagus sp.), retained much of 
the tree's naturally-rounded shape in its 
design. This was particularly apparent on 
the forward, lower portions of its underside 
(Figs. VIII.3, VIII.4). Tool marks indicated 
that the timber was fashioned with an axe 
and finished with an adze. 

A unique feature of the vessel's keel was the 
incorporation of sections of the garboards 
into its fabric (Figs. VIII.5, VIII.6). These 
incorporations, fashioned with an axe, flared 
upwards forward and aft from the flatter T-
shaped cross-section of the keel's middle 
portion. The keel was initially shaped with 
the garboard incorporations and these were 
then adjusted or finished when the keel was 
actually laid (Fig. VIII.7). 

The mid-section of the upper surface was 
finished in regulated rows of adzing at a 
slight diagonal to the grain. This pattern was 
also observed as the standard method of 
plank finishing (Fig. VIII.8). A series of cres
cent-shaped marks, between the forward 
garboard incorporations, were adze marks 
caused by close, intense strokes where the 
grain was contrary (Fig. VIII.9). 

Thirty-one floor-to-keel contact points were 
indicated by impressions and differential 
wood colour. Interestingly, inscribed com
pass or divider circles were also on the keel's 
upper surface. These circles appeared to 
have been construction guide marks (Fig. 
VIII.10).183 

A greyish substance was dispersed intermit
tently throughout the keel's upper surface. 
Its colour and texture suggested that it was 
weatherproofing resin applied while hot 
that subsequently pooled and then hard
ened. Random axe marks were observed at 
the approximate midpoint of the keel's 
upper surface. These coarse cuts, approxi
mately 90° to the face, were superimposed 

over an earlier, more methodical, adzed fin
ish, and indicated that the keel was used at 
some point as a backdrop in a wood trim
ming process. The marks were confined to 
an area believed to have remained accessible 
and free of frame timbers well into the ves
sel's assembly process (Fig. VIII.11). A series 
of three straight marks extended across the 
width of the port garboard incorporation in 
a loose linear association (Fig. VIII.12). 
These marks, made with an axe, corre
sponded with the forward edge of the stern-
post knee, and suggested that the knee was 
initially shaped to generic specifications and 
then subjected to final trimming when in 
place on the keel. Caulking marks and 
tightly-packed residual caulking material 
were also found in the keel to garboard rab
bet along the mid-section of the keel (Fig. 
VIII.13). 

The forward and aft ends of the keel each 
had a scarf that was finished with an adze. 
Both ends contained rabbets, initially fash
ioned along the "bearding line" with an axe 
and finished with an adze. 

Throughout the keel, nails were counter
sunk within coarse polygonal mortises 
made with a straight-edged implement. 
Treenails were countersunk within deep tri
angular mortises fashioned in the same way. 
Rabbets for accepting separate garboard 
plank extensions were built into the keel 
both aft and forward and were finished with 
an adze. 

The exposed lower face of the keel was very 
heavily weathered and some areas also 
exhibited contact damage. While this dam
age might have occurred during the wreck
ing of the vessel, it might also have been a 
result of the 16th-century Basque practice of 
allowing vessels to ground at low tide. 

Beech was probably selected for the keel 
since this wood possesses the malleability 
required for the garboard incorporations. 
Due to the size of the piece, it would have 
been virtually impossible to construct a keel 
that was free from any irregularities caused 
by knots. In terms of the quality of the tim
ber, the 24M keel was a good selection, 
except for one large knot (Fig. VIII.14). Inter
estingly, this knot might have been the cause 
of modifications to the vessel's framing sys
tem aft of the master frame. Shipbuilders 
later avoided similar problems by develop-
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ing "made", or assembled keels, fabricated 
from choice timber free of troublesome 
knots. 

Stem 

The 24M stem comprised two timbers 
scarfed together end-to-end, although only 
the lower piece (TT 22) that had been scarfed 
to the forward end of the keel was examined 
in detail for tool marks. The upper stem tim
ber (found in two pieces, TT 9 and TT 1581) 
was made from a single piece of "grown" 
oak. Subjected to heavy uniform weather
ing, very little of the exposed original sur
face detail remained intact. 

The lower stem piece was crescent-shaped 
with two lateral rabbets extending along its 
length. Contours suggested that much of the 
tree's original rounded shape was incorpo
rated into the design (Fig. VIII.15). Tool 
marks at the trough, or middle line of the 
rabbet suggested that it was cut with an axe 
and finished with an adze (Fig. VIII.16). The 
upper and lower ends were each finished in 
a scarf that had also been shaped with an 
axe and finished with an adze. 

The interior surface was finished in the stan
dard row-adzing pattern. Two cuts in the 
center of the upper end, associated with bad 
splits in the post, were probably made to 
check splitting that must have been extant at 
the time of the vessel's construction. Indeed, 
the splitting must have created serious 
weakness in the timber, and the shipbuilders 
might have questioned whether its quality 
was commensurate with its important role 
within the ship's structure. Tool marks sur
viving on differentially weathered recessed 
points of contact with planking indicate that 
the rabbet was finished with an axe. The 
scarfed lower end was fashioned with an 
axe and finished with an adze. 

Heel Timber 

The heel timber, fashioned from a single oak 
crook, connected the aft end of the keel to 
the sternpost (Figs. VIII. 17, VIII.18). The con
tour of the heel was that of the timber's 
"grown" shape with its upper surface and 
portions of the sides carved. Its underside 
retained much of the tree's natural surface. 
Tool marks indicated that the carved area 

was first fashioned with an axe and finished 
with an adze and that the underside was 
lightly finished with an axe. 

The highly sculpted top of the heel was fin
ished with an adze (Fig. VIII.19). The for
ward portion was cut to a scarf on the port 
side. Marks in the juncture indicated that the 
scarf was shaped with an axe, then finished 
with an adze (Fig. VIII.20). A second scarf, 
manufactured in the same manner, was at 
the end of the vertical arm. Faint tool marks 
along the grown portion on the port side 
indicated isolated trimming with an axe. A 
flat, rust-stained recess fashioned with a 
chisel ran across the grown portion of the 
vertical arm and accommodated the lower
most rudder gudgeon strap. A large rectan
gular recess, fashioned by a small blade, 
with the base split away was found on the 
vertical exterior face at the same level as the 
side strap recess. Its identification and func
tion remains unknown, although it was 
probably connected with the gudgeon. 

The base retained its rounded, grown shape. 
One forelock bolt extended through this 
lower face. The bolt hole was surrounded by 
a deep circular recess, indicating a head or 
washer. At the heel, a skeg extended aft to 
protect the lower end of the rudder. 

The aft vertical face was heavily weathered 
with little or none of the original worked 
surface remaining. One forelock bolt hole 
was found on this face but the bolt head 
impression did not appear to have a coun
tersink. Nail heads encountered appeared in 
circular mortises fashioned with a chisel. 

The timber was a satisfactory choice as the 
curvature in the graining conformed quite 
well to the lines of the timber. 

Sternpost Knee 

The 24M sternpost knee, located atop of the 
heel, served to reinforce the keel, heel and 
sternpost juncture. This timber was a grown 
knee, fashioned from a single crook (Figs. 
VIII.21, VIII.22). The graining conformed 
extremely well to the contours of the shaped 
timber, with the grain running parallel to the 
long arm, turning at the juncture and 
extending up the smaller vertical arm. The 
timber was found in good condition with 
only slight weathering and biological dam-
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age. The upper surface was finished with an 
adze and the juncture of the two arms con
tained a series of marks indicating that the 
piece was first shaped with an axe. Interest
ingly, the smaller, vertical arm contained 
multiple rat-teeth marks around its base and 
lower portions. 

The upper arm was finished to a rounded 
bevel at its head. A large nail hole appeared 
at the crest of this bevel, one of the largest 
encountered in the ship. The nail, inset 
within a large triangular mortise, made a cir
cular head impression that measured 3.2 cm 
in diameter, with a square shank measuring 
approximately 1.6 cm. The mortise was very 
crudely axed. Also, a small "toe" had been 
cut and split to finish the upper end of the 
piece. The stern-most floor rested on this 
"toe". 

The foot consisted of a series of two ledges 
at the toe, shaped with an axe or hatchet 
then finished with an adze. At the forward 
end of the uppermost ledge a semi-circular 
mortise, cut out with an adze, would have 
funnelled water into the limber passage (Fig. 
VIII.23). The marks for the funnel were very 
pronounced with some splitting outwards 
caused by the blade embedding in the 
wood. 

Pronounced adze marks extended along the 
sides of the stern knee. The upper arm was 
moderately to heavily weathered with little 
original surface remaining. Four rectangular 
recesses to accommodate the Y-shaped floor 
timbers of the stern appeared on the hori
zontal arm at the juncture of the horizontal 
face and the port side. These were finished 
with an adze. Insetting, executed with an 
axe or hatchet, was visible at the top of the 
vertical arm, probably to accommodate a 
plank. A caulking scar and an isolated con
centration of weatherproofing were found 
on the vertical arm (Fig. VIII.24). There was 
a slight chamfer along the lower edges of the 
horizontal arm that were made with an axe 
or adze. The underside itself was finished 
with an adze. 

The head of the vertical arm was bevelled to 
a flat plane that rose sharply to a small lip, 
accomplished with an axe. The tip of the toe 
was shaped with an axe and finished with 
an adze. 

Summary 

Tool mark evidence suggested that the prin
cipal timbers were fashioned and/or laid by 
a specific crew. The assemblage displayed a 
particular technology that incorporated 
"grown" (waney) edges into timber design. 
Timbers were fashioned by axe and the scarf 
joints and rabbets were extensively finished 
by adze. Periodically an axe was used in the 
final finishing. The garboard incorporations 
of the keel were of particular interest. The 
"batwing" projections displayed definite 
evidence of modification after their initial 
shaping, and appeared to have been custom
ized from an original, generic form in order 
to fit the 24M vessel, raising the question of 
where the piece was initially fashioned. Was 
a generic keel formed in the timber yard, 
delivered, received and accepted at the ship
yard, then finally altered to fit the design 
concept of the ship? Or, was it fabricated at 
the shipyard by a particular crew to a spe
cific generic shape then modified and finely 
fitted when laid? 

All pieces, with the exception of the beech 
keel, were made from oak. The properties of 
beech evidently suited it for the fashioning 
of the keel, versus oak. Specifically, beech 
possessed the malleability needed to fashion 
the garboard incorporations, something the 
brittle characteristics of oak would not have 
allowed. Furthermore, it might have been 
easier to find a large beech timber with few 
branches (knots). The 24M keel had good 
graining and was almost knot-free. A single 
knot alone forced the slight modification to 
the floor assembly pattern. 

Another important attribute of the keel cor
roborated a theory that a section of the port-
side hull framing, just forward of the mor
tised frames, was left open or exposed until 
well into the assembly phase. One small, for
ward portion of the top of the keel, which 
had been carefully adzed to a smooth mir
ror-like finish, contained a series of crude, 
random chop marks indicative of the keel's 
use as a backdrop for a trimming operation, 
probably for timbers during a later construc
tion phase. Although the spot was later cov
ered by floor timbers, it must have been 
accessible for a period of time after the keel 
was laid and before the floors were eventu
ally installed. The seemingly careless hack
ing over the fine finish strongly suggested 
that the second action was the work of an 
individual or individuals who did not per-
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form the careful adzing of the previous 
operation, reflecting a division of labour. 

There were two, definite adzing sequences 
recognizable within the assemblage of prin
cipal timbers. Aside from the standard oper
ation to close the grain of the timbers, there 
were also instances of careful, high-quality 
adzing of the scarfs and rabbets. 

FLOOR TIMBERS 

Forty-five of the 24M wreck's 48 floor tim
bers were examined for tool marks. These 
timbers, found articulated and not subjected 
to significant post-depositional disturbance, 
provided vivid evidence for the division of 
shipbuilding labour. The floors were 
divided into five categories based largely on 
shape and location attributes (Fig. VIII.25). 
In the sections that follow, generic timbers 
that serve as representative examples of 
each group have been singled-out for more 
detailed description. 

Aft Crutches on the Sternpost 
Knee 

All six of the aft crutches mounted on the 
sternpost knee were examined. The distin
guishing feature of this group of large Y-
shaped timbers was that they possessed a 
tenon on one side of their base that was 
tacked into a corresponding mortise in the 
stern knee. The Y-shaped timbers were forks 
or crutches from oak trees that were fash
ioned so as to follow the contours of the tim
ber. However, characteristic irregular 
graining, twists or gnarls at the bases of the 
arm junctures made working them difficult 
and necessitated intense adzing. 

The surfaces of these timbers were generally 
in good condition but became progressively 
more weathered toward their exposed 
upper port sections. The majority of floors 
within this group were finished with an 
adze. The tool marks revealed that most of 
the floors were squared from a section of the 
tree, while others, like floor TT 1085 appear 
to have been first split or sawn in half and 
each half then squared. The forward face of 
floor TT 1087 had been coarsely split before 
adzing. Adze marks were pronounced on 
the arms and were superimposed over some 

of the split surfaces on the main bodies, 
much of which had not been adzed. 

Generic Timber: TT 1085 

Floor TT 1085 exhibited attributes common 
to most floors within the group and it is pre
sented here as a generic example (Fig. 
VIII.26). The graining pattern was so similar 
to that of floor TT 1086 that these two floors 
appeared to represent a pair made from the 
same section of a tree. This feature was 
unique within the group, as others were sin
gle pieces. The floor was fractured into three 
pieces and was more heavily weathered 
towards the top end, especially on the port 
side. Although the central area was also 
very heavily weathered and biologically 
damaged, enough surface detail remained 
around its base to determine how it was 
made. 

The base consisted of an adzed plane that 
was bisected by a U-shaped limber hole, and 
an extended tenon on the port side. The lim
ber hole was manufactured first by drilling a 
cavity through the face and cutting a trough. 
The limber bore marks appeared as smooth, 
semi-circular arches. Since the boring action 
was initiated at either end, the holes were 
slightly offset where they met. The sides of 
the trough were then fashioned with a 
hatchet or axe. The walls of the trough as 
well as the tenon were finished with an 
adze. The tenon appeared to have been fash
ioned with an axe and then finished with an 
adze. Rodent teeth marks were found at 
intervals down both sides of the limber 
trough and at other places on the base of the 
timber. The nail to tack the floor to the stern 
knee had been recessed by a large triangular 
mortise made with a straight-edged imple
ment such as an axe or hatchet. 

The forward face and sides were finished 
with an adze. Although in a very heavily 
weathered condition, adze marks were 
detected throughout the aft face. The pattern 
of weathering however was also indicative 
of a surface that had been left sawn. 

Summary 

These timbers were made from the crooks of 
trees and as such, the grain conformed to the 
required shapes of the timbers. Most floors 
were made from a single piece of wood and 
were finished with an axe or adze. Abnor
malities caused by the diverging grain, char-
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acteristic of forks in trees, fostered some 
problems in finishing the pedestals, as the 
various tools had to be painstakingly 
manoeuvred through irregularities in the 
grain (Fig. VIII.27). Graining evidence indi
cated that timbers 1085 and 1086 were prob
ably prepared from a very thick section of 
one tree. In this particular instance, the 
trunk was sawn in two with a pit saw and, 
aside from minimal adzing, the sawn faces 
were probably not worked further, while the 
opposing faces contained evidence of adz
ing, on a waney surface. Another example, 
the forward face of TT 1087, was left largely 
as sawn (Fig. VIII.28). 

Caulking marks were also apparent on the 
faces of most of the timbers (Fig. VIII.29). 
These marks, outlining the seams of the 
planking, consisted of a loose linear associa
tion of incised marks extending either 
wholly or partially across the width of the 
floor. These were scars from the caulking 
iron butting against the timber during the 
caulking process. Similar marks represent
ing final plank trimming, although not 
abundant, were also consistently observed 
on the timbers of this grouping (Fig. VIII.30). 

Teeth marks from gnawing rats that lived on 
board the vessel were most prevalent along 
the interiors of the limber holes, where the 
slope of the sternpost knee created a shel
tered, relatively dry haven for the animals 
(Figs. VIII.31, VIII.32). These marks, evident 
wherever there was a ridge or depression in 
the timber, usually occurred around the base 
and the lower tenon extension. It remains a 
mystery how rats were able to attack or 
gnaw the tenon extensions of these floors. 
These features extended downward from 
the base of the floor into the mortises in the 
sternpost knee and would have been cov
ered by planking. 

The limber passages on all but one of the 
floors in this group were U-shaped (Figs. 
VIII.33, VIII.34). The passages were made by 
boring converging holes from the fore and 
aft faces, which formed the arch of the pas
sage. Most contained tell-tale ridges that 
delineated where the two boring operations 
met. The walls were then axed out. Floor 
TT 995, the exception, possessed a V-shaped 
limber hole pointing to the possibility that it 
was fashioned by a different individual than 
the one who fashioned the others in the 
group. The passage was made by cutting 

converging strokes with a straight-edged 
implement such as an axe. Although floor 
TT 995 was technically an aft crutch within 
the sternpost knee group, it differed struc
turally from the others in that its rising por
tion was supplied by the vertical arm of the 
sternpost knee (Figs. VIII.35, VIII.36). This 
might account for the difference in the shape 
of the limber passage. 

Aft Floor Timbers on the Keel 

The nine aftermost floor timbers on the keel 
formed the second analytical group. The 
diagnostic feature of the group was, first of 
all, the presence of a "pedestal" whose 
shape corresponded to that of the carved 
garboards. On these pedestals were a series 
of scribe marks that served as a fabrication 
code (Figs. VIII.37, VIII.38). These marks 
were detected on six of the nine floors exam
ined in this group. Another prevalent fea
ture was variation in the limber passage 
configuration. Two V-shaped, three U-
shaped and four square-shaped limber holes 
indicated possible divisions of labour within 
the fabrication of floors in this group. The 
lack of uniformity also indicated that the 
floors were fashioned at different times, and 
possibly by different carpenters. At least 
four specimens contained evidence that they 
were sawn, then finished with an adze. Two 
of these timbers, TT 1089 and TT 1090, pos
sessed matching graining patterns, indicat
ing manufacture from the same part of a 
single tree. Each had a sawn forward face 
and an adzed aft face. 

Generic Timber: TT 1090 

Floor timber TT 1090 was found in good 
condition but exhibited some weathering on 
its port extremity (Fig. VIII.39). Tool marks 
indicated that the aft face was shaped with 
an axe and finished with an adze, but there 
were areas where no adzing had been neces
sary after the initial axing and splitting. 

A series of at least nine finely incised lines 
were found on the aft face of the floor at the 
pedestal. These were made with a fine point, 
such as dividers, during the manufacturing 
process. The marks radiated, fan-like, to fea
tures on the timber's base (for example the 
limber trough, the trough walls, the corners 
of the floor timber) and were undoubtedly a 
fabrication code. The presence of the marks 
on timbers in the group is not consistent, 
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and suggested application after the initial 
adzing but before adzing was entirely com
plete. Three such lines also appeared on the 
starboard arm on this aft face. 

The pedestal consisted of two flat planes 
intersected by a V-shaped trough. The notch 
was made by axing the walls in two con
verging angles. These axe marks were very 
pronounced. 

Numerous types of adze marks were found 
on the starboard face. The marks were fine, 
intense and oriented in different directions 
around the juncture of the base, in order to 
work through a knot. Further up the arm, 
adze marks were oriented in the same direc
tion and at a standard angle, indicative of 
long, regular strokes. Marks indicated that 
the port face was also finished with an adze. 
A series of incised lines by a hatchet or axe 
in a loose linear association across the mid
point of the outboard face indicated plank 
trimming. A second, very faint recess 
towards the base, appeared to be a split that 
occurred during the trimming process. 
These marks again suggested the use of an 
axe. 

Both of the upper ends of the arms were fin
ished with an adze. The adze marks 
revealed that all the strokes occurred in one 
direction. 

Adze marks extended along the entire 
length of the upper surface. A series of 
straight-edged marks appeared in one ran
dom group on the port arm. No significance 
can be attributed to these marks, other than 
a possible trimming operation. On the star
board arm, two sets of converging lines were 
detected, one very faint and a second more 
pronounced. Three plugs, measuring 
2.75 cm in diameter and sawn flush with the 
surface, were also observed. They were 
interpreted as evidence that a temporary 
batten to secure the timbers was in place 
before the planking was applied. 

The forward face of this floor timber con
tained a very smooth surface with no adze 
marks. There were, however, a number of 
large, fine striations, revealing that the tim
ber was cut with a saw, and the marks were 
particularly pronounced in the central part 
of the timber. The gradual change in the 
angle of the saw strokes pointed to the use 
of a pit saw. The sawing operation com

menced down the starboard arm and passed 
the approximate midpoint of the timber, 
where it ended. It then began down the 
opposing side, continued down the port arm 
roughly parallel to the angle of the grain 
then met the first (starboard) cut. A small, 
triangular area was then split at the base 
completing the operation. The fabrication 
code, consisting of scribe marks, were on 
this forward face as well, in a similar pro
portion and pattern to those found on the aft 
face. 

In general, the graining followed the con
tours of the timber. However, the knot at the 
starboard base required much working and 
a resultant split on the starboard arm and 
forward face must have weakened the tim
ber considerably. As mentioned previously, 
this timber appeared to be one of a pair 
made from a section of what must have been 
a sizeable oak tree. 

Summary 

The Y-style, crutch floor timbers within this 
group were made from the forks of trees. 
Single floors were manufactured from 
smaller forks, while larger forks appeared to 
have been sawn in two, and both pieces uti
lized for floors (Figs. VIII.40, VIII.41). The 
sawn surfaces were further partially fin
ished with an adze (Fig. VIII.42). Alternate 
sides were shaped with an axe and/or fin
ished with an adze (Fig. VIII.43). Again, the 
grown shape of the tree was often incorpo
rated into the design or finish of the timber 
(Fig. VIII.44). Evidence of caulking and dub
bing were also represented in this group of 
floors (Figs. VIII.45, VIII.46). The V-shaped 
limber holes were fashioned with an axe 
(Fig. VIII.47). The U-shaped holes were first 
bored from the two opposing faces and then 
finished with an axe (Fig. VIII.48). The third 
style encountered, the square-notched lim
ber holes, were fashioned with an axe and 
the beds chiselled out (Fig. VIII.49). 

Mortised Floors 

These floors came from the central section of 
the vessel and had dovetailed mortises cut 
into both their port and starboard arms, 
where they were scaphed with adjoining 
first futtocks (Fig. VIII.50). The notable 
exception was the master floor (TT 2218) 
that had a total of four mortises, two on both 
its forward and aft faces. 
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The presence of waney edges indicated that 
grown shapes were often incorporated into 
the floor design. All of the mortised floors 
possessed a rectangular-notched limber pas
sage (Figs. VIII.51, VIII.52). Tool marks indi
cated that the passages were cut out with a 
straight-edged implement such as an axe or 
hatchet after which the bed was chiselled 
out. These floors also possessed an incised 
manufacturing code, consisting of a series of 
lines made with a sharp-pointed implement, 
that aligned with features of the base and 
limber areas. There was also evidence that a 
series of incised lines may have been on the 
mortises. 

Generic Timber: TT 2218 

The master floor was selected as a generic 
timber to describe the tool marks of this 
group (Fig. VIII.53). Two dovetail mortises 
and pronounced adze marks were on the 
floor's forward face. The walls of the mor
tises bore marks indicating that their out
lines were cut with a straight-edged 
implement such as a hatchet, while the beds 
of the mortises showed marks indicating 
that they were finished with an adze. 
Assembly or fabrication marks appeared on 
this face in the form of five partial incised 
marks, concentrated at the base. These 
marks were made with a pointed implement 
such as a pair of dividers. The timber's aft 
face was also finished with an adze. Being 
the master frame, the floor contained two 
additional dovetail scarfs on this face, 
formed and finished in a similar manner to 
those on the forward face 

Standard, regular "row" adzing was found 
on portions of the upper surface and assem
bly marks in the form of final plank trim
ming scars were observed on the starboard 
arm in two sequences — one partial and 
another extending across the entire width of 
the surface. These marks were accomplished 
with an axe or a hatchet. A third set of marks 
was also detected on the more heavily 
weathered port side. Also, random marks, 
indicative of use wear, were apparent 
throughout the upper surface. 

The outboard faces were finished in the 
standard style of regular, adzed rows. 
Caulking scars were detected in a set 
extending partially across the width of the 
starboard face. A rectangular-notched lim
ber passage was cut into the base and its 
edges were cut with a straight-edged imple

ment and the bed was subsequently chis
elled out. The corners of the limber hole 
were bevelled. 

The tips of the floor's arms appeared to have 
been adzed and, in addition, some small 
marks surviving on the starboard tip sug
gested the use of a chisel. A countersink for 
a nail hole appeared to have been done 
coarsely with a straight-edged implement 
such as a hatchet or axe. 

Summary 

The distinctive dovetail mortise beds were 
finely finished with an adze and the edges 
executed with a straight-edged implement 
such as a hatchet. The beds, adzed to a mir
ror-like finish, were executed in a precise 
manner similar to the scarfs and joints of the 
principal timbers. Interestingly, tool marks 
on floor TT 2225 provided evidence that the 
dovetail mortises were finished at a different 
time than the surrounding face (Fig. VIII.54). 
Striations within adze marks that sur
rounded the mortise were caused by nicks 
on the cutting blade of the adze used to fin
ish that part of the floor. The mortise bed 
itself, however, was finished with a different 
adze that did not carry this signature. While 
this definitely points to the use of two differ
ent adzes, it also points to the possibility 
that the mortise was finished at a different 
time and possibly by a different individual. 
One can speculate that there had been a 
division of labour, whereby one carpenter 
executed the precise and demanding work 
of the floor mortises, while another, perhaps 
less skilled, executed the surrounding work. 
It is also possible that the work of the mor
tise was executed by the same individual, 
but more slowly and deliberately, and with a 
finer adze blade. 

Forward Floor Timbers on the Keel 

This group consisted of the eight foremost 
timbers on the keel, between the mortised 
set and the bow crutches on the stem. They 
had a similar pattern of weathering as the 
other categories of floors, and were progres
sively more weathered and biologically 
damaged toward their port sides, where 
very little to none of their original surfaces 
were intact. Six of the eight floors were 
examined for tool marks. All showed defi
nite signs of having been finished with an 
adze. In addition, four of the six timbers also 
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demonstrated signs of scribe marks at their 
pedestals, much like those found on floors 
in the other groups. 

Generic Timber: TT 2211 

All faces of the generic example from this 
group, TT 2211, were finished with an adze 
(Fig. VIII.55). Some splitting was associated 
with these marks. A deep, square-notched 
limber passage bisected the pedestal of the 
floor, and that was fashioned with a 
straight-edged implement and the wood 
removed by a large chisel. Some straight-
edged marks also occurred in the base of the 
limber passage trough that suggested the 
use of an axe or hatchet to clear out residual 
wood during its formation. The underside 
contained evidence of both regulated adzing 
in one direction (in order to finish the sur
face) and more intense, irregular working in 
multiple directions associated with the 
shaping of the arms. 

Summary 

Most of the timbers within this group were 
manufactured using the entire section of a 
tree for each piece, a process that again took 
advantage of the timbers' grown characteris
tics and required varying degrees of axing or 
adzing to overcome. Indeed, the irregular 
graining that accompanied the forking of a 
tree caused some problems for the carpen-
ter(s) that were reflected in the finishing pat
terns (Fig. VIII.56). Interestingly, at least one 
of the floors in this group was riven, in other 
words, formed from split timbers, a process 
probably accomplished using wedges (Figs. 
VIII.57, VIII.58). This was a manufacturing 
method not found in the other groups. Evi
dence of sawing was also detected on some 
examples (Fig. VIII.59). 

Forward Crutches of the Stem 

This group comprised the series of small, 
forward-leaning Y-shaped floors mounted 
aft of the stem. Most of these crutches had 
grown or waney edges incorporated into 
their design. Nine of the crutches possessed 
a U-shaped limber passage, one contained a 
V-shaped passage and a final specimen had 
none of the feature remaining. Four of the 11 
timbers within this group were studied for 
tool marks. Most were fragmented and had 
been subjected to extremely heavy weather
ing and biological damage. Generally tim

bers in this group were finished with an 
adze, had U-shaped limber passages and 
showed marks from plank trimming with an 
axe or possibly an adze. 

Generic Timber: TT 1943 

Floor timber TT 1943 was sufficiently differ
ent from the other floors in this group to 
warrant a separate description (Fig. VIII.60). 
It had a V-shaped limber passage and 
incised manufacturing marks or guides on 
its forward and aft faces as found elsewhere 
among the floors. The presence of these 
marks indicated that this particular crutch 
might have been installed earlier than the 
others, or that it was a replacement timber. 

The forward face was finished with an adze 
in the usual pattern, that is, from upper to 
lower and from starboard to port. The pat
tern on one section on the port arm had a 
port to starboard, upper to lower orienta
tion, probably due to an irregularity in the 
grain. A large bevel was at the juncture with 
the top face. Although the bevel contained 
some evidence of adzing, it appeared to 
have been a portion of the timber's "grown" 
shape incorporated into the design. 

The top face, which shared the "grown" sur
face with the forward face, contained stan
dard adzing. Plank trimming was apparent 
on the port arm. The lower face was finished 
with an axe and marks on the aft face indi
cated that it was finished with an adze. The 
rectangular base was finished to a flat plane 
with an adze and the trough and its bevel 
were cut with a straight-bladed implement 
such as an axe or hatchet. 

Summary 

The crutches in this group called for work 
that would have been extremely hard to exe
cute (Figs. VIII.61, VIII.62). Although one 
timber for this group (TT 1943) possessed a 
V-notch limber hole, all of the other crutches 
in the group had a U-notched style that sug
gested that this example was a replacement 
or that a division of labour occurred in the 
manufacture of this group (Fig. VIII.63). 

Discussion 

Tool mark evidence showed that the floors 
were sawn, split or hewn from a single tim
ber. Examination of graining patterns sug-
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gested that the sawn specimens constituted 
pairs fashioned from the same stock. Many 
of the timbers retained waney edges that 
were incorporated into the floor design. The 
unusual grain configuration found in the 
forks of the trees utilized in constructing the 
floors also necessitated intense adzing in 
order to finish their pedestals and bases. The 
variety of limber hole shapes found 
throughout the floor timbers may reflect a 
division of labour among the construction 
crews, as certain individuals might have 
employed a preferred technique in fashion
ing these features. 

Inscribed marks laid over the adze-finished 
surfaces indicated that these codes were not 
intended for the initial timber squaring 
work, as the marks would have been obliter
ated by the adzing. They were for the later, 
final shaping, probably to project the shape, 
dimension and orientation of the floor ped
estal to suit the 24M vessel. As with the keel, 
the floors might have been delivered to the 
shipyard in a semi-finished state with the 
shape of the arms pre-determined by an ini
tial moulding process. 

The style and technique of workmanship 
found on the series of mortised floors 
closely resembled the method of scarfing 
and joining of the principal timber group, 
suggesting that the same individual or crew 
that laid the principal timbers might also 
have finished the scarfs on the mortised 
floors. 

F IRST FUTTOCKS 

A total of 44 of the 49 starboard first futtocks 
were examined. These timbers were made of 
oak and were divided into six functional cat
egories (Fig. VIII.64). The pattern of weath
ering on the first futtocks was generally 
heavy and uniform on the exposed interior 
surfaces. Their exterior faces were in good 
condition, having been preserved by contin
uous contact with the hull planking. 

The Bow and Stern Futtocks 

The bow and stern futtocks were character
ized by the reversed angle of their club-
footed heels. Three of these timbers (TT 433/ 
442, TT 854/855 and TT 1554) were studied. 

Bow Futtocks 

One of two fragmented bow futtocks was 
examined in the field. The fragments repre
sented the lower ends and a portion of the 
body. The interior face was heavily weath
ered with very little of the original surface 
surviving. The exterior face was adzed. 

Adze marks appeared on the forward face at 
approximately 60° to the grain, in an inte
rior-to-exterior and an upper-to-lower orien
tation. The aft face was also adzed in a 
regulated orientation with some change in 
direction caused by irregularities in the 
grain. The heel end was finished with a 
chopping implement such as an axe and was 
cleaved in a number of directions to close 
the grain. 

Stern Futtocks 

Two of the five first futtocks of the stern 
assemblage were examined. 

Generic Timber: TT 433/442 

This futtock fragment was finished with an 
adze, but was much larger in section com
pared with other futtocks from the group 
(Fig. VIII.65). It had marks from a straight-
bladed caulking iron that occurred in an 
overlapping sequence along a plank seam. 
Small, random cut strokes on its foot indi
cated its was used as a backdrop to trim 
dunnage or chocks. Adze marks, along the 
entire exterior face, were also especially pro
nounced on the foot. One recessed area at 
the seam between the first and second plank 
was fashioned with an axe, possibly to 
accommodate a misshaped plank (Fig. 
VIII.66). 

Summary 

The pattern of tool marks found on these 
futtocks was typical of those found within 
most of the timbers studied from all groups. 
Intense working, either adzing or axing at 
the lower portion of the timber, was 
required to execute the reverse curve. On the 
timber portions above the heel the marks 
were more regulated, indicating a methodi
cal, almost rhythmic, adzing process. The 
interior surface of one futtock (TT 854/855) 
contained evidence of aborted treenail holes 
(Fig. VIII.67). 
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Reverse Futtocks (genoles rebeses) 
of the Bow Quarter 

Eight first futtocks from this category were 
examined. The futtocks were characterized 
by a slight reversed angle at their heels. 

Generic Timber TT 1930 

The generic example from this group, 
TT 1930, had relatively uniform weathering 
with some surface loss (Fig. VIII.68). Marks 
indicated that all faces were finished with an 
adze and these varied with the grain. The 
reverse angle near the heel was shaped with 
an axe however, and some accidental split
ting from the use of the axe was observed. A 
series of light marks was also detected on 
the inboard surface, revealing where a filler 
plank (escoperada) was trimmed to shape. 
Caulking scars at two butted planks and 
unused pilot-holes were also observed. 

Summary 

Saw marks were detected on the upper sec
tions of a number of these futtocks (Fig. 
VIII.69). The marks were difficult to distin
guish in most cases as the areas of sawing 
corresponded with heavy uniform weather
ing. The marks might have contributed to 
the pattern of weathering as the sawing 
action would have left the grain open, thus 
making the wood's surface much more vul
nerable. 

One example displayed evidence of scoring 
and splitting prior to finishing with an adze 
(Fig. VIII.70). Most examples contained evi
dence of caulking scars and dubbing on inte
rior and exterior faces (Figs. VIII.71, VIII.72). 
Most also had evidence of intense working 
to shape the heel surfaces and many dis
played a range of adze-mark types (Figs. 
VIII.73, VIII.74). Many retained a waney 
edge above the filler plank (escoperada) and 
almost all of the futtocks studied possessed 
some degree of dubbing in order to seat the 
filler plank (Fig. VIII.75). One example had a 
possible incised mark (Fig. VIII.76). 

Futtocks of the Rising Frames 

Seven futtocks from this category were 
examined. 

Generic Timber: TT 1283 

The generic timber from this group, TT 1283, 
was a first futtock fragment (Fig. VIII.77). 
The faces were finished with an adze, some
times in continuous, parallel rows. The tim
ber contained a small, shallow gimlet hole 
for a nail near its base as well as caulking 
scars. A dubbing recess appeared to have 
been made on the exterior face with a 
straight-edged implement that split a large 
piece of the surface wood away. This was 
checked by a second sequence of blows con
centrated at 90° to the first, thus forming a 
small ledge on which a plank was seated. 

The graining matched the contours of the 
fragment quite well. However, the lower 
portion was gnarled and proved to be diffi
cult to work, causing two small pieces to be 
split away during its manufacture. 

Summary 

The intense shaping of the heels, usually 
with an adze, attested to the degree of work 
required to finish the futtocks in this group 
(Figs. VIII.78, VIII.79, VIII.80). Most of these 
futtocks retained a waney surface in the 
upper portion above the escoperada. Evi
dence of dubbing was also prevalent in this 
group, particularly on the exterior faces to fit 
the hull planking. One example possessed 
evidence of aborted treenail holes, similar to 
an example cited in an earlier group. These 
holes revealed the use of a spoon-style bit 
(Fig. VIII.81). 

Dovetailed or Tenoned First 
Futtocks 

Twelve of the 15 tenoned first futtocks were 
examined, and typically they were heavily 
weathered and damaged on their exposed, 
inboard surfaces. The outboard faces had 
been protected by continuous contact with 
the hull planking. The group was centered 
on the master frame and the futtocks were 
tenoned into mortises in their corresponding 
floors. The tenons were shaped with a 
straight-edged implement, and the flat por
tions of the tenons were finished with an 
adze. A 35 mm treenail and a nail secured 
the futtock heels to the heads of the floors. 
The former positions of dislocated filler 
planks (escoperadas) were usually indicated 
on the futtocks by differential weathering, a 
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change in the adzing pattern and a tacking 
nail hole. 

Generic Timber: TT 416 

The generic example from this group was 
TT 416 (Fig. VIII.82). The interior and exte
rior faces were finished with an adze, with 
examples of both intense, multi-directional 
adzing through irregularities in the grain 
and splitting, and marks indicative of more 
regulated strokes, including row adzing. 
Small, very faint dubbing marks were 
apparent in the form of two small notches. 
The lower end of the futtock was finished to 
an angle, probably with an axe. 

Summary 

The aft face of TT 37 displayed a fabrication 
technique found on at least two timbers of 
this group of pre-assembled futtocks (Fig. 
VIII.83). Adzing was executed on the lower 
half of the timber below the escopemda; this 
reduction of the sided dimension of the 
lower half was executed in order to form the 
tenon. Above the escopemda the timber was 
left as it had been sawn. 

The futtock heels were generally fashioned 
by chopping and splitting to form a tab 
through which the futtock was nailed to the 
floor head (Figs. VIII.84, VIII.85). The adzed 
finish on the dovetailed tenons of these fut
tocks were of a quality of workmanship 
reminiscent of the scarfing and joinery work 
found on the principal timbers (Figs. VIII.86, 
VIII.87, VIII.88). Again, this work was evi
dence (albeit conjectural) that a master adzer 
might have been employed to fabricate the 
mortises, while the rest of the finishing work 
was done by other, less-skilled individuals. 
Most futtocks in this group contained the 
standard type of adzing for futtocks, consist
ing of rows of scallop-like depressions 
extending diagonally across the grain that 
represented a rhythmic striking action (Fig. 
VIII.89). The adze marks became more pro
nounced at the escopemda indicating an area 
of intense adzing. 

Some timbers contained saw marks and sev
eral specimens exhibited a triangular ridge 
of wood formed where two sawing opera
tions met and resulted in a triangular-
shaped split (Fig. VIII.90). Adze marks were 
often superimposed over saw marks to 
remove high points (Figs. VIII.91, VIII.92). 

Splitting prior to adzing was also apparent 
on at least one specimen (Fig. VIII.93). Evi
dence of timber repair, uncommon in the 
futtock category, included the checking of 
splits through the removal of splintered 
wood and, in one case, securing the splinter 
with nails (Figs. VIII.94, VIII.95). Dubbing 
was also apparent (Figs. VIII.96, VIII.97). 

Reverse Futtocks (genoles rebeses) 
of the Stern 

Two futtocks within this category were 
examined for tool marks. Within this group, 
the base of each futtock was finished in a 
reverse angle or club-foot, in the same fash
ion as the corresponding futtocks at the bow. 

Generic Timber: 446/447 

This timber was subjected to light weather
ing and most of the original surface was still 
intact (Fig. VIII.98). Its graining followed the 
contours of the timber's shape well, how
ever a large knot at its heel was an obstacle 
to its shaping and finishing. Adze marks 
were apparent on most surfaces with intense 
multi-directional adzing at the heel to work 
through a large knot (Fig. VIII.99). Parts of 
the heel at its juncture with a Y-timber 
appeared to have been shaped first with an 
axe. There were examples of very close 
marks on the surfaces indicating intense 
strokes; standard adze strokes of two to 
three strokes per width of the timber (2.5 cm 
to 3.0 cm apart); and broad marks with split
ting, representative of long powerful strokes 
with some pull at the end of the stroke to 
produce the splitting aspect. Adzing at the 
heel was carefully executed so that the fut
tock fit snugly to the Y-shaped floor below. 
A deep, triangular mortise into which a fas
tener was inserted originally tacked the fut
tock heel to the accompanying Y-timber. 
Remnants of caulking and rat teeth marks 
were also detected on the exterior surface at 
the heel. 

Final Group of Futtocks to be 
Installed 

Six examples of this last group of first fut
tocks that would have been installed in the 
24M vessel were included in the tool mark 
study. 
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Generic Timber: TT 850 

This futtock (Fig. VIII.100) was heavily 
weathered at its upper end, the heartwood 
was exposed in places, and an adze-bevelled 
waney surface was incorporated into the 
shaping. The graining was satisfactory and 
curved with the contours of the timber. The 
timber's surfaces were finished with an 
adze, with some adzing in alternating direc
tions to work through knotted areas, and 
another example to check a split. The aft face 
contained pronounced adze marks along its 
entire length. Their pattern, a standard 
found among the futtocks, consisted of 
short, shaping strokes around the heel fol
lowed by longer, rhythmic strokes along the 
rest of its length. Splitting, which appeared 
to be deeper than the adzing, suggested the 
aft face was split with an axe before it was 
finished with an adze. A large, coarse recess 
was created with an axe or hatchet to seat a 
filler plank. 

Summary 

These futtocks were fashioned in a similar 
manner to those of the groups described 
above (Fig. VIII.101). One futtock displayed 
adze marks superimposed over split marks 
(Fig. VIII.102). 

Discussion 

Examination of the first futtocks from the 
24M vessel revealed that their manufacture 
followed three techniques: sawing; splitting 
from stock; as well as hewing or squaring 
from a single log. The finishing technique 
varied from that of the floors. In the case of 
sawing, finishing ranged from the timber 
simply being left as sawn, to having the high 
points adzed smooth, and finally to having 
most or the entire surface finished with an 
adze. Split specimens were finished with an 
adze. 

Futtock tool marks followed a standard pat
tern of close, intense adzing in a number of 
directions to shape the heel area to less 
extreme and more regular strokes to shape 
the head end as the contour of the finished 
piece began to conform more with the 
grown shape of the timber. The orientation 
of the marks varied with the grain. The 
intense adzing to shape the lower end sug
gested that generic futtock forms might 
have been delivered to the shipyard and so 

worked to comply with the contour of the 
vessel. Evidence of caulking, plank seating 
and plank trimming was apparent, as well 
as rat gnaw marks in the stern examples. 

The quality of workmanship of the dovetail 
tenons on the futtocks suggested that they 
were at least partially completed by the indi
viduals) who fashioned the more important 
timber joints of the vessel. The shaping of 
the tenons consisted of carefully shaving 
away the wood on their flanks. Conse
quently, the tenon faces did not have the 
mirror-like finish found in the beds of the 
floor timber mortises, since they retained the 
original adzed surface of the futtock. That 
there were variations in the quality of work
manship among the carpenters, between 
highly-skilled and a moderately-skilled 
adzeman, was clearly demonstrated by two 
tenoned futtocks from the port side that 
were crudely executed, compared with the 
starboard specimens (Figs. VIII.103, 
VIII.104). 

A plug from the interior face of TT 851 was 
removed and examined. The plug was 8 cm 
in length and had a top diameter of between 
3 cm and 3.4 cm. It was carved from a single 
piece of oak with either a knife or draw knife 
and its smaller-diameter end came to a 
worked, four-sided tip (with two dominant 
and two lesser planes). The plug hole was 
smooth, showing no drilling detail, and the 
top of the plug had been adzed with the sur
rounding surface. 

SECOND FUTTOCKS 

Thirty-one starboard second futtocks were 
examined. Due to their exposed locations 
within the wreck site, they were uniformly 
and heavily weathered. Many were frag
mented towards their heads. 

These timbers were developed by two meth
ods of manufacture. The first method, 
shown by TT 417 (Fig. VIII.105), consisted of 
the lumber first being sawn in half or quar
ters, (depending on the size of the stock). 
Afterwards it might have been left as sawn, 
the high points adzed off, or completely fin
ished with an adze. The second method con
sisted of futtocks being made from a single 
piece of smaller stock in which the grown or 
waney surfaces of the wood were incorpo
rated into the design, with the surfaces 
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adzed to varying degrees (Fig. VIII.106). 
One second futtock fragment displayed a 
flush plug that had been partially inter
sected by a nail, demonstrating that the plug 
had been cut flush before the nail had been 
inserted (Fig. VIII.107). 

Generic Timber: TT 417 

Although tool marks were absent from this 
timber's forward face, the pattern of weath
ering suggested the surface had been left as 
sawn. Deposits of a residual waterproofing 
mixture or sealant appeared on the timber 
adjacent to where a filler plank (escoperada) 
had been positioned. Caulking scars 
appeared on two edges of the timber. The 
exterior face was finished with an adze, in 
regulated rows at approximately 60° to the 
grain, indicative of a methodical finishing 
technique. 

Generic Timber: TT 1273 

Timber 1273 was typical of second futtocks 
and was formed from one log as opposed to 
those sawn from stock. The interior face was 
very heavily weathered with none of the 
original surface left intact, and much of the 
rest of the timber was also heavily weath
ered. Small deposits of pine-resin water
proofing were found at the margins of the 
escoperadas. The exterior, forward and aft 
faces were adzed, with the former two exe
cuted in a regulated pattern from 60-70° to 
the grain. The shape of the timber towards 
its head suggested that some of the timber's 
grown shape was incorporated into the 
design. 

THIRD FUTTOCKS 

Six third futtock fragments were included in 
the tool mark study. These timbers were 
heavily weathered and contained extensive 
biological damage, with little of their origi
nal surface details remaining intact (Fig. 
VIII. 108). The study therefore focused on 
their heel ends, where evidence of adze fin
ishing was typically found. The third fut
tocks were predominantly oak and the 
graining of the six pieces studied was satis
factory and exhibited slight curvatures that 
followed the shapes of the futtocks. 

Generic Timber: TT 1193 

This third futtock was fragmented, fractured 
across its upper portion, and had been sub

jected to moderate to heavy weathering 
wear progressively more pronounced 
towards its head (Fig. VIII.109). All surfaces 
that preserved tool mark evidence had been 
finished with an adze. 

LONGITUDINAL INTERNAL 
TIMBERS 

Keelson 

The floors of the 24M wreck were secured in 
place between the keel and keelson. The lat
ter (TT 19/20/402) contained many interest
ing features, including a swollen mast step 
feature (with a sump hole) and a notched 
underside to lock the floors into position 
(Figs. VIII.110, VIII.lll). 

The timber graining appeared satisfactory as 
it was relatively straight and conformed to 
the contours of the keelson. There was only 
one instance of working around a major 
knot (on the upper face). 

The singular feature of the upper surface 
was the large rectangular mast step at the 
approximate midpoint of the timber. The 
swollen dimension of the step demonstrated 
that the fore and aft portions of the keelson 
were cut down from at least the step's moul
ded and sided dimensions. The surface, fore 
and aft of the step, appeared as a flat plane 
with the edges and sides finished in wide, 
pronounced bevels. Distinct tool marks on 
this surface consisted of axe marks, with 
some adzing on the starboard aft corner of 
the mast step (Fig. VIII.112). This upper sur
face also contained seemingly random hack 
marks from a straight edged implement 
such as an axe or hatchet, probably as a 
result of its use as a block for trimming or 
fashioning billets for cargo stowage. In addi
tion, there were numerous instances in 
which the marks were oriented perpendicu
lar to the surface; these seemingly random 
marks might have been made when dun
nage was trimmed on the surface (Fig. 
VIII.113). 

The step mortise was a rectangular cavity 
cut out with an axe, as shown by well-
defined marks on its interior walls (Fig. 
VIII.114). The fore and aft ends of the step 
were chamfered down with an axe and there 
were two long rectangular recesses on each 
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side. These parallel notches were cut out 
with an axe to accommodate small limber 
boards. 

metal fasteners. The protected interior sur
faces of the planks were in a good state of 
preservation especially in areas of contact 
with the ship's futtocks. Surface and manu
facturing detail in these areas therefore sur
vived. 

Long Planking 

Four planks, TT 1810, TT 1141, TT 438 and 
TT 1072 were included in the study of the 
long planking. These extended from the 
stem or sternpost respectively as far forward 
or aft as the group of mortised frames at 
midship. 

A semi-circular sump cavity was crudely cut 
into the port aft section of the mast step 
using a large straight-edged implement such 
as an axe. This feature penetrated approxi
mately one third of the keelson's width at 
that point and contained pronounced tool 
marks (Fig. VIII.115). Its unsophisticated 
fabrication suggested that the sump hole 
and the installation of the pump were after
thoughts. Six large, circular, countersunk 
forelock bolt holes in the upper surface were 
fashioned with a straight-edged implement 
(Fig. VIII.116). 

The keelson's port and starboard faces were 
finished with an axe and the ends were fash
ioned with an axe and finished with an 
adze. They also contained square-shanked 
nail holes, some of which were countersunk 
with a straight-edged tool, such as an axe or 
hatchet (Fig. VIII.117). Vertical fabrication 
guide marks, probably made with dividers, 
were observed along the port and starboard 
faces as well (Figs. VIII.118, VIII.119). These 
guided the shaping of the notches on the 
keelson's underside as they aligned 0.5 cm 
inside the walls of the notches. The keelson's 
underside was highly sculpted and the 
notches were finished with an axe or 
hatchet, and the alternating flat planes of the 
notches were finished with an adze. 

HULL PLANKING 

The hull planks studied encompassed 18 
strakes on the vessel's starboard side, from 
the keel timber up to the original waterline, 
above which the sequence was poorly pre
served. Seven analytical groups were cre
ated, based principally on plank location, 
length, and associated evidence, such as fas
teners, distribution, and locations of butt 
joints, among other factors (Fig. VIII.120). 

The planking groups contained little differ
entiation in manufacture and the only recog
nizable trend was that the pieces became 
progressively thinner, the higher their loca
tion on the vessel's hull. The planks sus
tained a heavy uniform weathering on their 
exposed exterior surfaces, save for areas that 
had been covered by a pine resin sealant or 
by concretions left by the decomposition of 

Generic Timber; TT 1810 (with insert 
TT 2400) 

Saw marks covered approximately 80 per 
cent of the interior face with the remainder 
at the aft end bearing the standard plank fin
ishing pattern of 14 adze rows per metre. 
Large deposits of waterproofing were 
apparent along the length of this face, con
centrated along the centre of the plank. Fut-
tock contact points were indicated by breaks 
in the coverage of the pooled sealant. 

The exterior face was heavily weathered 
with extensive biological damage, and virtu
ally none of its original surface remained, 
save in areas of deposits of residual water
proofing within mortises for treenails and 
nails. Nothing can be determined concern
ing how the surface was finished. 

The plank's upper and lower edges were 
adzed in alternating directions that sug
gested that it was finished section by sec
tion. Caulking scars were visible on the 
plank and residual caulking deposits were 
attached to it. Evidence for caulking on the 
better-preserved lower edge revealed that 
the angle of orientation of the iron was 
upwards, with the scarring penetrating up 
to 50 per cent and the caulking deposits 
encompassing up to 75 per cent of the 
plank's thickness. The forward end was 
heavily weathered and contained little of the 
original surface but revealed that it was fin
ished with an angled cut with an interior 
bevel. The aft end, on the other hand, was 
fashioned in a butt, possibly with an adze. 

The plank contained a rectangular oak inset, 
or graving piece, in the forward central por
tion. This evidently replaced an undesirable 
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portion of the plank, caused by a knot or 
other irregularity in the grain, and it was 
secured with two nails and one treenail. Its 
exterior face was very heavily weathered 
with virtually none of the original surface 
remaining intact, although it did show that 
the nails and treenail were inset within 
polygonal mortises of standard manufac
ture. The interior face was finished with an 
adze and the forward to aft orientation of 
the marks almost paralleled the grain. The 
upper edge was first split and then finished 
with an adze. The two ends were also fin
ished with an adze, indicating the careful 
placement of the graving piece. 

Stern Short Planking 

This group consisted of five short planks 
that butted upon the stern of the vessel, four 
of which were examined. 

Generic Timber: TT 1073 

This plank was complete but was subjected 
to moderate to heavy weathering and some 
biological damage (Fig. VIII.121). The inte
rior face was finished in the standard plank-
finishing pattern of adzing but the tool mark 
evidence of the exterior face was mostly 
missing. Treenails were countersunk within 
standard shallow, triangular mortises on this 
face. The nails were also countersunk within 
standard nail mortises, in a number of 
shapes - rounded, triangular, and polygo
nal, all of which were roughly equally repre
sented. The aft end of the interior face was 
bevelled and fashioned to a diagonal to meet 
the transom. Deposits of residual water
proofing with alternating frame stains were 
evident. 

The upper edge contained some moderate 
weathering but revealed that it was finished 
with an adze. A caulking seam incorporated 
approximately 90 per cent of the length of 
this edge, penetrating up to one-third of its 
edge. The angle of penetration indicated a 
that the caulking iron was held at a slightly 
downwards orientation in relation to the 
edge of the plank. The lower edge and for
ward end of the plank were also finished 
with an adze, and the aft end was finished to 
a bevelled diagonal like the interior face. 

Bow Short Planking 

Nine planks constituted this grouping of 
short planks mounted at the bow. The for
ward ends of these planks fell on the stem, 
while the aft ends butted on frame timbers 
identified as "reverse futtocks". 

Generic Timber: TT 2742 

This plank was complete, although weath
ered and damaged on its exterior surface 
(Fig. VIII.122). The interior face was finished 
with an adze in the standard plank-finishing 
pattern whereby the blade struck the surface 
at approximately 60° to the grain, in regular 
rows of approximately 14 rows per metre. 
Interestingly, adze marks from the forward 
half of the plank contained one central stria-
tion, caused by one nick in the adze blade. 
The aft portion of the same surface was fin
ished with a blade containing two such 
nicks or gouges in close proximity to each 
other. This suggested that either the adze 
employed to finish the forward half of the 
interior surface picked up another nick and 
was then employed on the aft half, or a sec
ond adze was employed, or in other words, 
that the surface was prepared by two differ
ent men. Moreover, the adzing on the for
ward half was executed in a more parallel 
row than the sequence aft, further suggest
ing a slight variation of technique. 

On the interior face, frame contact points 
were visible, indicated by staining, differen
tial weathering and waterproofing that 
appeared as isolated, thin deposits spread 
throughout the length of the face around 
areas where the frames made contact. 

The method of manufacture on the exterior 
face could not be determined due to heavy 
weathering and extensive biological dam
age. A series of triangular, circular and 
polygonal mortises were cut to receive the 
fasteners. Slight deposits of sealant were 
retained in areas around the mortises. Two 
crescent-shaped troughs in close association 
were observed on this face, and were proba
bly created to check a split in the wood or 
some similar irregularity in the graining. 
The troughs were created with a small, 
straight-edged implement, possibly a chisel. 

The upper and lower edges were finished 
with an adze. A number of adzing 
sequences, mostly in the aft half, repre
sented adzing in a number of directions, 
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suggesting that the rhythm was adapted to 
work through irregularities in the grain. Sec
ondary marks indicated that final trimming 
was applied to this plank with an axe or 
hatchet. No evidence of caulking was 
detected on this plank in the form of scars or 
residual caulking on the edge. Evidence of 
caulking remained along approximately 30 
per cent of the lower edge. The degree of 
penetration was up to three-quarters of the 
thickness of the plank. The plank's forward 
end was bevelled with an adze and the aft 
end appears to have been finished originally 
with an adze. However, most of these adze 
marks were later obliterated by an axe or 
hatchet in a final plank trimming operation. 

Stern Low Planking 

This group comprised ten planks found 
below the tuck at the stern that were charac
terized by irregular widths. 

Generic Timber: TT 1530 

The interior face contained some weathering 
but most of the original surface was intact 
and revealed that it was finished with an 
adze (Fig. VIII.123). Staining from the adja
cent frame timbers and waterproofing were 
very pronounced on the surface. The exte
rior face was also adze-finished and the tree
nails were countersunk within standard 
shallow, triangular mortises, and the nails 
within triangular and polygonal-shaped 
mortises. The exterior face contained inter
esting evidence for plank strengthening and 
repair. The face exhibited two small non-
countersunk nail holes that straddled a large 
split to strengthen or prevent the plank from 
fracturing further. The nails were not associ
ated with the planking attachment scheme 
and the split, or the plank's potential to split, 
must have been apparent when it was being 
fashioned or placed. Further, the upper aft 
edge of the plank had a rectangular repair 
wedge (carved from a single piece of wood) 
inserted into it, probably to replace a knot in 
the wood, given the surrounding graining. 
The center of another repair block in the area 
contained a false treenail head into which a 
nail was hammered, to tack the insert to the 
plank. The block appears to have been fash
ioned with an axe and the false treenail with 
a drawknife. The wedge cavity was cleaned 
out with a straight-bladed implement. Much 
caulking material remained around the edge 
and the forward portion of the insert. The 

forward end of the plank contained a small 
dowel, probably from a repair to replace a 
knot or check it from splitting. 

Very faint splitting detected across the stern 
hood end suggested that the diagonal bevel 
was achieved with a saw prior to finishing 
with an adze. The lower edge was finished 
with an adze. 

The upper edge was finished with an adze 
and marks around a notched area indicated 
that this portion was shaped initially with 
an axe (at a right angle to the edge) and then 
adzed. Caulking material appeared on 
approximately 50 per cent of this upper edge 
and the caulking iron was oriented princi
pally towards the stern. The caulking seam 
was shallow and did not penetrate more 
than one-third of the edge and it was absent 
around the notched area, indicating that 
there must have been a sizable gap at this 
point between the planking. 

The plank did not appear to have been par
ticularly suited for its function given the 
knots and the split. 

Midship Low Planking 

A total of 18 planks made up this group, 13 
of which were included in the tool mark 
study. 

Generic Timber: TT 1140 

This hull plank comprised three mending 
fragments and one of the principal fractures 
dividing the plank occurred at a large knot 
(Fig. VIII.124). 

The abundance of treenail and nail holes 
indicated that the plank was from an area of 
the hull where first and second futtocks 
overlapped. The interior surface contained 
adze marks in the standard pattern of regu
lar rows approximately 60° to the grain and 
around 14 rows per metre. Faint traces of 
saw marks were evident among the adze 
marks, indicating that the face was first 
sawn before being finished with an adze. 
Although the adzing was mostly regular, 
adzing in opposing directions also occurred 
in areas of irregularity in the grain. 

In the central portion of the plank, near a 
knot, there was a series of very close adze 
marks at 90° to the other marks in the area, 
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representing close, intense strokes to work 
through the irregular grain. Contact points 
with frame timbers and patterns of residual 
waterproofing pitch were also observed. 

The exterior face was heavily weathered 
with some moderate to heavy biological 
damage, but faint marks indicated that it too 
was finished with an adze. One small plug 
found on this face was probably placed to 
fill an errant pilot hole or possibly a small 
knot. The treenails and nails were set within 
standard mortises. Interestingly, one shal
low triangular treenail mortise on this face 
was never employed. 

The upper and lower edges were finished 
with an adze. Caulking scars on the edges 
indicate that the caulking iron was held in a 
downward orientation. The scars on the 
upper surface did not penetrate more than 
one half of the plank's thickness. The aft end 
of the plank was finished with an adze. 

The plank's graining appeared to be well 
suited to the contours of the timber with the 
exception of a large knot that severely dis
rupted the graining pattern and caused the 
timber to split. 

Filler Planking 

Generic Timber: TT 2391 

The interior face of this moderately weath
ered plank was adzed in the standard, plank 
finishing pattern, approximately 60° to the 
grain in regulated rows (Fig. VIII.125). The 
orientation of the adzing was found to be 
both aft-to-forward and forward-to-aft that 
converged at the midpoint of the timber. 
Frame contact points and deposits of pine 
resin waterproofing were found on this sur
face. 

No tool marks were detected on the exterior 
face due to heavy weathering and biological 
damage but a small nail hole in the lower aft 
section of the plank served to tack a split. 

The upper and lower edges were finished 
with an adze and contained caulking scars, 
with penetration of the iron 55-60 per cent of 
the width of the upper plank edge and 25-30 
per cent of the lower edge. 

No tool marks survived on the forward end 
although the aft end was finished to a butt 
with an adze. 

Miscellaneous Planking 

The remaining 23 planks constituted the 
largest plank category, 18 of which were 
included in the tool mark study. 

Generic Timber: TT 2538 

The interior surface of this plank was first 
sawn then adzed in the standard, regular 
pattern of rows (Fig. VIII.126). Contact 
points and two deposits of residual water
proofing were located on this surface. At the 
forward end, one nail hole contained a 
wooden plug. 

The upper and lower edges were adzed. The 
forward end was finished straight and spo
radic, superimposed adze marks indicated 
that at least a portion of the end was sub
jected to a final trimming process after the 
plank was in place. 

Associated Hull Planking 

Fourteen disarticulated planks believed to 
have originated higher up the hull's star
board side were studied. These planks were 
more heavily and uniformly weathered than 
the in situ plank groups but shared their 
manufacturing methods. One plank 
(TT 1445) contained distinct and notable 
attributes however. 

The upper edge appeared to have been 
deliberately split, possibly as a result of the 
wreck's salvage initially after it grounded 
(Figs. VIII.127, VIH. 128). Three notches were 
cut into the edge with a chopping imple
ment such as an axe. Charring also appeared 
in at least two spots (Fig. VIII.129). The 
burning pattern was localized and not uni
form and its origin remains unknown. It 
might also have been the result of attempts 
by indigenous peoples to recover metal nails 
from the wreck once the Basques had left the 
harbour at the end of the whaling season. 
Pastore states that some tribes regularly 
scavenged seasonal sites and that indige
nous hearth features were found at Red Bay 
that were contemporaneous with the Basque 
occupation.184 
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Discussion 

The hull planks were fashioned with a pit 
saw and then finished with an adze (Figs. 
VÏÏI.130, VIII.131). The majority showed that 
the adze struck the surface at approximately 
60° to the grain, in regular, methodical rows 
measuring on average 14 rows per metre 
(Fig. VIII.132). The adzing frequently 
appeared to have been executed in stages 
given that it often originated from opposing 
ends of the plank and converged at the mid
point. Indeed, some planks possessed subtle 
variations in adzing technique that sug
gested different individuals had finished 
alternate halves of the planks. One plank in 
particular (TT 2742) contained clear evi
dence that two distinct adzes were used dur
ing the finishing process. Adzes were also 
used to shape and finish the ends and the 
edges of the planking (Figs. VIII.133, 
VIII.134, VIII.135). 

In some cases, impressive fashioning of the 
planks was required to rectify irregularities 
in the grain. Although the graining of most 
small to medium-sized planks appeared to 
be satisfactory, larger planks typically con
tained irregularities in the grain that had to 
be rectified for the plank to be functional. 
These corrective measures included check
ing (Figs. VIII.136, VIII.137, VIII.138, 
VIII.139), scouring the edges of cracks (Figs. 
VIII.140, VIII.141, VIII.142) and securing 
splits and fractures with nails (Figs. VIII.143, 
VIII.144). Examples of localized plank 
inserts were also encountered (Figs. VIII. 145, 
VIII.146, VIII.147, VIII.148). Whereas it 
would have been relatively straightforward 
for the carpenters to find good small to 
medium-sized planks, the longer the plank 
the more difficult it would have been to find 
flawless pieces, necessitating some degree of 
remedial improvement. The presence of 
unused nail and treenail countersinks, as 
well as plugged nail holes, might also have 
been the result of adjustments or fine-tuning 
on the part of the carpenters during the 
plank installation, especially once they had 
committed to the installation of given planks 
(Figs. VIII.149, VIII.150). Knot holes were 
treated in the same manner. 

The single caulking scar detected on the 
plank edges is significant for it indicates that 
the ship was caulked only once and, as such, 
was a relatively new vessel (Fig. VIII.151). 

The mortises that countersunk the treenails 
and nails in the planks were noticeably dif
ferent. Treenail mortises were deliberate, 
shallow and of a consistent, triangular 
shape, in keeping with the deliberate action 
of boring and inserting the large dowels. 
Those for the nails ranged from square to 
polygonal to triangular. This lack of unifor
mity suggested of a more spontaneous pro
cess. 

Finally, evidence of rock damage was also 
detected on a small number of the fourth, 
fifth and sixth strakes of the starboard plank 
assembly (Fig. VIII.152). Although beaching 
of large craft was a regular practise in the 
Bay of Biscay, the degree of damage to these 
planks suggested that the damage might 
have been from the wrecking event. 

CEILING AND OTHER INTERIOR 
PLANKING 

Limber Boards 

Fifteen limber boards recovered in situ from 
both the starboard and port sides were 
examined. The pieces had been sawn as 
many of the planks displayed parallel ridges 
identified as sawing striations running the 
length of their faces. The orientation of these 
saw marks indicated the use of a pit saw. 
Whereas the marks were regular and nearly 
parallel, a periodic angle correction signified 
a shift in the upper sawyer's stance (Figs. 
VIII.153, VIII.154).185 Some planks exhibited 
further partial finishing with an adze (Fig. 
VIII.155). 

Scarring was found on a number of speci
mens, in the form of deep, random incisions, 
bruising and gouges on the upper surfaces, 
all of which were indicative of use wear. The 
bruising and gouging were the result of 
cargo handling, while the random cut 
marks, made by a straight-edged implement 
(striking the surface at approximately 85-
90°) revealed the limber boards' use as a 
backdrop for trimming dunnage and chocks 
to secure the cargo (Fig. VIII.156). 

The limber board edges had marks that indi
cated that they were finished with an adze 
(Fig. VIII.157). Some faces contained differ
ential splitting along the widths of their 
ends that indicated that they were sawn 
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with a relatively coarse, cross-cut blade, 
probably a framed bow-saw (Fig. VIII.158). 

One board contained remnants of a bored 
hole in profile through its edge, with inter
nal clockwise spiral marks, probably from a 
threaded drill or bore. Evidently this had 
been intended as a pilot hole for a square-
shanked nail (Fig. VIII.159). 

Summary 

The limber boards displayed a range of 
plank finishing, from being left sawn, to 
being sawn and partially adzed, to having 
their faces completely adzed. Some speci
mens contained evidence of pilot holes for 
fasteners, indicating their prior selection and 
rejection as planking. Relatively sparse evi
dence of use wear on the exterior surfaces of 
the limber boards and the modest amount of 
gouging and hacking from their use as back
drops for chock and dunnage trimming 
indicated that they belonged to a relatively 
new vessel. 

MISCELLANEOUS TIMBERS 

Rudder 

The rudder (TT 423) from the 24M vessel 
was fashioned from a single piece of oak 
(Fig. VIII.160). The extant surface of the port 
face had been finished with an adze (Fig. 
VIII.161). The aft edge was finished with an 
adze. On the rudder's leading edge the pin
tles were set into recesses, and although the 
tool mark evidence for the recesses was not 
entirely clear, evidently they had been fash
ioned with a variety of tools, including a 
straight-edged implement such as an axe or 
hatchet, an adze, and possibly a chisel for 
finer detail (Fig. VIII.162). 

The lower end of the rudder was cut to an 
offset, blunt point with one of its sides align
ing with the keel and the other to the skeg. 
This end was fashioned to a bevel, probably 
with an adze. The heel was also heavily 
damaged and contained a large split, possi
bly a contact fracture sustained as result of 
the grounding of the vessel (Fig. VIII.163). 

Overall, the graining suggested that the ship 
carpenter made a satisfactory choice of 
wood, as it matched the contours of the tim
ber. 

CONCLUSION 

Examination of the tool marks from the 24M 
vessel revealed evidence of various stages in 
the fabrication of the ship's timbers and the 
ship as a whole. Further, the study provided 
direct archaeological evidence of the tools 
employed by the carpenters, including: 

• pit saws (Fig. VIII.164); 

• axes (both broad and possibly scoring 
types) as well as smaller hatchets, col
lectively for fashioning and finishing 
(Figs. VIII.165, VIII.166, VIII.167); 

• adzes (both half round and flat) for fine 
joining, fashioning, finishing and dub
bing (Figs. VIII.168, VIII.169, VIII.170, 
VIII.171, VIII.172, VIII.173, VIII.174); 

• gimlets and spoon-bit augers, for bor
ing (Fig. VIII.175); 

• chisels, for fashioning and finishing 
(Fig. VIII.176); 

• compasses, dividers and scribes, for 
marking and projecting; 

• draw knives for the manufacture of 
plugs and treenails; 

• caulking irons; and 

• bow-saw for fashioning. 

The principal timbers, consisting of the keel, 
stem, sternpost and sternpost knee appear 
to have been fashioned and laid by a partic
ular crew. These pieces all incorporated 
grown, waney edges into their design, and 
were fashioned by an axe with the critical 
scarf joints and rabbets painstakingly fin
ished with an adze. The garboard incorpora
tions of the keel were of particular interest, 
and raised the question of where the piece 
was actually fashioned. It might have been 
fabricated in the plantation to a specific 
generic shape, then modified or fine-tuned 
in the shipyard when laid. 

A number of different adzing patterns were 
observed during the study. Aside from the 
standard operation to close the grain of the 
frames and planks, there were also instances 
of careful adzing of the scarfs and rabbets, 
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adzing to seat filler planks and adzing for 
dubbing. 

Two styles of axes appear to have been 
employed — a broad axe and a smaller bit
ted scoring axe — similar to the types used 
in the North American lumber industry 
some three hundred years later. Axe marks 
were detected at scarfs and rabbets sub
jected to finer adze finishing. The marks 
suggested that the axe was used in the initial 
shaping of joints as well as the shaping of 
the timbers themselves. Periodically an axe 
was used in the final finishing when a frame 
was in place and had to be altered or 
dubbed in a confined space. 

Saw marks appeared on hull planks, ceiling 
planks, limber boards, Y-shaped floor tim
bers and a number of first and second fut-
tocks. The pattern or orientation of these 
marks indicated the use of a pit saw. A num
ber of frames and floors were first sawn and 
then finished with an adze. 

Evidence for the work of the caulker was 
found on the floors, frames and hull plank
ing (Figs. VIII.177, VIII.178), and included 
bruising and scarring from caulking irons as 
well as deposits of caulking. 

The presence of inscribed marks (graminhos) 
on certain floors, futtocks and the keel 
hinted at a division of labour, as they can be 
interpreted as sets of instructions for the 
manufacture of the timbers. Graminhos rep
resented guidelines set down by one indi
vidual (the shipbuilder) to another 
workman, or group of individuals (the car
penters) during the manufacturing process. 
The graminho code was the method by which 
the shipbuilder was able to extend his con
trol over the design of the vessel into the 
shipyard. Therefore, these marks, as well as 
the fine adzing associated with the scarfing, 
constituted divisions of labour that pre
ceded the planking of the vessel. 

Evidence from the 24M tool mark study con
firmed historical evidence that generic 
forms were delivered to the shipyard.186 

Both frame and floor timbers were cut out or 
patterned after a mould or template. The 
intense adzing found on the floors and espe
cially the lower portions of the first futtocks 
constituted the finer or custom fitting of 
these generic pieces to the actual vessel. 
Study of the keel revealed that a port-side 
section of the hull was left open or exposed 
until well into the assembly phase. A part of 
the top of the keel that had been carefully 
adzed to a smooth finish was later used as a 
backdrop for chopping and was blemished 
with crude chop marks. The second chop
ping action not only indicated that the area, 
which later would have been covered by 
floor timbers, must have been open for a 
period of time after the keel was laid but 
that it was the work of individual(s) who 
did not perform the careful adzing of the 
previous operation. This too was unequivo
cal evidence for a division of labour. 

The tool marks provided some insights into 
the working life of the 24M vessel. For 
instance, it was only caulked once, as 
revealed by the single series of caulking 
marks on given timbers, and was therefore a 
relatively new vessel. This conclusion is sup
ported by the minimal general use wear in 
the hold that would otherwise have 
obscured or worn away fabrication marks. 
Furthermore, hack marks on the keelson, 
ceiling planking and limber boards, from 
trimming of dunnage and chocks, were 
noticeably sparse enough to indicate limited 
activity in preparing to stow a cargo or car
goes. Damage to the rudder, keel, stem, heel 
and some of the hull planks provided evi
dence for the ship's loss and at least one tim
ber bore evidence of salvage work. Lastly, 
the study revealed 'tool marks' from rat inci
sors on floors and futtocks near the stern 
where these animals, mariners' companions 
from time immemorial, had a haven below 
the ceiling. 
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Figure VIII.2: The principal 
timbers of the 24M vessel. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-94-103-2). 
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Figure VIII.3: The 
beech keel, TT 1532, 
aboard the barge for 
recording. Note the 
adze-finishing pattern 
throughout its upper 
surface. (Photo: D. 
Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-2542M). 

Figure VIII.4: Under
side of the keel illus
trating the degree to 
which the log's grown 
shape was incorpo
rated into the keel's 
design. (Photo: D. 
Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-2163M). 
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Figure VIII.5: Detail of 
the keel illustrating the 
incorporated gar-
boards at its forward 
end. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7237W). 

Figure VIII.6: Detail of 
the keel illustrating the 
incorporated gar-
boards at its aft end. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7246W). 

Figure VIII.7 (Left and 
Far Left): A series of 
marks located on the 
keel's forward, upper 
surface, indicating the 
shaping and splitting 
required to fashion the 
keel to suit the vessel. 
(Photos: D. Page, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1970M, 24M-1972M). 
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Figure VIII.8: Adze 
marks on the keel's 
upper surface revealed 
a standard finishing 
pattern. (Photo: D. 
Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-1827M). 

Figure VIII.9: Evidence 
of with-grain adzing 
on a small section of 
the keel's upper sur
face. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7256W). 
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Figure VIII.10 (Far Left): 
Four examples of the 
carefully incised circular 
assembly code on the 
upper surface of the keel. 
(Photos: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-9115W). 

FigureVIII.il (Left): Ran
dom axe marks on a 
small section of the fin
ished keel's upper sur
face suggested it was 
used as a backdrop for 
trimming. Note the grey
ish, intermittent deposits 
of resin-like weather-
proofing adhering to the 
surface. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7263 W). 

Figure VIII.12 (Far Left): 
The series of lines that 
extended across the top 
of the keel corresponded 
with the limits of the gar-
board incorporations 
and might have origi
nated from the trimming 
of the sternpost knee. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-9116W). 

Figure VIII.13 (Left): 
Caulking scar along the 
side of the keel. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7244W). 

Figure VIH.14 (Far Left): 
The solitary, large knot 
within the keel. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-1977M). 

Figure VIII.15 (Below): 
The lower stem, TT 22. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7824W). 
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Figure VIII.16: Detail 
of the starboard side of 
the lower stem piece, 
TT 22. Tool marks 
illustrated that the rab
bet was fashioned 
with an axe and fin
ished with an adze. 
Note the heavy, uni
form weathering on 
the exposed grown 
section. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7826W). 

Figure VIII.17: A star
board view of the heel 
of the 24M vessel, 
TT 1010. Note the 
squared upper surface 
and the skeg. (Photo: 
S. Epps, Parks Canada; 
24M-5607W). 

Figure VIII.18: Lower 
port side of the heel, 
TT 1010. Note the 
incorporation of the 
grown portion of the 
knee into the design as 
well as the intermit
tent marks indicating 
isolated trimming 
with an axe. Note also 
that the lower part of 
the sternpost was 
attached when this 
photograph was 
taken. (Photo: S. Epps, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5613W). 

Figure VIII. 19 (Right): 
Detail of tool marks 
found on the upper 
surface of the heel. The 
marks were typical of 
a finely adzed finish. 
(Photo: S. Epps, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1837M). 

Figure VIII.20 (Far 
Right): Detail of the 
scarph on the port side 
of the heel. (Photo: S. 
Epps, Parks Canada; 
24M-1258M). 
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Figure VIII.21: Star
board side of the stern-
post knee, TT 1101. 
Note the orientation of 
the grain, that fol
lowed the contour of 
the knee. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4812W). 

Figure VIII.22: Port 
side of the sternpost 
knee. Note the tooled 
recesses on the hori
zontal arm to accom
modate crutches 
mounted on the knee. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
4817W). 

Figure VIII.23: 
a) Detail of the for
ward end of the stern-
post knee illustrating 
the adze-fashioned 
funnel and the scarph, 
shaped with an axe 
and finished with an 
adze, b) In this side 
view, note the intense, 
adzed finish to the top 
of the knee. (Photos: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-1841M, 24M-
4813W). 
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Figure VIII.24: Detail 
of the sternpost knee, 
TT 1101, temporarily 
reassembled with the 
heel and sternpost, 
TTs 1010 and TT 33 
respectively. Note the 
caulking scar along 
the sternpost knee and 
a portion of the heel. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1846M). 

Figure VIII.25: Classi
fication and location of 
the five groups of floor 
timbers from the 24M 
vessel. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-95-103-1). 
Scale 1:150 
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Figure VIII.26 (Above): 
A typical floor timber 
from the crutch group, 
TT 1085. (Drawing: S. 
Laurie-Bourque, Parks 
Canada; 24M-83-83-
D119). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.27 (Left): 
The unusual pattern of 
tool marks on the star
board top of this floor 
(TT 1086) was indica
tive of extensive adz
ing, probably to work 
through an irregular
ity in the grain. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4766W). 

Figure VIII.28: For
ward face of floor 
TT 1087. Marks indi
cate that the surface 
was left largely as it 
had been split, with 
only the high points 
adzed. The top of the 
timber (at right) had 
an aborted treenail 
hole, probably aban
doned because of the 
difficulty of the irregu
lar grain. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks 
Canada; 24M-4758W). 
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Figure VIII.29: This crutch 
(TT 1083) retained two sets 
of caulking scars on the 
exterior face. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Canada; 
24M-5816W). 

Figure VIII.30: The star
board exterior of crutch 
TT 1087 exhibited marks 
indicative of plank trim
ming as well as wedge-
shaped recesses, evidence 
of dubbing or plank fitting 
(Photo: G. Taudien, Parks 
Canada; 24M-4755W). 

Figure VIII.31 {Right): 
Gnawing marks, in the 
form of multiple, small, 
parallel striations around 
the edge of the limber hole 
and throughout the base of 
this floor (TT 1085) attest to 
the presence of rats aboard 
the 24M vessel. These 
marks were abundant 
throughout the floors and 
futtocks of the stern area, 
and often appeared wher
ever there was a ridge or 
depression that formed a 
purchase on which the ani
mals could work. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Canada; 
24M-4782W). 

Figure VIII.32 (Far Right): 
Detail of the pedestal face 
of TT 1085 in Fig. VIII.31, 
showing teeth marks along 
the fissures and ridges of 
the surface. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 24M-
4783 W). 

Figure VIII.33: Underside of 
crutch TT 1084 illustrating 
the adzed finish, as well as 
the U-shaped limber hole. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, Parks 
Canada; 24M-4995W). 
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Figure VIII.34: 
Another example 
(TT 1087) illustrating 
the two stage boring 
sequence of the U-
shaped limber hole. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
4757W). 

Figure VIII.35 (Far 
Left): Aftermost floor 
TT 995 showing its 
unique style and man
ufacture. Note the 
waney incorporated 
into the timber's 
design. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-4778W). 

Figure VIII.36 (left): 
Base of TT 995 illus
trating the timber's 
inclination and the ori
entation of the limber 
passage. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4774W). 

Figure VIII.37: The 
base of this floor 
(TT 1089) illustrates 
the fabrication code 
found on a number of 
floors. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-4791W). 
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Figure VIII.38: 
Another example of 
the incised fabrication 
code and the adzed 
finish on the aft face of 
TT 1090. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5179W). 

Figure VIII.39 (Below): 
Aft floor TT 1090. Note 
the series of incised 
lines on the forward 
face (left) aligning 
with features of the 
pedestal, as well as the 
large ridge or crease, 
evidence of fabrica
tion by a pit saw. 
(Drawing: R. Hellier, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-87-D47). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure VIII.40 (Far Left 
and Above): Oblique 
views of TT 1090 
showing pit- saw 
marks on this timber's 
forward face. (Photos: 
D. Page, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1227M, 24M-
1225M). 

Figure VIII.41 (Bottom 
Left): Crutch TT 3, 
showing evidence of 
opposing pit saw cuts. 
Note the separation 
split off at the inter
secting point (bottom 
right). (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-4849W). 

Figure VIII.42 {Below): 
A series of pit saw 
marks on the forward 
face of TT 1089. Some 
portions of this face 
were further finished 
with an adze. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4796W). 
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Figure VIII.43: The 
marks on this forward 
face of TT 3 illustrated 
the intense adzing 
required to overcome 
irregular graining 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1722M). 

Figure VIII.44 (Right): 
Top view of crutch 
TT 445/1088, illustrat
ing the incorporation 
of a waney edge into 
the timber's design. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
4768W). 

Figure VIII.45 (Bottom 
Right): A small section 
of the starboard exte
rior of TT 3 (at the 
right of the photo
graph) contained a 
series of axe marks 
suggesting that the 
area was fitted or 
altered when the floor 
was in place, and 
space restrictions dic
tated use of an axe 
rather than an adze. 
This dubbing tech
nique was found on a 
number of floors and 
futtocks. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4848W). 
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Figure VIII.46: Detail 
of floor TT 445/1088, 
illustrating adzing on 
the face. Note also the 
axed recess indicative 
of dubbing during 
final plank trimming. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1728M). 

Figure VIII.47 (Far Left 
and Left): Detail of 
adze finishing on the 
base of TT 1090. Note 
the manner in which 
the V-shaped limber 
hole was fashioned, 
with an axe. (Photos: 
D. Page, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1231M, 24M-
1232M). 

Figure VIII.48: Detail 
of the U-shaped lim
ber hole (with adze-
finished walls) of 
TT 445/1088. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1725M). 
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Figure VIII.49: Floor 
TT 2227 showing 
intense adzing on the 
face. Note the square 
limber passage. 
(Photo: A. Wilson, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7657W). 

Figure V1II.50: Detail 
of dovetail mortise in 
floor TT 2218, showing 
with-grain adzing on 
the floor's vertical face 
(right) and finer adze 
finishing on the mor
tise bed. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7770W). 

Figure VIII.51 (Right): 
Base of a mortised 
floor TT 2216, illustrat
ing the square-shaped 
limber hole character
istic of this group of 
floors. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-8572W). 

Figure VIII.52 (Fur 
Right): Underside of 
TT 2217 showing adze 
marks and the square-
shaped limber hole. 
Marks within this lat
ter feature indicated 
that the walls were fin
ished with an axe or 
hatchet. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7161W). 
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Figure VIII.53 (Above): 
Master floor timber, 
TT 2218, typical of the 
overall style of mor
tised floors. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-84-88-D83). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.54: Detail 
of dovetailed mortise 
in TT 2225. Note stria-
tions on the adzed 
portions of the base (at 
right), caused by nicks 
in the adze's blade at 
the time of finishing. 
Also note that the stri-
ations do not appear 
on the finer adzing 
that finished the mor
tise bed. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7186W). 

Figure VIII.55: Floor 
TT 2211, from the for
ward part of the keel. 
(Drawing: D. Yetmen, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
84-93-D68). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure VIII.56: Intense 
adzing on floor TT 2075 
due to severe gnarling of 
the grain. (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6585W). 

Figure VIII.57: Underside 
of a heavily worked floor, 
TT 2075, illustrating a 
series of axe or hatchet 
marks oriented in an arc, 
made as a result of dub
bing (far left). Evidently 
the limited space avail
able to the shipwright 
precluded the use of an 
adze, hence the arc-
shaped tool mark 
sequence characteristic of 
an axe. Note also the 
challenging grain pat
tern and evidence that 
the adjoining vertical 
face was riven, as indi
cated by the 
gouge.(Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6582W). 

Figure VIII.58: Detail of 
the starboard exterior 
face of TT 2075 showing 
a second sequence of cut 
marks in an arc-shaped 
orientation (center left), 
again indicative of dub
bing with an axe. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-6581W). 

Figure V1II.59: The for
ward face of floor 
TT 2077 was sawn and 
then finished with an 
adze. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6976W). 
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Figure VIII.60 (Above): Floor 
TT 1943. Note the tool 
marks on the fore and aft 
faces as well as on the base, 
indicative of intense adz
ing. Also note the incorpo
ration of a waney edge into 
the floor's shape at the top 
and the V-shaped limber 
hole. Elements of an incised 
assembly code can also be 
detected on both faces, 
aligning with features on 
the base. (Drawing: J. Far
ley, Parks Canada; 24M-84-
22-D57). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.61 (Far Left): Top 
of crutch TT 1944 illustrat
ing intense adzing through 
irregularities in the grain. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, Parks 
Canada; 24M-6935W). 

Figure VIII.62 (Left): Aft 
face of crutch 1944 illustrat
ing a possible axe sequence 
on the starboard arm (at 
right). (Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
6931W). 
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Figure VIII.63: Detail 
of the base of crutch 
TT 1945. Note the 
bored bed of the U-
shaped limber hole. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7074W). 

Figure V1II.64: Classi
fication and location of 
the six groups of first 
futtocks from the star
board assembly of the 
24M vessel. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-95-103-2). 
Scale 1:150 

Figure VIII.65: Stern 
futtock TT 442/433, 
showing the character
istic reverse angle at 
its heel that gave the 
base a club-foot effect. 
(Drawing: D. Yetman, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-93-D7). 
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Figure VIII.66: Exterior 
face of first futtock 
TT 433/442 showing 
intense adzing at the 
heel (left) and stan
dard row adzing else
where to prepare the 
surface for planks. 
Note also the recess 
(left), made with an 
axe, to seat a hull 
plank. (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-4631W). 

Figure VIII.67: Detail 
of the interior face of 
TT 854/855, showing 
two auger impres
sions (bottom left), 
indicative of aborted 
treenail holes. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4698W). 

Figure VIII.68 (Below): 
First futtock TT 1930. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
84-88-D46). 
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Figure VIII.69: Detail 
of the aft face of 
TT 1931 illustrating 
where a two-stage pit 
sawing operation 
intersected, indicated 
by the converging saw 
marks and the small 
triangular split (left 
center). (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6574W). 

Figure VIII.70: The aft 
face of futtockTT 1933 
(foreground), illustrat
ing a series of marks 
that suggested the sur
face was first split 
(probably with an axe) 
before being finished 
with an adze. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-6567W). 

Figure VIII.71 : Exterior 
face of futtock TT 1934 
showing evidence of 
dubbing to seat a 
plank. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6882W). 

Figure VIII.72: Exterior 
face of TT 1934 show
ing evidence of dub
bing at the eighth 
strake. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6880W). 

Figure VIII.73: Detail 
of the exterior face of 
TT 1933 illustrating 
heavy adzing to shape 
the heel. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-6569W). 

Figure VIII.74: A full-
spectrum of adze 
marks on futtock 
TT 1931 (Photos: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-6577W). 
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Figure VIH.75: Exterior 
of a first futtock frag
ment 1552. Note the 
reduction on the aft 
face at the fractured 
end (in profile), indica
tive of dubbing and 
intense adzing to seat 
a spacer (escopetada). 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
6872 W). 

Figure VIII.76: Detail 
of the aft face of fut
tock TT 1931, illustrat
ing a possible "X" 
mark. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6576W). 

Figure VIII.77: First 
futtock TT 1283. 
(Drawing: D. Yetman, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
84-93-D58). 
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Figure VIII.78: Futtock 
TT 1283 showing 
intense shaping at the 
base with an axe (left) 
versus the upper por
tion (right) subjected 
to a more methodical 
adzing procedure. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
6866 W). 

Figure VIII.79: Exam
ple of intense adzing 
to shape futtock 
TT 1878. Note the por
tion of the face (left) 
that incorporated the 
timber's grown shape 
into the design. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
6952W). 

Figure VIII.80: Interior 
face of futtock TT 8 
showing a series of axe 
marks superimposed 
over splitting at the 
heel. (Photo: Parks 
Canada; 24M-6819). 

Figure VIII.81: Detail 
of futtock TT 1878, 
showing one aborted 
hole adjoining an 
existing treenail (top 
middle), and another 
ghosted to a second 
hole (bottom right). 
The aborted holes 
indicated that the 
plank they were to 
secure shifted during 
the boring operation. 
Note also the intense 
adzing on the adja
cent face. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-6950W). 
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Figure VIII.82: First 
futtock TT 416, illus
trating the shape of the 
group as well as the 
characteristic dovetail 
tenon on the aft face 
for attachment to the 
complementary mor
tised floor. Note the 
two 35 mm attachment 
treenails that flanked 
the tenon. (Drawing: 
B. Radway, Parks Can
ada; 24M-84-21-D56). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.83: Lower 
fragment of futtock 
TT 37. The ridge at the 
spacer (cscoperada) on 
the vertical face 
pointed to where 
intense shaping of the 
lower futtock with an 
adze began. (Draw
ing: N. Hart, Parks 
Canada; 24M-85-24-
D37). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure VIII.84: Heel of 
futtock TT 425. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-8900W). 

Figure VIII.85: Heel of 
dovetailed first futtock 
TT 45 showing marks 
from cutting and split
ting. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7129W). 

Figure VIII.86: The 
tenon and surround
ing surface of this 
dovetailed first futtock 
(TT 1287) provide an 
excellent example of 
the standard adze-fin
ishing pattern found 
on this group of tim
bers. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7169W). 
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Figure VIII.87: Detail 
of the tenon portion of 
futtock TT 46, illustrat
ing the crease-like tool 
marks characteristic of 
with-grain adzing on 
the tenon face. Note 
also adzing on the 
interior face (top). 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7813W). 

Figure VIII.88: Detail 
of the dovetail tenon 
of TT 46. The tool 
marks indicated that 
the feature was manu
factured with an axe or 
hatchet. Note also the 
adze-finishing tech
nique on the tenon 
face. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7127W). 

Figure VIII.89: Lower 
portion of futtock 
TT 424, illustrating the 
standard finishing pat
tern on the futtock's 
sided faces and tenon 
surface. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks 
Canada; 24M-6980W). 
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Figure VIII.90: For
ward face of dove
tailed first futtock 
TT 417 showing its 
sawn surface and a tri
angular split at the 
juncture of two-direc
tional pit sawing. 
(Photo: C. Bradley, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1754M). 

Figure VIII.91: Detail 
of the aft face of dove
tailed first futtock 
TT 37, illustrating 
adze marks superim
posed over saw marks, 
indicating that the tim
ber was first fash
ioned with a pit saw 
and at least partially 
finished with an adze. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-8922W). 

Figure VII1.92: Detail 
of the toe of futtock 
TT 1287 showing saw 
marks on the aft face 
with the high points 
adzed off (at right). 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7172W). 
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Figure VIII.93: Tool 
marks on this first fut-
tock, TT 407, indicate 
that the futtock was 
split prior to being fin
ished with an adze. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-916W). 

Figure VIII.94: Detail 
of the exterior surface 
of futtock TT 37 illus
trating a series of chop 
marks probably 
intended to check a 
split. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
8920W). 

Figure VIII.95: Toe of 
futtock TT 1286, illus
trating an attempt to 
secure a fracture with 
two nails. (Photo: D. 
Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-2618M). 
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Figure VIII.96: Marks 
on the exterior of this 
futtock, TT 416, clearly 
indicated dubbing 
performed at strakes 3, 
4, and 6. (Photo: Parks 
Canada; 24M-7027W). 

Figure VIII.97: Por
tions of the aft face of 
this futtock showed 
isolated instances of 
dubbing. (Photo: Parks 
Canada; 24M-6981W). 

Figure VIII.98: First 
futtock, TT 446/447, 
typical of the form of 
the "reverse futtocks" 
(genoles rebeses) from 
the stern. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-83-88-D45). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.99: Detail 
of timber TT 446/447 
illustrating intense 
adzing to work 
through irregularities 
in the grain. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4623W). 
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Figure VIII.IOO: First 
futtock TT 850, repre
sentative of the final 
group of futtocks to be 
installed into the 24M 
vessel. (Drawing: S. 
Laurie-Bourque, Parks 
Canada; 24M-83-83-
D151). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.101: Cross-
grain adzing of the 
lower exterior edge of 
this futtock, TT 851, 
produced an adze 
blade impression that 
was 11.2 cm in width. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
4699W). 

Figure VIII.102: Adze 
marks superimposed 
over split marks indi
cated that this futtock, 
TT 448, was first riven 
and then finished with 
an adze. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4646W). 
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Figure VIII.103: Detail of 
a tenon on port-side first 
futtock TT 2230. This 
poorly-executed tenon 
exhibited a quality of 
workmanship not nor
mally found in the scar-
phing and joints. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-9014W). 

Figure VIII.104: Port side 
first futtock TT 1158, 
illustrating uncharacter
istically crude fabrica
tion of the tenon. (Photo: 
D. Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-2622M). 

Figure VIII.105: Second 
futtock, TT 417, illustrat
ing the contour and 
shape of the timber as 
well as weathering, pro
gressively more pro
nounced towards the 
head. The absence of any 
tool marks coupled with 
the pattern of heavy, uni
form weathering sug
gested that the forward 
face of this timber might 
have been sawn. (Draw
ing: B. Radway, Parks 
Canada; 24M-84-21-D5). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.106: Second 
futtock fragment 
TT 1507, illustrating the 
characteristic second-fut-
tock adze-finishing 
method. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6007W). 
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Figure VIII.107: Nail 
hole that intersected a 
flush plug on the inte
rior surface of second 
futtock TT 434. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-3248W). 

Figure VIII.108: Third 
futtock TT 930, illus
trating the surface ero
sion typical of this 
category of futtock. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-8106W). 

Figure VHI.109: A 
third futtock fragment, 
TT 1193. (Drawing: R. 
Hellier, Parks Canada; 
24M-83-87-D60). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure VIII.llO: The 
keelson, TT 19/20/ 
402, aboard the barge 
for illustration and 
recording. Note the 
random marks 
throughout the upper 
surface, indicative of 
its use as a backdrop 
for dunnage and chock 
trimming during cargo 
stowage. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1234M). 

Figure VIII.Ill: Detail 
of the mast step and 
sump hole. Note the 
the isolated scarring on 
the upper surface, 
probably caused by 
wear from cargo stow
age. (Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5276W). 
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Figure VIII.112: Detail 
illustrating a series of 
adze marks on the 
starboard aft corner of 
the mast step. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5285W). 

Figure VIII.113: The 
upper face of the keel
son illustrating cut 
marks, probably from 
the trimming or fash
ioning of dunnage or 
billets. (Photo: G. Tau
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-5282W). 

Figure VIII.114: Detail 
of axe marks on the 
interior walls of the 
mast step. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5287W). 
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Figure VIII.lt5: Detail 
of the sump cut in the 
keelson for the pump 
tube. Note the crudely 
executed fashion in 
which the wood was 
cut out with an axe. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5286W). 

Figure VIII.116: Detail 
of a bolt countersink in 
the keelson's upper 
surface. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5292W). 

Figure VIII.117: Detail 
of a countersink for a 
nail in the side of the 
keelson illustrating, 
the chopping and 
splitting action in its 
manufacture. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5278W). 
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Figure VIII.118: Detail 
of the side of the keel
son, illustrating 
incised fabrication 
guide marks. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1829M). 

Figure VIII.119: Detail 
of the keelson's port 
side illustrating 
incised, vertical lines 
to mark floor loca
tions. (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-5297W). 

Figure VIII.120 (Left 
and Facing Page): Clas
sification and location 
of the seven hull plank 
groups from the star
board assemblage: a) 
long planking; b) stern 
short planking; c) bow 
short planking; d) 
stern low planking; 
and e) midship low 
planking; f) filler 
planking. (Drawings: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-103-
13A to 24M-2001-103-
13F). 
Scale 1:150 
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Figure VIII.121: Stern 
short plank TT 1073. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-88-D75). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.122: Bow 
short plank TT 2742. 
(Drawing: D. Yetmen, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
84-93-D67). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure VIII.123: Stern 
low plank TT 1530. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M-83-83-D127). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.124: Mid
ship low plank 
TT 1140. (Drawing: B. 
Radway, Parks Can
ada; 24M-84-21-D13). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure VIII.125: Filler 
plank TT 2391. (Draw
ing: J. Farley, Parks 
Canada; 24M-84-22-
D35). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VIII.126: Plank 
TT 2538. (Drawing: D. 
Yetmen, Parks Can
ada; 24M-85-93-D30). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure VHI.127: An 
associated hull plank 
fragment, TT 1445, 
exhibiting distinct evi
dence of splitting and 
burning. (Photos: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-8404W, 24M-
8405W). 
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Figure VIII. 128: Detail 
of the reworked sec
tion of plank TT 1445 
illustrating distinct 
chop marks. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-8444W). 

Figure VIII.129: Detail 
of the charred section 
of plank TT 1445. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-8446W). 

Figure VIII.130: Detail 
of the interior surface 
of TT 1140 illustrating 
saw marks, evidence 
of the initial pit saw
ing operation. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-4967W). 
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Figure VIII.131: Inte
rior surface detail of 
hull plank TT 999, dis
playing faint evidence 
of residual saw marks 
at the end with an 
adzed finished super
imposed over other 
portions of the face. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
3898W). 

Figure VIII.132: Inte
rior of hull plank, 
TT 591, illustrating the 
standard adze finish
ing pattern. (Photo: D. 
Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-1205M). 
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Figure V1II.133: Detail 
of a plank edge 
(TT 1140) adzed in dif
ferent directions 
through irregularities 
in the grain. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5972W). 

Figure VIII.134: A 
plank edge (TT 2745) 
displaying with-grain 
adze marks. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7120W). 

Figure VIII.135: Adzed 
bevel on the forward 
end of TT 2746. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-7062W). 

Figure V1II.136: Exte
rior surface of hull 
plank TT 2141/2830 
illustrating a nick on 
the upper edge, proba
bly to check a split or 
other irregularity in 
the grain. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7618W). 

Figure V1II.137: Detail 
of hull plank TT 1072 
showing a tooled-out 
recess to check a split 
on the exterior face. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
4964W). 
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Figure VIII.138: Detail 
of the exterior face of 
TT 1997 from the port 
side showing surface 
reduction, probably to 
check a split. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-8448W). 

Figure VIII.139: Detail 
of hull plank TT 2391 
showing a small nail 
tacked into the plank 
to stop an existing 
split. (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-6182W). 

Figure VIII.140: Detail 
of hull plank TT 1963, 
illustrating a gouge at 
the aft end of the 
plank tooled out to 
check irregularities. 
The marks suggested 
the use of a chisel. 
(Photos: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5094 W). 

Figure VIII.141: Detail 
of hull plank TT 2746, 
showing scouring of 
the edge of a surface 
split. Two countersunk 
tacking nails also 
secured the split. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7061W). 
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Figure VIII.142: Detail 
of hull plank TT 1531 
showing surface 
scouring, probably to 
remove a split. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-7491W). 

Figure VIII. 143 (Right 
and Far Rigid): A com
mon plank repair tech
nique consisted of 
cleaning a split or frac
ture in the lumber and 
securing the weak
ened area with nails. 
Two examples of splits 
in TT 1526/2829 were 
each secured by three 
nails. (Photos: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7586W, 24M-
7587W). 

Figure VIII.144: Exam
ples of repaired and 
nailed fractures in 
TT 2830/21/41. (Pho
tos: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7616W). 
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Figure VIII.145: Details 
of TT 2540 showing a 
fitted and tacked 
insert to replace a 
knot. The insert is 
shown: a) in place; 
b) removed; and 
c) adjacent to the hole. 
(Photos: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7280W, 24M-7281W, 
24M-7800W). 
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Figure VIII.146: Detail 
of the exterior face of 
hull plank TT 1530 
showing a rectangular 
repair wedge origi
nally inserted into a 
cavity, secured by a 
treenail and caulked. 
Note the adze finish
ing on the plank edge. 
The different direc
tions of the tool marks 
on either side of the 
insert indicated irregu
larities in the grain. 
The insert is shown: a) 
in place with caulk
ing; b) in place with 
caulking removed; 
and c) removed. (Pho
tos: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1210M, 
24M-1211M, 24M-
1215M). 
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Figure VIII.147: Detail 
of hull plank TT 1245, 
illustrating a rectangu
lar insert, possibly to 
replace a knot: a) exte
rior face; b) interior 
face. (Photos: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-5221W, 24M-
5225W). 

Figure VIII.148: Detail 
of hull plank fragment 
TT 1810 illustrating a 
recess for a rectangular 
plank insert, along 
with the insert or 
patch itself, TT 2400. 
Note the adze marks 
on the edge of the 
insert indicating a 
careful fit. (Photos: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-6153W, 24M-
6186W, 24M-6187W). 
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Figure VIII. 149: 
Wooden dowels in this 
hull plank, TT 1245, 
were used to plug knot 
holes. (Photos: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-5222W, 24M-
5223 W). 

Figure VIII.150: Detail 
of hull plank, 
TT 2141/2830, illus
trating a plugged nail 
hole with caulking 
removed. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7619W). 

Figure VIII.151: Detail 
of a plank edge 
(TT 1407/1257) illus
trating a caulking scar 
found on most hull 
planking, with resid
ual caulking still in 
place. (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-5167W). 
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Figure VIII.152: Rock 
damage on the exte
rior surface of plank 
TT 2540 that might 
have resulted from the 
wrecking sequence. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7806W). 

Figure VIII.153: The 
exterior surface of lim
ber board TT 1912 
demonstrated that the 
piece was sawn from 
one end, turned over 
and sawn from the 
other. The point where 
the second action met 
the initial cutting oper
ation caused a pro
nounced diagonal 
ridge. (Photo: G. Tau-
dien, Parks Canada; 
24M-5887W). 
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Figure VIII.154: Detail 
of TT 1911 showing 
evidence of sawing in 
the form of diagonal 
ridges. Note the con
sistent angle change 
together with the peri
odic angle shift in the 
marks, characteristic 
of a pit saw. Note also 
the series of pre-
d rilled treenail and 
nail holes unrelated to 
this timber's function 
as a limber board. 
These holes revealed 
that the specimen 
might have been 
rejected as a plank 
after its initial installa
tion because of an 
unsuitable burl in its 
grain. Evidently it was 
then put to secondary 
use when it was fash
ioned into a limber 
board. (Photo: C. Brad
ley, Parks Canada; 
24M-1767M). 

Figure VIII. 155: The aft 
third of the interior 
face of this limber 
board, TT 1912, con
tained pit saw marks 
with the remaining 
two-thirds of the face 
finished with an adze. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5910W). 
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Figure VIII.156: Ran
dom cut marks and 
scarring on the upper 
surfaces of limber 
boards TTs 2020 and 
1915, illustrating their 
use as backdrops for 
dunnage or chock 
trimming. (Photos: R. 
Grenier, Parks Canada; 
24M-1765M, 24M-
1761M). 

Figure VIH.157 
(Above): With-grain 
adze marks on the 
edge of limber board 
TT 1912. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5890W). 

Figure VIII.158 (Left): 
Detail of the end of 
limber board TT 1910, 
showing a series of 
small splits made by a 
transverse cut with a 
relatively coarse-
bladed saw. On hull 
planks, these marks 
would normally have 
been obliterated by 
adze finishing. The 
process was detected 
here because the entire 
face was left sawn. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5924 W). 
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Figure VIII.159: Edge 
of limber board 
TT 1914 showing 
bored pilot hole with 
spiral twist. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5952W). 

Figure VIII.160: The 
single-piece rudder 
from the 24M wreck, 
TT 423, being hoisted 
on board the excava
tion barge for record
ing and illustration. 
(Photo: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1233M). 
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Figure VIII.161: Detail 
of a pintle strap mark, 
indicating differential 
weathering and the 
degree to which the 
metal strap protected 
the wood's surface 
from damage. Tool 
marks on this pro
tected surface indi
cated that it was 
finished with an adze. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5150W). 

Figure VIII.162: Detail 
of one of the rudder's 
pintle sockets. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5135W). 
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Figure VIII.163: Detail 
of the rudder base 
showing apparent 
bruising and rock 
damage. Also note the 
contact fracture (at 
left) possibly caused 
during the grounding 
or wrecking event. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5146W). 

Figure VIII.164: Pit 
saw marks on the face 
of limber board 
TT 1128. (Photo: G. 
Taudien, Parks Can
ada; 24M-5064W). 

Figure VIII.165: Detail 
of a series of cross-
grain axe marks at the 
forward end of the 
keel to accommodate 
the garboard plank. 
Note the close and arc-
shaped orientation of 
the marks, indicative 
of an axe. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-7257W). 

Figure VIII.166: The 
tip of the starboard 
arm of a dovetailed 
floor, TT 2218, shaped 
and finished with an 
axe. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
7233W). 
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Figure VIII.167 
(Above): Axe marks 
from plank trimming 
around a butt joint on 
futtock TT 1280. The 
intensity and degree of 
penetration of the 
marks indicated that 
they were not from 
caulking. (Photo: C. 
Bradley, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1747M). 

Figure VIII.168 (Left): 
Interior face of hull 
plank TT 1257, illus
trating the standard 
plank finishing pattern 
of adzing in regulated 
rows, oriented gener
ally 60° to the grain 
and approximately 14 
rows per metre. 
(Photo: G. Taudien, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
5164W). 
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Figure VIII.169: Rhyth
mic adze finishing 
produced a rippled 
effect on timber sur
faces. This specimen is 
TT 464. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-3221W). 

Figure VIII. 170: Detail 
offuttockTT 1286, 
illustrating a standard 
example of cross-grain 
adzing to shape the 
timber. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-8525W). 
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Figure VIII.171: Star
board portion of a 
mortised floor, 
TT 2215, bearing tool 
marks from with-grain 
adzing to shape the 
arm and the tip. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7031W). 

Figure VIII. 172: Detail 
of first futtock TT 407, 
illustrating adzing in a 
number of directions 
in an attempt to work 
through an irregular
ity in the grain. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-8675W). 

Figure VIII.173: Cross-
grain and with-grain 
adze marks on 
TT 1286. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
24M-8529W). 

Figure VIII.174: Detail 
of a futtock trimmed 
with an adze to form a 
spacer (escoperada) 
bed. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
3391W). 
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Figure VIII.175: Detail 
of the base of a mor
tised floor, TT 2214, 
illustrating a shallow 
auger hole (right), 
probably an aborted 
treenail hole. Note the 
small ridge in the hole 
from the spur of the 
bit. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
8610W). 

Figure VIII.176: Detail 
of the base of floor 
TT 2080, illustrating 
two chisel tracks 
where wood was 
removed to form the 
square limber pas
sage. A saw might 
have been used ini
tially to more easily 
remove the waste. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-8719W). 

Figure VIII.177: Marks 
on the weathered inte
rior surface of floor 
TT 2216 were made by 
a caulking iron butting 
against the surface. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-8575W). 
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Figure VIII.178: Edge 
of hull plank TT 1530, 
illustrating caulking 
scars, with caulking 
material still tightly 
packed in place. 
(Photo: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1209M). 
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IX CATALOGUE OF BOLTS AND 

"ROUND N A I L S " FROM THE 24M 

SITE 

John D. Light 

This document constitutes a catalogue of 
evidence for bolts and "round nails" 
observed on the timbers of the Red Bay 24M 
vessel. This catalogue is presented in the 
form of three tables preceded by a short 
explanatory text. 

FORELOCK BOLTS 

All forelock bolts in the hull were inserted 
from the outside-in, the heads of the bolts 
being the exterior of the hull. There was a 
neat, shallow mortise for the head of the bolt 
on the exterior of the hull, and in Table IX.1 
this is referred to as "head depth". It is 
assumed that the head of the bolt would not 
project beyond the line of the planking, and 
that this is therefore the thickness of the 
head as well. What is referred to in Table 
IX. 1 as the mortise, however, is to be found 
on the interior features (stringer, keelson, 
knee etc.), since this mortise was usually 
large and rough. Table IX. 1 gives both the 
depth of this mortise and the tool used to 
make it, usually one of two types of mortis
ing adze. The reason for this interior mortise 
was merely to tuck the tail of the bolt out of 
the way so it would not damage cargo. The 
entry "trough/tool" refers to the presence or 
absence and the manufacturing means of a 

groove attached to this mortise. The groove 
was meant to facilitate insertion of the fore
lock into the bolt. Other terms in the table 
should be read as follows: "diameter" refers 
to the diameter of the drilled hole, and 
therefore the bolt, on the assumption that 
the bolt would have fit snugly; "taper" 
refers to the amount of discernible taper 
from head to tail (all bolts had to be tapered 
in order to allow for insertion, but some nar
rowed dramatically); "length" refers to the 
distance from under the head to the begin
ning of the forelock hole, i.e., to the gripping 
length of the bolt; "washer diameter" refers 
to the washer which was inserted beneath 
the forelock; and "canted/degree" to the 
presence of a cant on the head of the bolt 
made necessary by the angle at which the 
bolt passed through the hull. Degree is taken 
as the angle (always an obtuse angle) from a 
tangent to the hull (see Fig. 18.2.6). The 
entry, "nil", under this heading means that 
there was no cant given to the head. A blank 
entry indicates the information was either 
lacking or because the timber was damaged. 
When the mortising tool for the head was 
discernible, it was always a half-round adze, 
so there is no entry in the table for "head 
mortising tool". 
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Timbers (TT) 

Principal Timbers and 
Lower Hull Bolts 

Keel, keelson, floor timber 

Keel, keelson, floor timber 

Keel, keelson, floor timber 

Keel, keelson, floor timber 

Keel, keelson, floor timber 

Keel, keelson, floor timber 

Keel, sternpost knee 

Heel, sternpost knee 

Heel, sternpost knee 

Sternpost, sternpost knee 

42 

42 

42 

42 

47 

47 

47 

47 

41 

41 

41 

41 

401/418 

401/418 

401/418 

401/418 

Knee Bolts 

38, 801, 438 

116 

97 

661 

Length 
(cm) 

71 

65 

62 

67.5 

71 

72 

52 

52 

51 

43 

28.5 

28.5 

28.5 

30.5 

29 

29 

26 

? 

±28 

±27 

±23 

±23 

? 

7 

26 

24.5 

38.5 

23 

18 

21 

Diam. 
(mm) 

25 

25 

30 

30 

25 

25 

25 

30 

25 

30 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

30 

25 

30 

28 

Taper 
(mm) 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Head Depth / Cant 
Diam. (cm) 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

5 / 5.5 nil 

2 / 5.5 nil 

2 / 6 nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil / 2.5 nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

Washer Diam. 
(mm) 

50 

55 

60 

45 

50 

60 

50 

50 

50 

50 

60 

60 

60 

60 

65 

70 

65 

60 

65 

60 

Mortise Depth 
(cm) 

2.5 

4 

3 

1.5 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4.5 

5.5 

6.5 

3.5 

4 

6 

5 

4.5 

3 

3.5 

2 

2 

4.5 

2 

Mortise Tool 

flat-bit adze 

half-round adze 

flat-bit adze 

flat-bit adze 

flat-bit adze 

flat-bit adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

? 

flat-bit adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

flat-bit adze 

half-round adze 

? 

? 

7 

7 

7 

7 

flat-bit adze 

half-round adze 

flat-bit adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

Trough / Tool 

hatchet 

half-round adze 

flat-bit adze 

present / ? 

flat-bit adze 

present / ? 

half-round adze 

nil 

nil 

nil 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

hatchet 

half-round adze 

present / ? 

present / ? 

present / ? 

present / ? 

? 

7 

present / ? 

hatchet 

nil 

half-round adze and 
hatchet 

half-round adze 

hatchet 

Table IX.l: Catalogue of forelock bolt evidence from the 24M vessel (1 of 2). 
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Timbers (TT) 

661 

146, 1253,1246 

146, 1253, 1248 

251 

251 

72 

72 

83,927, 591 

80, 924, 591 

80, 924, 999 

1172/526, 1194, 1246 

1172/526, 1198/1506,1194, 1811 

273,271,1246 

273,271,1248 

228, 1280,1246 

141, 1403,1246 

141, 1403, 1811 

1130,1131,753 

1130,1131,756 

61 

61 

796 

51 

975 

125 

Other Bolts 

146, 5,1253, 1249 

1999/2294 

1998 

31,1256 

Length 
(cm) 

17 

40 

60 

33 

53 

30 

55 

39 

30 

49 

43 

50 

43 

50 

41 

>40 

>52 

31 

29 

10 

3 

12 

13 

<22 

32 

32 

31 

Diam. 
(mm) 

30 

30 

30 

25 

30 

25 

25 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

25 

25 

25 

50 

30 

25 

30 

35 

30 

26 

35 

30 

27 

25 

l a t 3 0 
3 at 25 

30 

35 

Taper 
(mm) 

4 

5 

5 

5 

15 

5 

5 

10 

10 

Head Depth 
Diam. (cm) 

nil / 5.5 

1 / 6 .5 

1 / 6 .5 

± 2 

± 2 

± 0 . 5 / 5 

n i l / 5 

n i l / 5 

1 / ? 

1 / ? 

2 / 5 . 5 

1 / ? 

7 

? 

7 

7 

? 

± 2 / ? 

1 / 6 

/Cant 

nil 

104° 

102° 

102° 

108° 

nil 

107° 

nil 

nil 

yes / ? 

nil 

yes / ? 

nil 

yes / ? 

nil 

nil 

104° 

nil 

nil 

? 

? 

7 

nil 

102° 

Washer Diam. 
(mm) 

60 

60 

eroded 

eroded 

eroded 

? 

? 

55 

60 

60 

55 

60 

60 

60 

? 

7 

70 

50 

55 

50 

7 

7 

65 

Mortise Depth 
(cm) 

4 

3.5 

7 

7 

7 

3 

2 

1 (eroded) 

2.5 

2.5 

3.8 

7 

3 

3.5 

2 

7 

nil 

7 

7 

eroded 

7 

Mortise Tool 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

7 

7 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

probably half-round adze 

probably half-round adze 

? 

probably half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

half-round adze 

7 

7 

half-round adze 

eroded 

7 

7 

7 

Trough / Tool 

hatchet 

hatchet 

present / ? 

present / ? 

present / ? 

hatchet 

7 

present / ? 

present / ? 

present / ? 

hatchet 

present / ? 

hatchet 

hatchet 

hatchet 

7 

present / ? 

present / ? 

7 

7 

7 

present / ? 

Table IX.l: Catalogue of forelock bolt evidence from the 24M vessel (2 of 2). 



Bolts Lacking Tail Mortises 

A small number of bolts in the vessel were 
found to be without tail mortises. Such bolts 
were always oriented fore and aft. They 
were probably identical to the other forelock 
bolts in the ship with the exception that they 
projected several centimeters into the inte
rior of the vessel. Because none are to be 
found in cargo areas, it is likely that the mor
tise was eliminated simply because it was 
felt to be unnecessary. 

The possibility exists that these bolts were 
bradded, i.e., riveted over a washer, rather 
than forelocked.187 If they were bradded, 
they were probably from the same stock as 
the forelock bolts, but they were fitted differ
ently by the shipyard smith, who merely cut 
them off to the specified length as deter
mined by a shipwright, and supplied a 
washer of the correct diameter (see Fig. IX. 1, 
lb,l-4). The bolt would then have been fitted 
cold in its set location. 

There are two fewer fields in Table IX.2 than 
in the preceding table. Because no trough for 
the forelock was needed, and none of the 
bolts had canted heads, these two columns 
have been eliminated. "Mortise depth" 
refers to the head mortise only, there being 
no tail mortise. 

ROUND NAILS 

There appear to have been two types of nails 
used in the 24M vessel, the common or 
square nail, which is square or rectangular 
in section, and the round nail, which is 

approximately circular in section. They have 
confronted researchers with several prob
lems, the most serious of which was their 
intended use in shipbuilding. 

The method of manufacture of these nails is 
shown in Figure IX.2. This drawing is based 
on the nails from the Padre Island and 
Molasses Reef wrecks, all manufactured in 
the same way. It is therefore reasonable to 
assume that the nailers who made the nails 
for the 24M vessel used an identical proce
dure. A square nail rod was rounded off to 
produce an octagonal (or with more sides) 
piece of stock. The reason for this was sim
ply to allow the shank to drop through the 
header. It was then upset and inserted in the 
header for finishing. The pointing of the nail 
could have come first or last in the sequence. 
On one nail from Padre Island,188 the diame
ter of the header hole (1.45 cm) was still dis
cernible. The length of this incomplete nail 
was 18 cm (approximately 1 cm at most was 
missing) so it was comparable to many of 
the round nails in the 24M vessel. Because of 
the method of manufacture of these nails, 
the profile changes in no very regular man
ner from round to octagonal to square down 
the shank from the head. The fact that round 
nails derived from square stock caused 
recording problems, which had important 
implications for research on the fasteners. To 
begin with, the primary difficulty was that 
the appearance of round nails in the hull 
was not anticipated during excavation so 
the record of their existence is spotty. Even 
had they been foreseen, however, the profile 
of the nails is so irregular that it could only 
be detected through a conscious inspection. 
Sometimes the draftperson assumed that all 

Timbers (TT) 

125 

95 

117,118 

1102, 965 

38, 28, 510 

116,39,507 

661,724,677 

796, 792 

51, 792 

Length 
(cm) 

27 

25 

24 

25 

40 

45 

25 

37 

34 

Diam. 
(mm) 

30 

28 

30 

25 

30 

30 

30 

30 

25 

Taper 
(mm) 

2 

2 

5 

5 

4 

? 

Head Depth / 
Diam.(cm) 

nil / 6 

nil / 5 

nil / 5 

nil / 7 

nil / ? 

nil / ? 

nil / 6 

nil / 5 

? 

Washer 
Diam. (mm) 

? 

? 

60 mm 

65 mm 

63 mm 

60 mm 

55 mm 

55 mm 

Mortise 
Depth (cm) 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

2 

2 

2 

nil 

nil 

Mortise Tool 

nil 

nil 

nil 

nil 

half-round adze 

half-round adze and 
hatchet 

half-round adze and 
hatchet 

nil 

nil 

Table IX.2: Catalogue of evidence for bolts lacking tail mortises from the 24M vessel. 
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nails were square. For this reason, we do not 
have a detailed picture of the precise man
ner in which they were used in the 24M ves
sel. The evidence for the presence of these 
nails does exist, however, usually in the 
form of photographs, although there are two 
moulds and some drawings that note the 
phenomenon. 

Because the nailer made round nails from 
the common square forging stock used for 
all nails, the manufacture of round nails 
needed only a very small supplementary 
effort, negligible for any one individual nail, 
but relatively substantial over a large quan
tity of nails. This implies that the manufac
ture of these objects must have had a specific 
purpose that made it desirable not to use a 
square nail. In an effort to determine how 

Timbers (TT) 

95 

83 

1130/1131 

117 

135 

2 

37 

46 

125 

1102 

38 

65 

2367 

69 

181 

186 

115 

106 

420 

4 2 / 4 8 

111 

128 

170 

220 

226 

Diam. 
(mm) 

14 

15 

12 

15 

10 

16 

1 at 4 
3 at 6 

10 

7 

7 

20 

13 

13 

11 

10 

3 at 10 
3 at 12 

15 

12 

Length 
(cm) 

6 

9 

? 

? 

12 

10.5 

15 

8 

3.5 

4.5 

6 

4.5 

14.5 

17 

17 

5 

4 

21 

? 

Description 

In tab at end of knee into deck beam 

In tab at end of knee into 2nd futtock 

In tab at end of knee into 3rd futtock 

In tab at end of knee into deck beam (TT 118) 

In tab at end of futtock into floor timber (TT 2214) 

In tab at end of futtock into floor timber (TT 2218) 

In tab 

In tab at end of knee into deck beam (TT 965) 

Toe nail from angle of knee into 1st futtock (TT 433/492) 

In mortise (2cm deep) to toe knee into futtock 

4 nails, all on edge of board, all toe nails 

One round nail in edge of 16 cm by 23 cm board 

One round nail in edge of cscopcrada (other nail is square) 

Head countersunk 1 cm 

In centre of tapered part of wedge 

Mould no. 19 - Nail toed from edge of plank into floor timber (TT 2213) 

Mould no. 17 - Nail toed from edge of foot wale into floor timber (TT 2226) 

Taper of 1 mm in 10 cm, head countersunk 2-3 mm 

Countersunk with hatchet and auger - auger depth 4.5 cm, hatchet 2 cm 

Countersink is not triangular, plank is 4 cm thick 

Toe nail near end of diagonal cut, path of nail not recorded in TT 227 

the nails were meant to be used, table IX.3 
was produced. It lists the photo number and 
drawing number from which the informa
tion was derived along with the timber tag 
number of the structural piece and its loca
tion on the vessel. Occasionally these 
records contradict each other, and if the 
photo was of high quality, it was given pre
cedence. The diameter of the shank of the 
nail is given along with its length. If the tim
ber was unarticulated, or when its location 
cannot be determined, the measurement of 
length applies to the timber alone. When the 
pieces were joined, or when their location 
has been determined, the timber tag num
bers are given for both and the measurement 
of length is the full length of the nail. The 
specific location of the round nail is given in 
a separate column. 

Table IX.3: Catalogue of evidence for round nails from the 24M vessel. 
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187 There is no exact modern term for "bradded bolts". 
See Charles Desmond, Wooden Ship-Building (New 
York: Rudder Publishing Co., 1919; reprint, Vestal, 
New York: Vestal Press, 1984); Heinrich Paasch, 
From Keel to Truck (Antwerp: Published by the 
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author, 1885; reprint as Illustrated Marine 
Encyclopedia, Watford, Herts.: Argus Books, 1977). 

188 Artefact No. 221-8. 



X THE STEERING MECHANISM OF 

THE 24M VESSEL 

John D. Light 

The steering mechanism of the 24M vessel 
was incompletely preserved, but the key ele
ments of the system survived. The sequence 
of construction of the rudder and the 
method of hanging the rudder can be dis
cerned from the evidence on the timbers. 
The pintles and gudgeons will be desig
nated by the numbers 1 to 5, with the bot
tom rudder iron being number 1. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA 

Rudder and Pintles 

The rudder was discovered detached from 
the hull with its upper end pointing to star
board. It was probably sawn from a single 
piece of oak, and finished with an adze.189 It 
was 18 cm thick at its widest point. The V-
shaped forward part of the rudder was cut 
and finished with an axe. The pintle mor
tises were cut very carefully with three dif
ferent tools: a hatchet for roughing out; a 
flat-bit mortising adze for finishing; and a 
semicircular adze for the pintle mortise. 
There is no sign that the pintle mortises were 
modified after they were originally made. 
Although the four pintle mortises all have 
the same general shape, they differ slightly 

in size (Fig. X.l). From bottom to top, the 
pintle straps are separated by distances of 
115 cm, 138 cm, and 117 cm. There are no 
grooves for the pintle straps. The hinges 
were locked, such that the rudder, once 
installed, could not be unshipped (Fig. X.2). 

The thicknesses of the pintle straps are not 
known, but the pintle assemblage can be 
reconstructed from the mortises and from 
the remaining marks in the wood that indi
cate the width of the straps and the locations 
of the nails that fastened the straps to the 
rudder. Not all of the nail depths were 
recorded, but based on those that were doc
umented, it is evident that two different 
lengths of nails were used to affix the straps, 
one for the main body of the strap, and 
another smaller length for the finials. With
out accounting for the thickness of the pintle 
strap, the average length of nail used to affix 
the main body of the strap was 11 cm, while 
the average length of nail used to fasten the 
finials was 8 cm. The rudder tapers from 
bottom to top, and pintle 1 is the most 
heavily nailed, with 15 nails in the strap. 
Pintle 2 has 14 nails; pintle 3 has 12 nails; 
and, pintle 4 has 10 nails. The top of the rud
der was broken and badly splintered. No 
evidence survived of pintle 5. 
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Figure X.l (Left): Ports-
ide view of the rudder, 
as found, showing 
detail of the mortise 
for pintle 2. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-88-103-2). 
Scale 1:25 

Figure X.2 (Below): 
Reconstruction of a 
pintle as it was 
inserted into the mor
tise and nailed to the 
rudder. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-88-103-2a). 
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Figure X.3: Details of 
the five gudgeon mor
tises. Note the dis
tances between each 
rudder iron and the 
idiosyncratic nature of 
each mortise. (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-91-103-
13). 
Scale 1:25 
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Tiller 

No evidence remains indicating the method 
of attaching the tiller to the rudder. No tiller 
was recovered, and the top of the rudder 
was broken away and has not been identi
fied. Although the components of the helm 
port were recovered, there was no sign of a 
tiller coat, a cloth covering for the hole to 
prevent following seas from coming aboard, 
and it must be presumed that there was 
none. 

Sternpost and Stern Planking 

The oak sternpost was broken into three 
pieces. One break occurred just below the 
wing transom. This piece, which contained 
the evidence for the topmost gudgeon and 
was once connected to the top of the rudder, 
was found lying to the port side of the rud
der. The second break occurred just below 
the flat stern panel (Fig. X.3). 

The face of the sternpost was finished with 
an adze. It had a rabbet cut to receive the 
stern planking that was cut with an axe and 
finished with an adze.190 The heel timber, 
sternpost, and planks above and below the 
tuck bore mortises, strap impressions, nail 
holes, and iron stains representing five gud
geons. The distance between gudgeons 4 
and 5 was 162 cm. The details of the mor
tises, each of which has a slightly different 
shape, are shown in Figure X.3. These were 
carefully cut with a hatchet and flat-bit mor
tising adze. The straps of gudgeons 1 and 2 
were cut into the sides of the sternpost and 
inlaid into the planking. Gudgeons 3 and 4 
were merely nailed to the surface of the 
planking and gudgeon 5 at the wing tran
som was a simple eye bolt and therefore had 
no strap. The traces on the wood were clear 
enough to permit the reconstruction of the 
gudgeons. 

This reconstruction is accurate except for the 
thickness of the strap and the diameter of 
the gudgeon eye. The bottom two gudgeons 
had the longest straps and were the most 
heavily nailed. In addition to the unknown 
thickness of the gudgeon strap, gudgeon 1 
had nails with lengths of 17 cm, 12 cm, 6 cm, 
and 5 cm on the starboard side, from the eye 

towards the finial, and nails with lengths of 
6+ cm (blocked hole), 12 cm, 9 cm, and 9 cm 
on the port side (Fig. X.4). Gudgeon 2 had 
nails with lengths (starting at the second 
hole) of 6 cm, 6+ cm, 6+ cm, 11 cm, and 9 cm 
on the starboard side, while on the port side 
the corresponding nails were 10 cm, 6+ cm, 
6+ cm, 6+ cm, 6+ cm, and 6+ cm in length 
(Fig. X.5). Gudgeon 3 had three nails per 
side (Fig. X.6). Their depths were not 
recorded in the underlying timber, but as 
they projected into this timber, all nails were 
at least 6 cm in length. Gudgeon 4 had three 
nails on each side that passed through the 
planking, but did not project into the under
lying timber (Fig. X.6). Therefore, these nails 
were all 6 cm in length. 

Figure X.4: Gudgeon 1, 
the lowest gudgeon. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
91-103-13a). 
Scale 1:10 
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has nothing to do with fixing the pintles 
firmly on the rudder, but rather was a means 
to prevent the rudder from splitting. The 
nails in the finials of the straps were small 
because they only held the end of the strap. 
They were driven in near the end of the 
wood by the shipwrights to prevent split
ting. 

Evidence shows that considerable force was 
exerted on the rudder. The top of the rudder 
is severely splintered; pintle 5 is missing 
along with any trace of the tiller; the tran
som beam is broken through the hole that 
held gudgeon 5; the top of the sternpost is 
broken away; and the rudder fell away from 
the top of the sternpost to which it was 
attached. It is possible that this fracturing 
occurred during the wrecking, rather than 
during the breakup of the ship, because the 
pintles and gudgeons were locked together, 
and the rudder and sternpost fell in opposite 
directions. 

The irregularity in the spacing of the pintle 
straps cannot be accounted for by anything 
on the rudder itself and the distances 
between pintle straps do not reflect Basque 
metrology. The reasons for the placement of 
the rudder irons must therefore be sought 
elsewhere. 

Tiller 

Figure X.5: Gudgeon 2. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
9T-103-13b). 
Scale 1:10 

OBSERVATIONS 

Rudder 

Because each complex pintle mortise on the 
rudder is a slightly different size, it is evi
dent that the mortises were cut only after the 
pintles had been manufactured, with the 
pintles themselves used as models. It is also 
evident that they could only have been cut 
after their exact locations had been deter
mined. Because the nailing holes in the strap 
were punched by eye by the blacksmith, the 
nailing pattern for the pintle straps is irregu
lar with one exception. There is no set dis
tance between each hole in any strap, 
although they were placed on average about 
15 cm apart on the sides of the rudder. The 
exception is that there is always one nail 
placed immediately behind the pintle on 
either side of the rudder. The fact that the 
straps wrap around the end of the rudder 

Because no remains of the tiller were discov
ered, the question of whether the ship was 
steered with a whipstaff or by tiller alone 
cannot be answered. Certainly there was 
room for a whipstaff, with over 5 m between 
the helm port and the capstan, but there is 
no archaeological evidence either to confirm 
or contradict the existence of a whipstaff. 

Placement of the Rudder Irons 

As with the pintles, it is possible to say that 
the mortises for the gudgeons were cut 
using the gudgeons themselves as models. 
There is no consistency in the nailing pattern 
for the gudgeons. For example, there are two 
nails in the sternpost on the starboard side 
of gudgeon 2 but only one on the port side 
in the same relative location. Similarly, gud
geon 1 has one nail on the starboard side 
near the eye, but none on the port side. 
There is a like dichotomy when one exam-
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ines the timbers below the planking. One 
would assume that to make the gudgeons as 
secure as possible, care would be taken to 
drive the nail into frame timbers as well as 
planking, but this is not always the case. 
Sometimes the nails pass into structural tim
bers and sometimes into the spaces between 
these timbers. This is partly attributable to 
the fact that the nails were driven blindly, 
but mostly to the fact that the blacksmith 
punched the holes into which the nails were 
driven. Presumably the gudgeons were 
manufactured with reference only to the 
shape of the ship. Both gudgeons 3 and 4 
had three nails per side, but the nails used to 
secure gudgeon 3 were longer than those 
used to secure gudgeon 4. 

There is, on the other hand, a pattern in the 
length of nails. On the first two gudgeons it 
is evident that the longest nails were used 
closer to the eye. This would aid in making 
the eye immobile. It also appears to indicate 
that gudgeons 3 and 4 were the least impor
tant, for not only were the straps shorter, but 
also the nails used to secure them were 
shorter. By this standard, gudgeon 4 is the 
least important on the ship. This mirrors the 
actual stresses on the rudder as the greatest 
pressure would have been exerted on gud
geons 1, 2, and 5. 

The reasons for the placement of the rudder 
irons are clear from the locations of the gud
geon mortises. It was features in or on the 
hull rather than metrological considerations 
that determined the placement of the hinges. 
In other words, gudgeon locations were 
determined first and the pintles followed, 
and the position of the gudgeon eye deter
mined the location of the pintle. 

The uppermost gudgeon was placed as close 
to the tiller as possible for stability and 
strength. To provide support, the hole for 
gudgeon 5 passes through the wing transom 
just below the helm port. Gudgeons 3 and 4 
were placed on the sternpost above interior 
transverse timbers, again for support. Gud
geon 4 was above the transom of the main 
deck, the midpoint of which is 3 codos from 
the top of this timber. The seeming metro-
logical significance of this fact is negated, 
however, by the location of gudgeon 3 on a 
transom between decks. 

Figure X.6: Gudgeons 
3 and 4. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-91-103-13C, 
24M-91-103-13d). 
Scale 1:10 

The bottom gudgeon, 1, was located as far 
down the rudder as possible, but it had to 
avoid both the bolt that passed through the 
heel into the sternpost knee (which was 
inserted prior to the attachment of the rud
der) and the thin portion of the scarf that 
joined the heel to the sternpost. There was 
only one possible location for this gudgeon. 

Gudgeon 2 could not have been located at 
the midpoint between gudgeons 1 and 3 for 
that would have placed it in the middle of 
the tuck. This would have produced an 
unnecessary complication in affixing the 

Figure X.7: Gudgeon 5. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
91-103-13e). 
Scale 1:10 
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gudgeon straps. Consequently, the fourth 
gudgeon was located just below the tuck, 
but as close to the midpoint as possible. It 
was located below the tuck, rather than 
above, because of the necessity of making 
the rudder as secure as possible below the 
water line where the pressure was greatest. 
This was a weak point in the sternpost 
because it has no corresponding internal 
support in this location. Figure X.3 shows 
the features in and on the hull that deter
mined the location of the rudder irons. 

HANGING THE RUDDER 

The pintles cannot fit too loosely within the 
gudgeon eyes because play in the rudder 
irons places undue pressure on the fasteners 
and makes steering unnecessarily difficult. 
The pintles and gudgeons must therefore be 
fitted to each other as well as aligned in the 
same plane. Because there is only one set of 
nail holes for each gudgeon and pintle strap, 
it is clear that they were not adjusted or 
moved after they were nailed. If the rudder 
had bound after its initial application, it 
would have had to be hung again, and these 
modifications should have left discernible 
marks in the hull timbers. Somehow, there
fore, the shipwright contrived to balance the 
rudder before it was nailed home. How was 
this done? There is enough information from 
the hull to allow a hypothesis to be formed 
concerning both the sequence of construc
tion and the method of hanging of the rud
der. 

It is clear that the gudgeons were positioned 
first, and that the locations of the pintles 
were derived from them. It would have been 
impossible, however, to have cut the pintle 
mortises based on the relative locations of 
the gudgeons. They could only have been 
cut after the exact locations of the gudgeons 
had been determined. It is evident, there
fore, that the gudgeons were fitted to the 
hull before the pintles were fixed to the rud
der. Because the rudder was locked to the 
hull, the following sequence of events is pro
posed. 

The sternpost and rudder were prepared to 
provide as straight and flat a surface as pos
sible to receive the gudgeons and pintles 
respectively. Some time after the sternpost, 
fashion frames, and transoms were installed, 
but before the stern was planked, the loca

tions of the gudgeons were marked. Concur
rently, the rudder irons were custom forged 
in pairs. This pairing ensured both the fit of 
the pins and eyes to allow for the right 
amount of play of the pin within the eye and 
the correspondence of the straps to the 
actual shape of the ship in the desired loca
tions. This manufacturing could not have 
been done off-site because the shape of the 
ship had to be known. 

After the transom had been planked, gud
geons 1 and 5 were installed. Gudgeons 2, 3, 
and 4 were installed following a string line 
set up between the bookend gudgeons. This 
particular sequence of mounting the gud
geons is indicated by the shapes of the mor
tises. Those for gudgeons 1 and 5 are 
squarish, while the mortises for gudgeons 2, 
3, and 4 are each different shapes one from 
another (see Fig. X.3), indicating that minor 
adjustments were made in the middle mor
tises to allow for alignment. The mortise for 
gudgeon 2, for example, is markedly deeper 
on the port side than on the starboard, indi
cating an alignment adjustment. The ship
yard smith made any needed final 
adjustments to the straps at this time. 

Using measurements taken from the 
installed gudgeons, the pintle mortises were 
cut. The pintles were dropped in the gud
geons, and the rudder was brought to the 
hull and held in place while the pintle straps 
were nailed in place. The fact that there are 
nails directly behind the pins of the pintles, 
while there are no corresponding nails 
beside the eyes of the gudgeons, supports 
this sequence. This is because it was neces
sary to hold the pintles in their exact loca
tions while the rest of the strap was bent to 
be nailed in place. However, it was not simi
larly necessary to hold the gudgeons 
because they were already mounted. The 
guide for the placement of the rudder was 
probably gudgeon 5 (Fig. X.7). 

Gudgeon 5 consisted of a simple eyebolt 
rather than a strapped eye. Why was it 
unlike the other gudgeons? It appears that 
gudgeons 1 and 5 served as anchoring 
points to align all five eyes, requiring that 
they had to be fixed in place. The rudder 
had also to be held firmly in place while the 
pintle straps were nailed. It would have 
been extremely difficult, if not impossible, to 
brace the rudder in such a way as to restrict 
all movement to guard against the danger of 
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misalignment from hammering. The prob- was nailed to the rudder. When the rudder 
lem appears to have been solved by allow- was brought to the stern and the shaft of 
ing for a removable gudgeon. The gudgeon gudgeon 5 was inserted in its hole in the 
was probably fixed in place with a forelock wing transom and fixed with a forelock, the 
for the alignment of the gudgeons, then other rudder irons fell in line, 
removed and attached to pintle 5, which 

189 Charles S. Bradley, Unpublished Field Notes, Series 
83-65, Parks Canada, Ottawa, pp. 194-195. 
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XI SHIP'S FITTINGS AND RIGGING 

COMPONENTS FROM THE 1978 

RED BAY AND CHATEAU BAY 

UNDERWATER SURVEYS 

Charles S. Bradley 

Eleven fittings and rigging components 
were recovered during the 1978 Red Bay 
(6M5B) and Chateau Bay (6M6A) underwa
ter archaeological surveys. The material 
from Red Bay included four block sheaves, 
one complete and three fragmentary, and 
some cordage in concretion. The remaining 
material recovered from Chateau Bay con
sisted of three encrusted five-hole dead-
eyes, one adhering to a ferrous metal plate 
(possibly part of the associated chain), a 
dead-eye with portions of its iron strap and 
a third dead-eye fragment. A sample of 
cordage and two anchor flukes were also 
brought to Ottawa for analysis. 

Running Blocks 

All the sheaves were fashioned from single 
pieces of wood, scored around the edge for a 
rope and roved through the face at the cen
tre to accept a sheave pin or pin assemblage. 
Evidence of bushing or a coak was apparent 
on two of the examples. 

The linear orientation of the grain of the 
complete sheave indicates that a tangential 
section of the tree was used, a technique 
coherent with the other sheaves of a Basque 
context. The sheave contained a large, 
square, slightly- tapered central cavity (Fig. 

Figure XI.l: Block 
sheave fragment, 
6M5B43-3, showing 
provision for a square 
coaking assemblage. 
Grain orientation cou
pled with coak design 
suggest a vintage con
temporary with the 
24M wreck. (Photos: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA-18710B, RA-
18711B). 
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XI.1). The size and shape of the cavity indi
cates use with a bushing or coak. Coaking or 
lining the sheave-pin area with metal pre
vented the sheaves from splitting and 
became a common trait in blocks where 
heavy stress was placed on the mechanisms. 

Contemporaneous use of coaking has been 
recorded from a number of 16th-century 
wreck sites. Similar square coaks were 
recovered from the Gran Grifón, La Trinidad 
Valencera and the Girona, all Spanish 
Armada wrecks. They have also been exca
vated from the Molasses Reef wreck as well 
as the Spanish wrecks off Padre Island191 

(Fig. XI.2). The linear grain orientation in the 
coaked sheave studied indicates a method of 
manufacture similar to those recovered dur
ing the Red Bay investigation. 

One sheave fragment made from lignum 
vitae, constituting approximately three-fifths 
of the object has one face that is inset around 
a very large, round central cavity (Fig. XI.3). 
This exaggerated feature was created for a 
metal bushing or collar which, when set in, 
would have been flush with the sheave face. 

example is very similar to sheaves manufac
tured for the British Navy during the 19th 
century. 

The third sheave recovered consists of two 
fragments which do not mend (Fig. XI.4). 
However, shared characteristics and associ
ated context suggest that they are sections of 
the same sheave. The first piece represents 
approximately three-eighths of the sheave. 
A plain sheave hole, roved at the centre is 
partially intact. There is no evidence of 
insetting for a bushing or coak. The remain
ing fragment makes up approximately one-
half of the sheave. It, too, has a plain sheave-
pin insert. The grain of the wood corre
sponds to technique used by the Basque. 

The final sheave consists of an extremely 
weathered fragment with only the central 
section intact (Fig. XI.5). The size of the pin 
hole indicates that the sheave was of moder
ate diameter. Although the method of manu
facture cannot be determined due to 
extensive weathering, the radial grain pat
tern indicates that the sheave may post-date 
the 24M wreck. 

Figure XI.2: Comple
mentary metal sheave 
coaks recovered from 
the 16th-century 
Molasses Reef wreck. 
(Courtesy: Ships of 
Discovery; Photo: 
J. Light, Parks Canada; 
RA-11140M). 

One complete and two partial holes for
merly containing pins to fasten the bushing 
were found on the opposite or unrecessed 
side. Their relative positions indicate that 
these holes were roved for that purpose. The 
holes were bevelled in order to countersink 
the heads. The material and the technique of 
manufacture resemble a form of coaking 
from the 19th-century, indicating that the 
lignum vitae sheave is an intrusive object 
deposited in the harbour at a date much 
later than the 24M wreck. This specific 

Standing Blocks 

Deadeyes 

Three five-hole deadeyes ranging between 
18 and 24 cm in length were recovered 
within concretions from Chateau Bay (Fig. 
XI.6). The side scoring and pattern of 
encrustation around the three dead-eyes 
indicated that all were associated with metal 
binding straps, probably representing ele
ments of shroud chain assemblages. 
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Figure XI.3 (Right): 
Lignum vitíic sheave 
fragment 6M5B10-1, 
with provision for a 
large circular coak. 
The material, method 
and technique of man
ufacture suggest a 
later (ca. 19th-cen
tury) context. (Photos: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA-18715B, RA-
18716B). 

Figure XI.4 (Far Right): 
Associated block 
sheave fragments, 
6M5B43-2, recovered 
during the Red Bay 
survey. The graining 
pattern indicates these 
artifacts probably date 
to the early whaling 
period of harbour 
activity. (Photos: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA-18982B, RA-
18983B). 

Figure XI.5: Heavily 
weathered block 
sheave, 6M5B76-1, 
recovered during the 
initial survey of Red 
Bay harbour. The grain 
pattern indicates the 
sheave might date 
from a later context. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA-10666B). 
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Figure XI.6: Five-hole 
dead-eyes preserved 
in concretion and 
recovered during the 
Chateau Bay harbour 
survey, Labrador: (Top) 
Dead-eye in situ 
(Photo: P. Waddell, 
Parks Canada; 6M-
198W); (Bottom, Far 
Left) A complete dead-
eye (6M6A22-1) with 
moulded detail of the 
binding strap (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA-9841M); (Bot
tom Middle) A partial 
dead-eye (6M6A13-3) 
with shallow, square 
score for the binding 
strap (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; RA-
18717B); (Bottom Right) 
A similar dead-eye 
fragment (6M6A13-1) 
also scored for an iron 
strap. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; RA-
9848M). 

The dead-eyes were flat and wedge-like in 
shape, that is, thin at one end and expanding 
gradually to a larger crown. The lanyard 
holes were arranged in sets of two, one set 
immediately above the other, with the 
remaining median hole, oriented towards 
the thinner end of the dead-eye. Remnants 
of a ferrous metal binding strap encountered 
around one of the specimens was moulded 
in silicone. 

Weighing and Heaving Gear 

Two anchor flukes that were recovered from 
Chateau Bay cannot be associated with any 
particular vessel. It is documented that 
breakage seems to have been a common 

occurence for Spanish and Basque anchors 
of the period.192 

Cordage 

Some cordage was recovered that was com
pletely encrusted and compacted in concre
tion. One piece was originally thought to be 
a very small sample of cordage from the pull 
rope of an anchor, consisting of several thin 
small gauge strands. Close examination 
reveal that small knots appear in several of 
the pieces connecting two strands together 
almost at right angles to each other. This 
trait suggests that the fragment probably 
constitutes a portion of a net which had been 
snagged and entangled on the anchor at a 
much later period. 
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NOTES 

191 J. Barto Arnold III and Robert S. Weddle, The 
Nautical Archaeology of Padre Island: The Spanish 
Shipwrecks of1554 (New York: Academic Press, 
1978), pp. 238-240. 

192 J. Barto Arnold III and Robert S. Weddle, op. cit., 
p. 230; Dorris L. Olds, Texas Legacy from the Gulf: A 

Report on Sixteenth Century Shipwreck Materials 
Recovered from the Texas Tidelands, Texas Memorial 
Museum Miscellaneous Papers, No. 5, Texas 
Antiquities Committee Publication No. 2 (Austin: 
Texas Memorial Museum, 1976), p. 46. 
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Xii CATALOGUE OF SHIP'S FITTINGS 

AND RIGGING COMPONENTS 

FROM RED BAY AND CHATEAU 

BAY, BY FUNCTION 

Charles S. Bradley 

Underwater Test Excavations, Red Bay (6M5B) 

Running Blocks and Their Fittings 

6M5B10-1 Block sheave fragment 

6M5B43-2 Block sheave fragments 

6M5B43-3 Block sheave 

Rope and Cordage 

6M5B22-5 Rope fragment 

Underwater Survey, Chateau Bay (6M6A) 

Standing Blocks and Their Fittings 

6M6A13-1 Five-hole deadeye fragment 

6M6A13-3 Five-hole deadeye fragment with binding strap 

6M6A22-1 Five-hole deadeye with binding strap 

Weighing and Heaving Gear 

6M6A15-1 Anchor fragment 

6M6A15-2 Anchor fragment 
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Excavations of the 24M Site, Red Bay 

Running Blocks and Their Fittings 

Single-Sheaved Blocks 

24M2M4-1 Single sheave common block with rope strop 

24M4P12-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M6P13-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M6P19-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M10P12-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M12G4-1 Small single sheave block 

24M12P31-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M18M13-1 Single-sheaved block with portion of rope strop 

24M18M18-1 (A) Single-sheaved block 

24M24S2-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M26N11-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M26S4-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M28R4-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M30R3-1 Single-sheaved block 

Double Block Fragments 

24M18R4-1 Common double sheave block 

Long Tackle Blocks 

24M12K15-1 Long tackle block with rope 

24M12L5-44 Long tackle block shell fragment 

24M12P26-1 Long tackle block 

24M14L13-1 Long tackle block shell fragments 

24M14P16-3 Long tackle block 

24M18K10-1 Long tackle block 

24M24P6-1 Long tackle block 

24M30R2-1 Long tackle block 

Long Tackle Block Shell Fragments 

24M900X93-1 Long tackle block shell fragment 

Block Components 

24M4Q2-4 Block sheave fragment 

24M8N1-1 Block sheave fragment 

24M8P4-3 Block shell fragment 

24M10Q18-2 Block sheave 

24M12P18-1 Block sheave 

24M12P19-1 Block sheave 

24M14K5-1 Block sheave 

24M14L6-1 Block sheave 

24M14Q3-1 Block sheave 

24M16M15-3 Sheave pin 

24M18N9-28 Block sheave 

24M24N5-1 Block shell fragment 
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24M28N5-1 Block sheave fragment 

24M900X23-1 Block sheave fragment 

24M900X84-1 Block sheave 

Standing Blocks and Their Fittings 

Heart's Eye Blocks 

T y p e I: Heart's eye blocks believed associated with the fore and main masts with provision for ferrous metal 
straps (for the chains) and rope strops (for the shrouds). 

24M8P18-1 Heart's eye block with fragmented ferrous metal strap 

24M8P22-1 Heart's eye block with provision for rope strop 

24M10P10-1 Heart's eye block with provision for iron strap 

24M10P11-2 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous strap 

24M10P13-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud fragment 

24M10P26-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M12K5-3 Heart's eye block fragment with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M12K12-1 Heart's eye block fragment with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M12K16-1 Heart's eye block with provision for a rope strop 

24M12K17-2 Heart's eye block with provision for rope strop 

24M12L18-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M12P22-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud 

24M12P27-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M12P33-1 (A) Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud fragment 

24M14J2-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M14K3-1 Heart's eye block with evidence of a ferrous metal strap 

24M14K4-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M14L20-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud 

24M14M24-1 Heart's eye block with provision for a rope strop 

24M14P8-1 Heart's eye block with provision for rope strop 

24M14P16-2 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M14P16-4 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M14Q10-3 Heart's eye block with ferrous metal strap fragments 

24M16K5-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud 

24M16K8-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud 

24M16K11-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud 

24M16M16-1 Heart's eye block with provision for rope strop 

24M18K12-1 Heart's eye block with portion of the shroud 

24M22K5-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop/shroud 

24M22Q7-1 Heart's eye block with remnants of ferrous metal strap 

24M22Q8-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M24M1-14 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M24Q5-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M26L7-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M26M9-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 

24M900X19-1 Heart's eye block fragment with provision for ferrous metal strap 

T y p e II: Heart's eye blocks believed to be associated with the fore stay. 

24M28P2-1 Heart's eye block with portion of the rope stay still remaining 
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24M30P1-1 Heart's eye block with remnants of the metal strap remaining 

T y p e III: Possible heart's eye for the shrouds 

24M4M8-1 Heart's eye block fragment with provision for a rope strop 

24M14K6-2 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M14L21-2 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M14L21-7 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M14P16-1 Heart's eye block 

24M24M1-16 Heart's eye block 

24M28P3-1 Heart's eye block 

Deadeye Fragments 

24M14M24-2 Deadeye fragments 

24M14N27-41 Probable deadeye fragment (from 24M14M24-2) 

24M902X20-1 6 1 / 4 " circular three-hole deadeye (Harbour Survey) 

Thimbles 

24M12G3-1 Solid heart thimble 

24M12G4-1 Solid heart thimble 

Bull's eyes 

24M12P10-1 Bull's eye 

Parrel Truck Fragments 

24M8M22-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M8M23-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M8N12-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M8Q12-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M12P35-2 Parrel truck fragment 

24M14N31-3 Parrel truck 

24M900X83-1 Parrel truck fragment 

Fairleads 

24M14P6-3 Possible fairlead 

Fittings of the Rigging, Tackle and Sails 

Mast Hoops 

24M4K3-1 Mast hoop 

Cleats 

24M188T2-1 Range cleat 

Ship's Fasteners and Fittings 

24M22Q10-2 Large toggle 

Belaying Pins and Pin Rails 

24M196P4-1 Belaying pin 

Pumps 

24M14M26-1 Fragments from the base of the main pump tube 

24M14M27-2 Flapper valve from pump 

24M14Q5-6 Flapper valve 
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Unidentified and Miscellaneous Items 

Wicker Rings 

24M2N3-1 Wicker ring 

24M4K7-1 Possible wicker ring 

24M6L27-1 Wicker ring 

24M8N13-1 Wicker ring 

24M26J6-1 Wicker ring 

24M186T2-1 Wicker ring 

24M194M14-9 Wicker ring 

24M196M12-3 Wicker ring 

24M196N2-27 Wicker ring 

24M196P6-1 Wicker ring 

24M903H4-1 Wicker ring fragment 

24M903M3-2 Eleven wicker ring fragments 

Caulking 

24M4P3-5 Caulkingf?) 

24M4P6-1 Caulking 

Unidentified 

24M10H2-13 Unidentified wooden object 

24M14P6-31 Possible fid 

24M16M13-1 Unidentified wooden object 

24M16Q3-5 Unidentified wooden specimen 

24M16R7-1 Unidentified wooden object 

24M24Q4-1 Unidentified component 

24M190M18-1 Unidentified wooden object 

24M190M25-1 Unidentified wooden object 

24M192M18-1 Unidentified artifact 

24M196M14-21 Unidentified wooden object 

24M903X4-3 Possible fid 

Rope and Cordage 

Hawser-Laid Rope Fragments 

24M2M6-18 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M2M6-19 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M2M10-1 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M2P5-1 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M4K3-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M4P14-14 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M6L14-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M6L15-1 One section hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M6M18-1 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M6N27-1 One mass of hawser-laid rope 

24M6N31-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M8N14-3 Medium gauge hawser-laid rope fragment 



24M8Q7-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M8R4-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M10H2-12 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M10N21-4 One hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M10N24-1 Two large gauge hawser-laid rope fragments — possible tail for a heart block 

24M10N24-4 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M10P19-2 Three hawsesr-laid rope fragments 

24M10P25-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment with elements of serving (whipping) 

24M10P25-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12G2-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12G5-2 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12H3-8 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12H4-9 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12N23-1 Rope hawser laid with sennit laid serving 

24M12P32-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P32-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P32-3 Hawser-laid rope 

24M12P33-1 (B) Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12P35-1(C) One hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P35-1(D) Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P35-8 Hawser-laid rope fragment with whipped area 

24M12P36-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12Q10-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12S5-1 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12S6-6 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L18-3 One mass of large gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-1(B) Three large gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-1(C) One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-3 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-4 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-5 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-6 One hawser-laid rope fragment with sennit laid serving 

24M14M29-41 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14M40-1 Small gauge hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M14R2-2 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14R9-3 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16H1-5 One mass of hawser laid (shroud) fragments with ratline fragment 

24M16H1-8 Three hawser-laid ropes with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16H1-9 Three hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16H2-1 Five hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16H3-1 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove 
hitches and fabric strip wrapped around a portion 

24M16J3-1 Four hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16J3-2 Five hawser-laid rope fragments. 

24M16J3-4 Two hawser-laid rope fragments with small gauge hawser binding 

24M16K4-1 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K4-2 Seven hawser-laid rope fragments 
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24M16K7-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K7-4 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K7-5 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K7-6 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K8-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K9-1 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K9-2 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K9-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16L10-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16L10-2 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16L10-3 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16M1-5 One mass of hawser-laid rope with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16N2-4 Rope fragment hawser-laid component of cable laid rope 

24M16Q8-2 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16R6-1 Twelve hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18H1-4 One mass of medium-gauge hawser-laid rope fragments with small gauge hawser-
laid ropes associated — probable shrouds with associated ratlines 

24M18H3-1 One mass of medium-gauge hawser-laid rope fragments with associated ratline 
fragments 

24M18H3-2 Four medium-gauge hawser-laid rope fragments possible shroud with section of 
associated ratline 

24M18H4-1 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18J2-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18J2-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18J2-5 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18J2-6 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18J3-2 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments with small rope attached with clove 
hitches 

24M18K10-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18K11-2 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18L13-7 Two medium-gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18L13-8 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18M19-6 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18R3-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M20L8-7 One mass of medium-gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M20M12-2 Eight small gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M20N14-1 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M20Q8-1 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M22K2-14 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M22Q10-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment with whip 

24M22T2-1 Seven small gauge hawser-laid rope fragments with knot — possible ratline frag
ments 

24M24M5-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M24P2-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M24S2-1 Medium gauge hawser-laid rope fragment associated with single sheave block 

24M24S2-3 Nine hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M26K6-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M30N3-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M44N4-2 Twelve hawser-laid rope fragments 
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24M190M14-2 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M190M16-18 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M190M16-19 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M190M20-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M190M23-11 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M190M24-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M192M7-11 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M192M9-7 Three strand fragments hawser-laid rope 

24M192M10-17 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M192M13-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments with knot 

24M196M6-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M196M7-7 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196M8-16 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196M14-5 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196M14-6 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196P5-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M198M8-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M198M13-19 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M198P3-14 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M900X30-1 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M903H3-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

Cable Laid Rope Fragments 

24M8L18-1 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M10N21-1 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M10N24-3 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M12P20-1 One mass of cable-laid rope fragments 

24M12P32-5 Two cable-laid rope fragments 

24M12P35-1(A) Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M12P35-1(B) Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M14K6-1 Two cable-laid rope fragments 

24M14K6-3 Three medium-gauge cable-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-1(A) Three large gauge cable-laid rope fragments 

24M22K2-15 Two large gauge cable-laid rope fragments 

24M24N8-1 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M26N12-2 Two cable-laid rope fragments 

24M26N12-3 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M26N12-4 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M26N12-5 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M26P4-2 Mass of cable-laid rope fragments 

24M28N4-1 One mass of cable-laid rope fragments 

24M28N4-2 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M28P9-1 Large gauge cable-laid rope fragment 

24M194M15-2 Cable-laid rope fragment 

Sennit Laid Rope 

24M196P5-19 Sennit laid rope fragment 
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Twine 

24M12T4-5 One twine fragment 

24M32Q1-13 Three twine fragments 

24M32R2-1 Three twine fragments 

24M903X2-7 Four twine fragments 

Woven Rope Fragments 

24M20M12-1 Rope matting (possible chaffing mat) 

24M24N9-1 Rope matting 

24M24N9-2 Rope matting 

Components of Rope 

24M14Q2-1 Strand fragment from hawser-laid rope 

24M18M3-9 Two strand fragments 

24M18M18-1 (B) Strand fragment 

24M18N23-1 Strand fragment 

24M26S2-14 Strand fragment 

Miscellaneous Rope Fragments 

24M6L29-2 Rope fragment 

24M6N20-1 Two rope fragments 

24M6N28-1 Rope fragment 

24M6N34-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M8N14-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M8N14-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M8N14-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M8N14-5 One rope fragment 

24M8N14-6 Five rope fragments 

24M10N19-2 Three rope fragments 

24M10N21-2 Three rope fragments 

24M10N21-3 Three rope fragments 

24M10N24-2 Two rope fragments 

24M10N24-5 Three rope fragments 

24M10P15-3 One lot of rope fibres 

24M10P17-1 Rope fragment 

24M10P17-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M10P18-1 Four rope fragments 

24M10P26-2 Rope fragment 

24M10Q16-1 Two masses of rope fragments 

24M10Q16-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12H4-9(A) Rope fragment 

24M12H4-9(B) Rope fragment 

24M12P31-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P31-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P32-4 Four rope fragments 

24M12P32-6 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P32-7 Three rope fragments 

24M12P34-1 One rope fragment 
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24M12P35-4 Two rope fragments 

24M12P36-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P36-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12S7-1 One strand fragment 

24M14L18-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M14M29-40 One mass of rope fragments 

24M14P15-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M14P15-6 One mass of rope fragments 

24M16J2-3 Rope fragment 

24M16J4-1 Rope fragment 

24M16J4-2 Two rope fragments 

24M16K1-8 Rope fragment 

24M16K5-3 Rope fragment 

24M16K7-1 Rope fragment 

24M16K7-2 Rope fragment 

24M16K8-3 Rope fragment 

24M16K10-11 Two rope fragments 

24M16L10-4 Two rope fragments 

24M16N2-3 One lot rope fragments 

24M18H1-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M18J1-16 Rope fragment 

24M18J2-2 Rope fragment 

24M18J2-4 Rope fragment 

24M18K11-1 Rope fragment 

24M18K13-1 Rope fragment 

24M18K13-2 Rope fragment 

24M18K13-3 Two rope fragments 

24M18K13-4 Rope fragment 

24M18L13-6 Rope fragment 

24M18M1-10 Rope fragment 

24M18Q10-6 One mass of rope fragments 

24M20K2-1 Rope fragment 

24M20P8-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M20P10-4 Rope fragment 

24M22J2-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M22J3-3 Two rope fragments 

24M22K2-1 Rope fragment 

24M22K2-2 Rope fragment 

24M22K2-13 Rope fragment 

24M22L5-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M22M10-10 Rope fragment 

24M22N8-4 Rope fragment 

24M22N9-1 Rope fragment 

24M22Q6-6 Rope fragment 

24M22Q6-7 Rope fragment 

24M22Q6-13 Rope fragment 



24M22Q6-15 Rope fragment 

24M22Q9-6 One mass of rope fragments 

24M22Q9-7 Rope fragment 

24M24K2-9 Rope fragment 

24M24K2-10 Rope fragment 

24M24K2-11 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24N8-5 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24P5-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24P6-2 Rope fragment 

24M24Q6-4 Rope fragment 

24M24Q6-5 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24R3-5 Rope fragment 

24M26K2-2 Rope fragment 

24M26K6-1 Four masses of rope fragments 

24M26K8-1 Rope fragment 

24M26L3-1 Rope fragment 

24M26L6-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M26N5-15 Rope fragment 

24M26N12-1 Rope fragment 

24M26P1-1 One lot of rope fragments 

24M26P4-1 Rope fragment 

24M26R3-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M26R4-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M26R4-4 Rope fragment 

24M26T3-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M28M2-7 One mass of rope fragments 

24M28N3-2 Two rope fragments 

24M28Q1-2 Two rope fragments 

24M28Q5-1 One mass of rope fragments — possibly large gauge cable-laid rope 

24M28Q5-2 Rope fragment 

24M28Q5-6 Rope fragment 

24M28R2-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M28R2-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30M2-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30M3-4 One mass of rope fibres 

24M30P2-3 One mass of rope fibres 

24M30P2-4 Rope fragment 

24M30P3-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30Q2-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30R1-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30R4-9 One mass of rope fragments 

24M32N3-4 One lot of rope fragments 

24M36N8-2 Strand fragment 

24M190M15-1 Five strand fragments 

24M192M9-8 Strand fragment 

24M192M15-1 One lot of rope fragments 
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24M196P2-6 Rope fragment 

24M198P1-1 Rope fragment 

24M198P2-5 Rope fragment 

24M900X92-8 Rope fragment 

24M900X95-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M903B2-12 Rope fragment 

24M903G5-1 Four rope fragments 

24M903X3-6 One lot of rope fragments 

Excavation of the 27M Site, Red Bay 

Running Blocks and Their Fittings 

27M1B1-4 Block sheave fragment 

27M8P1 -10 Block sheave fragment 

Standing Blocks and Their Fittings 

27M8N2-1 Heart's eye block fragment 

Rope and Cordage 

Hawser-Laid Rope 

27M8N3-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment (piece no. 1) 

27M8N3-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment (piece no. 2) 

27M8P1-12 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

27M8P1-13 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

Miscellaneous Rope 

27M1B1-9 Rope fragment 

Miscellaneous 

27M14N2-4 Wicker ring fragment 

Excavation of the 28M Site, Red Bay 

Rope and Cordage 

28M4P1-1 Small gauge hawser-laid rope fragment with knot 

28M900X2-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

Miscellaneous and Unidentified 

28M4P2-1 Possible cleat 

Excavation of the 29M Site, Red Bay 

Rope and Cordage 

29M34Q1-5 One mass of small gauge hawser-laid rope 



Xiii CATALOGUE OF SHIP'S FITTINGS 

AND RIGGING COMPONENTS 

FROM RED BAY AND CHATEAU 

BAY, BY PROVENIENCE 

Charles S. Bradley 

Underwater Test Excavations, Red Bay (6M5B) 

6M5B10-1 Block sheave fragment 

6M5B22-5 Rope fragment 

6M5B43-2 Block sheave fragments 

6M5B43-3 Block sheave 

Underwater Survey, Chateau Bay (6M6A) 

6M6A13-1 Five-hole deadeye fragment 

6M6A13-3 Five-hole deadeye fragment with binding strap 

6M6A15-1 Anchor fragment 

6M6A15-2 Anchor fragment 

6M6A22-1 Five-hole deadeye with binding strap. 

Excavations of the 24M Site, Red Bay 

Operation 2 

24M2M4-1 Single sheave common block with rope strop 

24M2M6-18 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M2M6-19 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M2M10-1 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M2N3-1 Wicker ring 

24M2P5-1 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 
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Operation 4 

24M4K3-1 Mast hoop 

24M4K3-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M4K7-1 Possible wicker ring 

24M4M8-1 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M4P3-5 Caulking(?) 

24M4P6-1 Caulking 

24M4P12-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M4P14-14 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M4Q2-4 Block sheave fragment 

Operation 6 

24M6L14-1 Rope fragment 

24M6L15-1 One section rope fragments 

24M6L27-1 Wicker ring 

24M6L29-2 Rope fragment 

24M6M18-1 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M6N20-1 Two rope fragments 

24M6N27-1 One mass of small gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M6N28-1 Rope fragment 

24M6N31-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M6N34-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M6P13-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M6P19-1 Single-sheaved block 

Operation 8 

24M8L18-1 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M8M22-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M8M23-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M8N1-1 Block sheave fragment 

24M8N12-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M8N13-1 Wicker ring 

24M8N14-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M8N14-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M8N14-3 Medium gauge hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M8N14-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M8N14-5 One rope fragment 

24M8N14-6 Five rope fragments 

24M8P4-3 Block shell fragment 

24M8P18-1 Heart's eye block 

24M8P22-1 Heart's eye block 

24M8Q7-2 Three rope fragments 

24M8Q12-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M8R4-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

Operation 10 

24M10H2-12 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M10H2-13 Unidentified wooden object 
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24M10N19-2 Three rope fragments 

24M10N21-1 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M10N21-2 Three rope fragments 

24M10N21-3 Three rope fragments 

24M10N21-4 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M10N24-1 Two large gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M10N24-2 Two rope fragments 

24M10N24-3 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M10N24-4 Three rope fragments 

24M10N24-5 Three rope fragments 

24M10P10-1 Heart's eye block 

24M10P11-2 Heart's eye block 

24M10P12-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M10P13-1 Heart's eye block with strop 

24M10P15-3 One lot rope fibres 

24M10P17-1 Rope fragment 

24M10P17-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M10P18-1 Four rope fragments 

24M10P19-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M10P25-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M10P25-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M10P26-1 Heart's eye block 

24M10P26-2 Rope fragment 

24M10Q16-1 Two masses of rope fragments 

24M10Q16-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M10Q18-2 Block sheave 

Operation 12 

24M12G2-3 Rope fragment 

24M12G3-1 Solid heart thimble 

24M12G4-1 Solid heart thimble 

24M12G5-2 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12H3-8 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12H4-9 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12H4-9(A) Rope fragment 

24M12H4-9(B) Rope fragment 

24M12K5-3 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M12K12-1 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M12K15-1 Long tackle block with rope 

24M12K16-1 Heart's eye block 

24M12K17-2 Heart's eye block with provision for rope strop 

24M12L5-44 Long tackle block shell fragment 

24M12L18-1 Heart's eye block 

24M12N23-1 Hawser-laid rope with sennit laid serving 

24M12P10-1 Bull's eye 

24M12P18-1 Block sheave 

24M12P19-1 Block sheave 
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24M12P20-1 One lot cable-laid rope fragments 

24M12P22-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop 

24M12P26-1 Long tackle block 

24M12P27-1 Heart's eye block 

24M12P31-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M12P31-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P31-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P32-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P32-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P32-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P32-4 Four rope fragments 

24M12P32-5 Two cable-laid rope fragments 

24M12P32-6 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P32-7 Three rope fragments 

24M12P33-1 (A) Heart's eye block 

24M12P33-1 (B) Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12P34-1 One rope fragment 

24M12P35-1(A) Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M12P35-1(B) Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M12P35-1(C) Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P35-1(D) Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P35-2 Parrel truck fragment 

24M12P35-4 Two rope fragments 

24M12P35-8 Hawser-laid rope fragment with small loop whipped 

24M12P36-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12P36-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12P36-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M12Q10-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M12S5-1 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12S6-6 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M12S7-1 One strand fragment 

24M12T4-5 One twine fragment 

Operation 14 

24M14J2-1 Heart's eye block 

24M14K3-1 Heart's eye block 

24M14K4-1 Heart's eye block 

24M14K5-1 Block sheave 

24M14K6-1 Two cable-laid rope fragments 

24M14K6-2 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M14K6-3 Three medium gauge cable-laid rope fragments 

24M14L6-1 Block sheave 

24M14L13-1 Long tackle block shell fragments 

24M14L18-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M14L18-3 One mass of large gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L20-1 Heart's eye block with medium gauge hawser-laid rope strop 

24M14L21-1 (A) Three cable-laid rope fragments 
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24M14L21-1 (B) Three large hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-1 (C) One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-2 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M14L21-3 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-4 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-5 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14L21-6 Two hawser-laid rope fragments with sennit laid whip 

24M14L21-7 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M14M24-1 Heart's eye block 

24M14M24-2 Deadeye fragments 

24M14M26-1 Fragments from the base of the main pump tube 

24M14M27-2 Flapper valve from pump 

24M14M29-40 One mass of rope fragments 

24M14M29-41 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14M40-1 Small gauge hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M14N27-41 Deadeye fragments 

24M14N31-3 Parrel truck 

24M14P6-3 Possible fairlead 

24M14P6-31 Possible fid 

24M14P8-1 Heart's eye block 

24M14P15-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M14P15-6 One mass of rope fragments 

24M14P16-1 Heart's eye block 

24M14P16-2 Heart's eye block 

24M14P16-3 Long tackle block 

24M14P16-4 Metal strapped heart's eye block with small gauge hawser laid lanyard fragment 

24M14Q3-1 Block sheave 

24M14Q2-1 Rope strand fragment 

24M14Q5-6 Flapper valve 

24M14Q10-3 Heart's eye block 

24M14R2-2 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M14R9-3 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

Operation 16 

24M16H1-5 One mass of hawser-laid (shroud) rope fragments with ratline fragments 

24M16H1-8 Three hawser-laid ropes with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16H1-9 Three hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16H2-1 Five hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16H3-1 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove 
hitches and fabric strip wrapped around a portion 

24M16J2-3 Rope fragment 

24M16J3-1 Four hawser-laid rope fragments with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16J3-2 Five haswer-laid rope fragments 

24M16J3-4 Two hawser-laid rope fragments with small gauge hawser binding 

24M16J4-1 Rope fragment 

24M16J4-2 Two rope fragments 

24M16K1-8 One rope fragment 
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24M16K4-1 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K4-2 Seven hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K5-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop 

24M16K5-3 Rope fragment 

24M16K7-1 Rope fragment 

24M16K7-2 Rope fragment 

24M16K7-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K7-4 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K7-5 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K7-6 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K8-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop 

24M16K8-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K8-3 Medium gauge hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K9-1 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K9-2 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16K9-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16K10-11 Two rope fragments 

24M16K11-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop 

24M16L10-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M16L10-2 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16L10-3 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16L10-4 Two rope fragments 

24M16M1-5 One mass of hawser-laid rope with smaller ropes attached by clove hitches 

24M16M13-1 Unidentified wooden object 

24M16M15-3 Sheave pin 

24M16M16-1 Heart's eye block 

24M16N2-3 One lot rope fragments 

24M16N2-4 Rope fragment hawser-laid component of cable-laid rope 

24M16Q3-5 Unidentified wooden specimen 

24M16Q8-2 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16R6-1 12 hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M16R7-1 Unidentified wooden object 

Operation 18 

24M18H1-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M18H1-4 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments with associated small gauge hawser-laid 
rope fragments (ratlines) 

24M18H3-1 One mass of medium-gauge hawser-laid rope fragments with associated small 
gauge hawser-laid rope fragments (ratlines) 

24M18H3-2 Four fragments medium-gauge hawser-laid rope with associated small rope (rat
lines) 

24M18H4-1 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18J1-16 Rope fragment 

24M18J2-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18J2-2 Rope fragment 

24M18J2-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18J2-4 Rope fragment 

24M18J2-5 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 
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24M18J2-6 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18J3-2 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments with small rope attached with clove 
hitches 

24M18K10-1 Long tackle block 

24M18K10-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18K11-1 Rope fragment 

24M18K11-2 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18K12-1 Heart's eye block with portion of the shroud 

24M18K13-1 Rope fragment 

24M18K13-2 Rope fragment 

24M18K13-3 Two rope fragments 

24M18K13-4 Rope fragment 

24M18L13-6 Rope fragment 

24M18L13-7 Two medium-gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18L13-8 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18M1-10 Rope fragment 

24M18M3-9 Two rope strand fragments 

24M18M13-1 Single-sheaved block with portion of rope strop 

24M18M18-1 (A) Single-sheaved block 

24M18M18-1 (B) Strand fragment 

24M18M19-6 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M18N9-28 Block sheave 

24M18N23-1 Strand fragment 

24M18Q10-6 One mass of rope fragments 

24M18R3-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M18R4-1 Common double sheave block 

Operation 20 

24M20K2-1 Rope fragment 

24M20L8-7 One mass of medium-gauge hawser-laid rope 

24M20M12-1 Rope matting (possible chaffing mat) 

24M20M12-2 Eight small gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M20N14-1 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M20P8-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M20P10-4 Rope fragment 

24M20Q8-1 One mass of hawser-laid rope fragments 

Operation 22 

24M22J2-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M22J3-3 Two rope fragments 

24M22K2-1 Rope fragment 

24M22K2-2 Rope fragment 

24M22K2-13 Rope fragment 

24M22K2-14 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M22K2-15 Two large gauge cable-laid rope fragments 

24M22K5-1 Heart's eye block with rope strop 

24M22L5-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M22M10-10 Rope fragment 
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24M22N8-4 Rope fragment 

24M22N9-1 Rope fragment 

24M22Q6-6 Rope fragment 

24M22Q6-7 Rope fragment 

24M22Q6-13 Rope fragment 

24M22Q6-15 Rope fragment 

24M22Q7-1 Heart's eye block 

24M22Q8-1 Heart's eye block 

24M22Q9-6 One mass of rope fragments 

4M22Q9-7 Rope fragment 

24M22Q10-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment finished with common whip 

24M22Q10-2 Large toggle 

24M22T2-1 Seven small gauge hawser-laid rope fragments 

Operation 24 

24M24K2-9 Rope fragment 

24M24K2-10 Rope fragment 

24M24K2-11 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24K2-14 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M24M1-14 Heart's eye block 

24M24M1-16 Heart's eye block 

24M24M5-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M24N5-1 Block shell fragment 

24M24N8-1 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M24N8-5 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24N9-1 Rope matting 

24M24N9-2 Rope matting 

24M24P2-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M24P5-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24P6-1 Long tackle block 

24M24P6-2 Rope fragment 

24M24Q4-1 Unidentified component 

24M24Q5-1 Heart's eye block 

24M24Q6-4 Rope fragment 

24M24Q6-5 One mass of rope fragments 

24M24R3-5 Rope fragment 

24M24S2-1 Single-sheaved block with medium-gauge hawser-laid rope strop 

24M24S2-3 Nine hawser-laid rope fragments 

Operation 26 

24M26J6-1 Wicker ring 

24M26K2-2 Rope fragment 

24M26K6-1 Four masses of rope fragments 

24M26K6-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M26K8-1 Rope fragment 

24M26L3-1 Rope fragment 

24M26L6-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M26L7-1 Heart's eye block with provision for ferrous metal strap 
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24M26M9-1 Heart's eye block 

24M26N5-15 Rope fragment 

24M26N11-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M26N12-1 Rope fragment 

24M26N12-2 Two cable-laid rope fragments 

24M26N12-3 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M26N12-4 Long length of cable-laid rope 

24M26N12-5 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M26P1-1 One mass of rope fibres 

24M26P4-1 Rope fragment 

24M26P4-2 One mass of cable-laid rope fragments 

24M26R3-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M26R4-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M26R4-4 Rope fragment 

24M26S2-14 Rope strand fragment 

24M26S4-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M26T3-1 One mass of rope fragments 

Operation 28 

24M28M2-7 One mass of rope fragments 

24M28N3-2 Two rope fragments 

24M28N4-1 One mass of cable-laid rope fragments 

24M28N4-2 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M28N5-1 Block sheave fragment 

24M28P2-1 Heart's eye block 

24M28P3-1 Heart's eye block 

24M28P9-1 Large gauge cable-laid rope fragment 

24M28Q1-2 Two rope fragments 

24M28Q5-1 One mass of rope fragments 

24M28Q5-2 Rope fragment 

24M28Q5-6 Rope fragment 

24M28R2-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M28R2-3 One mass of rope fragments 

24M28R4-1 Single-sheaved block 

Operation 30 

24M30M2-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30M3-4 One mass of rope fibres 

24M30N3-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M30P1 -1 Heart's eye block 

24M30P2-3 One mass of rope fibres 

24M30P2-4 Rope fragment 

24M30P3-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30Q2-4 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30R1-2 One mass of rope fragments 

24M30R2-1 Long tackle block 

24M30R3-1 Single-sheaved block 

24M30R4-9 One mass of rope fragments 
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Operation 32 

24M32N3-4 One lot rope fragments 

24M32Q1-13 Three twine fragments 

24M32R2-1 Three twine fragments 

Operation 36 

24M36N8-2 Rope strand fragment 

Operation 44 

24M44N4-2 Twelve hawser-laid rope fragments 

Operations 186 - 198: The Shore Trench 

24M186T2-1 Wicker ring 

24M188T2-1 Range cleat 

24M190M14-2 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M190M15-1 Five strand fragments 

24M190M16-18 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M190M16-19 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M190M18-1 Unidentified wooden object 

24M190M20-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M190M23-11 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M190M24-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M190M25-1 Unidentified wooden object 

24M192M7-11 Six hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M192M9-7 Three strand fragments hawser-laid rope 

24M192M9-8 Strand fragment 

24M192M10-17 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M192M13-2 Three hawser-laid rope fragments with knot 

24M192M15-1 One lot rope fragments 

24M192M18-1 Unidentified artifact 

24M194M14-9 Wicker ring 

24M194M15-2 Cable-laid rope fragment 

24M196M6-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M196M7-7 Two hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196M8-16 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196M12-3 Wicker ring 

24M196M14-5 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196M14-6 Four hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M196M14-21 Unidentified wooden object 

24M196N2-27 Wicker ring 

24M196P2-6 Rope fragment 

24M196P4-1 Belaying pin 

24M196P5-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M196P5-19 Sennit laid rope fragment 

24M196P6-1 Wicker ring 

24M198M8-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M198M13-19 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M198P1-1 Rope fragment 



24M198P2-5 Rope fragment 

24M198P3-14 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

Operation 900: Harbour Survey and General Provenience 

24M900X19-1 Heart's eye block fragment 

24M900X23-1 Block sheave fragment 

24M900X30-1 Three hawser-laid rope fragments 

24M900X83-1 Parrel truck fragment 

24M900X84-1 Block sheave 

24M900X92-8 Rope fragment 

24M900X93-1 Long tackle block shell fragment 

24M900X95-1 One mass of rope fragments 

Operations 902 and 903: Harbour Survey 

24M902X20-1 6 W" circular three hole deadeye 

24M903B2-12 Rope fragment 

24M903G5-1 Four rope fragments 

24M903H3-2 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

24M903H4-1 Wicker ring fragment 

24M903M3-2 Eleven wicker ring fragments 

24M903X2-7 Four twine fragments 

24M903X3-6 One lot rope fragments 

24M903X4-3 Possible fid 

Excavation of the 27M Site, Red Bay 

27M1B1-4 Block sheave fragment 

27M1B1-9 Rope fragment 

27M8N2-1 Heart's eye block fragment 

27M8N3-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment (piece no. 1) 

27M8N3-3 Hawser-laid rope fragment (piece no. 2) 

27M8P1-10 Block sheave fragment 

27M8P1-12 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

27M8P1-13 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

27M14N2-4 Wicker ring fragment 

Excavation of the 28M Site, Red Bay 

28M4P1-1 Small gauge hawser-laid rope fragment with knot 

28M4P2-1 Possible cleat ? 

28M900X2-1 Hawser-laid rope fragment 

Excavation of the 29M Site, Red Bay 

29M34Q1-5 One mass of small gauge hawser-laid rope 
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Xiv THE RIGGING OF THE 500-T0N 
NAO SAN XRISTOBAL 

Suzanne Beauvais 

Certain aspects of the history of a nao called 
the San Xristobal have been revealed by a 
series of documents from various Basque 
archives, namely, those of Azpeitia, Vallado-
lid and Tolosa. Consisting of construction 
contracts, deeds of sale, charter parties and 
lawsuit records, these documents have pro
vided valuable information on 16th-century 
rigging. The project to build the San Xristobal 
took shape in Mutriku in the spring and 
summer of 1571, and the first document pre
pared in connection with this undertaking 
set out the construction specifications, 
required armament and work schedule. 
Another document, drafted in May 1573, 
gave a description of the nao with a view to 
its upcoming delivery to the owner. The ship 
was delivered in August 14 of that year and 
a second inventory was drawn up at the 
time. However, since the vessel was found 
to be incomplete, the owner launched legal 
proceedings in September and a detailed list 
of the missing elements was prepared. The 
nao was sold the following month, giving 

rise to another description of the vessel. The 
subsequent history of the San Xristobal is not 
very clear. The ship's specifications are sum
marized in Table XIV. 1. 

For the purposes of this study, the above-
mentioned series of documents, which com
prises 14 records of various types, has been 
assigned the number 28 and divided into 
four groups: 28,28A, 28B and 28C. For easier 
reading, the documents will be presented in 
chronological order and a short summary 
provided of each one.193 

28B, Document 4 

This document was signed in Bilbao on June 
18, 1571, by Juan Martinez de Amilibia and 
Cristobal de Barros, his Majesty's servant, 
for the purpose of building the San Xristobal 
in Mutriku.196 It sets out the construction 
specifications, required weaponry and work 
schedule. Juan Martinez is also mentioned 

Tonnage: 

Quilla (keel): 

Esloria (overall length): 

Manga (beam): 

Altor (puntal, height of the main or upper deck): 

500 toneles, toneles machos, toneladas 

34 codos 

54 codos 

17 codos 

10 codos (12 codos) 

Table XIV.l: Specifications of the nao San Xristobal. 
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in some of the supply contracts for nails and 
dowels, where he is described as a purchaser 
or supplier. His name appears as well in 
document 28C, where he is called a capitán 
and a carpintero. Although his role was obvi
ously important, it is difficult to define it 
precisely. 

Description 

gurguzes de manera que pueda serbir util
mente a su magestad 

28C, Document 4 

Although this document is dated July 8, 
1571, it was also drafted in Bilbao and is 
almost identical to the previous one.197 It is 
one of the supporting documents submitted 
for the lawsuit. 

Description 

media [dozena] de gurguzes de manera que 
pueda serbir utilmente a su magestad 

28C, Document 2 

Signed in Mutriku on May 13,1573, this doc
ument provides a description of the nao that 
Juan Martinez promised to deliver to its 
owner, Andres de Abendano.198 It is a very 
detailed inventory of the ship and describes 
the rigging of each mast, certain structural 
components, the vessel's boats and neces
sary weaponry. 

Description 

alta la verga con sus mastes y entenas muy 
buenos y con todos los robles que ha menes
ter todos buenos e suficientes 

ha de ser el maste mayor de 44 codos 
con sus calces 
y en el 11 obengas en cada banda e an 

de ser de 99 ylos cada uno con sus 
pertoques suficientes 

4 astas 
con sus mantas y groseles en cada 

banda 
y sus poleas 

sus hustagas 
e trica 
e recamentes 
e mantillos 
e escotas 
e contra escotas 

y todo lo mas aparejo necesario 

sus gabias 
y su mastareo de gabias 

con su entena 
y 6 obengas en cada banda 
y su manta e grosel 
e todo lo demás aparejo necesario 

el maste del trinquete a de ser de 34 o de 35 
codos 

con 8 obenques en cada banda de 
cada 63 ylos 

y 3 astas 
con sus mantas y groselles 
y todo lo demás necesaio 

sus gabias 
y su maste 
e berga 
e 4 obengues en cada banda 
y su candelete 

el baopres 
con su entena 
y trica 
y ustaga 
y su aparajo necesario 

la bezana 
con su berga aparejada conforme a los 

otros arboles 
con 4 obengues en cada banda 
e su hustaga 
e trica 
e gurbines 
y estai 

todas las entenas 
con sus recamentes 
e mantillos 
e gurbines 
e escotas 
y poleas necesarias 
e ayanques 
y trocas 

5 cables 
4 de 450 ylos y 67 o 68 bracas 
e 1 de 490 ylos e 60 bracas 
todos de 14 quintales 

1 cablote de 8 quintales del largor del cable 

1 guindareza de 99 ylos para la cubierta 

todos los demás aparejos necesarios buenos 
e suficientes y ha se de entender que todos 
los cinco cables e cablote e guindareza e 
erlingas de bêlas e guarniciones han de ser 
de cánamo de Calataud y de tener y pesar 
160 quintales 
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la bêla mayor de 23 telas de altor conforme 
al maste 

e con su boneta 
e su bêla de gabia conforme a ellas 

la bêla del trinquete de 17 telas de anchor e 
del altor conforme al maste 

y su boneta 
y la bêla de gabia conforme a ellas 

la cebadera de 14 telas e 6 baras de altor 

la bezana de 15 telas e conforme a la nao el 
altor 

yten la nao acabada en perfecion de carpin
tería e galafetea y buztardas 

los mastes tanboletados con sus gabillas de 
fierro 

todo el poleaje necesario que sean sufi
cientes e todo el aparejo ilquetranado 

12 dozenas de gurguses de gabias 

28C, Document 6 

This document was drawn up when the nao 
was actually delivered to Mutriku, on 
August 14, 1573.199 It gives a very brief 
description of the vessel's rigging and 
equipment. It is another of the supporting 
documents submitted for the lawsuit. 

Description 

el mastel mayor 
con 11 obenques 
e 4 groseles 

con sus mantas en cada banda 
con su ystay 
e gabias 

el mastel del trinquete 
con sus gabias 
y estay 
e con 7 obenques 
e 3 groseles 

con sus mantas en cada vanda 

la pertocadura mayor y del trinquete cun-
plidos 

el mastareo de gabia 
con su entena 
e 4 obenques en cada vanda 

con sus arcas 

4 clabes alquitranados de cada 432 hilos y el 
quinto de 490 hilos por alquitranar 

un cablote de 216 hilos 

el mastel de la bezana 
con cada 4 obenques en cada banda 

28C, Document 1 

This document is almost a carbon copy of 
the preceding one.200 Furthermore, it was 
drawn up in Mutriku on the same day. It is 
also one of the supporting documents sub
mitted for the lawsuit. 

Description 

el maste mayor 
con 11 obenques 
e 4 groselles 

con sus mantas en cada banda 
con su estay 
e gabias 

el maste del trinquete 
con sus gabias 
y estay 
con 7 obenques 
e 3 groseles 

con sus mantas en cada banda 

la pertocadura mayor y del trinquete cum
plidos 

el mastareo de gabia 
con su entena 
y 4 obenques en cada banda 
con sus arcos 

4 clabes alquytramados de a cada 432 yllos 
el quinto de 490 yllos por alquytramar 
mas un cablote de 216 yllos 

el mastel de la bezana 
con cada 4 obenques en cada banda 

28C, Document 1 

When the nao was delivered, it was found to 
be incomplete.201 Therefore, Andres de 
Abendano, the owner, initiated legal pro
ceedings against Juan Martinez. Document 
28C is the record of these proceedings, heard 
on September 17, 1573. It includes support
ing documents, such as the construction 
contract, a detailed description of the nao as 
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it was initially commissioned and an inven
tory of the vessel as it was delivered. 

28C, Document 3 

In this document, a witness by the name of 
Juan Perez de Esloniz describes what was 
missing from the nao.202 It should be noted 
that the gabias menores include a tie (ustaga), 
a halyard (trica), sheets (escotas) and bow
lines (bolinaes) as rigging elements. 
Although the documents make no mention 
of a mizzen topmast (gavia de la mesana), one 
of the records, dating from 1574 (28B, doc. 
6), refers not only to a bela de la bezana but 
also to a beçana de popa, which corresponds 
perhaps to a bonaventure. The mizzen rig
ging thus seems to have been more complex 
than we thought when we began the 
research (See 28B, doc. 6 and 28B, doc. 3.). 

Description of Missing Elements 

los obenques mayores en el [?] cada 9 yllos 
y la trica mayor 
y arraquementes 
y mastillos 
y m 
y bolines 
escotas 
y contraescotas 
y gurbines 
y planchamentes 

y el mastereo de la gabia mayor 
con su entena 
y todos los obenques 
y trica 
y todo el aparejo del dicho mastereo de 

gabia 

y en el trinquete 
con obenques en cada banda 
y sendos pertoques 
y escotas 
y contraescotas 
y bobines 
y bracas 
y m 
y trica 
y ustengas 
y racamentes 
y gurbanes 
y planchamentes 

y en las gabias menores 
ustaga 
trica 
y m 
bolinaes 
y escotas 

y el baopres asi bien faltoso 
con su entena 
y todo su aparejo 

y en la bezana 
ustagas 
trica 
y escota 
gurbines 
trica 
y arracamentes 
y estay 
y m 
bótalo 

y las entenas mayor 
y el trinquete 
con sus poleas necesarias 

1 guindaresa de 99 ylos para la cubierta 

las erlingas de las belas 
y las mesmas belas eceto algún [?] 
burgatones que faltan ansi bien en el espi-
lon y bita y la barrotadura de la [?] con sus 
quillas y poleas 
y todo este aparejo que falta por alquitrán 
doze dozenas de gurgazes 

28C, Document 5 

This document contains testimony by 
another witness at the trial, possibly Andres 
de Avendano.203 Although similar to the 
aforementioned document, it is more 
detailed and some of the spellings in it are 
different. Like the previous document, it 
also mentions running rigging in reference 
to the gabias pequeñas. 

Description of Missing Elements 

en el mastel mayor 
en 22 obenques que tiene 9 ylos en cada 

banda y obenque 
la trica mayor 
y recamentes 
y mantillos 
y bergas 
y bolinas 
y escotas 
y contraescotas 
y todo lo demás aparejos necesarios que 

son gurbanes planchamentes 

el mastareo de gabia 
y su entena 
y todos los obengues 
e trica 
y ustaga 
y mantelos 
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y bolinas 
y escotas 
y ayanques 
y bracas 
y burdas 
y groseles 

con sus mantas 
y recamentes 
y estay 

en el trinquete 
en cada banda 1 obengue 
y escotas 
y contraescotas 
y bolinas 
y braças 
y ayanques 
y triça 
e ustagas 
e recamentes 
y gurbanes 
e planchamentes 

en las gabias pequeñas 
ustaga 
y triça 
y ayanques 
y bolinas 

el baopres 
con su entena 
e trica 
e ustaga 
e mantelos 
e bracas 
e escotas 

a la habezana 
ustaga 
triça 
y escota 
y estay 
y gurbines 
e recamentes 
y entena 

entena mayor 
y del trinquete 

con sus poleas 

de los 4 cables, 8 ylos en cada cable que son 
72 ylos y el quinto cable estaba para alqui-
trar 

1 guindaresa de 99 ylos para la cubierta 

las erlingas de los belas 

todas las belas 
eceto el burrique de proa 

el burgaton de la bita y otros burgatones en 
el espilon 

poleas 

Document 28 

This document records the sale of the nao by 
Andres de Avendano to Francisco Bucar in 
Mutriku on October 14, 1573.204 Another 
inventory of the nao was drawn up at the 
time. It gives a detailed description of the 
vessel's rigging, armament, moorings and 
batel, in addition to mentioning a few of the 
foodstuffs aboard. 

Description 

todos los arboles masteles 
y entenas puestos y adreçados 

el maste mayor 
con 11 obengues en cada banda de a 

noventa ylos con sus pertoques 
suficientes 

4 astas 
con sus niantas y groseles en cada banda 
y sus poleas 

sus ustagas 
y triça 
y recamen 
les mantrelos 
y escotas 
y contraescotas 
y todo lo mas aparejo necesario 

sus gabias 
y su mastareo de gabias 

con su entena 
y seis [sus?] obengas en cada banda 
y su manta y grosel 
y todo lo demás aparejo necesario 

el maste del trinquete 
con 7 obengues en cada banda de cada 60 

ylos 
y 3 astas 

con sus mantas y groselas 
y todo lo mas necesario 

sus gabias 
y su maste 
y berga 
y 4 obengas em cada banda 
y su candelese 
y todo lo demás aparejo necesario 

el baopres 
con su entena 
y triça 
y ustaga 
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y su aparejo necesario 

la bezana 
con su berga aparejada conforme a los 

demás arboles 
con 4 obengues en cada banda 
y su ustaga 
y trica 
y gurbines 
y estay 
contado lo demás aparejo necesario 

todas les entenas 
con sus racamentos 
y mantrelos 
y gurbines 
y escotas 
y poleas necesarias 
y ayanques 
y trocas 

5 cables 
4 de a 432 ylos 
1 de a 490 ylos 

1 cablote del largor del cable 

1 guindaresa de 99 ylos 

todos los demás aparejos necesarios 

la bela mayor del altor conforme al mastel 
con su boneta 
y su bela de gabia conforme a ella 

la vela del trinquete de 17 telas de anchor y 
de altor conforme al mastel 

y su bonete 
y la bela de gabia 

la cebadera de 14 telas y 6 baras de altor 

la bezana de 15 telas y conforme a la nao en 
altor 

bustardas 
los masteles tanboletados con sus gavillas 
de fierro 

todo el poleaje necesario suficientes 
y todo el aparejo alquitranado 

12 dozenas de gurguzez de gabias 

28A, Document 1 

Although this document is dated December 
11,1573, and was written in Getaria, it is the 
deed that pertains to the sale of the nao by 
Andres de Avendano to Francisco Bucar in 

October of that year. In it, the vessel is said 
to be new.205 This document is very similar 
to document 28. 

Description 

de porte de 500 toneles 

todos los arboles masteles 
y entenas puestos e adresçados en toda per-
feçion 

el mastel mayor 
con 11 obengues en cada banda de a 90 

hilos 
con sus pertoques suficientes 

4 hastas 
con sus mantas y groseles en cada banda 
y sus poleas 

sus hustagas 
y trica 
racamentos 
e mantrelos 
y escotas 
y contraescotas 
y todo lo mas aparejo necesario 

sus gabias 
y su masteleo de gabias 

con su entena 
y sus obengues en cada banda 
y su manta e grosel 

el mastel de trinquete 
con 7 obengues de cada banda de cada 60 

ylos 
y 3 astas 
con sus mantas e groseles 

sus gabias 
y su mastel 

e 4 obenges en cada banda 
e su candelete 
y todo lo demás aparejo 

el baopres 
con su entena 
y trica 
e ustaga 

la bezana 
con su berga aparrejada conforme a los 

demás arboles 
con 4 obengues en cada banda 
y su hustaga 
y trica 
y gurbines 

todas las entenas 
con sus racamentos 
e mantrelos 
y gurbines 
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y escotas 
y poleas 

5 cables 
4 de a 432 ylos 
1 de a 490 

1 cablote de largor del cable 

1 guindaresa de 99 ylos 

todos los demás aparejos nesesarios 

la bala mayor conforme al mastel 
con su boneta 
y su bela de gabia conforme a ella 

la bela del trinquete de 17 telas de anchor y 
de altor conforme al mastel 

y su boneta 
y la vela de gabia 

la cevadera de 14 telas y 6 baras de altor 

la bezana de 15 telas y conforme a la nao el 
altor 

bustardas 

los masteles tanboletados con sus gabillas 
de fierro 

todo el poleaje necesario sufiçientamente 
y todo el aparejo alquitranado 

12 dozenas de gurguzes de gabias 

media dozena de ylo de velas 

12 dozenas de aguzas de velas 

28A, Document 2 

This is another inventory of the nao, but we 
do not know when or where it was pre
pared.206 It provides a detailed description 
of the vessel's rigging, artillery, batel, 
anchors and contents. 

Description 

el papaigo mayor 
con una boneta bieja 

el papaigo del trinquete 
con una boneta bieja 

todas la belas de mas todos ellos biejos 

22 obengues mayores 11 de cada banda 

8 hastas mayores 4 de cada banda 
con sus mantas 
y betas 
y poleas 
las betas biegas e ronpidas 

las hustagas mayores de 2 pedacos 
con su trica 
y polea 

los mantrelos mayores 
el ystay mayor 

el racamente 
con 2 aranques 
y 2 trocas 

14 obengas del trinquete, 7 de cada banda 
6 astas, 3 de cada vanda 

con sus mantas 
y betas, las betas biegas 

el ystay 

las ustagas 
e trica 
e polea 

anbos mantrelos 

el recámente 
con 2 aranques 

8 obengues en la bezana, 4 cada banda 
la ustaga 
y trica de la dicha bezana 

los aparejos de la gabia mayor e menor sin 
los chaofal de les otros cabos algunos que 
faltan las dichas gabias 

todos los gurbines mayores e menores de 
todas las belas 

1 hezcota 
con 1 contra mayor 

2 escotas 
e 1 contra del trinquete 

las escotas de gabia mayor e menor 

la trica 
y mantrelos de la cevadera 

todos los bolines mayores y menores 

lo suso dicho digo la xarcia y cabos biegos e 
algunos de los ronpidas 

118 gurguzes 
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28B, Document 5 

This document was signed in Mutriku, 
probably on October 10, 1574.207 It appears 
to be a list of goods owned by Juan Martinez 
that were to be used on Andres de Aven-
dano's nao. It mentions rigging components 
and other items, such as a pump, an anchor, 
cauldrons for pitch, a desea for alquitrán, 
knees (burgatones) and oars. 

Description 

1 grande guindalesa para los oreinques 
e otra guindalesa del 4 cordones gruesa 
para ustagas 

3 trocas 

otras 2 trocas para andaré belas digo para 
candaletes 

otras 4 trocas para agalladuras de los cables 

el baopres 

y todas las entenas 
y desto el de gabia menor 

e unos 2 rollos de ylo de cánamo catalano 
de peso de 5 quintales poco mas o menos 

e 5 las de les de cánamo catalano 

y mas otras 2 guindaresas que pudiero 
pesar 2 quintales poco mas o menos 

algunas tablas e poleas 

la burda del mastereo de gavia menor 

e las 2 bracas de gavias menores guarnidos 

e 1 troca con que se goarnieron los mantre-
los del trinquete 

e 1 troca por alquitrán 

e 1 guindaresa con que se espero salynques 

e un pedaço de guindaresa gruesa de 4 cor
dones de largo de 44 bracos [...] con que se 
ysieron las dichas hustagas mayores 

e mas 2 trocas con que se agallaron 4 claves 

el mastel del baopres 

e todas las demás entenas del dicho galeón 
e desto la entena de gavia menor 

otro pedaço de guindaresa gruesa con que 
se yziero las ustagas que hera de 4 cordones 

2 trocas grandes para anda beles 
e candeletes 

y otras 2 trocas para agallar los cables 

el baopres 

e todas las entenas del dicho galeón 
desto la entena de gavias menores 

y mas 2 rollos de ylos de cánamo la mitad 
de peso de 5 quintales poco mas o menos 

e 5 quintales desto para de cánamo catal
ano 

28B, Document 6 

This is an agreement between Juan Martinez 
and Andres de Avendano for the delivery of 
some of the nao's components.208 Dated 
November 2, 1574, it was signed perhaps at 
Azkoitia, although the context is not very 
clear. In reference to the mizzen, it lists not 
only a bêla de ¡a bezana but also a bêla de la 
begana de popa, which corresponds perhaps 
to a bonaventure (See 28C, docs. 1, 3, 5 and 
28B, doc. 3.). 

Description 

el baopres 

y cánamo del quai haziero 1 guindaresa de 
120 bracas 
y otra ques la [?] 

la trica mayor 

y otra guindaresa de 4 cordones gruesa de 
la qual seyzieron las dichas hustagas may
ores e 2 bocas para las ancles de proa 

e otras 2 cuerdas para andaré beles 

e 4 marmenes para agalladuras de los 
cables 

todas las entenas 
e astas de gabia menor que primeramento 
thenia tomado 

traxo muchas olonas con las quales [?] 
la vela mayor 
y el burriquere 
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e mezana 
seyziero con las demás belas necesarias e 

conbenientes a la dicha nao 

4 cables 

la bela mayor 
con su boneta 

la bela de la bezana 
con su boneta 

la bela de la gabia del trinquete 

la bela de la cevadera 

la bela de la beçana de popa 

e astas de palanquines 
y mantrelos 

e ysta para la xarçia del trinquete 
con cada 7 obengues de cada parte 

y 3 astas 
y poleas 
e su ysta 

10 mantas del mayor e trinquete 
con sus poleas 
e 5 poleas debajo de a 2 roldanas 

con sus arcas en el 
y redes 

4 mantas 
con sus poleas 
e betas que están en la nao de Miqueo de 

Ysasti 

28B, Document 2 

Drafted in May 1575, this document is a 
charter party pertaining to a voyage that the 
nao, which still belonged to Francisco Bucar, 
was supposed to make from Getaria to 
Santander. It lists the expenses incurred for 
equipment, food and wages, but makes no 
mention of the ship's rigging.209 

e 3 betas de palancas mayores 
e otros 3 pedaços de betas 

que la una paresçe bolinche del trinquete 
y otra alguna del trinquete 
e bolincho de gabia 
e otro pedaço que paresce burda de gabia 

la xarcia de gabia menor 
con su gabia mastel 
y entena 

28B, Document 1 

This is another charter party for a voyage 
from Santander to Pasaje that the nao, still 
owned by Francisco Bucar, was supposed to 
make.210 The document is undated. 

28B, Document 3 

In our opinion, this is an inventory of the nao 
for chartering purposes.211 Dated July 16, 
1575, it provides a summary description of 
the vessel's rigging, but describes the ship's 
contents and artillery in a fair amount of 
detail. Like a few of the previous docu
ments, this one mentions ropes for the besana 
de popa with four shrouds on each side (See 
28C, docs. 1, 3, 5 and 28B, doc. 6.). 

Description 

todos los arboles 
y entenas mayores e menores 

la xarcia mayor 
con cada 11 obengues por banda 

e 4 astas 
con sus poleas 

y la gabia mayor 

la xarçia de la besana de popa 
con 4 obengues por banda 

un cable con questa de vaco de cubierta de 
respeto 
e 4 pedaços de cables con questa amarrada 
la nao 
e un pedaço de cable 

con un cano de baca por la cerradura 

la bela de gabia mayor 

1 guindaresa biega 
e 2 palancas 

2 palancas de fierro 
e un gancho de pendura 

1 pedaço de guindaresa de 5 bracas en largo 
e un pedaço de 1 cable de desillado de cable 
de 2 bracas 
e otras 2 pieças e pedacos de cabos desilla-
dos de cable de cada de 3 o 4 braçadas bie-
gas 

y en otro sesta unos cables de costado 
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11 poleas en el maopres 
para bolines 
e bolincho 
e mantrelos 
e de la cevadera 

28B, Document 7 

This document, written in San Sebastián on 
June 12, 1576, lists a number of the two's 
components, relating in particular to its 
artillery and rigging, that were supplied and 
delivered to Pedro de Aldave by a certain 
Merino.212 

Description 

unas hustagas biegas 

e doz hescotas de gabia 

1 pedaço de guindaresa 

la vela mayor 
con su boneta 

el papaigo del trinquete 
con 1 boneta 

la bêla de gabia del trinquete 
el artimon 

la cevadera 

la xarçia de la bela mayor en sus coronas 
e las mantas 

e xarçia de trinquete 
con sus coronas 
e mantas 

el esta mayor del estar del trinquete 

NOTES 

193 The aim of this section was to provide archival 
evidence for reconstructing the rigging of 16th-
century ships. It does not give excerpts from the 
documents studied but lists the rigging elements 
mentioned therein. References for the sources 
concerned are given throughout the text. 

194 It is hard to determine exactly which tonnage unit 
was used in the various documents consulted since 
the information they provide is contradictory. For 
further details, see the discussion of tonnage in 
Section 16.2. 

195 See Section 16.2. 

196 Archivo de la Real Chancillería. Valladolid 
(hereafter ARCh), Pleitos civiles, Balboa fenecidos, 
leg. 167, caja 856, fols. 591v-592v (1571). 

197 Archivo general de la Diputación de Guipúzcoa. 
Tolosa (hereafter AGDG), Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 1, 
corregido 1, fols. 77-78 (1571). 

198 Ibid., fols. 32-33 (1573). 

199 Ibid., fol. 200 (1573). 

200 Ibid., fol. 8 (1573). 

201 Ibid., fol. 5 (1573). 

202 Ibid., fol. 52. 

203 Ibid., fol. 94. 

204 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa. 
Oñati, II, 3300 (2), fols. 66-67 (1573). 

205 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Balboa fenecidos, leg. 167, 
caja 852 (2), fols. 182-184 (1573). 

206 Ibid., fols. 198-198v. 

207 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Balboa fenecidos, leg. 167, 
caja 856, fols. 650v-652v . 

208 Ibid., fols. 654-993 (1574). 

209 Ibid., fols. 488v-490v (1575). 

210 Ibid., fols. 490v-492. 

211 Ibid., fols. 497-498 (1575). 

212 Ibid., fol. 1005v (1576). 
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GLOSSARY 

Marc-André Bernier, Charles D. Moore and Brad Loewen 

This glossary provides selected English 
terms used in this report to describe ship 
construction and conception. For most of 
these terms a description is provided as well 
as the French and Spanish (or Iberian) 
equivalents. Six supporting illustrations are 
also included. This glossary is not compre

hensive, but focuses on selected terminology 
applied to specific features of 16th-century 
Basque shipbuilding as revealed by the 24M 
ship remains. Terms in bold indicate the first 
mention (per definition) of terms found else
where in glossary). 

English 

Beakhead 

Beam 

Bilge arc 

Bilge clamp 

Bitt and 
bowsprit step 

French 

poulaine 

fort; 
bau 

arc du bouchain 

serre de bouchain 

emplanture des 
bittes 

Spanish or Iberian Term 

espolón 

manga 

arco de la escoa 

cingla; 
singla 

carlinga de las bitas 

Description 

A light structure set over and 
extending forward of the stem 
and beneath the bowsprit 
(Kg- 3) 

The measure of breadth to the 
outside of the frames at the 
ship's widest point at the level 
of the main deck (Fig. 4). 

The arc (with a 4 1/2 codo 
radius), corresponding to the 
turn of the bilge, that turns 
upwards from the flat of bilge 
into the futtock arc (see Figure 
4). 

A thick interior strake located 
just inboard of the sill (alboala) 
and outboard of a single ceil
ing strake (see Fig. 1). 

A massive timber (TT 6) set 
athwartships on the level of 
the main deck, mortised to 
step the riding bitts and 
sloped to support the foot of 
the bowsprit. 
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English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

Bowsprit beaupré baoprés; 
bauprés 

A spar supported by two sub
stantial internal timbers, the 
bitt step and the foremast 
partner. 

Breadth arc arc du fort arco de la manga The arc (with a 6 1 II codo 
radius) turning from the top of 
the futtock arc to the hull's 
greatest breadth where it inter
sects with the tumblehome arc 
(see Fig. 4). 

Bulkhead plank 

Bulkheads 

Bulwark 

Bulwark plank 

Burthen 

Buttresses 
(mainmast step) 

planche de cloison 

cloisons 

pavois 

planche de pavois 

port 

taquets 

tabla de mamparo 

mamparos 

amurada 

tabla de amurada 

porte 

taquetas A set of eight wedge-shaped 
blocks set athwartships over 
the floors and set against the 
foot wales to reinforce main
mast step (see Fig. 1). 

Calculated frame membrure calculée madera de cuenta One of the 14 central "mor
tised" Frames where the floor 
is joined to the first futtock by 
a dovetail joint. 

Capstan cabestan cabrestante A single log was carved to 
form the capstan barrel and 
spindle of the 24M capstan. 
The capstan assemblage also 
included whelps and remov
able capstan bars, and was 
secured by a capstan partner 
and step (Fig. 5) 

Capstan barrel cloche du cabestan cuerpo del cabrestante; 
campana del cabrestante 

The working end of the cap
stan providing the cylindrical 
core around which the cables 
were wound, and set vertically 
over the capstan partner on 
the aft part of the upper deck 
(see Fig. 5). 

Capstan partner étambrai du 
cabestan 

tamborete del 
cabrestante 

Two thick planks (TTs 148, 737, 
738, and 960) tapered to offset 
the deck rise, mortised over 
the deck beams abaft of mid
ships on the upper deck where 
it provided the upper capstan 
bearing (see Fig. 5). 

Capstan spindle mèche du cabestan mecha del cabrestante A shaft, carved from the same 
timber as the capstan barrel, 
extending between decks to 
the capstan step (see Fig. 5). 

Capstan step carlingue du 
cabestan 

carlinga del cabrestante A timber (TT 2/731) set 
athwartships between the the 
carlings of the main deck, and 
socketed to provide the lower 
capstan bearing at the foot of 
the spindle (see Fig. 5). 
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English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

Carling hiloire esloria A timber set longitudinally 
over deck beams and used to 
support inboard ends of the 
ledges (Fig. 6) 

Carling-coaming hiloire-cadre brazola A carling set along the upper 
deck hatchways and shaped to 
stand above the deck plank
ing with an interior lip on 
which to rest hatch covers and 
channels for carrying away 
water so as to also function as 
a combing. 

Carved garboards; 
Incorporated 
garboards 

galbords sculptés; 
galbords incorporés 

Thatpart of the Keel carved in 
a "V form amidships or "Y"-
shaped near the ends in place 
of a plank garboard (see Fig. 
1). 

Cathead bossoir; 
bossoir de capon 

serviola One of two timbers used as an 
anchor crane; set though the 
beakhead assemblage, with a 
single sheave at its outboard 
end and set into the cathead 
step at its inboard end (see 
Fig. 3). 

Cathead step emplanture des 
bossoirs 

carlinga de las serviolas A timber (TT 2099/2706) 
crossing the forward face of 
the forecastle, with mortises to 
receive the catheads and pos
sibly four small bitts (see 
Fig. 3). 

Ceiling vaigrage soler; 
granel 

Interior planking in the bilge 
consisting of five strakes each 
side of the keelson (see Fig. 1). 

Ceiling plank vaigre tabla del soler; 
tabla del granel 

A single specific fixed strake 
between the foot wale and 
bilge clamp (see Fig. 1). 

Channel écotard tabla de guarnición; 
mesa de guarnición 

A broad plank horizontally set 
within the channel assembly 
and serving to spread the 
shroud chains away from the 
bulwarks (Fig. 3). 

Channel assembly assemblages de 
porte-haubans 

The structure consisting of a 
channel, Postarios, counter-
postarios, and a tie rail and 
several small knees, and 
mounted on the upper out
board parts of the hull for 
securing and spreading the 
shrouds of the fore and main 
masts (see Fig. 3). 

Chess tree dogue d'amure castañuela de amura A timber (TT 2760) set verti
cally on the hull exterior near 
the upper deck level with 
holes to serve as fairleads for 
sheets and tacks. 

Chock cale calzo A wedge, guide or filler piece 
used in association with a step 
or partner, and also between 
whelps on the capstan (see 
Fig. 5). 
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English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

Cleat taquet; 
taquet à cornes 

cornamusas; 
tojinos 

A carved piece of wood with 
"horns" used to belay rope; 
found in varying sizes at the 
24M site, as were parts of a 
large composite cleat, or kevel. 

Codo de Costilla codo de Castilla codo de Castilla A unit of measure commonly 
used in 16th-century Spain, 
specifically measuring 0.5572 
m. 

Codo de ribera codo de ribera codo de ribera A unit of measure used in the 
coastal Basque region in the 
16th century, specifically mea
suring 0.5746 m 

Counter voute bovedilla Used in the text to refer to the 
flat part of the stern above the 
transom stern, further divided 
into upper and lower parts. 

Counter timbers jambettes de voûte gambotas Curved timbers forming a par
tial arch transition at two lev
els above the transom stern. 

Counter-posf/îno contre-posfnrio contra-postario Part of the Postario, fayed to 
the outside of the main com
ponent above the channel and 
used to secure the tie rail (see 
Fig. 3). 

Crutch fourcat horquilla; 
pique 

Floor timbers in frames num
bered 16 or greater from the 
master frame that take a Y-
shaped morphology 
approaching the stern and a V-
shape towards the bow. 

Dale dale dala A timber spanning the breadth 
of the hull near the middle of 
the upper deck with a carved 
trough to carry water from the 
pump overboard. 

Depth of hold puntal The ship's depth measured, 
for the purposes of tonnage 
calculations, in the pump well 
from the top of the ceiling to 
the top of the beam at the 
main deck (see Fig. 4). 

Doubled beam bau double bao; 
primero bao 

One of seven assembled 
beams used on the lower deck 
and comprised of two compo
nents, the principal compo
nent spaning the width of the 
vessel coupled by dovetail 
joints to a lesser component 
consisting of two timbers 
hook-scarfed together (see 
Figs. 2 and 6) 

Filling plank planchette de 
remplissage 

escoperada A small plank serving to block 
and seal the space between 
frames at the level of the sill 
(albaola) (see Figs. 1 and 2). 

Fashion piece; 
Fashion frame 

estain aleta One of three scarfed timbers in 
the frame that follows the 
plane of the transom stern 
from the tuck to gunwale. 
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English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

First futtock genol First frame component on 
each side of the floor timber. 

Floor (timber) varangue varenga The frame timber which 
crosses the keel, stem, or stern 
knee. (See Fig. 1). 

Flower line ligne des fleurs The conceptual line running 
fore and aft following the 
intersections of the bilge and 
futtock arcs, narrowing and 
towards the ends of the vessel, 
and finishing at the stern in 
the concave kink of the tuck 
(see Fig. 4). 

The first attached ceiling tim
ber outboard of keelson (see 
Fig. 1). 

That part of the fourth deck 
located over forecastle. 

A carved timber (TT 1994) set 
athwartships at the level of the 
upper deck and serving as a 
partner both to the foremast 
and the bowsprit (see Fig. 3). 

Foremast step emplanture du 
mât de misaine 

carlinga del trinquete A carved timber (TT 7) 
mounted athwartships at the 
lower deck level and used to 
support the base of the fore
mast (see Fig. 3). 

Fourth deck quatrième pont cuarta cubierta A deck above the Upper deck 
and present only in the fore 
and stern castle areas. 

Frame membrure; 
membre 

cuaderna; 
miembro 

A transverse set of frame tim
bers not directly attached, 
except in the calculated 
frames, but counted as a unit 
based on position and num
bered from the master frame 
(O) towards the bow and 
stern. 

Frame timber pièce de membrure pieza de cuaderna One of five components in a 
frame including a floor tim
ber, first, second, and third 
futtocks, and top timber. 
Except for the floors and first 
futtocks of the calculated 
frames, and the fashion 
pieces, there is no direct 
attachment between succes
sive levels of frame timbers. 

Futtock arc arc du genou arco del genol The arc (11 codo diameter) 
which extends between the 
bilge and breadth arcs (see 
Fig. 4). 
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Foot wale serre d'empature cingla; 
singla; 
palmejar 

Forecastle deck pont du 

château avant 

Forelock bolt broche à goupille perno con chaveta 

Foremast mât de misaine palo trinquete 

Foremast partner étambraidu tamborete del trinquete 

mât de misaine 

genou 



English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

Garboard galbord aparadura; 
tablón de aparadura 

Existing in plank form on the 
Red Bay vessel only near the 
hull extremities; for most of 
the length this feature is incor
porated into the keel (see 
Fig. 1). 

Graminho graminho graminho; 
meia lua; 
brusca; 
saltarelha 

A device for determining 
gradual changes in hull shape 
including rising and narrow
ing that may be triangular or 
semi-circular in form. 

Half deck pont du 
château arrière; 
pont de dunette 

media cubierta Part of fourth deck located 
abaft the main mast and waist. 

Hanging knee courbe verticale curva á esquadra; 
curva vertical 

Deck knee with a vertical arm 
extending beneath the hori
zontal, found attached to the 
aft face of beams on the main 
and fourth decks and fixed 
beneath the beams of the 
upper deck. 

Hawse timber écubier escobenque An assembly framing the 
hawse holes on either side of 
the stem that consisted of a 
massive carved timber on the 
interior of the planking and a 
smaller component on the 
exterior. 

Heel talon d'assemblage çapata; 
zapata; 
couce de poupa 

A grown knee (TT 1010) form
ing the transition between the 
main keel timber and the 
sternpost, also incorporating 
the skeg. 

Hull planking bordé tablazón (exterior); 
forro (exterior) 

Hull plank 

Keel 

bordage 

quille 

tablón (exterior) 

quilla Consisting of two scarfed tim
bers, the main keel timber 
and the heel (see Fig. 1). 

Keelson carlingue carlinga A single timber (TT 19/20/ 
402) comprising the keelson 
and main mast step, lying 
across the floors and over the 
keel but not extending over 
the scarfs at either end of the 
main keel timber (see Fig. 1). 

Kevel taquet à oreilles; 
taquet à oreilles 
d'ane 

maniguetas A large cleat of composite con
struction consisting of two 
curved arms set vertically in a 
frame secured to the inside of 
the bulwark. 

Knight sep de drisse guindaste A vertical timber with one or 
more sheaves providing a 
lower purchase point for lines 
run aloft. 

Ledge barrotin lata; 
barrote 

A deck beam extending only 
from the side of the vessel to 
the carling (see Fig. 6). 
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English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

Length overall longueur totale 
(carpenter's or ship- (du constructeur) 
wright's) 

esloria The hull's outside length, from 
the top of the sternpost to the 
greatest forward extension of 
the stem. 

Length 
(surveyor's) 

longueur de 
Tétrave à l'étambot 
(du jaugeur) 

esloria The hull's length from the inte
rior face of the stem to the 
interior face of the sternpost, 
at the main deck level. 

Limber boards planches d'anguiller panas embornaleras; 
tablas de la canal 

Removable boards in ceiling 
laid next to keelson (see 
Fig. 1). 

Lodging knee courbe horizontale curva horizontal A knee set horizontally and 
found on the 24M vessel only 
joined to the dale and in the 
stern (see transom knee). 

Lower deck premier pont primera cubierta; 
primeros baos; 
primera andana de baos 

The lowest of three decks run
ning the entire length of the 
hull, and characterized by the 
use doubled beams (see 
Fig. 2). 

Main beakhead 
timber 

pièce principale de 
la poulaine 

madera principal del 
espolón 

The horizontal timber 
(TT 1858) that formed the cen
tral fore-and-aft element of the 
beakhead assemblage (see 
Fig. 3). 

Main deck pont principal cubierta principal The second of three decks run
ning the full length of the hull, 
corresponding to the widest 
part of the hull. 

Main keel timber pièce principale de 
la quille 

quilla This principal keel timber 
(TT 1532) is distinguished by 
the fact that it incorporated 
carved garboards for most of 
its length. The aft scarf of this 
timber joined it to the heel 
while trie forward scarf joined 
it directly to the stem. 

Mainmast 

Mainmast step 

mât principal; 
grand mât 

emplanture du 
mât principal 

palo mayor 

carlinga del palo mayor A carved swelling at the 
approximate longitudinal cen
tre of the keelson surrounding 
a mortise in which the main 
mast was set (see Fig. 1). 

Main wale préceinte principale cinta principal The lowermost wale, corre
sponding to the hulls widest 
point and located approxi
mately at the level or the main 
deck. 

Master frame maître-couple cuaderna maestra The central frame, one of the 
calculated frames, and distin
guished by futtocks dovetailed 
to both the fore and aft faces of 
the master frame floor. 

Middle piece pièce intermédiaire pieza intermedia A small timber running per-

f 'endicularly between car-
ings (see Fig. 6). 

Mizzen mast mât d'artimon palo mesana 
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English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

Mizzen-mast step emplanture du 
mât d'artimon 

carlinga del artimon A timber (TT 676/709) 
mounted athwartships on the 
upper deck and supporting 
the base of the mizzen mast. 

Narrowing réduction (du plat) reducción A gradual diminution espe
cially of the floor width 
toward the vessel ends. 

Partner étambrai tamborete One or more timbers used to 
support a component in an 
upright attitude, ie; foremast 
partner, and capstan partner. 

Pedestal (floor) piédestal pedestal The vertical portion of Y-
shaped crutch Floor timber. 

Pin rail râtelier; 
râtelier de tournage 

cabuleros; 
estantes 

Timbers interpreted as pin 
rails are square in section with 
belaying pin holes 40 mm or 
larger in diameter. 

Plug bouchon taco The term used for a treenail
like marker, typically 35mm in 
diameter, cut flush to one face 
of various frame timbers. 

Postario postario postario A vertical fender-like compo
nent of the channel assembly; 
four were part of each fore
mast channel assembly and six 
were in each mainmast chan
nel assembly (see Fig. 3). 

Principal 
timbers 

pièces principales; 
charpente axiale 

maderas principales de 
construcción 

Five principal timbers were 
defined in the Red Bay vessel: 
the stem, main keel timber, 
heel, sternpost and sternpost 
knee. 

Ribband lisse de construction vagara; 
maestra 

A temporary batten, its loca
tion marked with iron fasten
ing holes on the outside faces 
of the frame timbers. 

Riding bitts grandes bittes bitas Bitts located near the bow and 
used for securing ground 
tackle; their presence on the 
Red Bay vessel is indicated by 
the bitt step. 

Rising floors varangues acculées varengas levantadas floors located in the 7th to 
15th frames fore and aft of the 
master frame, and character
ized by a placement between 
the carved garboards of the 
keel. 

Rising acculement astilla The controlled rising towards 
the vessel ends of any various 
control points on the hull (eg: 
flower line) or structural fea
tures of the interior or exterior 
like the run of a deck or wale. 
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Scarf écart escarpe In our description of scarfs on 
the Red Bay ship, we divide 
them first into horizontal and 
vertical scarfs, based on the 
orientation of the table. Sec
ondly, we characterise the 
table, which may be diagonal 
or axial ("flat", "halved' ); it 
may be plain [empature] or 
have a hook ("splay") [adent] 
in it to keep the timbers from 
pulling apart. Thirdly, we 
describe the nibs ("butts") 
which may be square to the 
timbers' axis or angled 
("squinted"). 

Second futtock première allonge primera ligazón Second frame component on 
each side of the floor timber. 

Shelf clamp bauquière durmiente; 
lierna 

A thick interior strake on 
which the deck beam and 
ledge ends rest (See Fig. 2). 

Sill accotard albaola (Basque) A thick interior strake laid lon
gitudinally above the water
way above each deck, and 
above the bilge clamp in the 
ceiling, and characterized by 
indentations along its top edge 
to receive the filling planks 
(escoperadas) (Fig. 1 and 2). 

Skeg talon de la quille talón de quilla A trailing edge protrusion at 
the bottom of the heel to pro
tect the lower part of the rud
der. 

Standing knee courbe renversée curva llave A knee with a vertical arm 
extending above the horizon
tal; found only on lower deck 
fixed to a doubled beam (see 
Fig. 2), and inside the fashion 
frame above the wing tran
som (see Note 1). 

Stem étrave branque; 
roda de proa 

Consisting of two scarfed tim
bers (TT 9, TT 22 and TT 1581) 
following an arc with a radius 
of 9 codos from horizontal at 
the keel/stem scarf to near 
vertical at the stem head. 

Step emplanture carlinga A timber characterized by a 
mortise for receiving the base 
of a substantial vertical com
ponent, ie: bitt step; capstan 
step; mizzen, main and fore
mast steps. 

Stern hawse 
hole timber 

madrier des 
écubiers arrière 

madera de los 
escobenques de popa 

In the stern, a single timber 
(TT 997) laid athwartships 
containing two carved hawse 
holes. 

Sternpost étambot codaste; 
roda de popa 

A rabbetted timber (TT 22/23) 
scarfed to the upper arm of the 
heel and terminating at its top 
end at the tiller port and lower 
counter frames. Sternpost 
height is measured from the 
top of this timber to the bot
tom of the Heel and keel. 
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Sternpost knee courbe d'étambot curva coral A knee (TT 1101) located 
directly inside the keel and 
sternpost, its arms overlap
ping both the keel-to-heel and 
heel-to-sternpost scarfs, while 
on its top surfaces rested the 
stern crutch floors. 

Stringer lisse A single interior batten run
ning through the midships 
area between the lower and 
main decks (see Fig. 2). 

Tailframe couple de 
balancement 

almogama (port.); 
amura, quadra (sp.); 
postrera madera de cuenta; 
postrera (sp.) 

Third futtock deuxième allonge secunda ligazón Third frame component on 
each side of the floor timber. 

Tie rail lisse de 
porte-haubans 

guardacadenas A horizontal rail in the chan
nel assembly, passing through 
notches in the counter-posfnr-
los, and used tor securing run
ning tackle associated with the 
shrouds (see Fig. 3). 

Top timber allonge de sommet ligazón de cima; 
ligazón de revés 

The topmost timber of a 
frame. 

Transom stern; 
Flat transom stern; 
Square tuck stern 

tableau plat de l'arcasse; espejo de popa 
écusson plat de l'arcasse 

The flat, lower, portion of the 
stern, characterized by diago
nal or chevron-patterned 
planking laid over the tran
soms. 

Transoms arcasses arrière yugos de popa Timbers running horizontally 
between fashion pieces across 
the transom stern, the upper
most of which is called the 
wing transom 

Transom knee courbe horizontale 
de l'arcasse 

curva horizontal de 
popa 

One of three horizontal knees 
per side joining the transom 
assemblage to the stern frame 
timbers. 

Tuck façons arrière rasel The point at which the bottom 
of the fashion piece touches 
the sternpost. 

Tumblehome arc arc de rentrée arco del recogimiento The short arc (4 1/2 codo 
radius at amidships and for
ward) extending above the 
breadth arc and termina ting 
with a straight tangent tum
blehome (see Fig. 4). 

Turn of the bilge bouchain escoa; 
covado 

The area that corresponds 
with the bilge arc; in the inte
rior of the vessel this also cor
responds with the overlap 
zone between the floors and 
first futtocks (see Fig. 4). 

Upper deck pont supérieur puente The highest of three decks run
ning the entire length of the 
hull; this deck was exposed to 
the weather through the waist 
area although covered fore 
and aft by the fourth deck. 
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English French Spanish or Iberian Term Description 

Upperworks accastillage obras muertas The walls of the ship above the 
upper deck. 

Wale 

Waterway 

préceinte 

gouttière 

cinta 

trancanil; 
contralierna; 
contradurmiente; 
canale 

An L-shaped timber (thus 
comprising both the conven
tionally-understood water
way and spirketting) lying 
above the deck beams and 
below the sill (albonla) (see 
Figs. 1 and 2). 

Whelp taquet du cabestan guardainfante One of six blocks set into the 
capstan barrel by dovetail 
mortise around which the 
cable was wound (see Fig. 5) 

Wing transom barre d'arcasse yugo principal The uppermost transom set 
onto the top of sternpost with 
a dovetail joint, and directly 
above which were the located 
the lower counter frames and 
the tiller port. 

Wrunghead tête de varangue cabeza de plane The turned up extremity of an 
otherwise flat floor timber. 
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Figure 1. The keel (A) 
was carved from a sin
gle large beech tree and 
incorporates the gar-
boards (B). The floors 
(C) are overiden by a 
keelson (D) with the 
mainmast step (E) 
carved into it. The mast 
step area is supported 
by four buttresses on 
both the port and star
board sides (F). The 
outboard end of each 
buttress is set into a 
foot wale (G). Between 
the Foot wale and the 
keelson are a series of 
removable limber 
boards (H) and out
board is a single strake 
identified as the ceil
ing plank (J). The bilge 
clamp (K) is next in the 
sequence of the ceiling 
assembly which is 
capped by the sill 
(alboala) (L) and its fill
ing planks (escopera-
das) (M). (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-87-103-ld). 

Figure 2. The shelf 
clamp (A), waterway 
(B) and sill (albaola) 
(C), combine to form a 
band extending fore an 
aft along each deck 
line. This band rein
forces the area where 
successive frame ele
ments (D, E) overlap, 
binding these together, 
and providing, with 
the filling planks (esco-
peradas) (F), protection 
to the exposed end-
grain of the lower 
frame elements (D). 
This drawing is at the 
lower deck level and 
includes a doubled 
beam (G), standing 
knee (H), and stringer 
(J). (Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-93-
103-8a). 
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Figure 3. The central 
support for the beak-
head is provided by 
the main beakhead 
timber (A). A cathead 
(B) protrudes out
board on each side of 
the beakhead and is 
stepped at the cathead 
step timber (C). Within 
the bow of the ship are 
heavy carved elements 
including the hawse 
timber (escobenques), 
the foremast partner 
(D), the bitt and bow
sprit step (E), and the 
foremast step (F). The 
starboard foremast 
channel assemblage 
shows the channel, or 
mesa de guarnición (G); 
and postarios (H). The 
postarios are topped by 
counter-posfnnos (J), 
which are paired with 
hanging knees (K) in 
support of the chan
nel, and also secure the 
tie rail (L). (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-2006-103-4a). 

Figure 4. Four arcs, 
identified as the bilge 
(A), futtock (B), 
breadth (C), and tum-
blehome arcs (D), are 
shown as they appear 
in the midship of the 
Red Bay 24M vessel. 
Straight line tangents 
are evident in the tum-
blehome and the flat 
floor (E). Tonnage was 
gauged with a formula 
that included the 
dimensions of the 
depth of hold (F) mea
sured between the top 
of the ceiling and the 
top of the main deck 
beam, and half the 
beam (G), measured to 
the outside of the 
frames, again at the 
main deck. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2006-103-5). 
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Figure 5. The body of 
the capstan is carved 
from a single tree and 
consists of two parts: 
the spindle (A) extend
ing from the step (B) 
located on the main 
deck through the part
ner (C) on the upper 
deck; and the barrel 
(D), to which are 
attached the whelps 
(E) separated by 
chocks (F), and 
through which the cap
stan bars (G) are placed. 
(Drawing: R. Hillier, 
Parks Canada; 24M-83-
103-4b). 

Figure 6. The lower 
deck structure is based 
on doubled beams (A) 
with carlings (B) over
set, which frame hatch
way access to the lower 
hold. Deck planking 
(C) is supported by 
ledges (D) with a 
"clubhead" form run
ning between the shelf 
clamp (E) and the car-
ling. Middle pieces (F) 
run between the car-
lings over the doubled 
beams. Binding strakes 
(G) running atop the 
carlings help lock the 
ledges and middle 
pieces in place. This 
carling-over-beam 
structure comprised 
most of the lower deck, 
some of the main deck, 
and the central portion 
of the upper deck. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-93-
103-9a). 
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In 1978 Parks Canada underwater 
archaeologists discovered the wreck of a 
16th-century Basque whaling vessel in Red 
Bay, Labrador, believed to be the San Juan 
(1565). This discovery led to the most 
comprehensive underwater archaeology 
research project ever undertaken in Canada. 
The shipwreck was completely excavated 
over eight field seasons, resulting in the 
accumulation of 14,000 diving hours in frigid 
water averaging 0°C. The structural remains 
of close to 3,000 timbers were recorded in 
detail through a process that helped set new 
standards in the field of underwater 
archaeology. This five-volume publication 
(actually five English and five French 
volumes) is the culmination of over 25 years 
of research by associates and members of 
Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeology 
Service. It describes not only the underwater 
archaeology as practiced at Red Bay but also 
16th-century ship construction, whaling and 
material culture studies. 
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Robert Grenier, director of the project, was born 
in Trois-Rivières, Québec, in 1937. Following the 
completion of an MA in Classics at Laval 
University, he started his archaeological field 
training with Parks Canada at the Fortress of 
Louisbourg in 1963. That year, he learned to dive 
and embarked on an underwater archaeology 
career. In 1968, he completed his underwater 
field training on the Kyrenia Wreck Project, in 
Cyprus. He joined the nascent underwater 
archaeology team of Parks Canada in 1969 as 
assistant-chief and became its chief in 1979. In 
September 1978, he led a small team to Red Bay, 
Labrador to find the wreck of the San Juan (1565) 
and directed the Red Bay underwater fieldwork 

there until its completion in 1985. He then assembled a research team and directed the 
ensuing research and publication program. Grenier 's passion and unwavering approach to 
the protection and rigorous management of submerged cultural resources throughout his 
career have brought respect and recognition from his peers. In addition to several national 
and international awards, he was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2004 for his 
pioneering work in developing underwater archaeology in Canada and abroad. As 
president of the International Scientific Committee on Underwater Cultural Heritage of 
ICOMOS/UNESCO, Robert Grenier played a significant role in deliberations held by 
UNESCO in Paris to develop the 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater 
Cultural Heritage. 


